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PREFACE
Welcome to the 17th International Conference on Electronic
Business (ICEB) in Dubai, UAE. The theme of this year’s
Conference is “Smart Cities.” We had received 81
submissions and 51 papers were accepted into the final
program that consisted of 11 sessions. Among them, 34 full
papers, 8 work-in-progress papers, and 7 abstracts are
included in this Proceedings. To avoid copyright issue, those
papers whose authors intend to submit them to journal outlets
are published in work-in-progress or abstract format only.
The topic areas of the papers in this conference include Big
data analytics and smart cities, Blockchain technology and
applications, FinTech technologies and applications, Smart
hotels and buildings, Social and cross-border e-commerce,
eHealth and smart tourism, Internet and e-business, IoT
technologies and applications, Online consumer behavior,
Supply chain and logistics, Design science and service
designs, Social media and multimedia designs, and other
e-business research issues.
On the opening day, we had scheduled two keynote speakers:
Prof. Patrick Y.K. Chau, Padma and Hari Harilela Professor
in Strategic Information Management and former Director of
School of Business from University of Hong Kong; and Prof.
Eldon Y. Li, University Chair Professor from National
Chengchi University in Taiwan. They presented their recent
perspectives in smart cities and multilevel research design. In
addition, we were fortunate to visit Smart Dubai Project
Office and warmly welcomed by the project team leaders.
They gave us several lively presentations and showcases. All
the participants found their achievements in this project very
impressive and admirable.
A special event occurred during the conference this year we
broke ground in using communication software to conduct
two virtual presentations regarding data science and web mining. The two research projects were
headed by Prof. Jim Jansen at Hamad Bin Khalifa University, Qatar. Because of the Qatar
Blockade, His research team was not able to travel to Dubai for the physical presentations.
The annual conference of ICEB is an excellent opportunity for the scholars like you and me to
share research ideas and get informed about the latest development in the fields. We could meet
leading scholars from around the world so as to establish a research network and engage in future
collaborations. In this conference, there were 66 scholars from 14 countries, including Australia,
China, Hong Kong, Lebanon, Macau, Netherlands, Philippine, Portugal, Qatar, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and U.S.A.
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In closing, we would like to thank you for your participation in this conference, without which it
will not be successful. We also thank all the speakers, presenters, reviewers, the program
committee members, and session chairs, who all have contributed their efforts and support to this
conference. Special thanks go to our conference staffs, especially Ms. Jane Yu, Director of Sun
Light Tourism, who had planned and executed the conference events tirelessly and
effectively. Finally, on behalf of the entire Conference Committee and the Novotel Al Barsha
staffs, we sincerely wish that the experience during your stay in Dubai was very delightful and
memorable and we look forward to seeing you again in ICEB 2018.

Cordially yours,

Eldon Y. Li
Eldon Y. Li
Proceedings Co-Editor, ICEB 2017
University Chair Professor
National Chengchi University and Asia University, Taiwan

Kathy N. Shen
Kathy Ning Shen
Proceedings Co-Editor, ICEB 2017
Associate Professor
University of Wollongong in Dubai, UAE
December 2017 in Dubai, UAE
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ABSTRACT
China’s latest innovations of Internet Economy are partly reflected in video living broadcast, shared bicycles etc. In recent
years, tourism industry in China obtains rapid development by utilizing Internet. However, it is still difficult to meet the
growing tourist demands. In order to solve this problem, in this paper, we put forward a Tourism Crowdsourcing Model (TCM),
which utilizes the public creativity to meet the increasing demands for personalized tourism. Firstly, the main problems of the
tourism industry are analyzed. Secondly, the pattern of TCM is elaborated, and a matching algorithm between the tourist
requirements and the workers’ abilities is well designed to find the qualified service providers efficiently and accurately.
Finally, an example is given to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the TCM based on shared economy. The results shows
that TCM has some significant advantages to satisfy the tourism personalized needs by motivating the public to participate in
the tourism industry initiatively.
Keywords: Sharing Economy, Crowdsourcing, Tourism Customization, Best-Matched.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
Tourism, as a typical service industry, has been a significant component for economy development in various countries and
regions. With the growth of China’s economy and national income, the tourism demand is growing rapidly. According to the
data of China Nation Tourism Administration (CNTA), the tourism market continues to rise in the first half of 2016. Tourism
revenue reached 2.25 trillion yuan (RMB), an increase of more than 30%, and the number of tourists’ total person-times
reached 23.63 trillion, an increase of 200 million.

Figure 1: Tourism Data of The First Half of 2016 in China (From Penguin Intelligence (2016))
In 2016, nearly half of the tourism industry focused on the field of personalized tourism, and more than half of the tourism
investment is concentrated in this area. Due to lack of differentiation, some start-up companies which hyped new concepts was
merged or closed. Online travel shows a healthy momentum in 2016. The data show only 22.9% of tourists chose to travel with
the group, and the number of self-help tourists accounted for 66.2%. Most of them are post-90s. But the pain caused by
self-help travel is still widespread. For example, when a visitor wants to go to a strange place, how does he plan the traffic and
accommodation? When he arrives a new tourist point, how can he plan the visit line.
The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a two-way matching model that supports both tourists and
crowdsourcing workers, which allows to establish point-to-point service connections and to meet more personalized service
needs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed in Section II. Section III analyzes the tourists’
needs. The tourism crowdsourcing mode and an example called U-travel are proposed in Section IV and Section V respectively.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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RELATED WORK
Crowdsourcing, which was proposed in 2006 by Howe, J. (2006), has been a significant way to solve some problems that
computers have trouble with, such as image labeling/classification, natural language processing, or document writing.
Individuals can play two different roles within Crowdsourcing: task requester or task worker. There exist an increasing number
of researchers studying reviews and ratings behavior in tourism markets based on crowdsourcing. Wu and Wei (2010) propose
a system called Opinion Seer, which enables an interactive visualization by analyzing large volumes data of hotel reviews.
Cresci and D’Errico (2015) present a review model which can analyze tourists’ opinions and provide a map-based visualization
of sentiments expressed, thus, enables tourists to identify areas of interest. Leal and González–Vélez (2017) present a model,
which extracts meaningful information from textual reviews based on Semantic Similarity to identify relevant
recommendations. And then a data mining method is employed to automatically discover an interesting destination for the
tourists. Borras and Moreno (2014) and Gavalas and Kasapakis (2013) present an intelligent tourism recommender survey
about the tourism resources. A questionnaire/form-based approach was employed by Tiwari and Kaushik (2015) to collect
crowd-sourced information, in which, the method specifically relies on updated information to enrich the list of
recommendations. Gabr and Abdennadher (2015) propose a game to provide useful information to tourists, which motivates
locals to share their historical sceneries with the tourists. When the participators play the game, the information and data about
the visited places is collected. Leal and Dias (2016) propose a tourist-centered off-line and on-line analysis system by utilizing
positive and negative ratings and reviews, which discovers relevant trends of tourists. At the same time, Multiple Linear
Regression is employed to identify the most significant factors that influence tourists’ behaviors. Tiwari and Kaushik (2014)
explore a recommender prototype system to predict interesting locations by using crowdsourcing approach. The information in
the system include right time to visit, weather conditions, traffic condition, right mode of transport, crowdedness, security
alerts, etc.
These related works mainly focus on the recommendation method by analyzing the reviews and ratings collected by crowd
individuals. However, these studies do not take full account of the tourists’ activities. In order to find tourists’ trends and
patterns more precisely, we, in this paper, combine both the tourists’ requirements and the workers’ abilities, and enable the
tourists and the workers to achieve the best match.
ANALYSIS OF TOURISTS’ NEEDS
Although the output value of China's internet tourism industry has gradually improved in recent years, there still exists a lot of
deficiencies such as asymmetric information, market disorder without standard, market no-equilibrium, and loss of culture etc.
We analyze the problems as follows.
Poor Tourists’ Experience
Market disorder (e.g., high commission rebate and virulent price war), and market non-equilibrium lead to many problems.
Prawns with high price in Qingdao sparked a bitter public debate on social media. The root cause is lack of government
supervision and high-quality tourism products. Moreover, team tour must strictly control the time and range of activities.
Other applications, which are based on knowledge payment such as Zhihu and Fenda, are becoming more and more popular.
The confusion of information influences the tourisms’ demands and behaviors. Professionals, who have a great mastery on
specific skill, are badly needed to help people in need.
Finally, it is travel enthusiast that need to pay attention the problem How to play influence of travel experience. We share our
travel experiences through photos and travel notes at present. Diversified travel experience sharing path promote the user’s
next travel decision and enhance travel experience. If we can gain profits through past travel experience, it can be beneficial to
develop the tourism industry.
TuNiu (2015) released The 2017 online travel market trends forecast report, which pointed out that the domestic tourist
attractions will deepen the thematic trends, including honeymoon tours, family tours, study tours and so on. With the 2022
Winter Olympics approaching, Snow tour is becoming the trend during the Spring Festival of 2017. Wang Qingsheng said
tourism enterprises should pay attention to the participation, innovation and challenge of the project, and provided high quality
and innovative service for tourists.
Insufficient Business Response
At present, most national A-class scenic spots rely on ticket receipts, and they are lack of shocking entertain project. It is
unable to meet the demand of visitor, and it can’t get a part of value-added profits. The following table is a survey about the
independent travel, the samples come from a college student tourism club.
TABLE 1: RESULTS OF A SURVEY ON THE INDEPENDENT TRAVEL
Reasons for independent travel
Question for independent travel
Free choice route
42%
Safety risk
Time free adjustment
38%
Unable to resolve product order issues
Avoid transactional disputes
16%
Difficult planning
Convenient travel with friend
4%
No travel companion
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The enterprise makes little innovation in the E-travel business model. Relying on pattern innovation can improve tourist
experience and promote industry reformation more or less, and the innovation will break the traditional profit model and
introduce a diversified development mechanism. On the other hand, different industrial standard and the lack of professionals
are also the reasons that the customized tourism industry cannot develop rapidly. Generally speaking, there is still a great
prospect for this industry.
A report from YiGuan (2016) called “Topic analysis of China's online Independent travel trends 2017” shows that high
demand service begins from customized travel such as travel agency service, intelligent tools, customization by travel master,
and planner + route tour etc.
Strong Needs of Tourism Personalization
The travel purpose has changed from fixed travel lines and scenic spots to customization pattern. As a result, numerous
customized travel applications appeared to help users complete the travel. Especially, the year of 2016 was called "the first year
of customized travel". However, customized tourism in the perspective, some experts point out that there are still problems
such as asymmetric information, fuzzy personality and high cost. Among them, the weight of customized function of Ctrip is
still low. But in sharing economy, customized services enable tourists to reduce cost and obtain better experience, the pattern is
accepted by more and more people.
Tourism Socialization Trends
Over the past few years, the UGC (User Generated Content) community has been fully developed, such as China’s “Ma feng
wo” and “Baidu tourism”. Self-media channel is the first pipe-line for most people to share photos and experiences. Take
micro-blog as an example, topic "Traveling with micro-blog" has reached over 60 million of the reading amount. Thus, the
development of Online Community has gradually influenced the idea of consumers.
TOURISM CROWDSOURCING MODE ANALYSIS
Model Design of Tourism Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing, the concept originally proposed by the American Jeff Howe, is an activity that distributes tasks to non-experts,
and in the past these tasks were done by internal staff. Tourism Crowdsourcing Model is a route planning service based on
Internet Crowdsourcing. It fully mobilizes the Master who has the ability to plan a trip to help complete the route planning for
user. There are two reasons for the development of custom crowdsourcing mode. First, the age of content paying arrived. Logic
Show, a network program directed by Luo Zhenyu, has benefitted from content paying model. Meanwhile, its success is
counterproductive to the development of the content paying industry. Second, the sharing economy is growing rapidly, it
makes each Internet users involved in sharing line.
The sharing economy was proposed by Marcus Felson and Joe L.Spaeth in 1978. Robin Chase points out “everyone shares the
best ability to integrate individuals and businesses, and the essence is the efficient use of each resource and each stakeholder.
"Organization" can bring advantages to the industry (Need a larger scale and a lot of resources), and "individual" can bring
individual advantages (localization, specialization and customization)” in the Peers Inc.: How People and Platforms Are
Inventing.
Unlike intelligent route planning, Tourism Custom Crowdsourcing Model will make enterprises to help users maximize the
experience of urban folk cultures in minimized costs (reduce the cost of data accumulation). Zhang Ping, the founder of the
World State, said that the key to reducing the cost of customized tourism is the sharing economy "Big Data+ Master
Crowdsourcing".
Given the characteristics of youngsters who pursue freedom, seek challenges and make friends extensively, it becomes a reason
why users choose the custom platform in the future to expand social relationships through customized travel platforms. And
custom crowdsourcing mode, mutual travel, and local guides have provided young people a channel to communicate with each
other. We have reasons to believe that models are bound to be welcomed by the crowd.
Optimizing the Evaluation Mechanism
Since the model requires an objective evaluation of human ability, it is crucial that we optimize the existing evaluation system.
For the same type of product exist drawbacks, "U-travel" will get comprehensive evaluation with a combination of factors
(include service levels, platform interviews, and district capabilities). Then, based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP
proposed by T.L. Saaty of University of Pittsburgh, is a multi-objective decision-making analysis method of combination of
qualitative and quantitative analysis), the final score is determined. Hence the platform has been evaluated in a comprehensive
and relatively objective way. The final score is a function which takes TAHPcoefficient and S Base as variables. A variety of
correspondence rules can be considered, we present a simplest method here.
Stotal

f (TAHPcoefficient , S Base )

TAHPcoefficient u S Base
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Where˖

TAHPcoefficient

¦

n

( S S _ Speed u kS _ Speed  S S _ attitude u kS _ attitude  S S _ quality u kS _ quality )

i 1

(2)

5n

kS  speed  kS  attitude  kS quality

1

(3)

TAHPcoefficient - represent the overall level of service, k All - represent the weight of the index and assign by the rule of AHP, Sgive a mark by user(S ranges from 0~5, hereinafter the same), n- the number of users participating,

TAHPcoefficient and k All will

be normalized, ranges from 0~1.
Where˖

S Base

S Activity u k Activity  S System u kSystem  S Regional u k Regional
kactivity  kSystem  k Regional

(4)

1

(5)

S Base - represent the basic indicator of ability, k All - the same as above, S Activity , S System and S Regional - represent the base
score for each part: Self-media Activity is evaluated by the system according to the ranking ratio (factors include the number of
fans, visitors and like), system score reference video interviews and online test scores(video interviews tested people's practical
ability and service attitude, online testing focuses on the basic capabilities of some people's route planning), regional scores are
determined by factors such as residence and local travel days divided into 1-5 grades and given grades.
We assign values based on the T.L. Saaty's 1~9 scaling. As the matrix shows, service quality is more important than service
speed etc.
TABLE 2. JUDGMENT MATRIX
S Speed
S Attitude SQuality
Activity System Regional
S Speed 1.0000 0.3333 0.1429
Activity 1.0000 0.1429 0.2000
S Attitude 3.0000 1.0000 0.2000
System
7.0000 1.0000 3.0000
SQuality 7.0000 5.0000 1.0000
Regional 5.0000 0.3333 1.0000
Then, according to the matrix calculation method, the corresponding weight values are as follow.
TABLE 3. RESULT OF WEIGHT VALUE

kS _ speed

0.0810

k Activity

0.0719

kS _ attitude

0.1884

kSystem

0.6491

kS _ quality

0.7306

k Regional

0.2790

EXAMPLE—U-TRAVEL
We design a tourism application to reflect the final conclusion of the paper.
"U-travel" is a mobile Internet product which helps tourists enjoy personalized travel in low cost by sharing-economy model.
The Service of Customization by travel master is the core function of U-travel, and the local tour guide and mutual travel
patterns is the direction of subsequent versions. On the other hand, we will promote user's actual communication between users
and travel masters through the self-media platform, and reduce travel costs by integrating internet shared-product.
termination

User evaluation

Second
communication

Finished Service

User login

Select custom
services

Post Your WANT

Master accept

NO

Satisfied

YES

Confirm order and
pay

Initial
communication

accessorial service

Travel plan

Remodify

FIGURE 2: User Operating Flowchart
The matching process is as follows,
˄1˅Fill in travel places, dates, and select the rank of Travel Master,
˄2˅Match the Master through the system (Travel Master's information has been previously recorded in the database),
˄3˅Screen out qualified Master (factor: class and region),
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˄4˅Complete the customized services.
Project Core
Personalized Travel
According to the foregoing analysis, we have come up with this view: "U-travel" is a requirement-oriented product, instead of
product-orientation. Through excavations of tourist demand, we adjust the route planning as the core. The platform assigns the
customized task to the travel masters, and they will complete the customization task, as well as guide users to purchase the
traveling products and to use comprehensive sharing-service. In the profit model, the platform gains a commission on the
service charge.
In addition, local guides and mutual travel are personalized tours model based on the F2F (Face-to-Face) way. The model of
locals guides, which led by a tour guide, go deep into the local lanes and experiences different urban cultures. Mutual travel
pays more attention to the social intercourse, and how to facilitate the willingness of both sides to travel is the practical
problem for the platform.
Sharing Platform
Nowadays, a lot of sharing platforms, such as live platform and content sharing platform, gradually accumulated paid users for
the core service. "U-travel" is an operation pattern of information sharing. Masters earn money by sharing information. For
users, core service means low-cost customization trips. And it will try to integrate a variety of sharing platforms, such as
housing sharing and car sharing. Users can enjoy the entire sharing service on a single platform. "U-travel" also includes
sharing life skills, for example, local people cooked the featured local food for tourists. A long-term project is skill paid courses,
such as the ZhiHu’s paid column.
Tourism Social Contact
The self-media platform is a way for masters to show themselves, it will help Masters to improve their influence. Fan economy
attracts users to attempt the function and enhance user stickiness. Users can publish their own travel tips, travel raiders,
anti-cheat guidelines, and establish relationships with other travel enthusiasts. Social networks between users and users, users
and Masters will meet their basic social needs.
Data Preparing and Experiment
We simulated a case which based on a custom trip to Xiamen: A user submitted custom requirements of Xiamen, and there are
five Masters involved in the matching activity. For example, we chose Master A to calculate the final score. The all K value in
the case is derived from the preceding part of the paper. We analyzed the data from 10 users, and the results are as following
(all data are simulated):
TABLE 4: THE CASE ABOUT THE SERVICE COEFFICIENT
Speed Score
Attitude score
Quality score
Master A

kS _ speed = 0.0810

User No.1
4
User No.2
3
User No.3
4
User No.4
4
User No.5
3
User No.6
4
User No.7
2
User No.8
4
User No.9
4
User No.10 3
Final score
standardization

kS _ attitude = 0.1884

kS _ quality = 0.7306

Score

4
3
4
4
4
3
3
4
5
4

5
4
4
3
4
4
5
5
3
5

4..731
3.731
4.000
3.269
3.919
3.812
4.380
4.731
3.458
4.650
4.068
0.814

The same approach applies to other masters, and we calculate the final score according to the model.
TABLE 5: THE CASE ABOUT THE FINAL SCORE
k Activity =0.0719
kSystem =0.6491
Master

Service
coefficient

Fans

Visitors

Like

A

0.814

0.7306
4

0.0810
4

0.1884
5

Video
Interviews
0.8750
4

Online
Testing
0.1250
5

k Regional =0.2790

Final
score

5

3.56
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B
C
D
E

0.760
0.822
0.741
0.682

4
3
2
2

5
5
2
3

4
3
4
2

4
3
2
3

5
4
3
4

4
3
2
1

3.11
2.54
1.56
1.68

Finally, we got the final score about the five Master. If we define the intermediate Master with standard score ranging from 3-4,
the Master A and B will be intermediate Master. However, according to the experimental situation, there are many deficiencies.
The coefficient has a substantial effect on the base score, so that the deviation is too large to ignore. In the worst case, all
results are not up to the standard of Senior Master. Maybe, some additional parameters should be included to build a better
evaluation model in the future.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we propose a best matched model between tourists’ requirements and workers’ abilities based on crowdsourcing
mechanism. On one hand, the model collects the workers’ historical records such as location, specialty, and historical reviews
etc. On the other hand, the model enables a tourist to distribute his tourism demands. In this paper, a two-way interactive
system is constructed, which finds out the most suitable tourism worker for the tourism requestor, and then gives the best
information or advice such as right time to visit, weather conditions, traffic condition, right mode of transport, crowdedness,
security alerts, etc. The experiment results demonstrate that our model can work efficiently. In the future, the integration of
multi-dimensional data will be introduced, thus, the recommendations can be achieved more accurately. At the same time,
incentives and privacy protection mechanism also need to be seriously considered in the following researches.
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ABSTRACT
GitHub open source software developers remain in short supply. Successful GitHub projects offer multiple pathways for
developers to contribute into their repositories. This study’s GitHub JavaScript big data is path modelled to provide
understanding of the different significant developer contribution pathways towards raising the project’s activity level. Its
significant pathways offer the project’s creator benchmark decision making capabilities that can be used to trigger faster project
software development through to its next completion point. This approach has behavioural consumptive value connotations that
may provide a future pathway towards tapping big data sources and to also delivering real business values.
Keywords: Open source software (OSS), GitHub software development, popularity, activity level, value, consumption.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The online open source software version control system GitHub (Firestine, 2017) is large. It currently enlists around twenty
million developers who have delivered over one hundred million pull requests (Firestine, 2017). Github’s repositories (around
fifty seven million (Firestine, 2017) outnumber the available open source software developers by nearly three-to-one. Hence
open source developers remain in short supply. Also new software projects often need skilled external open source software
developer support to quickly advance (and complete) their coding requirements (GitHub, 2017b). Thus, this study considers first
how developers contribute towards a project, and second what may trigger the speeding of project’s software development
through to its next completion point.
GITHUB
GitHub is the faster growing online software version control system (Yu et al., 2014). GitHub allows the professional developers
of companies like Facebook and Google to enlist global help, and to rapidly solve complex software coding. Such substantive
GitHub projects house a conglomeration software development components each held within their specific project’s big data
repository. GitHub Repositories extend beyond such major project developments. They also capture projects involving
independent developers, or teams of developers seeking specific open source assistance to solve specific software project tasks.
GitHub repositories also encompass individual repositories where specific student projects seek individual open source
assistance.
A GitHub project creator forms a repository, This GitHub repository houses the source code, and a master (production
development) branch. The project creator and a core development team use GitHub, social media, other web/mobile sites, and
personal connections to promote their project. They encourage open source developers to fork the project (copy and adapt the
master branch) and to work independently. Theses open source software developers then make direct changes to the repository
content and feedback (pull request) changes that can advance the master branch code and/or contribute in some indirect
supportive way into this project’s repository.
Over time each repository modifies as: developer contributions add and/or delete content, explanations are added, code is tested
by others, and the original creator and core team accept pull-requests as commits (content changes) into the master branch. Thus
the repository grows as a collection of: source code, a master (production development) branch, other branches (including
experimental, developmental, internal clones, and test site components), support materials (including text description, audio,
video and other multi-dimensional clarifications), ad hoc contributions and information advice updates.
From time-to-time GitHub’s repository ecosystem may suffer developer and knowledge losses - which can retard the project’s
software development. For example, a specific developer may choose to externally clone the repository’s master branch and
create a unique (and/or alternate) software development pathway outside the original repository’s ecosystem. This loss of
developer capabilities likely negatively impacts the project’s development, and may move other developers to follow this unique
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alternative development pathway.
GITHUB AND RESEARCH
The GitHub REST API can be used by researchers to slowly capture select comparison data from several GitHub repositories
(GitHub, 2017d; Gitstar., 2017; Octoverse., 2017). The REST API generates only specific GitHub ecosystem data concerning
each repository (Borges, Hora & Valente, 2017; Cosentino, Luis & Cabot, 2016; Onoue, Hata & Matsumoto, 2013). Such
GitHub ecosystem data can then be collated, statistically modelled, and assessed to expose each open source developer groups’
ongoing contributions towards the repository’s popularity (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014; Bissyande et al., 2013; Blincoe et
al., 2016; Borges, Hora & Valente, 2017; Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017).
Researchers measure popularity differently. Hence popularity remains an inconsistent GitHub measure with different studies
including differing: convenience measures, different models, and/or different regression equations (Borges et al., 2015; Sajnani
et al., 2014; Xavier & Macedo, 2014). Further, popularity as the overall suite of contribution into a GitHub ecosystem is really a
proxy for the project’s activity level (Dabbish et al., 2012).
The project’s activity level is a repository performance benchmark. It can then be used by the GitHub project creator as a decision
making tool, and can also be used to benchmark against competition. The project creator (and the core team of supporting
developers) can then focus their benchmark decision making onto further ways of drawing new potential GitHub contributors
(such additional developers, advisors, testers, and watchers) into their repository’s ecosystem, and into convincing them to
provide enhancing ecosystem contributions. This approach is also behavioral, and where the developer ecosystem’s responses
lift the project’s consumption, its values deliverance processes are also enhanced (Bradlow et al., 2017). Thus a
consumptive-values approach may provide a future pathway towards tapping big data sources and tying these into pathways for
delivering business values.
GITHUB CONTRIBUTOR GROUPS
A GitHub repository had many contributor groups. These can be loosely classified into three developer consideration sections.
First are those interested in the GitHub project including: watchers (receive notifications of content changes), stars (indicate a
liking for the project), and contributors (request to contribute into the project). Second are those who actively participate to the
project including: commits (incremental changes provided as pull requests/documentation), forks (independent development
solution approaches), and version releases (meeting project milestones). Lastly are those executing changes including: open
issues (identified problems in the code), closed issues (problems fixed in the code), open pulls (problems still not fixed from
contributing developers or fork commit problems still under development), and closed pulls (pull requests adopted into the
master branch) [20]. We model these measurable project activity level contributors as Figure 1.

Figure 1: GitHub big data contributors to project’s activity level into the repository.
Hence the purpose of this paper is to present a path model approach capable of investigating (and interpreting) drivers of a
GitHub repository’s project activity level. We suggest our path model approach also offers direction for future work using more
sophisticated statistical techniques. For example the text mining of GitHub’s Figure 1 construct blocks for values related
measures may indicate measurement pathways between GitHub and a business’ consumptive-values constructs. This may initiate
improved repository search and capture algorithms.
METHODOLOGY
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Past studies have seldom extracted and compared big data from GitHub to study Java, JavaScript and Python project activity
levels. This study investigates the most common programming language in GitHub – namely JavaScript, as a preliminary study
before repeating the approach using Java and Python, Extraction utilizes the REST API provided by GitHub (GitHub, 2017c).
This process is slow and the approach used captures the top 160 GitHub projects (as defined by number of forks) for each
language, with each big data 24/7 download requiring several days. Data captured is then collated and checked to remove
anomalies. Anomolies must be individually checked. For example one of the top projects in Python is still listed as shadowsocks
- an internet firewall repository. But this is now inactive and it is blocked by the Chinese government (Shadowsocks, 2017).
There are anomalies in JavaScript projects too, but they are not quite as dramatic as this Python example.
By regressing each contributing construct in Figure 1 their relative contributions towards activity level may be gauged. A better
more complex approach is assessing each contributing construct within a full path model (Figures2 and 3), and then investigating
both their relative path strengths of significance, and their total effects onto a project’s activity level. Again outlier removal using
AMOS24.0 is engaged to remove non-conforming project repositories (like Python’s shadowsocks).
GITHUB EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Figure 1 has interested observers - that discover the project, and through their actions (watching, staring or contributing) can
potentially be drawn to add into the project as participants and solvers - who add/remove/copy/reflect-on the project’s content
through its repository contributions and changes. Hence, a regressive path model may follow a logical progression as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Proposed GitHub path model structure
RESULTS
In this exploratory study we include pulls as a combined pulls-open and pulls-closed value, and hence we do not include the
Figure 2 issues-open and the issues-closed constructs. Our analysis of the top 160 JavaScript projects eliminates six outliers and
leaves the Figure 3 path model with all paths significant at p < 0.05.
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Figure 3: GitHub path model (JavaScript Top 160 projects)
This exploratory path model study delivers excellent fit. Its Figure 3 exploratory fit indices are as follows: ȤGI S 
CFI = 0.99, TLI = 0.98, GFI = 0.96, AGFI = 0.90, RMSEA = 0.066 (Hair et al., 2010). Hence, the full study comparing 480 of the
top GitHub projects - deploying Java, JavaScript and Python projects, is now being conducted by the authors.
DISCUSSION
The path model approach is regression based. It is applicable where models (such as Figure 3) are not too complex (Grapentine,
2000). It identifies the most important and least important constructs. However, it assumes data collection measures are made
without random measurement error. This feature can disguise multicollinearity effects (Grapentine, 2000; Hair et al., 2010). In
this study, we control for these multicollinearity effects by our research design by only engaging one software language at a time,
by only engaging the top GitHub specific projects, by only using the projects that are current, and by only using projects with a
continual repository longevity exceeding 3 years. The Figure 3 path model approach supports the theoretical flow of GitHub
contributions.
Table 1: Standardized Total Effects for GitHub path model (JavaScript Top 160 projects)
Contributors Watchers
Stars
Forks
Pulls
Releases Commits
Forks
0.74
Pulls
0.87
Releases
0.52
-0.64
0.63
-0.26
Commits
0.76
-0.18
0.17
-0.07
0.71
0.28
Project
0.39
-0.08
0.07
-0.03
0.66
0.12
0.93
Activity
Table 1 provides Figure 3’s standardized total effects. This table shows commits are key direct drivers of the project’s activity
level, other contributors are indirect drivers of the project’s activity level. Pulls and commits are the strongest drivers of the
project’s activity level. Contributors also generate positive project activity level additions or deletions. This suggests creating
high levels of pull requests should be a prime target consideration for project creator’s core team of developers.
Stars, watchers and forks provide little effect on the project’s activity level. Some forks divert some developer activity into other
directions that occasionally do not feed back into the project, and watchers, outside contributing an effect onto forks, provide a
minor negative towards the project’s activity level.
This study offers a big data direction for future work. It allows for the deployment of more sophisticated statistical comparison
techniques. It is logically developed. It offers further indications around the internal and broad relationships that likely exist
between GitHub’s big data and models linking through to business/consumer consumption, and how these may be connected
using improved repository search algorithms to release business value.
CONCLUSION
With around twenty six million developers, and around fifty seven million projects, a GitHub project’s competition to win open
source developers remains highly competitive. There are multiple roles through which a GitHub developer can participate in a
project and contribute to its repository (Figure 1).
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This GitHub study engages a staged behavioral approach. The sequencing of three developer consideration sections is
considered in line with Hamilton and Tee (2013) three stage behavioral approach using the project’s overall activity level as the
outcomes driver. This delivers a new approach to investigate project developments, and to understand projects against varying
sizes, software languages, degrees-of-complexity and varying longevities.
The project’s activity level of JavaScript created developer and other contributions is successfully measured through
repository-collated addition and deletion measures. Pulls, commits and contributors are the strongest OSS drivers of the project’s
activity level – suggesting the pursuit of OSSDs in an ongoing requirement in the rapid progression of any OSS project’s
completion, stage completion or release.
GitHub’s JavaScript big data is path modelled to provide understanding of the different significant developer contribution
pathways towards raising the project’s activity level (Figures 2 and 3). The significant pathways offer the project’s creator
decision making capabilities that can be used to trigger faster project software development through to its next completion point.
The project’s activity level is a performance benchmark that is now available to the GitHub project creator. This approach can
benchmark against competition. This approach is also behavioral and where the developer ecosystem’s responses lift the
project’s consumption, its values deliverance processes are also enhanced. Thus a consumptive-values approach may provide a
future pathway towards tapping big data sources and to also delivering real business values.
Although a path model approach is applied, and not structural equation modeling, all factors affecting multicollinearity effects
are not captured in this research design. Hence this study holds some weaknesses. It remains impossible to get a perfect snapshot
of real-time data as it takes many days to access and combine the GitHub data using the REST API. The selection of the top 160
JavaScript repositories (and sample size) is guided first by each repository being operable for over three years, and second by the
top 160 projects being selected based on their level of forking - a common, and widely-accepted approach (an alternative is the
project selection based on watchers).
The GitHub project’s activity level deployed herein can be further investigated by (1) randomly sampling all GitHub JavaScript
projects, by (2) monitoring and comparing the differences in releases, pulls, forks and commits, and by (3) using API’s to
monitor and show where OSSD can offer further improvement opportunities.
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ABSTRACT
Stock comovement analysis is essential to understand the mechanism of stock markets. Previous studies focus on the
comovement from the perspectives of fundamentals or preferences of investors. In this article, we propose a framework to
explore the comovements of stocks in terms of their relationships in Web media. This is achieved by constructing media-based
enterprise networks in terms of the co-exposure in news reports of stocks and mutual attentions among them. Our experiments
based on CSI 300 listed firms show the significant comovements of stocks brought out by their behaviors in Web media.
Furthermore, utilizing media based enterprise networks can help us identify the most influential firms which can stir up the stock
markets.
Keywords: Social media, stock comovement, social network analysis.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
Stock comovement, a covariant phenomenon that stocks have similar movement of prices, is crucial to market risk premium and
capital cost, portfolio management, style investing and economic resource allocation (Roll , 1989; Han & Xiao, 2005;
Chelley-Steeley, Lambertides, & Savva, 2013; Dong, Liu, Hu, & Zhang, 2013). It is also an important signal to understand the
market crisis. Specifically, the higher the frequency of comovements, the higher opportunity of market collapse (Hutton, Marcus,
& Tehranian, 2009).
Earlier studies focused on the stock comovement from the perspectives of fundamentals, such as firm size and market
characteristics (Adler & Dumas, 1983; McQueen & Roley, 1993). This is supported by the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)
theory that states that a stock price is always driven by “unemotional” investors to equal the firm’s rational present value of
expected future cash flows. However, recent behavioral finance studies have attributed the non-randomness of stock movements
such as overreactions to unfavorable news to investors’ cognitive and emotional biases (Long, Shleifer, Summers, & Waldmann,
1990). Realizing such “irrational” investors, researchers have begun to study stock comovements from the view of investors’
preferences. For examples, Rashes and Li found that there was a highly abnormal positive correlation between the stock prices of
firms with only similar names but nothing in common (Rashes, 2001; Li, Tang, & Liu, 2011). Kumar discovered that the mental
activities and behaviors of investors contributed to stock comovement, especially, the preference difference between retail
investors and institutional investors would lead to different return comovements (Kumar & Lee, 2006). This phenomenon is
regarded as the habitat-based comovement suggested by Barberis et al. (Barberis, Shleifer, & Wurgler, 2005).
Besides the perspectives of fundamentals and preferences, recent studies show that uneven information diffusion affects stock
comovements as well (King & Wadhwani, 1990; Connolly & Wang, 2002). Li et al. pointed out that Web media plays an
important role in affecting stock fluctuations as a powerful information diffusion intermediate (Li, Wang, & Li, 2014). Because
of the easy accessibility of their public information for investors provided by Claessons and Yaleh (2012), Vijh (1994) found that
listed firms in S&P 500 have a priority of price increase. Liu et al. showed the comovements of the stocks which have a strong
connection among enterprise blogs (Liu, Wu, Li, & Li, 2015).
In this article, we follow the track of information diffusion to study stock comovements occurred by their behaviors in Web
information. Especially, we first construct media-based enterprise networks in terms of the behaviors of listed firms in public
media and study the stock comovements, in particular, the wave effect caused by influential firms, with the networks. Our unique
contributions include:
z

To the knowledge of our best, it is the first attempt to study stock comovements utilizing the graph topology of
relevant stocks which provides a visual approach to understand the complicated mechanism of stock comovements.

z

This is achieved by constructing media-based enterprise networks in terms of the co-exposure in news reports of
stocks and mutual attentions among different listed firms.
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z

The media-based networks provide a systematical way to study the stock comovements from the perspective of
information diffusion. We provide a concrete example of utilizing the networks to find the influential firms and
study their wave effect in stock markets.

SYSTEM DESIGN
In this work, we propose a framework to study stock comovements from the perspective of information diffusion as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: System overview
In particular, we first extract media behaviors of listed firms and construct media-based enterprise networks in terms of these
behaviors. Stock comovements can be studied by the topological analysis of the networks. In the rest of the section, we provide
the details of constructing media-based enterprise networks.
Enterprise Network Construction
,
In this section, we present the way to construct enterprise networks. Let suppose there is a list of enterprises
we built the network by using two characteristics of web media, that is, the mutual attention information of enterprises on
Microblogs and co-exposure of enterprises in news reports.
Constructing the enterprise network based on mutual attention on microblogs
In this study, the mutual attention of enterprises on Microblogs refers to the number of followings and followers of official
, where

Microblog accounts for each enterprise from CSI 300 Index. It is denoted as

is the followed

situation of enterprise by the other firm . If is followed by ,
is set to 1, otherwise, it is 0. Here, we use Weibo as our
microblog website, which is one of the largest microblog platforms in China.
To build the enterprise network based on mutual attentions, we first check whether an enterprise in the CSI 300 list T has the
official Weibo account. If not, remove the enterprise from list T1. For firm

in the list T, we maintain a sub-list

which indicates the connection between and if
is 1. Combining the sub-lists of the firms in list T, we can obtain the
enterprise network based on mutual attentions on Weibo.
Constructing the enterprise network based on co-exposures of firms in news reports.
Here, each node is the firms in list T, the connection of between node
the information about both firm
and

as follow: : {<

redundancy processing for
list of

denoted as

:{

connection of firms in term of

and
,

>, <

. For each
,

and

is determined by the number of news (

) have

, we establish a set of pairs composed by the connected enterprise

>, …, < ,

>, …, <

,

of each pair and select higher value of normalized

of

>}. Then, we perform the normalization and
to establish a strong connected enterprise

}. Note that, we normalized the value of

and screen out weak

because there are large number of news for the joint report of two related firms.

Measures to Detect Stock Comovements
With the obtained enterprise networks, we can examine whether it reveals the media-based stock comovements by calculating the
correlation coefficients of firms in terms of their stock prices. If firms with strong relationships determined by the topology of the
network also show strong correlations by prices, it supports that the existence of media-based stock comovements.
1

There are 221 listed firms in CSI-300 Index having official Microblog accounts.
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For this purpose, we calculate two different correlation coefficients. That is, the average correlation coefficient of a node with its
directly connected nodes (ACC), and the average indiscriminate correlation coefficient of a node with all other connected or
unconnected nodes (AICC). Note that, If the ACC of a node is high, it indicates that the corresponding firm has a high
probability of having media-based comovements with its connected firms in the constructed enterprise network. If the ACC is
larger than the AICC for a target firm, it further proves that the existence of media-based comovements. In the rest of this part, we
present the details of calculating these coefficients.
In this study, the correlation coefficient between

and

is calculated as follows:
(1)

where,

:{

,

, …,

} is the daily close prices of

between period

and

. The ACC of node

is defined as
(2)

where,
AICC of

belongs the nodes that

has direct connetions in the network, n is the total number of these connected nodes. The

can be calculated as
(3)

Thus, the average of the ACC of all connected nodes (EACC) can be obtained as:
(4)
Similarly, the average of the AICC of all connected and unconnected nodes (EAICC) can be obtained as:
(5)
If EACC is larger than EAICC, it indicates the comovements of firms in the media-based enterprise networks.
The topology of the enterprise networks provides a way to study the strength of comovements in terms of the relationship among
firms by their behaviors in public media. For example, we can discover the comovement of between a node and its neighbors in
different layers. As shown in Figure 2, we define the nodes B, C, D as the first layer of node A which have direct connections by
mutual attentions in microblogs or co-exposure in news reports. The second layer of node A consists of nodes E, F, G, I, J, and H,
which have indirect connections with node A but have direct links with the nodes in the first layer of node A. Such topology is
useful to analyze the wave effect of certain nodes.

Figure 2: Network Layers
Measures for finding influential firms
Once the correlation coefficients show the existence of media-based comovements, we can infer the most influential firms in the
networks and study their wave effect. To find out the influential firms, we adopt three measurements to determine their authority
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in the networks. That is, individual centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality. Table 1 shows the detailed
definition of these measures. In particular,
Individual centrality
The individual centrality of an enterprise is denoted as the number of the lines which directly connect with other nodes by mutual
attentions or co-exposure in news. Let
defined as

denotes the connection between nodes

and

, the individual centrality of

is

(8)
where, n is the maximum degree
of any node
g
connected nodes with node

in the network which denotes the maximum number of the lines directly

The higher the individual centrality, the greater
g
the impact of the node. As shown in Table 1,

NrmDegree, denoted by (8), is the standardized individual centrality of

. NrmDegree is used to compare the centrality of the

. And Share
no0tes in the same network. Degree means the absolute individual centrality which actually equals to the sum of
denotes the proportion of the individual centrality of a corresponding node in the whole network, which is used to characterize
the core of any point in the entire network.
Closeness centrality
The closeness centrality of a node is a measure of centrality in a network, calculated as the sum of the length of the shortest paths
between the node and all other nodes in the graph. Thus the more central a node is, the closer it is to all other nodes. Let g
be the number of shortest paths between nodes. g
is used to measure the value of the closeness centrality of one node.
The normalized closeness centrality is calculated as follow
(10)
where,
is the maximum value of the closeness centrality of a target node which is the core node in the network. The larger the
closeness centrality of an enterprise, the faster the speed of spreading its price changes to other firms. Similarly, inCloseness in
Table 1, which is denoted by (10), is the closeness extent between node
towards it. The outCloseness denotes the closeness extent of node
extent that node

and the other directly connected notes which are

towards to others. The inFarness and outFarness denote the

is far away from other directly connected notes.

Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality of an enterprise refers to the degree to which nodes in the network participate in the connection path
of the remaining nodes. It calculated by
(11)
is the number of shortest paths between node j and k,
is the number of paths that the node i on the shortest
Where,
paths between node j and k. The higher the betweenness centrality is, the more often this enterprise becomes the betweenness of
the remaining two connected enterprises, and the more vulnerable this enterprise is impacted by stock comovement. It also
indicates the importance of the node because a part of stock comovement will spread out via this node. In Table 1, Betweenness
and nBetweenness are the measures of the betweenness centrality. Betweenness is the absolute betweenness centrality and
nBetweenness are the standardized betweenness centrality which is denoted by (11).
Table 1: The Evaluation criterias about centrality analysis
Measures
Explanation
Degree
Absolute individual centrality
Individual
NrmDegree
Relative individual centrality
centrality
Share
The proportion of a target node in network
inFarness
Farness extent of the in-degree for one node
outFarness
Farness extent of the out-degree for one node
Closeness
centrality
inCloseness
Closeness extent of the in-degree for one node
outCloseness
Closeness extent of the out-degree for one node
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Betweenness
centrality

Betweenness
nBetweenness

Absolute betweenness centrality
Relative betweenness centrality

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Dataset
In this study, we made a focused web crawler to collect the microblogs and news articles. In particular, we took the 300 listed
firms from CSI 300 index, which is a capitalization-weighted stock market index designed to replicate the performance of 300
stocks traded in the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges. Their news reports are crawled from www.eastmoney.com which is
one of the largest financial information website in China., and the mutual attentions among these listed firm are extracted from
Weibo.com. Weibo is a Chinese microblogging website. Akin to a hybrid of sites Facebook and Twitter, it is one of the most
popular sites in China, in use by well over 30% of Internet users. The China Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR)
database is used to obtain stock prices. More details can be referred to Table 2.

Data
Enterprises
Stock pricea
News co-exposure
Mutual attention

Table 2: Data Information
Source
Amount
Date
CSI 300
300
2015.6.1
CSMAR
120,000
2014.1.1 - 2014.12.31
eastmoney.com
44,536
2014.1.1 - 2014.12.31
weibo.com
52,664
2014.1.1 - 2014.12.31
a.
Stock price is the daily close price of individual stock

The Enterprise Network Based on Mutual Attentions in Microblogs
Stock comovement
As shown in Figure 3, with the enterprise network based on mutual attentions, we can calculate the average correlation
coefficient of a node with its directly connected nodes (ACC) and the average indiscriminate correlation coefficient of a node
with all other connected or unconnected nodes (AICC). Comparing the distribution of ACC with that of AICC, 29 firms have
strong connections with the coefficient more than 0.8. In addition, the EACC is larger than EAICC in the enterprise network
based on mutual attentions. This further proves that firms sharing mutual attentions in microblogs tend to have stock
comovements in prices.

Figure 3: Coefficient Distribution in The Enterprise Network Based on Mutual Attentions
Finding influential firms
Figure 4 shows the snapshot of the enterprise network based on mutual attentions.

Figure 4 Snapshot of the enterprise network based on mutual attentions
By calculating the individual centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality of each node in this network, we can find
the most influential enterprises (authorities) in the network. Table 3, 4 and 5 show the results of these measures, respectively.
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Table 3: Individual centrality of Enterprise Network Analysis Results Based on Web
Mutual Attention
Enterprise
Degree
NrmDegree
Share
People.cn
49.000
36.296
0.075
CMB
27.000
20.000
0.041
Sinopec Group
23.000
17.037
0.035
CMS
16.000
11.852
0.025
ABC
16.000
11.852
0.025
Zijin Mining
14.000
10.370
0.021
China Unicom
13.000
9.630
0.020
Pingan Insurance
12.000
8.889
0.018
Kweichow Moutai
12.000
8.889
0.018
CCB
11.000
8.148
0.017
Table 4: Closeness Centrality of Enterprise Network Analysis Results Based on Weibo
Mutual Attention
Enterprise
In-Farness
Out-Farness
inCloseness outCloseness
SWHY Security
3185.000
18360.000
4.239
0.735
People.cn
3322.000
10079.000
4.064
1.339
CMB
3405.000
9983.000
3.965
1.352
Sany Group
3408.000
18360.000
3.961
0.735
CJ Securities
3415.000
18360.000
3.953
0.735
CITS
3417.000
18360.000
3.951
0.735
CS Air
3420.000
9967.000
3.947
1.354
GS Railway
3433.000
10017.000
3.932
1.348
Bank of China
3436.000
18360.000
3.929
0.735
Sinopec Group
3440.000
9942.000
3.924
1.358
Table 5: Betweenness Centrality of Enterprise Network Analysis Results Based on
Weibo Mutual Attention
Enterprise
Betweenness
nBetweenness
Sinopec Group
2375.623
13.132
CS Air
2077.621
11.485
CMS
1776.716
9.822
People.cn
1629.961
9.010
Guangshen Railway
1580.961
8.739
CMB
872.640
4.824
ABC
816.772
4.515
China Unicom
767.896
4.245
Kweichow Moutai
727.549
4.022
CCB
681.857
3.769
In Table 3, People's Daily Online (People.cn) has the highest individual centrality, which is tightly followed by several
enterprises in banking and energy industrial field including China Merchants Bank (CMB), Sinopec Group, China Merchants
Securities (CMS), and Agricultural Bank of China (ABC). Top companies in Table 3 indicate that their price fluctuations have
the most influential power to shake the prices of others. In Table 4, the enterprises in banking, securities, and transportation
generally have a high closeness centrality. This means that the path of these enterprises to the rest of the nodes connected with
them in the network is generally short, and their price fluctuations can quickly spread over in this network. Table 5 shows that,
the enterprises, such as Sinopec Group, China Southern Airlines Company Limited (CS Air), CMS, People.cn, Guangshen
Rail-way, have high betweenness centralities, which indicates such enterprises tend to become the intermediate nodes to
participate in the stock comovement of other enterprises. Controlling the fluctuations of such stock prices in time helps to limit
the spread of stock fluctuations.
The Enterprise Network Based on Co-exposure in News
Analysis of stock comovement
Different with the network based on mutual attentions where the connection is indicated by Boolean value 0 or 1, the connections
in news based network are weighted by the number of news articles which have the content about both firms (nodes). To
construct the enterprise network, we set a threshold and if the number of common news is large than the threshold, we set the
edge of these two firms to 1, otherwise 0. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the threshold for the normalized news numbers
and the EACC of the network. It shows that the optimal threshold is 0.6. Therefore, we can construct an enterprise network based
on news co-exposure as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Correlation Coefficient under Different Thresholds

Figure 6: Snapshot of The Enterprise Network Based on Co-exposure News
In Figure 7, we can observe that the average correlation coefficient of nodes with their directly connected nodes (ACCs) are
mainly distributed between 0.4 and 0.8, and 5 firms are larger than 0.8. Since the EACC is larger than EAICC in this enterprise
network, it shows that firms with common news reports tend to have stock comovements in prices.

Figure 7: Coefficient Distribution in The Enterprise Network Based Co-exposure News in Terms of Different Layers
Here, we also examine the news influence in different layers in the network. Figure 7 also shows the coefficient distribution of
the second and third layers. It can be observed that the ACCs of some firms shift from the range of high values to the lower value
range. In addition, the EACC of the first layer is 0.424, the EACC of the second layer is 0.357, and the EACC of the third layer is
0.328. Therefore, we can conclude that the comovements of firms with direct common news reports are significant than the firms
with indirect connections in news reports.
Finding influential firms
Similarly, by calculating the individual centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality of each node in this network,
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we can find the most influential enterprises (authorities) in the network. In our result, the firms in the industrial field of banking
and securities, such as CITIC Securities, Guangfa Securities, China CITIC Bank, Bank of Nanjing, Industrial Securities, China
Minsheng Bank, typically has a higher individual centrality. For closeness centrality, the enterprisesˈsuch as Bank of Nanjing,
China International Marine Containers (CIMC), Western Mining, Sealand Securities, Shanghai Airport Authority, Kingenta,
Shanghai RAAS, Zhongheng Group, Chuantou energy, from the industry of energy and transportation, and banking and
securities tend to have high values. This indicates these firms have short paths to other firms and hence can spread their
fluctuations to other more quickly. In addition, the companies, such as CITIC Securities, Guangfa Securities, SDIC Huajing
Power Holdings, Shanghai Pharma, China Minmetals Rare Earth, Zheneng Electric Power Co., Ltd, China Changan Automobile
Group, Qinghai Salt Lake Industry Group, Yanghe Brewery Joint-Stock Co., Ltd, Suming Commerce Group Co., Ltd, have
higher betweenness centrality, which shows these companies tend to become the intermediate nodes to participate in the stock
comovement of other enterprises. Controlling the fluctuations of these firms helps to limit the spread of stock fluctuations.
CONCLUSION
Stock return comovement analysis refers to identifying homogeneous groups of stocks that have similar movement of returns.
Such an analysis is very important for managing investment portfolios, economic resources allocation, and market risk
controlling. In this study, we focused on the CSI 300 index listed firms and constructed two media-based enterprise networks in
terms of mutual attentions of enterprises on Weibo and the co-exposure in news reports for stock comovement analysis. In our
large-scale experimental evaluation, we first prove the existence of media-based stock movements and utilize our media-based
enterprise networks to find the most influential firms which are capable of leading the stock comovement in stock markets. We
also found that the enterprise from the industry of banking, securities, energy, and transportation, tends to have the most
influential power in the media-based networks. Keeping a watchful eye on the relevant information about these stocks would
help understand or even predict the stock comovement of their connected enterprises. The media-based enterprise networks
provide an innovative way to study stock comovements from the perspective of information diffusion. However, its efficiency
for the entire markets rather than CSI 300 is yet to be explored in the near future.
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ABATRACT
A smart hotel is an intelligent hotel with a range of information technologies working together to let the customers have an
honorable and convenient vacation environment. It allows customers to have a profound image about not only the hotel, but
also the city and the country. Furthermore, it can increase the customer loyalty and repurchase rate as well. Thus, developing a
smart hotel is critical for the hospitality industry in practice. This research presents a case study of a new five star intelligent
hotel- Fleur de Chine Hotel at Sun Moon Lake in Taiwan. It describes how they built their digital hotel and virtual housekeeper
service platform. Through the networked facilities and integrated information systems, people could get relevant information
easily and efficiently. In addition, this smart system could provide hotel customers with the housekeeper service similar to a
very important person (VIP) room or a presidential suite.
Keywords: Smart Hotel, Hotel Management, Service Innovation, Customer Satisfaction
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
In the hospitality industry market where the competition is becoming more intensified every day, to retain regular customers
while attracting new ones is the major challenge for the hotel operators. Therefore, service innovation is the key to increase
customer value and simultaneously help the hotel maintain its competitive advantages. In spite of the importance of service
innovation to the hospitality industry, there is barely any research on the smart hotels. This study focuses on the system
architecture of the smart hotel not merely based on price competition for the hospitality industry, using a case study on a
pre-chosen establishment in Taiwan, FLEUR DE CHINE HOTEL. Thus, this paper aims to look deeper into this topic, and
using the service innovation model of Bilderbeek & Hertog as the basis for this study. The objectives of current research
include the following: 1) to understand the fundamentals of a smart hotel; 2) to construct the architecture for a smart hotel; and
3) to introduce the technology usage models of the smart hotel. Being assisted by the secondary data, the study analyzes the
service innovation development process of the target hotel and also determine how the various related activities influenced the
final innovation results. Further improvements for the hospitality industry are identified.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Hotel Management
The term “Hotel” takes after the French word “Hôtel”, that is derived from the Latin “Hospitãle”. By the time of French
Revolution, a private guest house where ordinary aristocrats entertained important guests in the country was referred to as
hotel. Later, the European and American hoteliers extended the term by referring to the business premise that provide guest
accommodation as hotel. The hotel business is a highly intensive service-oriented industry. Regardless of the size of the
service, their common goal is to provide food, clothing, housing, transportation, training, and entertainment for guests and
tourists. Various hotel services that are tailored to meet the needs of travelers.
Hospitality management refers to the management on hotels, restaurants, travel agencies, and tourism-related entities. Hotel
and tourism management generally have the following five professional subjects: (1) Food Operations: Food Science, Food
Matching, Alcohol Studies, Cooking; (2) Accommodation Operations: Housekeeping, Resort, Financial Control, Booking
Sales/Retail, Marketing, Hotel Construction Planning, Cruise Operations; (3) International Tourism: Outing/Hiking
Management, Aviation Services, Tourism and Social Responsibility, Ecotourism, Tourism and Environmental Protection,
Related Laws; (4) Tourism Management: Sightseeing, Monuments & Heritage Sightseeing, Cultural Arts & Tourism, Industrial
Sightseeing, Urban Sightseeing, Retail Tourism, Natural Tourism; (5) Entertainment Management: Festival Gala, Theme Park
Management, Theater/Theater/Cinema Management, Concert Hall/Concert/Festival Management, Conference/ Exhibition
Management (Wikipedia, 2016).
Hotels are the key player in the modern economy and leisure industry and occupy a place which should not be ignored
(Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead, 1987; Hill & Jones, 2005). Thus, hotel management is importance and valuable. However, hotel
industry is continuously changing; modern hotel management techniques must be adapted to the changing environment (Berry,
Shankar, Parish, Cadwallader & Dotzel, 2006; Dorner, Gassmann & Gebauer, 2011). In the past, most studies on hotel
management focused on issues such as traditional business performance and service quality. However, the analysis of digital
innovation services and modern management provided by the technologies is lacking (Orwskiliko, 2000; Lamb & Kling, 2003).
The following parts of this study are designed to help us find methods and techniques to deal with changing issues in the
industry.
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Service Innovation
Hospitality industries have been the important engine for economic growth in Taiwan. How to create service innovation is the
first priority for the hotel industry. den Hertog and Bliderbeek (Hertog & Bilderbeek, 1999) proposed the service innovation
model which points out the technological options, new service concept, new customer interface, and new delivery system for
delivering services, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Four Dimension Model of Service Innovation (Hertog & Bilderbeek, 1999)
Smart Hotels
With the continuous development of information technology (IT) and communication network technology, Luftman (Johnson,
Menor & Chase, 2000) and the other scholar thought that the so-called IT refers to "the equipment for enterprises to
transferring the data, information and knowledge, such as computers, data repositories, networks and communications
devices." The IT here is about using the information system with computers including the hardware, software,
telecommunication network, database management to process data (Sundbo, 1998; Tatikonda & Valarie, 2002; Voss, 1992;
Beaver, 1992).
For the hospitality industry, IT is also widely used. Besides the investment in IT hardware, relevant information systems inside
and outside the organization are becoming more and more important. In the organizations, many hotels use advanced systems
to increase efficiency and effectiveness. In terms of organizing governance groups, the first applications of web-based systems
also appeared in the aviation and hospitality industries. The most obvious examples are computerized reservations and central
reservation systems (Chervenak, 1993; Farrell, 1975; McGuffie, 1994).
A strong Global Distribution System can ensure global marketing effectiveness. The key advantages of these systems can
provide better quality of service improvements, and ensuring and providing each customer with the information they need.
Furthermore, these systems provide better administrative efficiencies and create differentiation or low-cost competitive
advantages among others (Gamble, 1990; Go, 1992; Schertler, 1994). Tarrow and Muehsam (1992) pointed out that the
operation of hotels in the 21st century will have to rely on more and more information technologies to improve personalized
service quality. The housekeeping managers faced the quality and service challenge, also, they need to identify and implement
the IT that give organizations with the competitive advantage (Hubert et al., 1995). Conner (1995) also indicated that IT
becomes a necessary tool to provide customers with the facilities in the room, increase concierge services, and private
messages, check-out, provide wake-up calls and room service, on-demand movies or personal television programs.
In many cases over the past decade, the business community or academics have appreciated the benefits of using IT in the
hospitality industry, including improved service quality, design of long-term development of the enterprise, enhancement of
benefits and efficiency, departmental integration, specialization in human resources management, faster communication, lower
cost generation, differentiation and cooperation and improvement of business performance (Reid & Sandler, 1992; Moutinho,
1990; Ritchie & Crouch, 1993; Peacock, 1994; da Silva, 2015).
Hospitality industry is being reshaped by the IT revolution, creating an inevitable trend that international tourists take good
advantage of IT. While investing in the application of IT, the international tourist industry is mostly concerned about whether
IT will increase their operation performance (He, Hyo-Kyung & Jae-Young, 2015; Guerra, 2012; Lusch & Nambisan, 2015).
Thus, the development of intellectualized hotel can help resolve the limitations and problems that encountered in this industry.
Intellectualized system can primarily take effective control of hotel operation and optimize service patterns. There have been
lots of relevant studies on intellectualized hotel until now, which are mainly elaborated on the basis of technology application,
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resource management and peripheral business (Murphy, Chen & & Cossutta, 2016; Wang, Li & Zhang, 2016; Tang, Wang &
Tang, 2015). Yet, there is still relatively few researches regarding the technical architecture for total solution of service
innovation in hospitality industry.
METHODOLOGY
This research deals with two main topics: 1) Intelligent Room Control Service; and 2) Virtual Housekeeper Service, and three
major changes of the case: "innovation in service mode and improvement in operational efficiency as well as shaping the
digital features." Why did this study focus on these two themes? In addition to the dual branding strategy of the study case
company, the company also creates the future business blueprint and objectives for the group by aiming at: 1) group
development and brand management; 2) highly market segmentation and diversified marketing strategy; 3) creating green
hotels and promoting green consumption; 4) minimizing and flattening the organizational structure; 5) improving the hotel's
intelligence; 6) employee first, insisting on people-oriented management; and 7) customer satisfaction commitment.
Based on the data reports generated by the system platform and based on the business operating reports of the relevant annual,
monthly, weekly and daily time series, this research presents ‘key performance indicator’ for measuring the case’s
management practices. Moreover, it is based on relevant data such as financial, marketing, operational performance and
customer satisfaction as the pilot project for the final system.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the current case study, we found that a smart hotel can be built upon an integrated architecture with the following pillars.
First, innovation of service model –using the virtual housekeeper service to create the differentiation of competitive advantage,
and utilizing the IT to offer the new model of the housekeeper service. Second, the devoting of operation
efficiency –upgrading the operation efficiency could let hotel employees have more time to provide a better service. Third,
adopting and providing digital features continuously –the hotel related IT devices could provide more useful information
proactively, and creates more intimate service to customers. Using the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and intelligent
networking television, could raise the capabilities of quick response time, and store the valuable service records, also, reducing
the unnecessary waste of resources, and heightening the customer housing relevant consumption. The architecture of the smart
hotel as studied in the case is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: A Proposed Smart Hotel Architecture
Dimension 1

(1) Intelligent Room Control Service

Technology Usage

Dimension 2

Including the RFID technology and “Room Master” – the RFID mainly applied to the access
control and action payment, also, to manage the housing fees, public equipment related
personnel access record, and the fees of meal order or the amount of consumption. It could
provide the hotel customer convenience to do the unified payment when he needs to do the
check-out.
The main functions of the ”Room Master” are to control the room equipment of the electric
lights, door, curtain and air conditioning. Via the situation models which being set up in
advance, the occupier could just press the button gently. It could then immediately change the
lighting device and air conditioning in the room. Moreover, the hotel managers could
predominate the real-time housing services. In addition, it can help hotels reserve the energy by
automatically controlling the environment temperature, as well as enhancing the customer
comfortable sensation and satisfaction.
(2) Virtual Housekeeper Service

Technology Usage

To integrate and aggregate the hotel information including the leisure service, value-added
service, VIP identification, room service, business service, …etc. By way of personification
multimedia relevant technique, the hotel guest could get the related information very easily via
the roles of personal tour guide, business secretary and almighty housekeeper. Furthermore, all
the hotel service staff shall have the housekeeper system to integrate and track their service
items, let every service member could transform into a change of the most professional
receptionist.

Customer Satisfaction
The study conducted a series of surveys to measure the performance of the smart hotel by the dimensions: 1) integrating
information system databases; 2) employee operation and financial earnings data, and 3) customer service satisfaction related
questionnaire, and to collect and analyze as project performance measurement information. The results show that the smart
hotel architecture can provide customers satisfied hotel services. The results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Satisfaction Survey and Results (N=220)
Scoring index
Strongly agreed
Agreed
No comments
Disagreed
Strongly disagreed
Virtual housekeeper system information quality survey
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is very
important.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is what
I need.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is
highly accurate.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is
immediacy.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is very
complete.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is
useful.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is
trustworthy.
Virtual housekeeper system quality survey
I think the system is stable when I'm working on a virtual housekeeping
system.
I find it easy to use while operating a virtual housekeeper system.
Its response time is very fast when I'm working on a virtual housekeeper
system.
I think the message displayed by the virtual housekeeper system is usually
correct.
I think the information provided by the virtual housekeeper system is easy
to understand.
I think the functionality provided by the virtual housekeeper system is
complete.
I think the virtual housekeeper system provides the data access is easy.
I think the interface of virtual housekeeper system is very user-friendly.
I think the virtual housekeeper system connection is stable.
Virtual housekeeper system satisfaction survey
Overall, I am very satisfied with the virtual housekeeper system.
Overall, I am happy about using a virtual housekeeper system.
Overall, I greatly agree with the virtual housekeeper system.

Score
5
4
3
2
1
Average score
3.48
3.55
3.58
3.34
3.02
3.38
3.41
Average score
4.46
4.29
4.42
4.14
3.89
3.91
4.53
4.01
4.27
Average score
3.85
3.77
3.80

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a smart hotel should have the integration and innovation that are differentiate from technology innovation. They
should be the customer oriented as the driving force, and not simply focus on the technique themselves. The technology
diffusion is an ongoing process in the world, and it is with no exception to the hotel industry. Thus, the traditional hotels need
to transform themselves into the smart hotels. This case study introduced the Fleur de Chine hotel of L’Hotel de Chine Group,
also described how they build up their smart hotel via integration and innovation in terms of technology architecture and
service model as well. Besides, the five-star luxurious resort hotel could be classified into the differentiation strategy of niche
innovation service. Also, the Fleur de Chine hotel had strong coordination for developing the interactive creative system to
make sure the service quality is high to sustain its core competitiveness. Through the use of IT, physical and virtual channels,
service, operation and marketing activities, they integrated them well to create a differentiation effect, a smart hotel. We also
found that the integrated innovation architecture including dimensions, techniques, operation and service models are working
together to attract potential customers, increasing the business operation performance, and enhancing the customer satisfaction,
which are the keys to build a smart hotel.
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ABSTRACT
The thought of experience design can create a digital media system environment that is in line with human life experience which
can assist designers to plan tour experience for the users, and shape the digital media system environment with experience value.
The objective of this study is to draw an effective design method through the experience design thinking and to apply it to the
development of digital media system. Through the well-designed overall environment, the user's emotional experience can also
be met. By way of the discussion of literature theory, consolidation of the expert interviews, and 14 case observations, this study
summarizes the design principles applied to the integrated development of digital media systems. The results of this study sum up
12 design criteria and propose a set of feasibility and reference value of the design method for the relevant designer’s reference.
The design principle gives design workers a clear design and implementation criteria to promote the designers (managers,
executor, etc.) to have a clearer goal, enhance the design quality of digital media, and to create an environment that is focused on
user’s feeling and experience.
Keywords: Experience design, multimedia design, design principle, ease-of-use.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The concept of experience design is about how to meet the life experience perception with the user’s expectation. From the
forming of past experience, users can be aware of human life as part of the overall environment, and they can align their cognition
with the designer’ mind. Experience comes from the real life, regardless of traditional, nature science, off-line and on-line digital,
or any other technology revolution, and is worthy of study Shedroff (2001). In the recent digital media system design
development, the digital media system had transferred from information construction oriented into user experience oriented.
User experience design helps the designer to create the journey experience in digital environment and making value of
experience in digital media system environment, guide the user browse through design artifacts, improve the digital media
system design quality, and make the user having more pleasant experience while uses the digital media system. The development
of digital media system design needs to solve the problem of information overload, the search difficulty, and lost during browsing
in the digital environment. Passively, the designer needs to reduce the frustration of user browsing experience with well-designed
digital media system. Actively, great digital medial system design need to create better user experience by increased user
browsing behaviors and integrating the real time interactive characteristics of media system.
The purpose of this research is using experience design to develop a design methodology for digital media system development.
Designers can design the overall system environment to fulfill the user cognitive experience by carefully arrange the information
complexity and browsing style according to the user requirements.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Information Design
All information disseminators hope that at the moment when people contact with the information, they can quickly understand
the main points that the communicators want to express. Therefore, as to the designers, the work of information design has
become an important issue. Wurman (1989) had discussed about the fact that information is generally defined as “(1) expression
of view (2) the formation, shaping, training and learning of mind or character (3) the transmission of indicative knowledge” and
the process of information conversion, including a series of analysis and design work on the data of decomposition, organization,
transformation, as well as selection of presentation. It is indeed a series of analysis and design work. Wurman (1989) mentioned
that: "The original data are not necessarily information, but only the information with the informing function itself is valuable.
The information must be in a given form and put into practical use in order to become meaningful information "(p. 41).
Shedroff (2001) pointed out that the information is passed through a series of processes before it is converted into human wisdom,
and the information is the first stage that is suitable for communication with the audience. Information can describe the message
and reveal the association and rules between the data and the context, at the same time depicts the process of data conversion into
wisdom (Figure 1). He believes that the data become information after integration, and then converted into knowledge and
wisdom. As to the topics of information design, the book of Rosenfeld and Morville (1998) proposed that there are eight
categories of information organizational methods applied to the site, namely in alphabetical order, in chronological order, in
geographical order, in problem-oriented order, in task-oriented order, in the order for a specific audience, in metaphor and in
comprehensive structure order (p.27-36).
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Figure 1: Information development history (Shedroff, 2001)
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Interactive Performanceġ
Different environments and different users have different needs, and human-computer interaction plays an important role in all
kinds of information systems. The experience of the users on the web page becomes more important than the experience of the
users on other products. The web page is a self-service product. There is no manual for the users to read in advance, and no one
can help the user to browse the web page, only the user alone need to face the entire web page, and the user will have to rely only
on his wit and experience to guide him (Garrett, 2002). On the definition of interaction, Fleming (1998) believed that it is "the
exchange of two or more people in the concept, emotion, object or language. It is even so in the use of the computer, and only the
computer is the technology media for the communication between them (P. 73).
Kristof and Satran (1995) pointed out that interactive design is the introduction of information into experience and can be
achieved in several ways: through the clear guidance and selection to give users the motivation to experience; provide a clear
path or create an interesting course; to help the users to go to the places they want to go or to do things they want to do; let the
experience be easily acquired by intuition. The characteristics of interactive media, Shedroff (2001) put forward a different
interpretation. He believed the characteristics of interactive media can be summarized as feedback, control, creativity,
productivity, degree of communication, and fitness six categories. The interactive design of the above six types of features can
produce a good interactive experience and make the design work valuable.
Interface Design
HCI (Human-Computer Interaction, HCI) is the process, dialogue and action that the users interact with the computer (Baecker &
Buxton, 1987). Booth (1989) defined HCI as: "the HCI is the interaction between people and computers". The user interface
design is mostly focused on the interface of the hardware (Grudin, 1990). With the development of the computer technology, it is
gradually evolved from the program operation to the visual operation (Gentner & Nielsen, 1996). The GUI (Graphical User
Interface) is one of the HCIs that allows visualization icon, visual display and specific graphical elements to interact with the
interface. The GUI allows the users to easily understand their meaning and use them (Hsu, 2013). GUI is the use of visual images
to construct the interface, so that the system and the user can communicate through the visual message. For the user interface
design principles, the results of the study are summarized in Table 1:
Table 1: User design principles organized by the study
1.

Laurel (1990)

1. User-oriented design 2. Uniformity 3. Consistency 4. Help information 5. Immediate feedback 6.
Graphic capabilities 7. Multiple views 8. Undo and redo

2.

Nielsen(1993)

1. Visibility of System Status 2. Match Between System and Real World 3. User Control and Freedom
4. Consistency and Standards 5. Error Prevention 6. Recognition rather than Recall 7. Flexibility and
Efficiency of Use 8. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 9. Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and
Recover from Errors 10. Help and Documentation

3.

Norman (2014)

1. Discoverability 2. Feedback 3. Conceptual mode 4. Affordances 5. Signifiers 6. Mappings 7.
Constraints 8. Emotion 9. Beauty 10. Pleasure
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With regards to interface design, Shedroff (2001) presented in experience design that the interface design is one of the many
projects that will be used in the shaping of experience. On the interface of the design elements, Kristof and Satran (1995)
believed that they should contain the following elements: background, windows and panels, buttons and other manipulation
devices, images, text, video, sound, and animation. With regard to the overall interface design considerations, some of the
viewpoints by Powell (2000) were summarized as follows: 1. Direct control: the users will want to be able to control the activities
of the computer. The only drawback is that in the environment where the information is transmitted on the website may be
difficult to control directly if the response is too slow. 2. Should be able to identify at a glance without having to remember or
enter in: the interface should allow the users to rely on identification, rather than memories. Because the users may browse many
websites, we should provide clear options for the users to easily identify, rather than rely on memories. This is the part where the
site designers need to pay attention to. 3. Overall beauty: the interface should be clear and attractive. Design style should be
consistent, but different objects need to be significantly different. As for the web, if the appearance of the site is not very
attractive, them it is vulnerable to the user's criticism. 4. User control: give users the control of the computer, and let all the
actions be driven by the users and controlled by the users. In the real world, we also need to give the users appropriate guidance
for browsing when interacting with the web page.
METHODOLOGY
This research had done the literature review by collecting the expert interviews and case observation (14 case studies) to find the
design principles that apply to digital media system design. These principles then form the experience design methodology to
guide the user for better experience of accessing the system. The 14 experts in this research all have good practices in digital
media design area. The designers have master or doctoral degrees and execute projects or have at least 3-year actual experience in
digital medial design experience in the real world.
Research process

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Background and scope of the studyġ

Research purpose

Discussion of the literature on the information design,
interactive design and interface design

Development on the
design principles

The expert interviews and case observations
Summarizes the design principles including theories,
opinions and cases

The conclusions and
recommendations

The conclusions and recommendations

Figure 2: Methodology of this study.

Firstly, we identified the study objective and major research area on the experience design point of view and in the field of digital
media design. Secondly, focused the research background mentioned above on the information design, interactive design and
interface design to!analyze theories in the literature. Thirdly, interviewing experts through underlining the issues in the literature,
and to consolidate such opinions and case studies. Fourthly, summarizes the design principles by way of the discussion of
literatures, experts’ opinions and case observations. Fifthly, the results of this study sum up design criteria and propose a set of
feasibility and reference value of the design method for the relevant designer’s reference.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This research had found 12 design principles which can be categorized into three categories: information structure, interactive
response, user interface. Through the research process, the results of this study summed up 12 design criteria, which is divided
into three major items: information structure, interactive performance, and interface presentation.
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Table 2: The 12 design principles
A.

B.

C.

Information structure:

this is the prerequisite of the overall design. A series of analysis and design work,
including the decomposition of information, organization, conversion, and the choice of
presentation can only become meaningful information after given a form and put it into
practical information.

1.

to achieve
communication
objective:

convert the data into valuable information, and then convert again into knowledge and
wisdom. When passing the message, the less the error, the more it is able to achieve the
communication purpose between the designer and the one he tries to communicate with.

2.

to promote easy
understanding:

the design should try to improve the interpretation and absorption ability of information
by the recipients of the information. It should pass the information to the users in a way
that is systematic and easy to read so as to allow the users to have better understanding.

3.

a well-constructed
site organizational
structure:

it is proposed to use "the organizational approach" and "the structural approach" these
two methods to achieve information composition. In terms of practical experience, it
may be having the structure of the site first and then build the information according to
such structure, or in the process of reorganizing the data, gradually forming a digital
media structure. The organizational approach and the structural approach should have
overlapping parts in the implementation of the two.

4.

to use and manage:

we should pay attention to the correctness of information and the legitimacy of use, the
expansion and the management of the site information, the user surveys and test
feedback, update the information with timeliness etc.

Interactive response:

digital media interactive design on the computer technology applications is developed
from the real world experience, so that ideas, emotions, objects, or languages are
exchanged in an interactive way. The design criteria are as follows:

5.

it should be
user-centered:

which means it should give users the rights of choice, control and autonomy. During
their process of the information searching, it should also create an interesting process to
help the users to have the motivation to experience more, and at the same time make the
experience easy to be obtained by simply following their intuition.

6.

sceneries oriented:

which should include media features, use of hardware and software technologies,
performance arrangements, as well as the users operating sequence and other factors.

7.

proper interactivity:

the interactive design in the digital media design field has an important advantage, which
is very different from the printing, film ... etc. one-way transmission media. Moderate
use of interactivity will not only make the users to enter the system more quickly through
their own intuition, but also the familiar mode of the operation will also accelerate the
user’s absorption of the content, while the excessive interactive will easily make the
users to be confused, due to too many excessive stimulations are offered to them.

8.

easy to operate:

the interactivity is a considerable help to the users during their operation and browsing of
the system which is in line with the needs of users for facilitating the operation and the
receiving of the message that the digital media tries to present, especially in the
configuration of color presentation which can achieve the functions of information
distinction and highlight focus. It will also affect the user’s willingness to click if the
environment meets the circumstance of easy to operate.

User interface:

user interface is the visual presentation of information design and interactive design. It
is also the most direct and important browsing experience of the visual impression when
the users access to the digital media. The design criteria are as follows:
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9.

the overall design
presentation:

through the integration of design elements in the interface, it can promote positive
contact between the users and the system.

10.

User acceptance:

The design should consider the practicality, beauty, and also to be in line with the user's
convenience as well as fluency in order to obtain more users approval.

11.

intuition and
consistency:

this will help the users to remember and operate easily, without having to spend much
time in learning.

12.

to provide the right
and easy operation:

which will help the users to identify the location, get the information they want to
browse, and when the content is rich, clear navigation planning and clear tips are
particularly important.

CONCLUSION
The objective of this research is to propose a workable and referable design methodology for designers, based on the experience
design point of view and in the field of digital media design. In this study, the selected experts we interviewed are professional
designers (a total of fourteen designers), who all have a wealth of experience in the digital media design field. The designers all
received a master's degree or above in the related field and all have the project implementation capacity, or senior in a high-level
position with practical digital media design experience for more than 3 years. Through the discussion of literature theory, the
experts’ interview, and the case study (14 cases), this paper summarizes the experience design applied to the design principles of
digital media system integration and development, and sums up the design method of "shaping the experience environment and
guiding the users to obtain information".
In the process of summarizing the literature, it is found that some of the concepts of the scholars are similar. Therefore, trying to
reorganize and then merged the repetitions or similarities in the literatures. After choosing the rest important points of view and
summarizing three major directions as follow: (1) information composition, (2) interactive performance, (3) interface
presentation, we then once again collected and integrated these directions and case observation, as well as the expert advices.
Through the above research methods, the results of this study summarize a total of 12 design criteria as follow:
(1) The information composition aspect:
1. To achieve the purpose of communication.
2. Promote understanding.
3. Organizational structure.
4. To use and manage.
(2) The interactive performance aspect:
1. User-centric.
2. Situation considerations.
3. Proper interactivity.
4. Easy to operate.
(3) The interface presentation aspect:
1. Presents the overall design.
2. Obtain the user’s approval.
3. Intuition and consistency.
4. Provide the right and easy operation.
This study also found that such a design principle gives the design staff a clear design and implementation guideline to enhance
the designer (the managers and/or the executors) to have a clearer goal which will help the smooth execution of design workflow,
and enhance the quality of digital media design, to guide the users to easily obtain information, create the environment which
focus on user feeing and user experience thus promote the user experience in their tour experience. It is also easy for the users to
absorb the digital media information during their operation, and can also feel the experience that digital media tries to convey.
The limitations of this study are several as follow:
(1) When access to the design guidelines of this study, it should be based on a comprehensive and complete design
considerations with careful planning so that the design quality of the digital media system can be guaranteed. Therefore, it
requires a longer execution time and cost in the process period, thus time and quality will be the trade-offs of designers or
managers.
(2) As a result of the proposed design approach, it is our choice to choose the digital media sites as presentation media. As for
other digital media forms, the follow-up researchers can target different digital media carriers for further discussion.
(3) For future research, it is recommended that this set of design methods be available as inference to other features of
presentation in response to different modular production according to different themes, or different types of design, for
example: to apply in the digital museum design, the medical system design, the urban map design ... and so on. After more
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empirical researches are produced, the digital media design can pay more attention to user experience, and to guide users
tour smoothly in a digital media surrounding.
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ABSTRACT
Researchers and practitioners are keenly interested in understanding what drives eHealth adoption in recent years. This is largely
because, while eHealth can lead to cost-effective and quality health care, the actual adoption rate of eHealth remains low across
countries. In prior literature, it was clearly indicated that well-designed eHealth services are critical to eHealth adoption. In this
study, our findings further show that, what may motivate patients’ adoption is more strongly associated with the design of
eHealth caring service, and the design of eHealth IT service is more likely to be associated with patients’ continual use.
Keywords: e-Health, service concept, caring service portfolio, IT service portfolio, initial adoption, continual use
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
“eHealth is the use of information and communication technologies for health” (World Health Organization, 2015). In other
words, eHealth is mainly focused on the health care service and health information service that are delivered or enhanced through
information and communication technologies, such as the Internet or telecommunication (Eysenbach, 2001). Convinced that
eHealth may enable a quality health care with lower cost, many countries and their governments have increased their spending
for promoting eHealth. However, actual adoption of eHealth is still very limited across countries. Thus, researchers and
practitioners are keenly interested in understanding what drives a sustainable eHealth adoption.
Prior literature has shown that well-designed eHealth services are very crucial to eHealth adoption (Tsiknakis & Kouroubali,
2009; Goldstein et al., 2002). Designing eHealth services is not a trivial task. The factors that organizations need to consider in
designing eHealth offerings involve both of IT options and care options. In other words, designing eHealth services means
determining an appropriate mix of IT and care service components. According to one well-established principle in service
industry, people adopt a service only when they perceive the value from the consistent components in the service, i.e., the
“service concept” (Goldstein et al., 2002). This denotes that eHealth adoption is mainly due to the perceived value from IT, or
from care service offerings. Among the studies of eHealth adoption, there are basically two parallel streams of research
directions. One stream is focused on only IT components, such health IT (HIT) (Rajiv & Tan, 2016), while the other stream
considers only healthcare components (Dort, 2015). In this study, we thus have the following research questions.
Research Question 1: Do customers treat IT and care service offerings equally when adopting eHealth?
Research Question 2: If not, how can eHealth organizations (i.e., eHealth service providers) make the right mix of IT
and care components in their eHealth offerings?
In this study, we seek to answer such questions from a perspective of portfolio management. According to one main implication
in Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) (Markowitz, 1991) management aims to help maintain the most suitable set of investment
targets, rather than a set of the best investment targets, under uncertainty (Markowitz, 1991). We thus propose to view the overall
eHealth offerings by an eHealth organization (e.g., a hospital) as a portfolio. In other words, the portfolio is an aggregate
management unit, referring to a set of eHealth elements which a hospital must have in order to provide healthcare services
remotely and electronically. Grounded in the perspective of service concept, we further classify these elements into two sub sets:
eHealth care and IT service components. Whereas care service components depict what care options are available to improve
customers’ health conditions, IT service components characterize how these care options should be implemented and delivered
via a range of IT solutions. In this paper, we adopted a user-oriented perspective to define quality eHealth portfolio. Moreover,
the constantly-optimal portfolio rarely exists in practice. Thus, for example, funding managers have to adjust their
recommending portfolio compositions contingently. This denotes that, the portfolio composition of eHealth for maximally
satisfying customers’ needs would vary with different contexts.
RESEARCH BACKGROUNDS
The Concept of IT and Care Components in eHealth
In this study, we view the overall eHealth offerings by a hospital as a portfolio to manage. In other words, the portfolio is an
aggregate management unit, referring to a set of eHealth elements which a hospital must have in order to provide healthcare
services remotely and electronically. We further classify these elements into two sub sets. One is the set of eHealth care service
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components, and the other one is eHealth care IT service components. For example, the content components may include
monitoring, consultation, or other supplementary activities. The service components may contain eHealth web portal, IS
supporting personnel, biotelemetry device, emergency-aiding device, and localization device. Briefly stated, an eHealth portfolio
is a mix of the components of eHealth care service and IT service.
We propose that a quality eHealth portfolio can be determined by the balance of eHealth care service and IT components across
pre-adoption phrase and post-adoption phrase. According to one main implication in Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT)
(Markowitz, 1959), portfolio management aims to help maintain the most suitable set of investment targets, rather than a set of
the best investment targets, under uncertainty.
The Service Concept
Service industry including operations and marketing generally uses two fundamental concepts to define a service: core service
(what is delivered) and peripheral service (how it is delivered) (Anderson, 2008; Richard & Stewart, 1994; McDougall &
Levesque, 2000). Core service is the service we think of when we name the service. Peripheral service refers to the
supplementary matters for sustaining the core service. In this study, peripheral service can be subdivided further into IS Portal
(Chase & Stewart, 1994; Bitner, 1990) and IS Contact Personnel (Chase & Stewart, 1994; Ken, 2003) component. Their physical
attributes include environmental, mechanical, and inanimate components of the service delivery. Their interactional attributes
include all of the interpersonal encounters involved in the service delivery. Prior research have indicated that both core and
peripheral components are positively associated with overall service quality and customer satisfaction (Chase & Stewart, 1994;
Ken , 2003; Bitner, 1990; Ken, 2005). Based on this service concept, the service components of telecare center in ChuShang
Show Chwan Hospital also divided into core service component and peripheral service component.
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

H1. Patients who perceive greater value in non-IS service components are more likely to adopt eHealth service
H2. Patients who perceive greater value in non-IS service components are more likely to adopt eHealth service
H3. Patients who perceive greater value in IS service components are more likely to continual use eHealth service
H4. Patients who perceive greater value in IS service components are more likely to continual use eHealth service
H5. Non-IS service components are more positively related to initial adoption than to continual use of eHealth service
H6. IS service components are more positively related to continual use than to initial adoption of eHealth service
REASERCH METHODOLOGY
Our main research site is Chushang Show Chwan Hospital Telecare Center. Our research data is collected by using
questionnaires with Likert 5 point agree/disagree, multiple choices and some open questions. Chu Shang Show Chwan Hospital
is the sole rural community hospital in Taiwan since the elderly population and mountain terrain besides its compatible medical
center scale. This hospital has more than 5,000 employees and over 3,500 sickbeds. The telecare center of Chu Shang Show
Chwan Hospital was established in 2007. The longitudinal physical health care aimed at developing Community-based,
Home-based, Mobile-based Telecare service model which help patients develop self-health management.
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Abbrev.Definitions

Cardiovascular
disease care
service
service

Chronic disease care
Hospice care service
service

Post-discharge care

Telecare Service System of Chu Shuan Show Chuan Hospital
Integrating life, medical, and long-term caring to offer seamless interactions with remote patients

Service Category & Service Items

Monitoring

Set up community-based physical recording & monitoring system; health examiners provide continuous, automatic and remote monitoring
M1
M2
Set up community-based physical recording & monitoring system; health examiners provide face to face consultation during office hour
M3
Set up home-based physical recording & monitoring system;health examiners provide continuer, automatic and remote monitoring
M4
Health examiner provide individual home visiting and physical recording
Consultation Con1 Set up 24hrs telecare center, provide you the 24hr telecare consultation and telephone access service
Con2 The health examiner call you regularly and provide remote healthcare education
Con3 Health examiner provide the service of pharmaceutical consultation through home visiting or audio/video consultation
Con4 Provide you and your family health consultation through connected assigned drugstores and clinics
SuppleSupp1 Help hospital patients scheduling & registration
mentary
Supp2 Help patients hospitalization, inter-hospital transfer and transfer to another hospital
Supp3 Help on the emergency ambulance arrangement from hospital or 911 ambulance
Supp4 Health examiners visit you while you are in emergency room or during hospitalization
IS Portal
ISP1
I think the care service platform allows me to easily record personal physiological values  EORRGSUHVVXUHEORRGVXJDUHWF
ISP2
I think using the care service platform makes it easier for me to control my physical condition (physiological values)
ISP3
I think the use of care services platform to let me know and get more information related to the disease
ISP4
I think using the care service platform can improve my measurement habits
IS Contact- InterA1 Professionalism of the health examiner service
Personnel
InterA2 Timely response from health examiner
InterA3 The friendly service of the health examiner

Construct

Items

Category
Service

Service

Table 1

Chang & Szu & Tu

Our target patient segment includes chronic disease care and cardiovascular disease care. There are five service divisions which
divided into core, supplementary and peripheral service components (Table 1).
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In Chushang Show Chwan Hospital, there are 11 community-based telecare center where physicians help patients
uploading their biometric information.~ the use of RFID card (An Xin card) to read the basic information can immediately
use the blood pressure, blood sugar, heart rate, body temperature and body weight of the physiological parameters of the
measurement, through the network transmission to telecare center, remote care platform will directly interpret the
physiological parameters of the value is abnormal, the physicians through the platform immediately phone patients give
professional health education and advice, but also linked to the hospital HIS system, to provide medical reference to
provide continuity and integration of the telecare services. Home-based telecare service help on greater than 65 years old
people in the village, poor mobility, far from the center of the event, and suffering from multiple chronic diseases (high
blood pressure, diabetes), to provide home-based physiological measurement service process: the installation of
home-based physiological measurement services ĺWHDFK3XEOLFXVHĺGDLO\PHDVXUHPHQWRIEORRGSUHVVXUHDQGEORRG
glucose levels ĺWKURXJKWKH*356WUDQVPLVVLRQWRWKHUHPRWHFDUHVHUYLFHFHQWHUKHDOWKFDUHDQGPDQDJHPHQWKHDOWK
management through the remote care service platform to monitor the public physiological parameters, and according to the
hospital set the physiological measurement abnormalities Management SOP for health education, electric visits, home
visits services (Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1

Figure 2

DATA ANALYSIS
To empirically assess the constructs theorized above, we conducted confirmatory factor analysis using SPSS (Statistical Product
& Service Solution).A loading of 0.707 and above was considered to be desirable and 0.5 and below was to be dropped (Hulland,
1999). The result shown in Table 2 demonstrates that the loadings of all items are larger than 56%, thus indicating the variance in
the item share with the latent construct is higher than error variance. We next assessed convergent and discriminant validity.
Based on the suggestion of Fornell and Larcker (1981), convergent validity can be examined by Cronbach’s alpha, composite
reliability, and average variance extracted (AVE). The result of our findings shows that all constructs with Cronbach’s alpha and
composite reliability are above 0.7, which meets Nunnally’s (1978) guidelines. The AVE for the constructs is also over 0.5,
indicating high internal consistency (see table 2). Discriminant validity has been measured by looking at cross-loadings and AVE.
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The correlation pattern shown in table 3 demonstrates that each item’s correlation with its own construct is greater than its
correlation other constructs. Table 4 also show that the square root of the AVE for the defined construct is greater than its
correlations with other latent constructs. The collective evidence suggests that the constructs demonstrate good measurement
properties.

Table 2: Item reliability analysis ( n = 816 )
Factors
Items
Monitoring

Consultation

Supplementary

IT Portal

IS Contact
Personnel
ġ
a
b

Reliabilitya (烰)b

Loadings

M1

0.804

M2

0.802

M3

0.694

M4

0.626

Con1

0.565

Con2

0.613

Con3

0.836

Con4

0.776

Supp1

0.796

Supp2

0.775

Supp3

0.808

Supp4

0.718

ITP1

0.829

ITP2

0.854

ITP3

0.860

ITP4

0.820

InterA1

0.806

InterA2

0.802

InterA3

0.847 ġ

AVE (%)

0.843

54%

0.881

50%

0.892

60%

0.924

71%

0.905

67%

ġ

Composite Reliability
Cronbach's alpha

Table 3: Factor structure matrix of loadings and cross-loadings
eHealth Care

eHealth IT
Component

Monitoring

Consultation

Supplementary

IS Contact
Personnel

IT Portal

!
M1

.804 a

.080

.294

.268

.068

M2

.802

.118

.280

.277

.082

M3

.694

.422

.061

.042

.151

M4

.626

.400

.216

.030

.166

Con1

.347

.565

.451

.146

.153

Con2

.293

.613

.427

.146

.104

Con3

.196

.836

.269

.084

.044

Con4

.161

.776

.328

.166

.092
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Supp1

.250

.133

.796

.012

.192

Supp2

.154

.342

.775

.098

.140

Supp3

.145

.302

.808

.139

.132

Supp4

.225

.311

.718

.225

.094

ITP1

.170

.135

.077

.829

.177

ITP2

.144

.115

.082

.854

.225

ITP3

.131

.095

.108

.860

.264

ITP4

.097

.068

.165

.820

.326

InterA1

.113

.077

.226

.365

.806

InterA2

.130

.142

.087

.359

.802

InterA3

.128

.074

.196

.297

.847

a

The bold values demonstrate each item's correlation with its own construct

Table 4: Correlations of constructs
Construct
M

Monitoring Consultancy Supplementary
0.735 a

IT Portal

Con

0.63

0.706

Supp

0.566

0.714

0.775

ITP

0.402

0.362

0.35

0.841

InterA

0.382

0.371

0.415

0.634

a

IS Contact
Personnel

0.819

The bold values are the square roots of AVE for the defined constructs

Discriminant Function Analysis
The research model and hypotheses are analyzed using the discriminant function analysis (DA), an appropriate technology for
classifying cases into the values of a categorical dependent, usually a dichotomy (Hair, 1995). The interpretation and application
of DA is considerably similar to that in logistic regression analysis. However, DA is preferred when the populations are normal
with identical covariance matrices since the DA has greater statistical power than logistic regression (Press and Wilson, 1978).
Box’s M test is conduced to test the assumption of the homogeneity of covariance matrices. The result indicates that the test is not
significant (p > 0.01). Therefore, we conclude that the groups do not differ in their covariance matrices, thus meeting an
assumption of DA (Table 5).
Discriminant analysis involves the following two steps: (1) an F test (Wilks’ lambda) is used to test whether the discriminant
model as a whole is significant, and (2) if the F test shows significance, independent variables are assessed to point our those that
contribute significantly to the model. To analyze the data, two discriminant models are formed. The first model (i.e., Model 1) is
to test hypotheses relating core, core-supplementary and peripheral elements to the symbolic adoption of eHealth service. The
sample include eHealth client that have symbolically reject (SJ status; n = 216) and symbolically accept (SA status; n = 442
eHealth service. The total sample size is 653. The second model (i.e., Model 2) is to determine which service elements are
important in discriminating adopters and continual user. The samples include clients that have adopted. However, this is working
in progress paper, we are still linking to explore more.
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Table 5: Summary of discriminant analysis
Independent variable Model 1 : (dependable variable : adoption reject and adoption )
Standardized Discriminant

Univariate

coefficient

F ratio

Value

loadings

Value

Rank

P level

Value

Value

Monitoring

0.853

0.924

1

64.887

0.000

Consultancy

0.237

0.707

2

37.988

0.000

Supplementary

0.157

0.609

3

28.13

0.000

IT Portal

-0.147

0.150

4

1.719

0.190

IS Contact

-0.255

0.119

5

1.071

0.301

Wilks' Lambda = 0.896; p = 0.000; Canonical R2 = 0.104,
Chi-square = 71.571 ; df = 5

Box's M = 4.645 (p=0.031)

Independent variable Model 2 : (dependable variable : usage and continue used )
Standardized Discriminant

Univariate

coefficient

F ratio

Value

loadings

Value

Rank

Value

P level

Value

Monitoring

0.567

0.873

1

26.974

0.000

Consultancy

-0.112

0.655

4

15.180

0.000

0.463

0.792

2

22.217

0.000

-0.041

0.541

5

10.378

0.001

0.348

0.673

3

16.035

0.000

Supplementary
IT Portal
IS Contact

Wilks' Lambda = 0.943; p = 0.000; Canonical R2 = 0.057,
Chi-square = 34.241 ; df = 5 Box's M = 6.536 (p=0.011 )

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, our contributions are twofold. Based upon our assessment in extant IS literature, this study is one of the first to
analyze eHealth service offerings at the portfolio level. In particular, we look into patients’ ex-ante and post adoption phrases,
and distinguish caring components from IT components in eHealth service. We are thus able to ascertain that which eHealth
service components may weigh more at which adoption phrase. In prior literature, while several studies have provided great
insight into electronic service design, most of them pertain to IT artifact or system design, such as the desired functionality in
electronic government websites and electronic health records (Tan et al., 2013; Rajiv & Tan, 2016). In addition, their focused
outcomes were either in the pre-adoption phrase only or the post-adoption phrase only, instead of the comparison between the
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two phrases. In this study, we show that, while either IT service or caring service components can both influence patients’
adoption of eHealth service, their relative impacts differ. Specifically, what may motivate patients’ adoption is more strongly
associated with the design of eHealth caring service components. As for patients’ continuous use of eHealth service, it is more
likely to be associated with the design of IT service components. Therefore, this study is very complementary to prior literature
and able to offer a solid foundation for future research in eHealth service design.
Relatedly, this study is complementary to a stream of telemedicine research by highlighting the importance of managing
telemedicine offerings as an eHealth service portfolio. In prior literature, it was already implicitly suggested that there is no best
telemedicine but only most suitable telemedicine, depending on patients’ contexts or backgrounds (Miscione, 2007; Srivastava &
Shainesh, 2015). In this study, we further suggest that telemedicine offerings can be further managed and classified as IT service
components and caring service components. Telemedicine patients can be further managed and classified as pre-adoption users
and post-adoptions users. More importantly, one key implication in our findings indicates that telemedicine offerings with more
weights on medical IT service are more suitable for post-adoptions patients. On the contrary, if the offerings with more weights
on medical caring service, they are more suitable for pre-adoptions patients.
In conclusion, while academics and practitioners both agree with the importance of promoting eHealth, prior studies barely
addressed what can drive a sustainable use of eHealth. On one hand, many researches claimed that eHealth can lead to
cost-effective and quality health care. On the other hand, it is a fact that, in practice, eHealth adoption rate remains low across
countries. This study is hence very helpful in terms of bridging the gap between academics and practitioners.
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ABSTRACT
In any city – smart or not – emergency response is a critical service. In smart cities, the use of technology to manage access to
and dispatching of emergency vehicles is particularly important. However, when a system must manage processes spanning
multiple computers, clock drift becomes a prominent issue. We show the impact that clock drift can have in a prototype
emergency management dispatch system along with a case-study illustrating design techniques that can remedy this issue.
Keywords: Emergency management dispatch; time synchronization; clock drift.
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
Currently, 54% of the world’s population lives in cities. According to the UN’s World Urbanization Prospects report, 66% of
the world’s population is expected to reside in urban areas, representing an additional 2.5 Billion residents of cities, by 2050
(United Nations, 2014). With numbers as staggering as these the need for smart cities that exploit IT services to connect
communities with the goal of improving life is all too apparent (Washburn, 2010). A chief tenet of smart city design is the
connection of citizens to city services and infrastructure. One such service is emergency response. With the growth of urban
populations, the growth of emergency response must also keep pace.
Emergency medical services are about saving people's lives and reducing the rate of mortality and morbidity from accidents in
civilian settings. The onus remains on Emergency Management Systems (EMS) to provide effective urgent medical care. An
EMS is expected to observe each of the six “points” of “the star of life” (Zatz et al., 1992). This requires capturing data from (1)
the point of detection of an incident, (2) the report of the incident to professional dispatch; (3) the response of the first
responders; (4) the on scene care; (5) both the transportation and care in transit; and finally (6) the transfer to definitive care,
such as a hospital, clinic or other facility. If any one of the time stamps associated with the star of life is made incorrectly, the
EMS loses visibility into the performance of this critical smart city service.
This paper highlights lessons learned from a case study within a densely populated urban environment. In this setting we
identify the impact of time synchronization issues in the Emergency Management Dispatch (EMD) system design on the
ability to accurately record time related data. Through this case study we show how specific changes to an EMD system
correlate to improvements in capturing time related data.
BACKGROUND
Although there are a number of design principles guiding EMD system design, few highlight basic principles of software
engineering and user interface design methodologies (Miller, 2017; Salasznyk et al., 2006). In fact, several researchers argue
that no universal guidelines on EMD System design exist as emergency management systems depend on the local situation
(Chumer et al., 2004). Nevertheless, a well-designed EMD system must coexist with smart city requirements and be capable of
providing efficient and effective communication and coordination of emergency response actions (Alazawi et al., 2014; Chen
et al., 2007).
In their work, Chumer et al. (2004), propose a framework for system design and development and present eight general design
principles for emergency management systems that are essential for an effective EMD system design. However, taking into
consideration the EMS stakeholders and the context of their operations, the dynamic development of such systems must be
coupled with methodological approaches (Chen et al., 2008; Van de Walle & Turoff, 2008; Voss & Wagner, 2010). These
researchers specify a set of phases to be included in the design of any emergency management system. In these phases, that are
much like the arms in the “star of life”, the response phase is a critical phase where work may be delayed because of limited or
contradictory information. Thus, the authors call for integrating information from different sources, using several types of
media. Bringing together multiple sources heightens the need to accurately record time. This need is echoed by Salasznyk
and Lee (2006), who were concerned with the time needed for each of the phases of the response trajectory as this affects the
response time overall. Admittedly, there is controversy regarding the use of response time as a metric, nevertheless a recent
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study by White et al. (2011) indicates that reducing the response time by one minute can increase the number of lives saved by
six percent.
As response time is ultimately specified as the difference between two time stamps, this calculation will only be as accurate as
the time stamps themselves. Even when initially set accurately, real clocks will differ after some amount of time due to clock
drift or skew, caused by clocks counting time at slightly different rates. Thus, clocks in a distributed system must synchronize
to the same “global” time.
In general, there are two popular methods for physical clock synchronization (Barroso et al., 2011). The first is the internal
clock synchronization, where all computer clocks in a system are synchronized with one another away from the global
reference clock time. The second method is the external clock synchronization, where all computer clocks in a system are
synchronized with an external reference clock, like the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) signal.
Furthermore, as physical time is not perfectly synchronized, the Lamport logical time clocks (Lamport, L. (1978) is another
mechanism for synchronization based on the causal order of events occurring at different machines (“happened-before
relation” ). Two events occurring at the same machine happen in the order in which they are observed by the machine. A
Lamport logical clock is a monotonically increasing software counter which is not referenced to any physical clock. Each
process keeps its own logical clock which it uses to apply so-called Lamport timestamps to events. Finally, the oldest
technique for time synchronization in a network is the Network Time Protocol (NTP) which has been under continual
development and updating since 1979 (Mills et al., 2010). The NTP is suitable for externally synchronizing machines to UTC
via the internet. It works based on a hierarchical, peer-to-peer structure of computers and servers organized into strata with the
top level strata containing a set of high-precision reference clocks. Further, it enables clients to resynchronize sufficiently
frequently to offset typical hardware drift rates and provides a reliable service tolerating lengthy losses of connectivity.
To ensure the integrity of time stamps within EMD systems, synchronizing all computers to the same clocks using the same
synchronization protocols is a must. The remainder of this paper uses a prototype EMD system to understand the extent of time
synchronization related data corruption in response time data under two different time synchronization protocols.
CASE STUDY SYSTEM
The ambulance response service at the heart of this case study was conceived to provide insight on vital system information
including emergency response times by time of day, region, and type of emergency. Relying mostly on paper based record
keeping, the EMD management team was not equipped to rapidly analyze the data for timely decisions. In 2011, the system
was overhauled to include a centralized dispatch center functionality with an information system designed to provide data entry
for call taking protocols, mission management and patient care records (Badr, 2016). One of the objectives of this solution was
to build a source of reliable data for performance reporting and decision making for operations improvement.
As implemented, the component of mission management comprises a dashboard for tracking mission progress. The dashboard
represents data input by the dispatcher showing mission progress timing milestones that are loosely mapped to the stages of the
blue star of life. Those milestones are: record creation, scheduling of ambulance services, notification to the ambulance station,
departure of the ambulance, arrival at the scene, departure from the scene, arrival at the hospital or care facility, patient hand
over, and ambulance available again.
The basic architecture of the system consists of a web-based interface that emphasizes principles of access security, resiliency
and ease of use expected to support input, reporting and user interface in both English and the native language of the system
locale. The call center infrastructure consists of 12-14 workstations taking calls and logging them into a system.
The workstations for data entry at the call center are physically in a different location than the corresponding application and
database servers. The workstations and servers are separated by a set of firewalls and connected via a Virtual Private Network
(VPN). These two end points may incur delay in synchronizing their time. To achieve time synchronization over the network,
our case used the NTP. As a time source, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is used for central clock synchronization.
Although GPS time signals are accurate, clock skew still introduces time stamp issues into database records. The more
computers involved in a system, the more likely that skew will be reflected in the data.
When first established, the EMD system followed the process of time stamping and synchronization as depicted in Table 1.
The table specifies the component, the time reference to which that component is synched, and a time stamp ID associated with
the component. As shown in Table 1, at regular intervals, the application and database servers set their clock to the reference
time tS1 of the NTP Time Server. When a user/agent logs into a workstation session, the time stamp is reset to the Application
Server time, thus at the workstation t = tS3. When opening a new call on the system, a key database record is created with a
time stamp of tR1 which is equal to the database clock time at that instance, tS2. In this case, if the server clock is skewed
when the record is created, but gets reset subsequently, then a timing error could be introduced. As the call progresses, all
statuses and subsequent records are stamped with the workstation time tRn as it is the workstation that initiates the data entry
request, tRn = t\*.
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In this original implementation of the case study system, tRn could drift based on the internal workstation clock. If the
workstation was not cycled at every shift, to synchronize its internal clock with the system, the absolute difference between tS3
and t could increase inducing errors in time measurements. For example, within 5 minutes a clock could drift 280 milliseconds.
If the clock synchronization occurred on a 24 hour basis, then a total of 80 seconds of drift may occur between the system and
workstation clock. These timestamp errors manifest themselves in “events happening in the past'' (i.e. tRn < tR1 = tS2).
Furthermore, due to the number of computers used in creating any one record the drift was not confined to that of one
computer. As such, measuring and correcting drift from log files is an untenable task.
Table 1: Time Stamp and Synchronization Process Prior to Correction in November 2016.
Component

Time Synch

Time Source Time Stamp

NTP Service (S1)

Polling interval = 8 sec

GPS

tS1

Domain Controller (DC)

Time synch based on VMs (Hyper-V)

NTP

tDC

Database Server (S2)

Time synch based on VMs (Hyper-V)

NTP

tS2

Application Server (S3)

Time synch based on VMs (Hyper-V)

NTP

tS3

Workstation Session

Time synch with Application Server
Performed at user login

S3

t set to tDC

Key Record Time Stamp in
DB

Time stamp applied by Database Server when
the user creates the record (i.e. When call is
received by dispatcher)

S2
(Unreliable
time sync)

tR1 = tS2

Remaining Records Time
Stamp

No Time Synch; Workstation current time
(internal clock) is used
tRn = t* based on WS current time

Internal WS
time

tRn = t* based on
WS current time

Recognizing the possibility for significant drift across the clocks, the system was modified in November of 2016. Specifically,
the NTP Service (S1) polling interval was shortened to four seconds and synchronized with GPS. As for the Domain
Controllers (DC), the polling interval was also shortened to four seconds, and the time synchronization based on the
virtualization platform (Hyper-V) was disabled. All domain controllers were reconfigured to synchronize with NTP. Further,
the Domain Controller became the source for time synchronization on all hyper servers (Database server-S2 and Application
server -S3) with polling intervals set to four seconds.
Additionally, the system was set such that all workstations synchronize with the Domain Controller at user login. The Key
Record Time Stamp workstation synchronizes with Database Server (S2) when a call is received by the dispatcher, and all
other PCs in the system synchronize with the domain controller with a polling interval set to 20 seconds. Table 2 serves to
summarize these system changes.Finally, on May 31, 2017, the Domain Controller was restarted forcing a resynchronization
across the system.
Table 2: Time Stamp and Synchronization Process after Correction in November 2016.
Component

Time Synch

Time Source

Time Stamp

NTP Service (S1)

Polling interval = 4 sec

GPS

tS1

Domain Controller (DC)

Polling interval = 4 sec

NTP

tDC = tS1

Database Server (S2)

Polling interval = 4 sec

DC

tS2 = tDC

Application Server (S3)

Polling interval = 4 sec

DC

tS3 = tDC

Workstation Session

Performed at user login

DC

t set to tDC

Key Record Time Stamp
in DB

Time stamp applied by Database Server when
the user creates the record (i.e. When call is
received by dispatcher)

S2

tR1 = tS2 =tDC
(time synch with DC
time polling every 4 sec)

Remaining Records Time
Stamp

Synch with workstation time; Polling interval
set to 20 sec to synch with DC time (central
time keeper)

DC

tRn = tDC
every 20 seconds
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RESULTS
While the changes made to the time synchronization protocol for the EMD system under study may seem trivial, the impact on
the data was tremendous. This impact is notable for two reasons (1) this dispatch center receives a high level of traffic and (2)
the field of ambulance response revolves around short response times – thus, an error of only 30 seconds represents a 6%
deviation relative to a hypothetical eight-minute response time. In order to appreciate these points of impact, the data reported
here spans from 1 January 2016 to 30 June 2017 and includes 130,867 records. For each call a time stamp in yyyy-mmddThh:
mm:ss+hh:mm format was recorded for the time the record was created (eg. call received), the time the mission was scheduled
(e.g. assigned to an ambulance), the time the ambulance’s station was notified (this stamp interval was added on 9 November
2017), the time the ambulance departed to the scene, the time the ambulance arrived to the case, the time the ambulance
departed the case, the time the ambulance arrived to the transport destination, the time the mission was deemed complete, and
the time the ambulance was available for service again. For the purpose of this study, we are interested only in the first four
time stamps as these are the time stamps required to calculate ambulance response time following the commonly used
definitions of response time – divided into the three intervals: record created to scheduled; call scheduled to ambulance
departure; and time from departure to arrival at the case; subsequent to 9 November 2017 we also include the intervals from
scheduled to site notified and from site notified to departed.
Within the fifteen month study period, time synchronization errors were identified on the basis of negative time progressions
when moving logically through the data. For example, if the time stamp associated with the mission being scheduled was
before the time stamp associated with the creation of the record, then the difference between these two time stamps would
yield negative time. Negative time intervals were considered to be a function of time synchronization issues. Figure 2
illustrates the number of records having negative time in the interval between the creation and scheduling of the record across
the full time period of this study. Of note in Figure 2 are the two major drops in number of erroneous records – the first
coinciding with the system change in November, 2016 and the second with the DC restart on May 31, 2017.

Figure 2: Number of synchronization errors for the interval between created and scheduled.
Of the 130,867 records, the vast majority of negative time intervals occurred relative to the mission scheduled and created on
records. The percent of negative time interval records apportioned by response time interval type and divided across the three
periods of pre-November changes, post-November, but pre-May and after May can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3: Percent of records with time sync errors in the three intervals prior to November 2016, between November 2016 and
May 2017, and post-May 2017.
Time Interval

% Time Sync Errors % Time Sync Errors 9 Nov % Time Sync
Through 8 Nov 2016 2016 Through May 2017
Errors June 2017

Created To Scheduled

75.24

26.74

2.40

Scheduled to Site Notified

0.00

0.63

0.20

Site Notified to Departure

0.00

0.68

0.25

Scheduled to Departure

1.71

5.11

0.28

Departure to Arrival at Site

0.59

0.22

0.22

While a time synchronization error rate of 75% for the first interval of the response time period may seem shocking, it is
logical as the created on time stamp was generated by the call center server while the remaining time stamps are generated on
the workstation terminals. Prior to the change in November, it was these ICT component links that were most prone to time
synchronization issues. As a further explanation for the drop in time synchronization issues, Figure 3 serves to highlight the
response trajectory relative to the change made in November.
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Figure 3: Time trajectory for ambulance response mapped against changes in time synching protocol made in November 2016.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A dependable time keeper is a key component of any system that relies on data for decision making. In our case the time
keeper is the NTP server that keeps time with a GPS source. The system time synchronization agent has been designated as the
“Domain Controller” that makes sure it is closely tracking to the NTP. The downstream servers participating in the domain are
then updated through a polling mechanism initiated by each of the components.
Before the changes were made, the polling mechanism was not deterministic and was left up to each server to update their time
based on how busy they were in processing other computing requests. Additionally, the virtual machines within the EMD
system were synchronizing via software synchronization (Hyper-V) which is based on logical clock synchronization. As a
result, we often saw ambiguous event ordering where time values assigned to events were not necessarily the same as the
actual times at which they occurred. Since the actual time is important in EMD systems, the system components must
synchronize with a physical clock. Accordingly, the system synchronization was based on the GPS timing through the NTP
Service. Once the changes were performed and the server configuration changed to poll at a specific interval of 4 seconds, the
errors reduced by 70%. Hence, a robust time keeping protocol is one that is definitive and based on an architecture that
dependably polls the time source for time keeping that is as accurate as possible.In our case, once the time keeping was
adjusted, the system did not converge to a low error state until the end of May when the Domain controller (system time
synchronization agent) reset the system back to the same starting point.
The sharp decrease (from 75% to 2%) in erroneous records is critical when considering the impact of reporting data from an
EMD system. There are two outcomes that such inaccurate data might yield: 1) an analyst reporting response time may choose
to exclude all records that exhibit a non-logical negative time interval or 2) the analyst may unwittingly include all records
with a negative time interval. If the first outcome is realized then the response times reported will be consistently biased and
may skew the decision making of city managers. If the second outcome is realized then the reported average response times
will be artificially low leading ambulance service providers to ignore potentially important response time improvements that
may be necessary. As our case illustrates, the polling intervals for synchronization have a vital impact on keeping the correct
clock time and reducing drift. We also show that distributed subsystems are more vulnerable to time keeping errors. The
persistence of some errors in the system despite the changes made to the time synchronization protocols serves to highlight the
scope of possible errors within a highly networked smart city system. Smart city ecosystems clearly require a robust
architecture with a complex time keeping protocol to maintain synchronization between systems and subsystems to minimize
the effect of clock drift. Hence, on a macro level, this paper supports an essential role for central time keeping in smart cities
especially where systems and subsystems are to be integrated, exchanging vital, time sensitive data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a review among how scholarly research on Fintech trends relationships has evolved over the past years by
conducting a bibliometric citation. This literature analysis was based on the publication journals and articles in the ISI Web of
Science databases. We show the impact of cited journals, key articles and outline possible future research avenues. Also, we map
how the top publications are related in terms of their citation relationships and identify six different research fields, or lines of
enquiry: (1) Payments, (2) Insurance, (3) Deposit & Lending, (4) Capital Raising, (5) Investment Management, (6) Market
Provisioning. The study explores rankings of fintech-related journals list the first six journals had contributed eighty percentage
of published papers, and concerned with the roles of information and communication technologies in the economy and society.
Focusing on the research frontiers in finance, our paper identifies emerging research trends. We highlight possible pathways for
researchers to build on existing knowledge and pursue opportunities for innovative and exciting new research contributing to an
expansion of the research frontiers.
Keywords: Bibliometric, Fintech, Financial technology, Digitization, Innovation, Financial services industry.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
Along with more and faster accumulation of digitization on financial services industry impact, financial technology and the
newer “Fintech” issues are attracting more attention (WEF, 2015). One major reason is that financial service and products are
almost based on information, and the other reason is that most processes are almost entirely implemented without any physical
interaction such as for example online payment or stock trading. Due to the recent development in the ongoing process of
digitization, the fundamental reorganization of the financial services value chain with new business models (e.g., robo-advisors).
The term ‘‘Fintech’’ is a contraction of ‘‘financial technology’’ and was most probably first mentioned in the early 1990s by
Citicorp’s chairman John Reed in the context of a newly founded ‘‘Smart Card Forum’’ (Kutler, 1993). There are three areas of
recent Fintech applications in the financial services industry can be differentiated which reflect the development along five
phases over the last decades. The first area of internal digitization (phases 1-3) use was focused on internal processes, such as
payment transactions, or portfolio management. In the fourth phase of provider-oriented digitization (phase 4), financial service
providers focused on the integration of standardize processes and application functions. Especially forward to the fifth phase of
customer-oriented digitization (phase 5), Fintech application redefine today’s product-centered logic towards new ecosystems.
Individual channels may become obsolete with hybrid and overlapping forms of interaction based customer processes as the
center of financial services design (Nüesch et al., 2015). Today omni-channel is a cross-channel that contends customer values
the ability to be in constant contact with a company through multiple avenues at the same time. For example, electronic wallets
which including not only payment, but also the option to collect, store and spend loyalty points and other personal data. The
evolution of the financial services included the peer-to-peer business development as nonfinancial service providers from
outside the industry. Table 1 summarizes the evolution of the digitization of the financial services industry (Arner, 2015).

Phases
characteristics
Strategy focus
Organization
focus
Systems focus

Table 1: Financial services industry digitization versus Financial technology
Phase 1: until
Phase 2:
Phase 3:
Phase 4:
1960
1960-1980
1980-2010
2010-2020
Single customer
Two customer
Multi customer
Cross customer
channel
channels
channels
channels
Support processes
Back-office
Front-office
Provider processes
processes
processes
No systems
Partial internal
Internal systems
External financial
integration
systems integration integration
services provider
systems integration

Phase 5:
from 2020
Hybrid customer
channels
Customer processes
External
non-financial
services provider
systems integration

The term of bibliometric was first coined by Fairthorne (1969) and Pritchard (1969). Bibliometric is one of the most systematic
measures for analyzing literature, and most often use quantitative approaches but not exclusively. Like many fields of research,
bibliometric methods have been widely applied to assess in the field of finance has been reported although in limited numbers.
However, publications citation is related to the categories of payments, insurance, deposit and Lending, capital raising,
investment management and market provisioning, but no bibliometric analysis has focused on Fintech trends literature. By
looking at Fintech relative publication metadata, linked between publications, and even the publication texts themselves, we can
extract information about the characteristics, potential impact and offer multiple, different perspectives on a set of publications.
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How is the distribution of the subject-specific journals and articles revealed in the literature? What are the most popular author
countries, research areas, journal names, type and citation count of published journal articles? Does the literature analysis of the
newly developed Fintech trend subject reveal something related to the Fintech subject? These are research questions to be
addressed in this paper.
The aim of this study was to use bibliometric citation analysis to answer the following questions: (1) which journal contribute the
most to the Fintech trend literature and how has the output evolved over the 3-year period between 2015 and 2017, (2) which
WEF categories have higher journal paper after the articles mapping the WEF category.
METHOD
Many scholars (Hood & Wilson, 2001; Osareh, 1996a, 1996b; Tsay, 2005) have recognized three major laws in bibliometrics.
According to Hood and Wilson (2001), the earliest of these is Lotka’s Law (Lotka, 1926) which provides a relationship between
authors and papers. Bradford’s Law (Bradford, 1934) deals with the problem of the scatter of papers on a scientific subject
through the scientific journals. Zipf’s Law (Zipf, 1949) is concerned with the word frequency or occurrences.
Therefore, articles with keyword of Fintech-related (in the title, abstract and author keywords of the article) from databases of
SSCI (Social Sciences Citation Index) databases were collected for analysis. Since the first article found was published in 2015,
the time span for the literature analysis is set to 2015-2017.
There were two major sources of databases for bibliometric studies, Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus. For more than 40 years,
the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI, now part of Thomson Reuters) produced the only available bibliographic databases
from which bibliometricians could compile large-scale bibliometric indicators. Thomson’s databases - the SCI (Expanded), the
SSCI and the AHCI, then regrouped under the WoS - were the major sources of bibliometric data until 2004, when Scopus was
launched by the publisher Reed Elsevier (Archambault, Cambell, Gingras & Larivière, 2009). A lot of scholars compared with
these two databases for several papers (Bosman, Mourik, Rasch, Sieverts & Verboeff, 2006; Falagas, 2008; Gavel & Iselid,
2008).
These two sources of databases also offer robust tools for measuring science at the country level. Due to its representation, this
paper uses the older one - WoS - as the major source of bibliometric databases to study the literature distribute in financial
technology. The collected literature data were analyzed based on dimensional analyses of article count by cited journal, keyword,
research area and journal name were conducted to observe various aspects of the literature analyses.
For the fintech subject, the compliance examination was not conducted because of the lack of enough journals and articles to
reveal a meaningful mathematical pattern. Only short-term analyses were conducted and part of them were compared with those
for fintech subject to observe their literature linkage.
RESULTS
Fintech is an economic industry composed of companies that use technology to make financial services more efficient. Financial
technology companies are generally startups founded with the purpose of disrupting incumbent financial systems and
corporations that rely less on software.
Rankings of fintech-related journals on total citations Table 2 lists the fourteen journals in ISI Web of Science with the greatest
number of total citations, ranked from highest to lowest. The first six journals had contributed eighty percentage of published
papers, with 96; 72; 70; 51; 50 and 42 total citations, respectively. Approximately one-third of the total citations for first two
journals are Environment and Planning A and Telecommunications Policy, which focuses on urban and regional issues, and
concerned with the roles of information and communication technologies (ICT) in the economy and society.
Overall citations of Fintech-related papers are all in business and information engineering fields. The few field on the journal of
financial studies and financial analysis. Most of Fintech-related papers is emerging financial application and uses in the actual
service, and has started to be used for broader applications of technology in the space - to front-end consumer products, to new
entrants competing with existing players, and even to new paradigms such as Bitcoin. The term is used starting from 2014, and
the National Digital Research Centre in Dublin, Ireland defines financial technology as innovation in financial services.
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Table 2: Fintech -Related Journals Ranked by Total Citations
Cited
Journal

Article title

Environment and Planning A
Telecommunications Policy
New Political Economy
Journal of Management
Information Systems
Ecological Economics
Information Systems Frontiers
Business & Information
Systems Engineering
Asia-Pacific Journal of
Financial Studies
International Journal of
Information Management
Electronic Commerce
Research and Applications
Communications of the ACM
Financial Analysts Journal
Forbes
Fortune

Cited Reference
Count

Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
crowdfunding
Analyzing China's Fintech Industry from the Perspective of
Actor-Network Theory
The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development
in the fintech era
Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in
Peer-to-Peer Lending
Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments
for Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending
platform

96
72
70
51
50
42

Fintech

31

Asia-Pacific Journal of Financial Studies

27

Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup
in China
Special issue: Contemporary research on payments and cards in the
global fintech revolution
Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
Economic and Business Dimensions
The FinTech Book: The Financial Technology Handbook for
Investors, Entrepreneurs and Visionaries
The Fintech 50 THE FUTURE OF YOUR MONEY
Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media
Good Luck

20
7
5
1
0
0

Table 3 shows the main research areas in fintech analysis for ISI Web of Science. The top 3 ranks already occupy 68.47% of the
total count. The distribution of fintech research journals in the recent year is dispersed normally, especially in the recent three
years.
Table 3: Research areas in fintech analysis for ISI Web of Science(WoS)
Article
Article
No.
Research area
count
percentage (%)
1 Payments
227
25.65%
2 Deposit & Lending
226
25.54%
3 Insurance
153
17.29%
4 Capital Raising
127
14.35%
5 Investment Management
121
13.67%
6 Market Provisioning
31
3.50%

Table 4 is the keywords distribution within the fintech articles. The top 2 keywords used are Business & Economics, and Fintech,
Financial technology &Fintech industry.
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Table 4: Keywords distribution
Keyword
actor network
Behavior
behavioral economics

big data
Blockchain
cryptocurrency
Business & Economics

case study
China
communication
community

Computer Science

credit

crowdfunding
default probability
developing-countries
development devices
difference-in-differences
digital
digital networks
digitization

Article title
Analyzing China's Fintech Industry from the Perspective of Actor-Network
Theory
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending platform
Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
炽Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments for
Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
炽Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
炽Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
炽Good Luck
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽Special issue: Contemporary research on payments and cards in the global
fintech revolution
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
炽The Fintech 50 THE FUTURE OF YOUR MONEY
炽 The FinTech Book: The Financial Technology Handbook for Investors,
Entrepreneurs and Visionaries
Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup in China
Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending platform
炽Analyzing China's Fintech Industry from the Perspective of Actor-Network
Theory
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
炽Economic and Business Dimensions
炽Fintech
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽Special issue: Contemporary research on payments and cards in the global
fintech revolution
炽Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending platform
炽 Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
crowdfunding
炽Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending platform
Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
crowdfunding
Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments for
Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
炽Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup in China
Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
炽Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
炽Fintech
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Article
count
1

2
1
1

10

1
1
2

6

2
1
1
2
1
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Keyword
distributed ledger
distributed
transaction
processing
diverse economies
economics
economy
devices

Article title

Article
count

Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law

炽 Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
crowdfunding
炽Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
Ecosystem
Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup in China
End-to-end
Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
Entry
Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
Environmental Sciences & 炽Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments for
Ecology
Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
environmental services
炽 Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
crowdfunding
equity
Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments for
Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
exclusion
The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
financial
炽Fintech
financial inclusion
炽Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup in China
financialisation
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
Fintech,
Financial 炽Fintech
technology
炽 Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
Fintech industry
crowdfunding
炽Digital blockchain networks appear to be following Metcalfe's Law
炽Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
炽Nurturing a FinTech ecosystem: The case of a youth microloan startup in China
炽Predicting and Deterring Default with Social Media Information in Peer-to-Peer
Lending
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
炽Analyzing China's Fintech Industry from the Perspective of Actor-Network
Theory
offline authentication
Who can get money? Evidence from the Chinese peer-to-peer lending platform
front-end
Entry of FinTech Firms and Competition in the Retail Payments Market
geography
炽 Capitalizing on the crowd: The monetary and financial ecologies of
geographies
crowdfunding
炽The digital revolution in financial inclusion: international development in the
fintech era
Government & Law
炽Analyzing China's Fintech Industry from the Perspective of Actor-Network
Governance
Theory
governmentality
炽Can Financial Technology Innovate Benefit Distribution in Payments for
Ecosystem Services and REDD plus?
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FUTURE RESEARCH
FinTech is emerging in the industry but as the term little mentioned in science, exploding popularity of FinTech suggests that
collection of knowledge is highly required and should not be limited only to technological aspects (Zavolokina, L., 2016). The
specific future researches are suggested as following: First, the data sample from WoS is not enough for large sample validation.
Second, the articles founded in WoS are mostly the business and management journal. Since Fintech is technology innovation, so
it is essential to find more data samples from technology-related database and journals. In the other words, the researcher can try
to map the technology-related articles to fintech innovation type. Third, bibliometric citation analysis is a well-established form
of meta-analytical research or a so called Ⱦmeta-reviewȿ of literature (Garfield, 1983; Kim & McMillan, 2008). Bibliometric
analysis unveils pivotal articles and objectively illustrates the linkages between and among articles about a certain research topic
or filed by analyzing how many times they have been co-cited by other published articles. Finally, data from these analyses can
be used not only to determine the popularity but also the impact of specific authors and their publications. Consequently,
bibliometric citation analysis allows evaluating meta-analytically the development of a given research field or discipline as well
as it helps to identify key research streams and their underlying theoretical frameworks.
Citation analysis considers a citation to be the basic unit of analysis and therefore goes beyond a simple counting of publications
to include centers of influence and maps out the linkages between and among articles of a certain research field (Kim &
McMillan, 2008). Consequently, a meta-analysis of citations reflects the usefulness of research to other researchers conducting
related work (Garfield, 1983). As the focus of our study is to shed light on the research stream of Fintech trends relationships,
bibliometric citation analysis is an appropriate meta-analytic approach to reach the three outlined goals of this research.
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ABSTRACT
We analyze purchase data from 493 customers of an e-commerce store selling experience gifts to find how gender correlates with
average purchase value, category of purchased products, and the use of discount codes. We find no significant differences for
average purchase value or category of purchased products, but according to the data, women are more likely to use discount codes
than are males. Ideas for further research concerning the gender effect on online shopping behavior are discussed.
Keywords: e-commerce; online consumer behavior; online purchase behavior; online shopping behavior; gender
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
In both e-commerce and online advertising, gender is a typical targeting and segmentation criterion (Kim et al., 2007). Products
and offers are often tailored according to a customer’s gender. As Chiu et al. (2005, p. 416) note, “by learning gender differences,
e䇲㼠㼍㼕㼘㼑㼞㼟㻌㼍㼚㼐㻌㼍㼐㼢㼑㼞㼠㼕㼟㼑㼞㼟㻌㼏㼍㼚㻌㼎㼑㼠㼠㼑㼞㻌㼠㼍㼞㼓㼑㼠㻌㼞㼕㼓㼔㼠㻌㼏㼛㼚㼟㼡㼙㼑㼞㼟㻌㼍㼚㼐㻌㼏㼛㼚㼟㼑㼝㼡㼑㼚㼠㼘㼥㻌㼒㼛㼟㼠㼑㼞㻌㼙㼛㼞㼑㻌㼜㼛㼟㼕㼠㼕㼢㼑㻌㼍㼠㼠㼕㼠㼡㼐㼑㼟㻌㼍㼚㼐㻌㼛㼚㼘㼕㼚㼑㻌㼜㼡㼞㼏㼔㼍se
intentions.” Digital marketers use gender targeting for several purposes, including choice of products to promote, linguistic
formulation of messages, and image selection. For example, Jansen et al. (2013) find that the gender-orientation of search
keywords influences advertising performance. In addition to online marketers, e-commerce designers and human-computer
interaction (HCI) researchers benefit from information on gender differences (Hwang, 2010).
While prior studies have pointed out overall differences between men and women in their purchase behavior (Peters, 1989; Coley
et al., 2003; Mostafa, 2007; Kolyesnikova et al., 2009), the online purchase behavior of the two genders is much less studied, apart
from few examples (Cyr & Bonanni, 2005; Fan & Miao, 2012). Slyke et al. (2010) observe the same (p. 1529): “Among the many
characteristics that impact the use of e-commerce, one that has received relatively little attention is gender.” Kim et al. (2007) note
that the growing importance of the Internet further highlights the need for understanding online users’ behaviors from a gender
point of view. Because behavioral gender differences have been established in other contexts, it is therefore worthwhile to examine
whether they take place in online shopping, and, if so, how. To this end, we are looking for answers to several questions relating to
gender and online customer behavior:
1.
2.
3.

How do e-commerce purchases of experience gifts split between men and women?
Do the products bought differ by gender? If so, how?
Which gender is more likely to use discount codes?

Although, as shown in the next section, there are some prior studies researching gender effect on online customer behavior, we
could not locate any prior study specifically focusing on the above questions, even though these questions are important to online
retailers. To answer these questions, we collect e-commerce data from 493 individual customers of an e-commerce store which
sells experience gifts and is based in Finland. Experience gifts are electronic or physical gift-cards that include the right to claim an
experience service from a specified service provider that collaborates with the e-commerce company. Examples of experience gifts
include tandem jump, rally driving, dinner in the dark (or sky), etc. Experience gifts are part of the trend for immaterial
consumption that recently has become widespread across the world (Clarke, 2006; 2008). The concept has become popular in
many countries, including UK, Australia, Sweden, and Finland, as an alternative to buying tangible goods (things) as a gift.
To answer the first two questions, we compare the genders by a) quantity, b) total sales value, and c) average purchase value. For
the third question, we code the use of coupons by comparing the price before discount and final price. In brief, we find no
statistically significant differences for average order price and choice of products, but a significant effect in the use of discount
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codes, finding that males are on average 1.38 times more likely to use them. The implication is that, when specifically targeting
male online shoppers, it may be beneficial for retailers to use coupons as a recruiting tactic.
RELATED LITERATURE
We conduct a literature survey by retrieving related literature with keywords such as [“online purchase behavior” +gender]. We
find several research papers, published in journals or conference proceedings, of which 19 are deemed relevant for this study by
reading their abstracts. A further investigation into these research papers reveals three themes in prior literature examining gender
effect on online shopping: 1) equality and power, 2) adoption of online commerce, and 3) behavioral differences.
The first stream is concerned with the uneven use of technological media by the two genders, and aims at discovering reasons for
this state of affairs. For example, Sherman et al. (2000, p. 885) postulate that “the Internet has been a male-dominated technology
since its beginnings in the late 1960s,” also referring to the “Internet gender gap”. Rodgers and Harris (2003) argue that women are
less satisfied with online shopping than men, because they lack support for e-commerce activity. However, Weiser (2000) argued
the gender gap is rapidly diminishing, with increasing online shopping technology focused on women shoppers (Gao et al., 2017).
Often, these studies focus on women, rather than objectively comparing both genders. Overall, this stream of research is somewhat
dated, at least in the Western context where both male and female audiences have widely embraced online platforms, especially
online social networks (Centola, 2010), and e-commerce.
The second stream focused on motivations for men and women to adopt online shopping, or, in the earlier studies, Internet as a
whole. For example, Weiser (2000) found men use the Internet for entertainment and leisure, whereas women prefer using it for
communication and educational purposes. Besides motivation, another important construct here is risk; for example, Garbarino and
Strahilevitz (2004) studied how gender influences the perception of risk in online purchasing. They found that women perceive a
higher level of risk than men. Moreover, according to their study, peer recommendations (word-of-mouth) decrease the perceived
risk more for women, and also leads into a higher willingness to buy than for men. Indeed, trust and risk seem to be closely
associated with one another, both relating to adoption of online commerce. As explained by Kolsaker and Payne (2002, p. 206), “an
essential element of successful e䇲㼏㼛㼙㼙㼑㼞㼏㼑㻌㼕㼟㻌㼎㼡㼕㼘㼐㼕㼚㼓㻌㼞㼑㼘㼍㼠㼕㼛㼚㼟㼔㼕㼜㼟㻌㼣㼕㼠㼔㻌㼏㼛㼚㼟㼡㼙㼑㼞㼟㻘䇿㻌㼣㼔㼕㼏㼔㻘㻌㼍㼏㼏㼛㼞㼐㼕㼚㼓㻌㼠㼛㻌㼠㼔㼑㼙㻘㻌㼞㼑㼝㼡㼕㼞㼑㼟㻌㼍㻌㼐㼑gree
of trust. Chiu et al. (2005) found in their structural equation modeling that men responded more strongly to awareness of security,
and this influenced their online purchase intention. However, Cyr and Bonanni (2005) did not find security impactful for online
shopping experience. Other constructs, used by Chiu et al. (2005), include innovativeness, perceived usefulness, and perceived
ease of use. The effect of the first two is similar for both genders, while perceived ease of use is more important for women (ibid.).
Finally, social dynamics in the context of e-commerce adoption have been examined. For example, Hwang (2010) found the
influence of social norms stronger for women, while the effect of enjoyment was stronger for men. Overall, like the first stream,
also this stream is somewhat outdated in the sense that e-commerce purchase behavior is already a routine activity for the majority
of website users at this day and age, whether they are male or female, and rapidly catching worldwide, including developing
markets, such as India (e.g., https://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/app/uploads/2016/10/India-B2C-E-commerce-Light-Country-Report.pdf). In
fact, many novel e-shops, e.g., Nelly.se and Zalando.de in fashion are of interest to women in online shopping.
The third stream deals with differences in purchase behavior. The research here is the scarcest; as noted by Cyr and Bonanni (2005,
p. 565), “very little is known about the difference in male and female perceptions of this experience.” Even though they made this
statement some time ago, our survey reveals this still being the case. However, there is some specific work on this area. Cyr and
Bonanni (2005) found significant differences in perceptions of website design and website satisfaction between males and females
regarding online shopping experience; however, there was no significant difference in loyalty. In contrast, Mukherjee and Jansen
(2014) find significant variations in consumer behavior the genders, so that women are more likely to use brand keywords than
men, indicating greater loyalty. Rodgers and Harris (2003) identify trust, along with emotion and convenience, as explaining
variables for satisfaction with online shopping experience, while Richard et al. (2010) find gender differences in navigation
behavior on the Internet, so that men exhibit less exploratory behavior (browsing) and lower website involvement than women.
In summary, we find that there is a strong emphasis in prior research on technology adoption and acceptance. Other key constructs
include trust and word-of-mouth, online shopping experience, and gender gap. Most of the surveyed research is old, considering
the rapidly developing landscape of online shopping; e.g., some studies are postulating women exhibit anxiety over e-commerce
use, or the use of computers (Yang & Lester, 2005). With the large proliferation of fashion e.g. e-commerce store, it is not likely
these studies represent the current state-of-the-art of gender effects on online purchase behavior. As most studies we found are a
decade old, there is a need for refreshed data that represents the current situation in the marketplace. As such, a refreshed look,
such as undertaken in this study, is needed to evaluate the current situation of gender effects on online purchase behavior.
METHOD
Data Collection
The data was collected by randomly sampling e-commerce orders taking place during August, 2017. The e-commerce store in
question sells experience gifts, i.e. electronic or physical gift-cards that include the right to claim an experience service, e.g.
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tandem jump, rally driving, dinner in the dark, etc. The e-commerce store includes over 1,200 products at the time of writing,
divided under dozens of categories. For this study, each order in the sample was categorized under one of the following categories:
1) flight, 2) driving, 3) wellness, 4) food, 5) water, 6) shooting, 7) escape room, 8) value gift card, 9) courses, and 10) other. The
categorization was chosen by looking at the sample as well as the visible categories of the e-commerce store. Table 1 shows the
distribution of products into these categories.
Table 1: Distribution of sample orders into product categories.
Category

Description

Frequency

Courses

Short courses and workshops, e.g. raw chocolate workshop.

16

Driving

Driving experiences, e.g. “Ferrari vs. Lamborghini”.

35

Escape room

Experiences where the participants try to escape a room by
solving problems based on hints.

30

Flight

Flight experiences, e.g. hot air balloon ride.

49

Food

Experiences relating to restaurants, food and eating, e.g. “dinner
in the dark”.

129

Shooting

Shooting experiences, e.g. “Shooting for two”.

15

Value gift card

Generic gift card of specific value, e.g 100 EUR.

40

Water

Water-related experiences, e.g. flyboarding and diving.

23

Wellness

Wellness experiences, e.g. spa treatments, hot yoga, and similar.

76

Other

Other experiences not matching the previous categories.

80

In sum, the data consists of 493 rows, in which gender and product category are labelled, along with other information required for
the analysis. Overall, we included the following variables, retrieved from the e-commerce store’s SQL database: 1) customer ID, 2)
price before discount, 3) price, 4) discount (calculated if the previous two differed), 5) product title, 6) product category (manually
labelled), and 7) gender (manually labelled).
Data Analysis
We applied statistical analyses, including ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis, and log-linear models, according to the nature of the data. All
tests were performed with p-values below 0.05 being statistically significant. The following sections explain in greater detail the
applied procedures and the yielded results.
FINDINGS
Question 1: How Do Purchases Split between Men and Women?
To answer this question, we looked into the general distribution of sales orders. Figure 1 shows total sales quantity by gender.

Figure 1: Total sales quantity by gender. Female account for 65% and male 35% of purchases.
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As can be seen, based on this sample, women form the majority of the clientele of this particular e-commerce store. The sales value
also follows the same pattern so that 63% is attributed to female customers. Although the website is not particularly targeting male
or female customers, females tend to frequent it more, as shown also by Google Analytics data (women = 73% of visits, men 27%,
in the whole 2016). This pattern of females purchasing more experience gifts is not surprising, but commonly known in the
company. In a sister company based in Estonia, for example, the pattern is similar. Next, we looked at the order values by using the
“price” metric. Figure 2 shows mean and median order values.

Figure 2: Men tend to buy slightly more expensive experience gifts, but the difference is not statistically significant.
Question 2: Do the Bought Products Differ by Gender?
Differences by Price
To answer the first part of this question, we first visualize the data. Figure 3 shows price before discount by gender.

Figure 3: Price before discount by gender (with outlier).
As can be seen, price before discount appears similar for both genders, apart from one high outlier for Male. The outlier, although
being a valid realization of the “random” buying process (i.e., occasionally, a customer buys a particularly expensive product),
could bias the result if we want to test for overall buying behaviour between genders. Thus, the tests will be conducted for data
with and without the outlier. Figure 4 shows the price without the outlier.

Figure 4: Price before discount by gender (without outlier).
The two groups now seem to differ slightly with a little higher median spending by males. The question is now, whether this
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difference is statistically significant or if we can assume that the difference is caused by random chance. To find out, we first
conducted an ANOVA test, but observed that the ANOVA assumption of normally distributed residuals is violated in the data, so
ANOVA is most likely not reliable here. The distribution of residuals is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Distribution of residuals.
We then conduct a Shapiro Test for Normality, and indeed find that the assumption of normally distributed errors is clearly violated
(p-value=2.2e-16). Thus, we need to use a different test to test the difference between the groups. We choose the Kruskall-Wallis
test, which is a non-parametric equivalent of ANOVA and has much lighter assumptions, particularly not requiring normal
distribution. Unlike ANOVA, the Kruskall-Wallis test revealed no significant difference (chi-squared = 3.13, df = 1, p-value =
0.076). However, as the p-value is not very far away from being significant, there could be some gender effect on price before
discount. However, we have no statistically significant evidence that this is not caused by random noise.
In summary, we looked at the effect of gender on price before discount. We found that the classic ANOVA cannot be used, since
the data is highly non-normal. As an alternative, we turned to the non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test. Testing the price before
discount did not reject the null hypothesis of ‘No difference between genders’ (p-value with outlier: 0.076, p-value without outlier:
0.094). The p-values were close to significance, but not significant based on the defined threshold. For price, again, ANOVA could
not be used. Kruskall-Wallis p-values were 0.88 (with outlier), 0.96 (without outlier), clearly indicating no significance. Therefore,
we find that there is no significant effect of gender on price.
Differences by Product Category
Next, we evaluate the impact of gender on product category purchased. Figure 6 includes order frequency by category and gender.

Figure 6: Frequency of purchases by category and gender.
To answer the question of differences, the interaction effects have to be evaluated, not only the single effects of gender and
category. To approach the question from a statistical point of view, we model cell frequencies with a (Poisson) log-linear model. In
this model, the absolute frequencies in each cell of the contingency table is modelled as endogenous variables in a linear model
with Poisson distribution. The effects are modelled as exogenous, effect coded dummy variables. In the saturated model we use, all
possible effects (2 gender effects, 10 category effects, and 2 x 10 interaction effects) are considered. Table 2 shows the results.
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Note that using effect coding reduces the number of effects in gender and category by one each.
Table 2: Saturated log-linear model (gender and product category).
Estimate

Std. Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

2.92200

0.05916

49.390

< 2e-16 ***

Gender1

0.32609

0.05916

5.512

3.55e-08 ***

Driving

-0.13402

0.17325

-0.774

0.439182

Shooting

-0.96598

0.25199

-3.833

0.000126 ***

Wellness

0.64265

0.12522

5.132

2.86e-07 ***

Courses

-0.87482

0.23840

-3.670

0.000243 ***

Flying

0.24018

0.14513

1.655

0.097934 .

Other

0.65375

0.12665

5.162

2.44e-07 ***

Escape room

-0.33675

0.19388

-1.737

0.082408 .

Food

1.22553

0.09972

12.290

< 2e-16 ***

Water

-0.50385

0.20002

-2.519

0.011768 *

Gender1:Driving

0.06399

0.17325

0.369

0.711867

Gender1:Shooting

0.02048

0.25199

0.081

0.935214

Gender1:Wellness

0.06051

0.12522

0.483

0.628955

Gender1:Courses

-0.07068

0.23840

-0.296

0.766873

Gender1:Flying

-0.05428

0.14513

-0.374

0.708387

Gender1:Other

0.15861

0.12665

1.252

0.210428

Gender1:Escape room

0.17971

0.19388

0.927

0.353980

Gender1:Food

-0.12981

0.09972

-1.302

0.192997

Gender1:Water

-0.10517

0.20002

-0.526

0.599017

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

As can be seen, none of the interaction effects is statistically significant in the saturated model. In addition, the saturated model
will always perfectly predict cell frequencies, but is likely to include non-relevant variables. Therefore, we use only the significant
category variables (p-value below 0.05) and the two largest interaction effects to build a reduced model (removing irrelevant
effects) to see if the significance of the interaction changes. Table 3 shows the results from the reduced model.
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Table 3: Reduced log-linear model (gender and product category)
Estimate

Std. Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

2.92843

0.05778

50.686

< 2e-16 ***

Driving

0.32481

0.05020

6.470

9.78e-11 ***

Shooting

-1.00580

0.22922

-4.388

1.14e-05 ***

Wellness

0.64945

0.11695

5.553

2.81e-08 ***

Courses

-0.93869

0.22312

-4.207

2.59e-05 ***

Other

0.62589

0.12418

5.040

4.65e-07 ***

Food

1.21165

0.09909

12.227

< 2e-16 ***

Water

-0.56411

0.19126

-2.950

0.00318 **

Gender1:Other

0.19011

0.10536

1.804

0.07117 .

Gender1:Food

-0.11445

0.08684

-1.318

0.18751

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

The chi-squared test for lack of fit shows no significance (chi-squared = 0.725), so the reduced model is likely to correctly fit the
data. However, the interaction terms are still not significant unlike the leftover single effects, which are highly significant. In
addition, the effects of Driving, Flying and Escape room are not significantly different from Value gift card, which is the reference
category in this effect coding scheme.
In sum, we examined the effect of gender on product category, and found no evidence that gender has a significant interaction
effect with product category. Every deviance from the expected effects of gender and category on their own is likely to be caused
by random noise.
Differences by Product
Next, we look at the effect of gender on product purchased. Because the distribution of quantity of sold products follows the typical
power law distribution observed in e-commerce industry (Fenner et al., 2010) (see Figure 7), and because decreasing the number of
products improves modeling accuracy, we only consider products with seven or more sales.

Figure 7: Distribution of sold product quantities. The x-axis describes individual products, and the y-axis the quantity sold.
As in the case of product categories, we run two log-linear models with Poisson distribution: a saturated and a reduced model.
There are no significant interaction effects in the saturated model, but there are a number of significant single effects. We only
include single effects with p-value equal to or below 0.1 and their corresponding category-gender interactions into the reduced
model. The Chi-Squared test for lack of fit shows no significance, so the model is likely to correctly fit the data. The value of the
test statistic for lack of fit (chi-squared = 0.36) is much smaller than for categories, which is due to the much stronger reduction in
effects modelled relative to the total number of effects in the saturated model. The results of the reduced model can be seen in
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Table 4.
Table 4: Reduced log-linear model (gender and product). Individual product names are omitted.
Estimate

Std. Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

1.56637

0.09142

17.133

< 2e-16 ***

Gender1

0.40881

0.09142

4.472

7.77e-06 ***

Product6

0.28691

0.26741

1.073

0.283

Product7

0.28691

0.26741

1.073

0.283

Product11

0.01288

0.28483

0.045

0.964

Gender1:Product11

-0.28691

0.28483

-1.007

0.314

Gender1:Product6

-0.01288

0.26741

-0.048

0.962

Gender1:Product7

-0.01288

0.26741

-0.048

0.962

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

The statistical significance for all effects except the gender effect drops below significance. To see if it is justifiable to assume that
Product 6 and Product 7 have any effect on overall buying behavior, the model is again reduced to only the gender effect and the
two mentioned products. The Chi-Squared score (0.52) gets better with a smaller model, thus the data fit here is much better.
However, the category effect of Product 6 and Product 7 stays irrelevant, so it is likely that there is no significant Product effect.
In sum, we find no evidence of gender having a significant interaction effect with product. However, gender as a single effect does
have a significant effect on product. This means that women are on average more likely to buy overall, leading to a higher chance
of buying any product, but there is no statistically significant category/product that women or men are more likely to buy. A major
impediment with this analysis, however, is the low number of sales for many products. Although a general tendency is apparent,
the statistical tests conserve many hypotheses (i.e., give not enough confidence in the existence of actual interaction). If more
evidence on interaction is available in the form of other data or fundamental knowledge, it could be included as a priori knowledge
in a Bayesian framework. If not, more data should be collected over time to get clearer results, especially for tests that are currently
on the edge of showing significance.
Question 3: Which Gender Is More Likely to Use Discount Codes?
To answer this question, we first tabularize the data (see Table 5) in order to get an overview.
Table 5: Discount code use by gender.
Discount

Female

Male

Yes

68

50

No

254

121

At first look, the table looks like there is a gender effect on discount. However, this could also be caused by the fact that women are
more likely to buy than men in our sample, and due to the difference in discount code usage frequency versus non-usage frequency
(i.e., the single effects of gender and discount). Thus, we have to test if the interaction effects of gender and discount are
statistically significant. We model cell frequencies with a (Poisson) log-linear model, and find the following results (Table 6).
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Table 6: Regression analysis of gender and discount code use.
Estimate

Std. error

Z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

4.61616

0.05415

85.255

< 2e-16 ***

Gender

0.26226

0.05415

4.844

1.28e-06 ***

Discount

-0.55040

0.05415

-10.165

< 2e-16 ***

Gender:Discount

-0.10851

0.05415

-2.004

0.0451 *

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

The interaction effect of gender on discount is statistically significant. There is evidence that men are more likely than women to
use a discount code. A regression model shows that a male customer is, on average, around 1.38 times more likely to use a discount
coupon than a female customer.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Based on the empirical findings, it seems that the online purchase behavior of experience gifts between males and females is not
drastically different, apart from their use of discount codes, in which we found that men are significantly more likely to use
discount codes (about 1.38 times more than women on average), suggesting that male customers are more discount sensitive. The
overall conclusion is in line with Kolsaker and Payne (2002), who also found no major differences between the genders in the
online shopping context. In many aspects, there clearly is common explanatory variables between online shoppers, regardless of
them being male or female. Moreover, our sample was fairly small, both in terms of time and number of observations. It also
focused on a single store which poses a limitation to the generalizability of our findings.
Based on the limitations, our proposals for future studies are two: first, two examine the gender effects with a larger dataset,
ranging over several years. A larger dataset could reveal, in addition to gender differences such as customer loyalty, also interesting
evolutionary aspects in terms of general purchase behavior of online customers. In addition, for comparative purposes, we could
also examine datasets from other countries. Second, it would useful to examine latent effects, such as attitudes, lifestyles, and the
like, to understand more deeply what drives online purchase behavior. As shown in the literature review, social constructs have
been applied in association with gender to better understand individuals’ online shopping behavior; for example, in Weiser’s (2000)
study gender differences were mediated by Internet experience. These studies, along with our empirical findings, lead us to believe
that other constructs are likely to explain consumers’ online shopping behavior better than demographic variables.
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ABSTRACT
Open source software projects typically extend the capabilities of their software by incorporating code contributions from a
diverse cross-section of developers. This GitHub structural path modelling study captures the current top 100 JavaScript projects
in operation for at least one year or more. It draws on three theories (information integration, planned behavior, and social
translucence) to help frame its comparative path approach, and to show ways to speed the collaborative development of GitHub
OSS projects. It shows a project’s activity level increases with: (1) greater responder-group collaborative efforts, (2) increased
numbers of major critical project version releases, and (3) the generation of further commits. However, the generation of
additional forks negatively impacts overall project activity levels
Keywords: GitHub, open source, social media content, popularity, software repository, JavaScript
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The on-line, open-source software development environment GitHub hosts, attracts, and builds collaborative social coding
communities that have chosen to contribute into selected, but controlled, public (free) project repositories.
GitHub is currently the ‘absolute dominant’ data source for open source software (OSS) data mining research (Cosentino,
Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017). It combines traditional capabilities including free hosting and version control with social features
(Squire, 2014). Moreover, GitHub supports rapid software development, and has collaborative project features including
bug-tracking, feature-requests, task-management and Wikis (Marlow, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2013; Williams, 2012).
Researchers note that GitHub projects vary in their collaborative activities. Such variations depend on project commits (Yu et al.,
2014). Often, pull-requests (successful and unsuccessful) telling others of changes pushed into a GitHub repository, stimulate
further activity to solve development issues. These often present through merged commits. Over-time, more pull-request merged
commits add to the net project activity level within the GitHub repository ecosystem (Xavier & Macedo, 2014).
As a measure, the number of committers does not match each commit - since around 15% of committers are either
non-collaborators, or committers who use alternate emails to lodge their commits (Kalliamvakou et al., 2016). Although the
number of committers do contribute to the project’s activity level (Luo, Mao & Li, 2015), they also can vary in measurement
accuracy, and so they are not used in this measurement study.
Over-time the number, and frequency of project version releases, also affects project activity levels. As a project nears a release
its activity level first increases exponentially (like a bell-curve) towards the release date, and then rapidly drops after the release
date (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017). Thus, the number of releases alters, and cyclically affects, the project’s activity level.
Other GitHub studies gauge various aspects of project activity levels (Bissyande et al., 2013; Borges, Hora & Valente, 2016;
Capra et al., 2011) (Mileva, 2012; Sajnani et al., 2014; Tsay, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2014; Zhu, Zhou & Mockus, 2014). Each
approach first adopts some form of clustering, possibly including programming language, duration, size, and social connections.
This clustering allows each resultant data set to be studied within a chosen modelling and/or coding and/or mathematical
approach.
Popularity is gauged by (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014; Borges, Hora & Valente, 2016; Ma et al., 2016; Xavier & Macedo,
2014), and others against: (1) number of stars, (2) forks, (3) pull-requests and (4) watchers. In addition, popularity also relates to
a project’s activity level (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017). To data previous studies do not provide a holistic view of the
constructs affecting a project’s activity level within the GitHub repository ecosystem. In this study’s context, project activity
level is the combined (holistic) level of all of the popularity contribution measures added into the GitHub project.
Hence, this study establishes a framework to capture the key contributors (constructs) and their relative GitHub project activity
level relationships. Understanding the total effects of each of these key GitHub repository ecosystem contributors then allows a
project creator, and their core team, to pursue ways to: (1) draw further OSS developers into this project, (2) induce higher
project activity levels, and (3) shorten the time between project release versions.
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GITHUB ECOSYSTEM
GitHub projects are diverse in: format, project-size, development-cycle-stage, release-count, change-frequency, and
changeability. GitHub houses over 20M users and 57M repositories. It draws worldwide crowd-sourced coding contributors,
each with unique individual levels of expertise, into an environment that allows adding value to its large number of ongoing
software development projects (Tsay, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2014).
Coding additions/deletions occur through a series of commits by repository collaborators that update a software codebase.
Collaborating and external developers providing pull-request merged commits, are first reviewed and tested by other repository
collaborators before their project code is merged into the main repository codebase. These collaborators are usually a core team
of developers for this repository. Thus, the project’s creator and its core team of collaborators, can be thought of as the ongoing
guardians of repository quality (Yu et al., 2014). The activeness of a repository’s creator in handling pull-requests also influences
the extent of pull-request activities by the ecosystem (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014).
A pull request termed ‘fork-pulls’ is embedded within, and emanates from exiting repository forks. Fork-pulls can loop back into
the fork with potential subset solutions. A visual scan suggests fork-pulls are generally numerically less than master projects
pull-requests. Furthermore, fork-pulls tend to occur later into the project’s development. Hence, this study does not focus on
fork-pulls.
The project’s creator and its core team of collaborators also house and organize the repository’s source code documentation,
including ‘readme’ files. Readme files are continually updated so coding contributors can select current problem areas aligned
towards their coding capabilities (Zhu, Zhou & Mockus, 2014). The clarity of the source code, and its precision in documentation,
encourages greater activity into the project, and small documentation improvements can deliver great benefits (Henderson,
2009).
Figure 1 presents the ecosystem of contributors to a GitHub software repository. This ecosystem supports and increases the
capacities and capabilities of the project originator and their core teams.

Figure 1: GitHub software development code contribution ecosystem.
Lee et al. (2013) see ‘Rockstars’ as star contributors whose popularity brings into a GitHub project ecosystem additional groups
of skilled code-related followers. These additional groups often follow their Rockstar’s focussed lead, and typically generate
further Rockstar followers’ pull-request activities within the project. This presence of a Rockstar group likely results in greater
popularity along with enhanced project coding outcomes. A Rockstar is also a benchmark with easy project access (Ma et al.,
2016). Other individuals who generate high quality code or project contributions may also be recognized as Rockstar
contributors.
The ‘Fork-repository-clone’ group is another indication of the project’s popularity. The more forks a project has, the more likely
the repository is recommended, and the higher the chance to increase the activity of potential code contributions into the project
(Zhu, Zhou & Mockus, 2014). Forks sometimes generate strong changes in direction, new features, better implementation
approaches, or even a different version of the existing project, whilst still visioning around the original project (Ma et al., 2016).
‘Reviewers/testers’ discuss, assess, and recommend each contribution’s merging (or rejection) within the project. When
reviewers are specifically assigned the review or testing process becomes shorter and more effective (Yu et al., 2014).
A ‘Watcher/star-provider’ receives notifications of any event (commits, pull-requests, and issues) arising within the project and
on GitHub’s social media (Ma et al., 2016; Sheoran et al., 2014). It is also common to see popular projects where coding
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activities are seen to be successful as being ‘starred’ extensively, and experiencing higher commit frequencies (Cosentino,
Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017). Watchers tend to contribute to popularity by their external activities on social media, and other digital
community forums.
‘External-social-followers’ track the actions of other coding developers of good reputation (Luo, Mao & Li, 2015). Dabbish et al.
(2012) note GitHub’s External-social-follower and Tester/Watcher groups each contribute transparency into a project. They also
bring additional social considerations, and their social actions can contribute towards the project’s popularity.
‘Potential-new-contributors’ can be drawn into a GitHub project by: (1) current promotional activities, (2) social media, and/or
Twitter, and/or Wiki awareness campaigns, (3) following others, (4) a desire to code, and (5) sourcing a personal area of interest.
The ‘Project-repository’ houses the software codebase along with various ongoing development streams (branches) as well as
Wiki, readme, and other contributions. Many software develops a regard GitHub repository as a professional platform where to
host their own projects or find other interesting open-source software projects (Wu et al., 2014). Key GitHub programming
languages are either web-focused (JavaScript, Ruby, PHP, CSS) or system-oriented (C, C++, Python). JavaScript, Java, and
Python are the top three GitHub programming languages (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017).
Github Projects
GitHub projects are diverse in: format, project-size, development-cycle-stage, release-count, change-frequency, change-degree,
forks, watchers, and contributor-skills (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014). Such potentially diverse project variations can also
complicate project comparisons.
When comparing relationships within and around GitHub projects (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014; Cosentino, Izquierdo &
Cabot, 2017) further divide different projects. Their specific categories include: (1) popularity delivering higher/consistent
documentation or (2) library projects needing less documentation. Over time, documentation quality improves especially in
larger projects and as responders (reporters or assignees) become more experienced (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017;
Xavier & Macedo, 2014). Thus comparative longitudinal GitHub studies remain complex.
GITHUB MEASUREMENT CATEGORIES
Some of the measurement instruments available to GitHub researchers include:
 Project-type: GitHub projects range from major corporate software developments such as Adobe bracket, or Facebook
that incorporate forks when overcoming issues and/or when speeding new release versions, through to small core
creator / developer projects.
 Duration-of-project: Large GitHub projects tend to remain active, forked, retain interest and be long-term ongoing
operations (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017).
 Project-measures:
GitHub
measures
commits,
committers,
software-releases,
popularity-of-project,
number-of-stars-provided, forks, watchers, followers, testers, and reviewers.
 Project-language: Key common GitHub software languages (discussed above) draw like-skilled programmers, and are
more likely to retain project communities in excess of 40 (Cosentino, Izquierdo & Cabot, 2017).
 Readme files: 95% of popular GitHub projects have non-empty readme files (Tsay, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2014).
GitHub popular projects typically engage forking. They also show clearer, more-consistent documentation advice (Aggarwal,
Hindle & Stroulia, 2014), and useful documentation can draw-in other coding contributors (Hata et al., 2015). This
documentation may also be supported by testing mechanisms (Tsay, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2014), Wikis (McDONALD et al.,
2014), Twitter (Singer, Figueira Filho & Storey, 2014), social media and websites (Jiang et al., 2017).
GITHUB STUDY
Theoretical Basis
GitHub is recognized in (Wu et al., 2014) study as a professional platform where software developers can: (1) host their own
project, or (2) contribute towards other interesting projects, or (3) keep informed regarding what their peers are coding. GitHub’s
repository projects are typically not developed by individuals, but by a community of coders and associates working
collaboratively. Hence, the more active the community project becomes, the quicker it progresses towards task completion
(coding, documentation, and discussion).
The ‘Theory of Social Translucence’ suggests a clear awareness of a project and its design strategies, is advanced where a
coherent behavior occurs through the visible sharing of each project collaborator’s identity, contributions, and ongoing activities.
These behavioral actions also occur within a GitHub project’s community (Dabbish et al., 2012). This transparency extends out
to GitHub followers, watchers, and stars-provided, and it reaches into social supporting areas including Facebook, websites,
Twitter, and Wikis (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014). Thus, progress is likely quicker where coherent behavior is permeated
across a GitHub project’s community.
GitHub behaviorally ties developers into a project via ‘Information Integration Theory’ - which draws on the ‘Theory of Planned
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Behavior’ (Ajzen, 1991). It links GitHub responder attitudes and their subjective norms (Ajzen, 1991) through their common
beliefs and behaviors. These intentionally drive the overall behavioral (strength-of-belief) within their behaviorally-controlled
project’s domain. Thus, for projects of around the same size, same programming language and similar degree of complexity, the
GitHub project’s responder-tracking-measures likely related to its resultant activity level and to its overall development time.
Hence, this longitudinal study considers the GitHub project’s activities as those contributing towards advancing the source code
towards project solution. It poses the research questions:
 RQ1: do collaborative responder-group efforts drive GitHub JavaScript project activity?
 RQ2: do less time-to-release version completions drive GitHub JavaScript project activity
This study’s approach incorporates the above theory and literature considerations. Cosentino et al. (2017) adds to this literature
assessment - contributing that project activities levels are generated via multifaceted contributions that encompass the above
literature. As almost all popular GitHub projects possess active readme files (Tsay, Dabbish & Herbsleb, 2014). This study also
asks:
 RQ3: do more changes-to-documentation drive GitHub JavaScript project activity?
Study Considerations
To reduce GitHub’s vast array of projects into a manageable and comparable scale, this study adopts a convenience approach. It
focuses on longer-term and substantive software developments. Projects are included if they have been operational, and active,
for at least one year’s duration. Only JavaScript most popular projects are considered.
This study assesses GitHub project activity levels. It captures Rockstars and their followers through their inconsistent, but
selective pull and fork contributions into each specifically-chosen project. It recognises that forks, pulls watchers and
stars-provided are contributors towards a project’s activity level. It compiles these contributors with the other construct
intermediary measures defined above (commits, project-version-releases). It builds a GitHub path model that delivers a
measurable project activity level outcomes. It determines each responder group contributing to the project’s activity level
through Figure 2’s GitHub JavaScript framework model. These independent GitHub responder contributions offer the overall
total effects pathways that contribute towards the project’s overall activity level (Xavier & Macedo, 2014).

Figure 2: GitHub JavaScript framework model.
Study Approach
This study assesses Figure 2 for the current top 100 GitHub JavaScript projects as gauged against the level of forking. The most
popular projects are typically extensively forked, and usually well-starred (Berry, 2015). Each fork copies the original project
repository (https://github.com/popular/watched). Being outside the original project repository each fork: (1) allows free code
experimentation, (2) develops proposed project changes, (3) generally feeds back to the original project repository, or (4)
sometimes becomes a development initiation point for a new project idea (or code). Thus the level of forking offers a well-used
approach to define top GitHub projects.
The study’s structural path model combines the influence findings of such past studies. It models their relative input
measurement effects against project activity level. Aggarwal et al. (2014) argue that small increases to existing documentation
helps the growth of project activity levels, and helps reduce the project time to reach a product-life-cycle midpoint. Thus
standardized total effects can be gauged against project activity levels.
METHODOLOGY
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Data Capture
GitHub provides a web-based API for querying the raw information and statistics about GitHub repositories over time. The data
extraction method used by this study is presented in Appendix 1. Table 2 illustrates data extraction collects the Figure 2 construct
measures. Commits include source code and documentation addition/deletion counts. Contributors are summed counts of project
forks, pulls, watchers and stars-provided. Product-version-releases are numerical counts into the project. Project activity level is
the number of lines added or removed from repository files. These construct measures are exported to SPSS23.0 for statistical
assessment and modelled via structural path analysis in AMOS 23.0.
Data Analysis
Table 1 shows extracted entries for the current top 100 GitHub JavaScript projects totalled 840Mb. All data set entries relate to
project information contributions. Commits is the number of accepted changes.
Table 1: GitHub JavaScript data (top 100 projects).
Project Actions

Top Projects
JavaScript

Project Actions

Top Projects
JavaScript

Project Actions

Top Projects
JavaScript)

Commits

336,181

Pulls

5,223

Additions

180,982,063

Contributors

19,762

Watchers

92,536

Deletions

95,764,624

Releases

7,167

Issues Open

26,117

Activity

279,876,894

Stars (provided)

1,800,049

Issues Closed

192,503

Owner

100 titles

Forks

454,640

Total Updates

276,746,687

Owner Repos

100 named

The committers are the individual entries contributing to the commit. Contributors are the different individuals adding something
to the project. Stars-provided are the recognition starring provided by individuals in recognition of their general support for the
project and its targets. A fork is a split from a project and it differs from its comparative pull request. A fork often works in
response to a variant in thought (or approach) and a fork can sometimes heads off in a different direction taking some of the
project’s team resources with it. Pulls requests are rare as they represent attempts to re-work or adapt the code-base. Releases are
also small in number. They occur when the project work is at a deliverable stage. Watchers observe progress of a project. They
may or may not then contribute at a later time to the project.
Popularity has been used in the past by others to measure project activity level. However, popularity engages inconsistent models,
and popularity is derived as a dependent regression. Hence, this study adopts to measure GitHub contributions as its measure of
overall popularity, and terms this measure the ‘project activity level.’ The project activity level is a large term capturing all
information around the lines of code added or deleted. data from GitHub’s top 100 projects is summarized below in Table 1. The
project activity level structural path model is developed in AMOS23.0 from Table 1’s data set. It is displayed as Figure 3.

Figure 3: GitHub JavaScript project activity level structural path model.
The project activity level structural path model (Figure 3) shows excellent fiW ȤGI  S7/, 
CFI = 0.991; GFI = 0.952; AGFI = 0.885) (Cunningham, 2008; Hair et al., 2010). The GFI-AGFI difference being just above
0.06, and the RMSEA (0.059) being above 0.05, both indicate there remains some minor fit improvement – such as engaging a
larger case study of top GitHub projects (Kline, 2015), or using an even tighter outlier (kutosis/mahalanobis-distance) removal
consideration (Cunningham, 2008; Hair et al., 2010).
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Three outliers (cases 25, 31, 37) were removed - leaving a final data set of 97. Ideally the data set of projects should exceed
150-160 (Hair et al., 2010; Muthén & Muthén, 2002). However structural models retain meaning within sample sizes of 100–150
case range (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Ding, Velicer & Harlow, 1995; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2012; Tinsley & Tinsley, 1987),
and with 10 times as many cases as parameters, this data set of 97 remains acceptable (Kline, 2015). The final data set contains no
notable mahalanobis outlier distance (SD) gaps through to the mean. Also, all construct skews are acceptable (< 3), but with vast
differences in project scope and scale, multivariate kurtosis is large (113) but acceptable (Hair et al., 2010). Thus the model is
suitable for structural path analysis.
Watchers are highly correlated with the stars-provided to the project, and strongly correlated with the degree of forking. The
level of forking exerts negative influences towards project version releases as these draw potential project contributors into
non-core development tasks. The number of project version releases exerts cyclical peak-and-trough influences that negatively
directly impact the overall project activity, but positively impact into commits and contributors. Commits and project level
activity move in-line with each other, but they are different constructs. Contributors (via commits) exert an intermediate effect on
project level activity.
DISCUSSION
Figure 3’s project activity level structural path model is summarized in Table 2’s standardized total effects. Table 2 shows the key
effects in generating Project Activity Levels. The major contributors are the pull requests, the watchers, the number-of-releases,
the total different contributors, and the commits. The commits lodged directly mirror the Project Activity Levels. Thus, five
levers can be used by the project creators and their core team leaders when seeking to speed their project’s software development
processes. The number of stars-provided to the project make a lesser contribution.
The forks actually work against the project’s progress by generating very minor negative total effects into the project’s activity
level. They sometimes dilute the focus of the project’s software development strategies. Here, a fork may generate new ideas,
create a new project, and then draw some original project developers off into this new software development direction, thus
retarding the original project’s activity level.
Table 2: Standardized Total Effects for current top (97/100) GitHub JavaScript Projects.
Contributor
Stars
Releases
Pulls
Watchers
Forks
(provided)
s

Commit
s

Forks

0

0.69

0

0

0

0

0

Stars (provided)

0

0.93

0

0

0

0

0

Releases

0.25

0.22

-0.23

0.41

0

0

0

Contributors

0.45

0.48

-0.06

0.11

0.26

0

0

Commits

0.34

0.35

-0.10

0.18

0.43

0.62

0

Activity

0.22

0.22

-0.08

0.14

0.35

0.35

0.98

Figure 3 shows collaborative responder-group efforts do drive GitHub JavaScript project activities as a multi-pronged approach
(RQ1). Research question RQ2 is supported as major (critical) version releases do positively affect project activity levels.
Multiple intermittent and minor version releases exert less GitHub JavaScript project activity levels because they often involve
slight improvements, and only require minimal activity level contributions. The remaining research RQ3 question is supported
when a code commit’s documentation is lodged. Here, more commits also brings more changes to documentation, and as a
GitHub JavaScript project’s activity level rises, additional documentation emerges as a continual project requirement.
IMPLICATIONS
Theoretical Implications
This GitHub study follows responder behavioral patterns, in particular Information Integration Theory, and the Theory of Social
Translucence. This framework allows behavioral activities to be gauged collectively and measured against each project’s overall
activity level. This allows a new way to compare projects and to understand projects once the masking features such as: size,
programming-language, degree-of-complexity and longevity are removed.
Extensions to this study can map each project responder’s/collaborator’s identity, contributions, and ongoing activities through
to GitHub repository followers, watchers and stars-provided into their social interaction domains including Facebook, websites,
Twitter, and Wikis (Aggarwal, Hindle & Stroulia, 2014). Here, interpretations of value by understanding social network site
consumer engagements (Hamilton & Tee, 2013) can be incorporated to extend the behavioral understanding of GitHub’s social
and external responders.
Practical Implications
The activity level of JavaScript project responders is measured using repository-collated measures. These behavioral measures
first include pull-requests and project watchers which results in subsequent commit changes, or watchers changing roles and then
generating new pull-requests against the project’s repository. Pull-requests impact on project contributions and on project
version releases, and with commits positively influence on project activity levels. Commit changes are generally clarified
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through comments with linkages into project documentation. If accepted, these commits may also appear as ongoing
documentation updates. Table 3 shows five constructs can be leveraged to jointly (or individually) deliver, faster project
software-development processes.
A lead focus for the repository creator and the core team of collaborators is to generate additional commits. Here, commits can be
encouraged by cross-promotional strategies including: (1) encouraging pull-requesters to respond and to generate multiple
commits, (2) promoting the starring of the ongoing value of the project’s development on Facebook, Twitter, and web media, and
also converting social media watchers into pull requesters, and (3) engaging developer forums, Wikis, conferences and across
other social connectivity avenues directly targeted towards encouraging more pull requests and follow-up commits.
Social media sites can also add transaction-related project information via inclusions of community ‘fan-pages.’ Fan-pages help
to build stronger communities, provided they show usefulness, economic value, and are suitably branded. Here promotions
and/or other consumer benefits can be incentivized (Hamilton & Tee, 2013). In addition, to further highlight and draw developer
traffic, fan-pages news can be linked to HackerNews and GitHub Explore (Borges, Hora & Valente, 2016). Ultimately the key
internal approach is to generate very-rapidly reviewing and incorporating decisions across all commits.
A second behavioral approach is to recognize committers by crediting their contributions against their personal email. This is
achievable by recognizing, ranking, and promoting each contribution as enhancing: performance and/or quality and/or service
and/or economic value and/or emotional perception (Hamilton, John R & Tee, 2015). These value recognition triggers are
rewards to the respondent committer, and they likely positively affect the committer’s satisfaction and ongoing loyalty (Hamilton,
John R. & Tee, 2015). This recognition approach behaviorally encourages the committer to pursue further opportunities of
benefit to a GitHub project. It also enhances their personal profile, and it promotes more project activity.
This study considers a collation of contribution constructs that have sometimes been used as popularity measures as exhibiting
behaviors harmonious with the project. It shows all of these contribute directly or indirectly as build components of the project’s
activity level.
This study recognizes that increasing contributors is a complex task. For example, the project’s activity level is cyclic, peaking
around each version release (Borges, Hora & Valente, 2016). More major and critical project releases drive activity levels. These
release-date developer traffic hypes can be enhanced with boosts via continual social media project-related achievement postings
(Cassidy & Hamilton, 2016) - provided quality public communications are delivered.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Measurement Aspects
To further validate the project activity level GitHub JavaScript structural path model two additional studies are suggested (1)
random sampling across the full suite of JavaScript projects, and (2) re-testing against each key GitHub programming language.
The refinement of the pull request counts is another measurement consideration. Pull-requests occur because of internal commits
for review as well as and via forked versions of a repository. Some fork-pull-requests loop back into the originating repository.
Hence, it may be useful to categorise pull-requests, and also to consider longitudinally if fork-pulls do actually occur later during
project development. This research is underway.
There remains a need to create and deploy APIs that monitor project activity levels over time. This can expose where open source
software development offers maximum improvement for the GitHub project under consideration.
Commits offer detailed content analysis that can be mined to elucidate where, and how, the documentation of substantive top
performing programming language projects can be improved. The relevance of which commit(s) provide most benefit is another
area waiting development.
Theoretical Aspects
GitHub studies can be theory-based, and/or behaviorally-based, and/or translucently-based, and/or values-based. They can also
be linked via social networks and web media through into other consumer marketing and retailing approaches - typically
focusing on consumer motivation, consumption and gratification aspects (Hamilton, John R & Tee, 2015).
Managerial Aspects
The project activity level model is applicable for GitHub JavaScript project creators. It can be astutely managed to generate high
project level activities. It can be interpreted through Table 2’s total effects and Figure 3’s path strengths towards better targeting,
and harnessing of a project’s reach, and engagement, across relevant software development communities.
Learning how to extract pertinent information from responder review comments is often useful to a repository originator seeking
to improve ongoing project deliverables. Approaches to understanding big data vary, but Bello-Orgaz et al. (2016) describe big
data social capture approaches are of use when considering GitHub’s watchers.
Projects can be more closely managed by developing text capture routines to extract responder key words from GitHub
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documentation. For example value(s)-related words epitomising behaviors can include motivation (intentions to act) towards
engaging/actioning, consumptive actions being undertaken, and gratification reflections of actions delivered. This data can then
be real-time analysed, thus keeping GitHub repository originators behaviorally attuned to individuals and to their core
collaborators.

CONCLUSION
The current top 100 GitHub JavaScript projects are assessed across various pathways of project contribution. Data captured from
these popular projects differs in: format, project-size, development-cycle-stage, change-frequency, change-degree, forks,
watchers, and contributor-skills, and has remained difficult to interpret. Three theories (Information Integration, Planned
Behavior, and Social Translucence) frame this study’s comparative project activity level structural path model approach.
A JavaScript project’s activity level can be enhance with increased responder-group collaborative efforts, with more frequent
major project version releases, and with greater numbers of commit project additions and/or deletions. The generation of
additional forks delivers a minor net negative impact on project activity levels. Hence, repository originators and their core team
of collaborators should ensure forking contributions remain under close monitoring and assessment.
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ABSTRACT
With growing information volume and diverse user preferences on the web, the performance of web information retrieval has
become a critical issue. Web navigation is dramatically influenced by the organizations of web contents. Hence, useful
navigation guidance can considerably accelerate the information retrieval process. In this paper, web navigation is formulated as
a Directed Group Steiner Forest (DGSF) problem in line graph representation of the website. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to
tackle the DGSF problem and attain the suboptimal solution in polynomial time. Simulations are conducted to compare the mean
searching time for the proposed DGSF-based navigation guidance and other approaches. The results suggest that the
DGSF-based navigation guidance can significantly reduce the mean searching time, especially when the number of web pages is
large while the number of destination pages is moderate. The discussion is also made for extending the model to take into account
the websites owner’s interests and other concerns as well.
Keywords: Information retrieval, Web navigation, guidance, line graph.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The abundance of web pages of information that is featured by the Internet has two implications. On the one hand, the abundant
information facilitates users to retrieve comprehensive information of interest; on the other hand, it increases the navigation time
for users due to the excessive amount of irrelevant information, reducing web usability. Therefore, the accessibility of web pages
should be adequately assessed and effectively enhanced. To accelerate information retrieval, navigation guidance can be
provided to avoid irrelevant pages. Effective navigation guidance can benefit both surfers and website owners by reducing the
searching time to retrieve information, and enhancing the advertisement and transaction functions of websites respectively.
Providing effective navigation guidance is not a trivial task due to the scale and complexity of web-sites (Wang & Yen, 2007). In
addition, such a task can be further complicated by the diversity and multiplicity of web pages of interest. Basically, randomly
exploring for the destination pages could be time-consuming and tiring. Besides, it is unrealistic to design a web site by having
all the pages fully connected. Hence there would be a number of paths for users to follow in reaching a destination page. The
major problem then is how to devise a mechanism to help the users to find optimal paths for retrieving the destination pages with
minimum searching time. Therefore, this paper focuses on an approach to analyze the problem as the Directed Group Steiner
Forest (DGSF) problem (Feldman et al., 2012). Line graph conversion (Gross & Yellen, 2006) of the web-site structure is
applied for a systematic and intuitive analysis. The DGSF problem, which is essential NP-hard (Alon et al., 2006), can be solved
approximately in polynomial time using a shortest path based heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper. It is verified by
numerical experiments that this heuristic algorithm can efficiently generate navigation guidance for users.
Finally, we would like to comment on the applicability of the proposed web navigation guidance. The DGSF-based navigation
guidance is not the only approach to improve the web navigation efficiency. In fact, existing studies have suggested several
alternative approaches, such as grammatical inference approach (Korfiatis & Paliouras, 2006), web structure reorganization and
optimization (Lin & Liu, 2008), etc. However, these approaches typically require the specialized technique of grammatical
inference and the costly reorganization of web structure, provided that web contents are highly standard and the web structure is
flexible. By contrast, the proposed web navigation guidance imposes little restriction on website contents and structure.
Moreover, the proposed navigation guidance can also be applied in synergy with other approaches, for instance, it is possible to
employ the grammatical inference approach to predict the preferred web pages that contain the desired information of a user;
then the proposed web navigation guidance can then be generated with these web pages serving as the destination pages.
Therefore, we believe this paper is a valuable development and complement to the research on web navigation guidance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief survey of related work is given in next section. A problem modeling
is introduced afterwards, covering the web structure represented by the directed graph and its line graph, and the process of
formulating the navigation as a Directed Group Steiner Forest (DGSF) problem. Subsequently a shortest path based heuristic
algorithm for solving the DGSF problem is described. The numerical experiments for evaluating the performance of the
DGSF-based navigation guide are presented. Finally, the paper concludes with summary and future directions.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Designing and maintaining a user-friendly website can be a challenging task. It has aroused awareness and attentions from both
practitioners and researchers to look into this issue. Numerous research works have therefore been made on how to improve the
websites. There are research projects investigates the general principles of web usability. Practitioners expressed the desire for
high web usability, which has catalyzed many research works to address such needs. W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)
provided various guidelines to make web content and web applications more accessible to people with disabilities (W3C, 2015).
Matera et al. (2006) introduced several principles for promoting web usability during the web application lifecycle. They also
discussed three classes of usability evaluation methods, namely, user testing, usability inspection, and web usage analysis. Conte
et al. (2007) further proposed a usability evaluation technique based on the combination of web design perspective and heuristic.
Spiliotopoulos et al. (2010) compiled experts’ insights on applications to enable or facilitate the development of usable web
systems. Schaik and Lin (2012) adopted cognitive-experiential approach to model interaction experience and measure nine
dimensions of flow experience in human–computer interaction.
Another area of research focuses on the accuracy of user preference prediction. With increasing quantity and diversity of web
users, the personalization of web-sites relies heavily on the performance of data mining techniques that underlies the prediction
of user preferences (More, 2014). Sarukkai (2000) investigated the use of Markov Chains in link prediction and path analysis.
Anderson et al. (2002) defined Relational Markov models (RMMs), a generalization of Markov models, make effective learning
possible in domains with very large and heterogeneous state spaces, given only sparse data. RMMs were applied to modeling the
behavior of web site users, improving prediction in our PROTEUS architecture for personalizing web sites. Perkowitz and
Etzioni (2000) described two cluster-mining algorithms, namely PagerGather and IndexFinder, that could automatically gather
web pages that were not linked together but were related to some topic in users’ mind. Liu and Keselj (2007) then investigated the
automatic classification of web user navigation patterns also by the integrated use of both web log data and web contents. The
numerical results showed that their experimental system could achieve a classification accuracy of nearly 70% and a prediction
accuracy of around 65%, which was much better than the case of using web server logs only.
Some research papers are concerned with the web personalization and recommendation system that improves the web usability.
As the information technology evolves, various web personalization and recommendation systems have been proposed by
researchers (Perkowitz & Etzioni, 2015). Verma et al. (2011) presented a comprehensive survey of over 100 research papers
dealing with Web Mining framework for web personalization. Cho et al. (2002) then studied a personalized recommendation
system for shopping in an on-line marketplace. The novelty of their method was the use of a decision tree induction to avoid poor
recommendations that may lead to dissatisfaction of customers. Xuan et al. (2016) proposed a framework to identify the various
levels of semantic uncertainty in terms of Web event so improve the satisfactions of Web page recommendations. Ho and Bodoff
(2014) extended the theory on web personalization by providing a more complete picture of how sampling and processing of
personalized recommendations influence a user’s attitude and behavior toward the personalization agent. Drawing on social
influence and similarity attraction theories, Li and Karahanna (2012) studied and compared social network-based
personalization with the traditional peer-based personalization approach of collaborative personalization. Their findings
indicated that social network-based personalization can provide accurate personalized offerings
Some research concentrates on improvement of information retrieval for web users. Levene (2010) provided a very clear overall
picture about the technical issues of web navigations and search engines. He also extended the view to domains of mobile web
and social network. Yen (2006) investigated the problem and suggested that the effectiveness and efficiency of information
retrieval can be measured in terms of accessibility and popularity of web pages. By building four accessibility models, an A-P
(accessibility and popularity) plot was deployed to guide web designers to improve the structure of web-sites. Aggarwal et al.
(2014) presented an automated navigation-support tool, CoLiDeS++Pic, suggesting relevant links to click when a user visits a
website for searching information to compute semantic similarity between the user goal and the website information using latent
semantic analysis technique. Chen and Ryu (2013) proposed a mathematical programming model to improve the user navigation
on a website while minimizing alterations to its current structure. Yen and Wan (2010) addressed the importance of efficient
information retrieval and discuss the possible methods to improve the efficiency. By assuming one destination page, they
analyzed four models of information retrieval with different degree of navigation guidance.
This study aims at investigating the navigation guidance to accelerate the online information retrieval. From the user’s
perspective, the information of interest was often scattered in several web pages. It is therefore desirable that the web navigation
guidance could handle the diversity and multiplicity of destination pages, such that the efficiency of information retrieval could
be generally improved. In this paper, the web navigation problem is formulated as a Directed Group Steiner Forest problem. A
polynomial-time heuristic algorithm is proposed and simulations are conducted for performance evaluation.
PROBLEM MODELING
The structure of a website is represented as a directed graph, in which each node denotes a web page and each arc denotes a
hyperlink. The node-weighted directed graph is then converted to its arc-weighted line graph, whereby a Directed Group Steiner
Forest problem is formulated and a heuristics of navigation guidance is proposed for DGSF problems.
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Structure of a Web-site
A web-site contains a number of Web pages, and each page may have hyperlinks connecting to other pages. A direct way to
describe the web site is using a directed graph with weights assigned on nodes, G (V , E , w) , as follows.
Nodes: V {v1 , v2 ,...vn } , where vi denotes a page, i=1,2,…,n;
Arcs: E {eij [vi , v j ] or (i, j ) | A hyperlink exists from page i to page j} ;

Weights: w : V o R is the node-associated weight that reflects the loading time.
The loading time would vary from page to page due to the page content and network condition. The page size is the most
dominating factor for estimating the loading time. Thus the page size can be defined as the weight of a node to reflect the
download time, if exact time estimation is not attainable.
w : V o R
w(vi ) xi

where xi is the page size and w is the weight.
As it is more natural to study a graph by estimating the “length” of arcs, or the “distance” between two vertices, using the
line-graph representation that facilitates the modeling of the web navigation problem. A conversion of the node-weighted
directed graph G (V , E , w) is made to encode the website structure into the corresponding arc-weighted line graph (Gross &
Yellen, 2006). Essentially, the conversion process of G (V , E , w) to its line graph L(G ) ( D, A, h) can be summarized as
follows:
D

A

^gi e jk  E, gi

^( gi , g j ) gi , g j  D,

and ekp , e pq  E , gi

`

e jk ;

ekp , g j

e pq

`

;

w(vk ) , where vk  V is the head of gi in G ;
It is worthwhile to note that the line graph L(G ) is not necessarily connected, despite the connectivity of G by definition. With
the line graph conversion, the navigation problem can be formulated as selecting the jointly optimal paths to minimize the total
length. Another concern for adopting line graph conversion is whether it will incur too much overhead in implementation. The
line graph is kept for subsequent calculations once the conversion is done. In principle, it is not necessary to do the line graph
conversion for each round of navigation guidance unless the structure of the web-site changes. The overhead for line graph
conversion might become considerable in the case that web-site structure is exposed to highly frequent changes.
 ( gi , g j )  A , h ( gi , g j )

Directed Group Steiner Forest (DGSF) Problem and A Shortest Path based Heuristic
The preferences of web navigation can be much diversified. It is therefore necessary to provide the web navigation guidance
without any restriction on the number or type of the preferred web pages. Assume the user needs to access all the destination
pages from root and the sum of the total searching time for destination pages must be minimized which constitutes an optimal
web navigation problem. The optimal web navigation problem is formulated as a directed Group Steiner Forest (DGSF) problem,
the extension of Group Steiner Forest (GSF) problem (Feldman et al., 2012; Korfiatis & Paliouras, 2008).
Directed Group Steiner Forest (DGSF) problem:
Instance: A directed graph H

^

`

( D, A, h) , where h( xi , x j ) : ( xi , x j )  A are lengths of arcs, and a set S of setpairs in D .

Objective: Find a min-length subgraph (a forest) X of H that contains a ( P, Q) -path (a directed path in H that originates in

P while ends in Q ) for every setpair ( P, Q)  S . Here the overall length of X is defined as: X

¦

h( xi , x j ) .

( xi , x j ) X

The DGSF problem is essentially NP-hard (Alon et al., 2006), so that heuristic algorithms are commonly applied to solve the
problem approximately within an acceptable running time. The design of the heuristic is based on the idea of “finding shortest
paths to link every ( P, Q) setpair in S ”. It is common to use Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) to compute the shortest paths
between vertices. However, finding a shortest path for a setpair would be a little bit different. Thus, a revised version of the
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find shortest paths for any setpairs. Then the heuristic can be developed to minimize the overall
lengths of the paths for setpairs in S.
The shortest path based heuristic algorithm can be described as follows:
)
1. Initialization. S m S ; X m I .
)
2. Iteration. While S z I , do:
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^

`

)
 Solve: min ) dist( P, Q) ( P, Q)  S using the revised Dijkstra’s algorithm. Let ( Pi , Qi ) be the optimum and
( P ,Q )S

Ti* be the corresponding shortest distance path.
)
)
 X m X U Ti* , S m S \ {( Pi , Qi )} .

 ( x, y )  Ti* , h( x, y ) m 0 .
End While
3. Output. Return X
Once the optimal solution of the DGSF problem is attained, the solution can be employed to generate the navigation guidance.
For instance, the hyperlinks in the optimal navigation paths can be highlighted on the web-site.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Numerical experiments are conducted in this section to assess the performance of the proposed navigation guidance. The
assessment should be made for various structures of web-sites to evaluate the general effectiveness of the navigation guidance.
Therefore, simulation approach is firstly applied to assess the performance of the proposed navigation guidance and then
complemented with a case study on a real-world website.
Simulation Design
Comparisons are made mainly on the mean searching time of three navigation approaches:
(1) a surfer with DGSF-based navigation guidance;
(2) an experienced surfer without any guidance (e.g. without repeating visits to the same pages); and
(3) a surfer with simple navigation guidance.
To simulate web-sites, the varieties of web site structure should be adequately addressed. Here, the web site structure is randomly
generated based on the following procedure:
(1) Set the number of pages n=|V| and number of destination pages k=|N|. Randomly select k destinations from the n nodes.
(2) Given a root, randomly generate an arborescence (or a directed tree) that can spans all the nodes in V. This ensures that every
node can be reached from the root.
(3) Randomly generate additional outlinks for each node. According to the distribution of the number of outlinks of a web page
described by Kumar et al. (Kumar et al., 1999), the total number of outlinks in a page varies but is approximately 8 on
average.
Apart from the web-site structure, the loading time for each web page is also randomly assigned (uniformly distributed between
0.5 and 1.5). This random assignment of the loading time reflects the moderate differences in the sizes of web pages. As shown
by a survey (All Things Web, 2015), the median page size is 44KB; nearly 50% of the pages are less than 30KB and 20%
between 31KB and 60KB. Thus the sizes of web pages only exhibit moderate differences, which could be approximately
reflected by simulating the loading time between 0.5 and 1.5.
Two parameters, n and k, are set before the simulation. It is estimated that in December 2011, there are roughly 50 billion Google
indexed web pages (WorldWideWebSize, 2012) and 555 million web-sites globally (Netcraft, 2011). As a result, the average
number of Google indexed web pages per site is 90 (50/0.555=90). Besides, a web user may be interested in some pages of a
web-site. For a certain user, these pages of interest commonly just constitute a small portion of the entire web-site. As a result, the
initial simulation is conducted by setting n=90 and k=5 (roughly 5% of the entire 90 web pages). Subsequently, simulations with
varying n and k are also conducted for the further assessment of the navigation performances. For each group of parameters, we
repeated the simulation with different number of runs (from 2000 to 8000), and found that it is sufficient to use 5000 runs to get
stabilized simulation results.
Comparison
Reducing the mean searching time is the major concern in providing the web navigation guidance. By comparing with the case
for experienced surfers without navigation guidance, the DGSF-based web navigation guidance is illustrated as effective in
Table 1. It is also clear that the DGSF-based guidance is more effective in reducing searching time than the simple navigation
guidance: 23.4223 vs. 29.3126. Further, the effectiveness of web navigation guidance for various numbers of pages is shown in
Figure 1 that DGSF-based navigation guidance significantly outperforms the simple navigation guidance when the number of
web pages is not too small.
The number of destination pages is another crucial factor for the performance of the proposed navigation guidance. Each surfer
may expect different a number of destination pages. Figure 2 shows that the DGSF-based navigation guidance performs
generally better than others, except for the case k 1 that it performs similarly as the simple navigation guidance, but much
better than experienced surfer without guidance. Figure 2 also suggests that as k grows larger, there is a trend of convergence
for the mean searching time of the three navigation approaches.
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Table 1: Searching performance with and
without web navigation guidance
n=90
k=5

Mean
searching
time

Average
number of
visited pages

Mean
loading time
per page

DGSF-based
guidance

23.4223

24.5568

0.9538

Experienced
surfer

76.2451

76.1796

1.0012

Simple
navigation
guidance

29.3126

30.5626

0.9591

Figure 1: Mean searching time for varying
number of web pages (k=5)
Next, it appears from previous analysis that the performance of the proposed navigation is largely determined by the amount of
destinations as a proportion of overall web pages in the website. So, use K k / n to denote the proportion of the number of
destinations to the overall number of web pages, which measures the relative size of information the surfer wish to extract from
the website. Define T D and T S (the improvements of navigation by guidance) as follows:
TD

1

Navigation Time with DGSF-based Guidance
Navigation Time without Guidance

TS

1

Navigation Time with Simple Guidance
Navigation Time without Guidance

Then, additional simulations are performed to analyze how T D and T S should change with K as shown in Figure 3 that the
DGSF-based navigation guidance can be 10% better than the simple guidance when the surfer wants to extract a moderate
amount (less than 6%) of information from the website.

Figure 2: Mean searching time for varying number
of destinations (n=100)

Figure 3: Improvements of navigation by guidance
( T D , T S ) as functions of the proportion ( K ) of the
number of destinations to the number of web pages

A Case Study with Real-World Web-Site
To complement the numerical analysis, we conduct a case study using the web-site of an academic institute, the Faculty of
Business and Economics of the University of Hong Kong. The website has 29,645 web objects, including 7087 web pages and
22,558 files (e.g. jpg, pdf, docs, pptx or xlsx) and approximately 900,000 links among web objects. The page loading time varies
from 0.015 to 13.828 seconds and average is 0.3973 seconds. Figure 4 shows the histogram of page loading time that the
majority falls within the interval of [0.2, 0.6] (seconds).
Table 2: Case study of the searching performance
with or without navigation guidance
n=1372
k=10

Searching
time
(seconds)

Number
of visited
pages

Mean
loading time
per page
(seconds)

DGSF-based
guidance

22.5370

62

0.3635

Experienced
surfer

74.9361

157

0.4773

Simple
navigation
guidance

32.3451

83

0.3897

Figure 4: Histogram of the loading time in case
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The log file includes 51,995 entries during the period March 20th to March 27th 2016. To analyze the searching performance of
navigation guidance, we select the more popular web pages in the HKU business school website as the proxy of destination pages.
To do so, we firstly exclude those front pages that are the entry point of web-site, and then sort the remaining web pages
according their average times of visit per minute. The top 10 web pages are chosen as the destination pages in the case study. The
results are summarized in Table 2. As can be seen, the searching time of the DGSF-based guidance is 22.5370 seconds, which is
significantly shorter than those of the simple navigation guidance (32.3451 seconds) and the experienced surfer (74.9361
seconds). Moreover, the mean loading time per page when applying the DGSF-based guidance is also the shortest (0.3635
seconds). Recall that the average loading time of web pages for the entire website is 0.3973 seconds. The result suggests that the
DGSF-based guidance can automatically select web pages of shorter loading times along the navigation. Therefore, the
searching performance of the DGSF-based guidance in the case study corroborates the previous numerical analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis mainly focuses on reducing the surfer’s time of retrieving web pages. In many cases, however, it is also imperative
to take into account the interests of the website owner. A common scenario is that there are advertisements placed on the website;
so the website owner would benefit more if a surfer visits more web pages during the course of navigation. The numerical results
(Figures 3 and 4) show that the DGSF-based navigation can automatically guide the surfer to intermediary web pages with fast
loading, thus allowing for more web pages being visited per unit time. In this way, the website owner’s benefits would be
implicitly improved with the DGSF-based navigation guidance.
In this paper, we propose an effective approach for web navigation guidance to accelerate the information retrieval. It is assumed
that the web structure is represented as a node-weighted directed graph which is then converted to the arc-weighted line graph.
Thereby the web navigation problem formulated as a DGSF problem is to find paths with the smallest overall length. Since the
DGSF problem is NP-hard, a shortest path based heuristic is used to solve the DGSF problem approximately and generate the
DGSF-based navigation guidance accordingly. The proposed heuristic is essentially a polynomial time algorithm which is highly
applicable in practice. To assess the effectiveness of the DGSF-based navigation guidance, simulations have been conducted to
evaluate its performance for the mean searching time per destination page. The performance is then compared with two other
approaches - navigation without guidance and simple navigation guidance. The comparison results show that the DGSF-based
navigation guidance can significantly accelerate the online information retrieval.
The research contributions of this paper are as follows. First, the navigation problem is formulated as a DGSF problem in line
graph representation of web-site structure, which can be regarded as finding shortest paths to a group of destination pages.
Although this modeling approach seems not intuitive, the structure of the node-weighted network is precisely represented by the
line graph conversion. Accordingly, a shortest path based heuristic algorithm is proposed to approximately solve the DGSF
problem. As a result, the web navigation guidance is developed as an effective way to expedite the retrieval of web pages. The
numerical results show that the web navigation guidance is effective in reducing searching time for the surfers, especially when
the number of destination pages is moderately large.
Finally, this paper does not take into account all potential issues of the optimal web navigation problem. The algorithm can be
extended to solve the general DGSF problem; but questions such as how to take into account the website owner’s interests, how
to incorporate the possible values that surfers may gain when coming across web pages of interests, and how to balance the
interests of different parties, are still important subjects that may motivate future research. To further improve the path selection
as guidance, the proposed approach can be extended by considering relationships among webpages (e.g. indexing network)
(Jiang et al., 2014). The research can also be directed to personalize the navigation by reorganizing the web structure for each
user as to provide personalized and adaptive services in intelligent environments (Aztiria et al., 2013). In the experiment, mean
loading time for visited pages can be also considered for comparison.
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ABSTRACT
Industrie 4.0 focuses on end-to-end digital transformation with digital ecosystems. Digital transformation and industrie 4.0 are
more efficient and effective with particular skills, knowledge and attitude. Leaders who practice leadership 4.0 are digital
leaders and digital transformers. This digital leadership framework is based on a transformational, transactional, and authentic
leadership matrix. This trichotomous leadership model is based on Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) which applies the
impact of Advanced Information Technology with leadership in a recursive relationship with each affecting and transforming
the other.
Keywords: authentic, transformational, transactional, digital leadership, digital age
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INTRODUCTION
The technology revolution and how a company digitizes itself influences business results (Khan, 2016). This is digital
disruption and requires transformational change which this research and others call digital transformation (Westerman et al.,
2011). This digital transformation global megatrend is changing existing value chains across industries, corporations, and
public sectors (Khan, 2016); and demands convergence of roles in a flatter more collaborative environment (Campbell, 2012).
Digital disruption and digital transformation are associated with Industrie 4.0 (Bunse, 2013). Industrie 4.0 refers to the fourth
industrial revolution which is grounded in technological evolution from cyber physical systems to embedded systems to the
Internet of Things (IoT) (Bunse, 2013). Information and communication technologies (ICT) are the foundation that innovative
solutions build on; and are made possible through technological advances (Bunse, 2013).
Industrie 4.0 is radically transforming industry, business models, and production value chains through smart production
processes and embedded system production technologies (Bunse, 2013). In simple terms, technological advances include a
reversal of conventional product process logic whereby the product communicates with the machinery to tell it what to do
(Bunse, 2013).
Industrie 4.0 requires digital reinvention, such that corporation’s need to pursue new strategic focus, establish new ways of
working and develop new expertise (Berman, Korsten & Marshall, 2016; HBR Analytic Service, 2015). Digital reinvention of
the corporation through driving digital transformation requires consideration of the corporation and larger society as digital
ecosystems (Eng Chew, 2013; Khan, 2016). Digital ecosystems include disruptive business models, fundamental change, and
platforms that integrate end customers, and digital natives (Nally, 2016). Furthermore, gains in efficiency have the potential to
transform today’s competitive environment quickly; using cloud based planning platforms (Nally, 2016).
Rogers (2016) points that digital transformation is a big task for corporations to achieve. Therefore digital transformation also
requires consideration of leading the digital transformation (Khan, 2016). The leadership literature however, rarely considers
digital transformation; it’s like a gap exists between digital transformation and contemporary leadership practice (Khan, 2016).
Many leadership scholars practice their art without considering digital transformation, however the intersection of these areas
is interesting (Bass & Riggio, 2006; Walumbwa et al., 2008). Khan (2016) found six digital transformational competencies in
three forms of contemporary leadership styles; values-based, transformational and authentic leadership styles. This research
argues an overlap between all three leadership styles is warranted for digital age leadership.
Research indicates that digital age corporate leaders need to be flexible in today’s rapidly changing digital world (HBR
Analytic Service, 2015; Nally, 2016). Leadership today requires the exercise of influence rather than excessive force and
power (Bolden & O’Regan, 2016). Corporate leaders, especially the CEO, CTO, CDO and CIO define and lead the digital
transformation heavily relying on core competencies like data analytics to enhance corporate structures (Nally, 2016).
An interview with Mastercard Chairman, Rick Haythornthwaite Nally (2016) reveals his thoughts and feelings about today’s
leadership and the digital environment (Bolden & O’Regan, 2016). Nally (2016) argues that technology sources and making
the most of data, to drive down the production development cycle and adoption costs is necessary for digital transformation
(Bolden & O’Regan, 2016). Digital transformation is turning our world into a virtual one changing many facets of our
understanding of life and the world we live in; being generally disruptive and turning our lives upside down (Bolden &
O’Regan, 2016).
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Leadership rules however, are currently being rewritten for the first time ever; no longer are charismatic, omniscient and
omnipotent leaders useful; a leader must know how and when to lead, support, coach, facilitate, and influence others (Bolden
& O’Regan, 2016). Social activists and entrepreneurs are using powerful digital tools and accesses are setting today’s digital
transformational agenda (Bolden & O’Regan, 2016).
Digital transformation fundamentally changes value chains across industries and public sectors to develop new digital
ecosystems (Khan, 2016). These digital ecosystems are known for mobile apps, machine to machine, big data, industrial
internal, internet of things, and industrie 4.0.
INDUSTRIE 4.0
The fourth industrial revolution is about using cyber-physical systems in the manufacturing process and as such is called
Industrie 4.0 (Bunse, 2013; Raza, 2016). Industrie 4.0 digital transformation is well underway in Germany, who are
international leaders in embedded systems and digital technology (Bunse, 2013). Using and understanding digital technology is
rapidly become a core competency with success largely depending on the corporations’ overall digital ecosystem (PwC
network, 2016).
Digital ecosystems with value chain partners rely on a wide range of new technologies to communicate data that underpins
gains promised by Industrie 4.0 (Nally, 2016). Industrie 4.0 focuses on end-to-end digital transformation with digital
ecosystems relying on trust in data security, communication systems, and intellectual property for integrity and security
(Dennis Nally, 2016).
End-to-end digital transformation is driven by focusing on people and culture, with the biggest challenge attracting the digital
generation and others comfortable with working in a digital ecosystem (PwC network, 2016). Digital ecosystems expand and
with it the importance of trust, transparency, and the integrity of third party data (Nally, 2016). Data analytics drive decision
making with robust corporate structures supporting data analytics as an enterprise level digital capability (PwC network, 2016).
Digital capabilities are important to move forward with Industrie 4.0 with (PwC network, 2016) suggesting a six step model for
digital success. These steps are; mapping strategy, creating pilot projects, defining capabilities, expertise in data analytics,
digital transformation, and planning an ecosystem approach (Nally, 2016). The reality of Industrie 4.0 however, is that change
is transcending corporate boundaries and also national boundaries of where people do business, faster than corporations can
keep up the pace (PwC network, 2016).
When digital capabilities are embed functionally in the corporation (Nally, 2016); then organising data analytics develops
cross-functional expert teams (PwC network, 2016). This improves services and products where strategy and operations meet
creating disruption (Nally, 2016). Consequently, disruptive business occurs with customers competing for services and
products thus creating a digital culture (Nally, 2016). A digital culture aligns the digital generation with other generations;
consequently all are thinking and acting like the digital generation, ready and willing to experience new technologies and new
ways of operating (PwC network, 2016).
A systematic step-by-step approach to Industrie 4.0 digital capabilities starts with prioritising measures, aligning overall
strategy, and jumping into it head first; by setting clear targets and prioritising measures (PwC network, 2016). Accurate
measures can tell a lot about the business, providing clarity and direction (PwC network, 2016). Measuring leadership statistics
and technopreurnial capability is David and goliath stuff of mass proportions (PwC network, 2016).
First movers however, are making investments in Industrie 4.0 and realising above average digital revenues and operational
savings with digital services and products developing disruptive business models (PwC network, 2016). Disruptive business
models are improving both top and bottom line simultaneously with Industrie 4.0 reshaping competitive digital ecosystems.
Customer-centric value chains, services, and products are to be commonplace with corporations having to own relationships
with end customers (PwC network, 2016).
Industrie 4.0 is spanning the globe creating digital networks and digital ecosystems, however distinct regional footprints are to
be retained (PwC network, 2016). Countries such as Germany and Japan collaborate along the horizontal value chain with high
investments in technology and employee training view their digital transformation in terms of cost reduction, operational
efficiency, and quality assurance (PwC network, 2016). China’s standout aspects of digital transformation are in digitising and
automating labour intensive manufacturing (PwC network, 2016). While the US suggest they are planning to develop
disruptive business models through digitising service portfolios and products (PwC network, 2016).
Industrie 4.0 frameworks include data and analytics as core capabilities connecting such technologies as (but not limited to)
Smart Sensors, Cloud Computing, Mobile Devices, loT Platforms, 3D Printing, Location Detection, Cyber-Physical Systems,
etc (Nally, 2016). Industrie 4.0 leads tomorrow’s digital ecosystems to focus on people and culture to drive digital
transformation and deepen digital relationships with empowered customers (PwC network, 2016). Industrie 4.0 promises a
complete view of digital networks with digital transformation driven by an integration of vertical and horizontal value chains,
and disruptive digital business models, (PwC network, 2016).
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Industrie 4.0 is reshaping the competition of established industries paving the way for disruptive business models and
disruptions to industry, like Uber’s disruption to the taxi industry and Air B’n’B to the hotel industry (PwC network, 2016).
PwC network (2016) surveyed 2,000+ corporates, and found 70% expect to dramatically increase their level of digital
transformation by 2020 and only 33% rating their corporate as digitally advanced today. Global digital transformation
processes however require a digital IQ far exceeding the current change process (Nally, 2016).
Digital IQ is important for the success of digital investments (PwC network, 2016). Digital IQ focuses on the broad range of
people factors involved with the success of implementing the right digital technologies (Brown et al., 2013). This is important
for the C suite developing a robust digital culture and attracting and retaining the right employees who should be comfortable
working in a dynamic digital ecosystem environment (PwC network, 2016).
LEADERSHIP 4.0
Industrie 4.0 is more efficient and effective with particular skills, knowledge, and attitude leading it (Raza, 2016). Raza (2016)
argues that these particular leadership skills are about innovation and driving results; this is conceptualised as Leadership 4.0.
Leadership 4.0 is based on the premise that leaders see the future, explore the future, and return to train others (Raza, 2016).
The German Chancellor Angela Markel arguably practices Leadership 4.0 emphasizing that Germany takes a lead in Industrie
4.0 by raising importance to industrial production, logistics, and by connecting to digital technologies (Raza, 2016). Raza
(2016) concludes that success in tomorrow’s industrial 4.0 environment requires different characteristics, approaches and
practices than traditional leadership can offer. However Raza (2016) defines leadership 4.0 as the adaptability to fit, innovate,
and survive the Industrie 4.0 ecosystems (Raza, 2016).
Leadership 4.0 is further defined as the hierarchy based on functional units with the key driver of efficiency of divisional
labour (Raza, 2016). Best divisions of labour are developed through organization of mass markets of divisional organizational
mode and computing and information enable organisation of globalization by using tools like SAP, which need matrix
organization (Raza, 2016). A combination of several innovations in digital technology developed the Leadership 4.0
terminology (Raza, 2016). Leadership 4.0 is synonymous with talent acquisition and development, and communications,
whereby everyone is innovative (Raza, 2016).
Leaders who practice leadership 4.0 are digital leaders and digital transformers (Raza, 2016). Digital transformation includes a
number of technologies such as data storage, digital technology, cloud computing, internet of things, digital 3D printing,
mobile devices, satellite, smart cars, and algorithms to direct motor vehicles (Raza, 2016). These digital technologies when
joined together integrate the virtual and physical world into a highly networked digital ecosystem with cyber-physical systems
(Raza, 2016).
Based on the details and challenges of Industrie 4.0 it is required that industry leaders be equipped with skills and traits to be
tomorrow’s leaders (Raza, 2016). The transition from Leadership 3.0 to Leadership 4.0 is arguably comprised of four
leadership capabilities; digital vision, converting the vision into action, unit of effort re-design and transformation governance
(Raza, 2016). These are elaborated as follows;
i.

Digital vision, when the leader 4.0 creates a transformational vision then the digital transformation journey begins to
align senior managers and staff around the vision (Raza, 2016);
ii. Converting the vision into action, when the leader 4.0 decides to move forward the vision becomes a reality
formulating a road map of initiative including entry point of pilot project (Raza, 2016);
iii. Unit of effort re-designing the knowledge or jobs to be complete with the global talent tool and initiating with pilot
projects to achieve the efficiency of performance to market like increasing zero marginal expenses (Raza, 2016);
and
iv. Transformational governance is critical to transform using a rudder to steer the digital initiatives in the required
direction to ensure sustainability of the transformation process (Raza, 2016).
Traditionally most Leadership approaches use a three factor taxonomy of skills; however the challenge of Industrie 4.0
demonstrates a need for a different skill set (Raza, 2016). Such as vertically & horizontally focused (Initiative) or technical
skills, Individual ownership of development (Accountability), collective leadership (Collaboration) or interpersonal skills, and
innovation (Critical Thinking) (Raza, 2016).
When corporations have high digital competencies in leadership they can meet today’s and tomorrow’s challenges (Raza,
2016). However most corporations have management only, lacking leadership or only leadership with no management to
conduct digital transformation (Raza, 2016). Executives who have been steeped in analogue leadership disciplines need to
change in the digital world. The Manufacturing Leadership Council calls for Industrie 4.0 vision that leaders be technologysavvy, corporations are flatter and more collaborative structures, with empowered employees (Raza, 2016). Industrie 4.0 is
further defined by global competition, information-driven factories, real-time information, great speed and agility and rapid
adaptability (Raza, 2016).
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LEADERSHIP IN THE DIGITAL AGE
The digital age is responsible for corporations needing to reshape and transform digital business (Khan, 2016; Nally, 2016).
However, lack of digital leadership is the number one issue holding back digital business (Kotter, 1990). This likely requires
finding differences in leadership, skills, and capabilities and to explore found models within today’s corporate leadership
model (Khan, 2016).
Leadership in the digital age is part of Leadership 4.0 (Nally, 2016). It is ideal for leading edge corporations and is theory
based on continuous change models, with proven results replicated and shared among colleagues and publications (Kotter,
1995). This digital leadership framework is structured on a combination of motivational tools and leadership styles (Prince,
Hamilton, & Tee, 2016). This is technopreneurial leadership, a leading edge competitive framework with transformational,
transactional, and authentic leadership matrix (Hamilton & Lynch, 2012). It is through this 3D positioning horizons matrix that
we find the trichotomous leadership styles with their digital age solutions (figure 2) (Hamilton, Tee & Prince, 2016). Finding a
leadership position on this matrix affords the leader insight into their digital age structuration and demonstrates the steps
required to attain digital age leadership.
DeSanctis and Poole (Desanctis & Scott, 1994) argue that technology and leadership participate in a recursive relationship with
each affecting and transforming the other. (Avolio, Kahai & Dodge, 2001), and (Avolio et al., 2014) also argue that leader and
technology should co-evolve; with leadership being a corporate social structure created by technology.
Applying Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) to this research is about applying the impact of Advanced Information
Technology (AIT) interaction with leadership in relationship; and serves the customer driven digital ecosystem (Avolio et al.,
2014; Desanctis & Scott, 1994). Here, real-time data availability, digital services, and digital leadership serve the customer in a
social construct (Avolio & Kahai, 2003b; Avolio, Kahai & Dodge, 2001).
Applying cutting edge AIT forces corporations to be receptive to new ideas and possibilities, providing a bottom up solution
that any credible corporation could not ignore (Khan, 2016). AIT triggers an adaptive structurational process that over time
changes rules and resources leading to a digital transformation (Desanctis & Scott, 1994). Consequently, a new leadership style
emerges during the appropriation process which is arguably referred to as digital leadership (Desanctis & Scott, 1994).
Corporations lacking digital leadership are referred to as laggards (HBR Analytic Service, 2015). Laggards should be putting
together a multidimensional framework to increase digital knowledge, competencies, and skills (HBR Analytic Service, 2015).
Laggards fall behind digital leadership in three important key ways, lacking: digital first focus, connected platform of services,
and digital coordination (Weill & Woerner, 2017).
Further research, 436 business leaders were interviewed by Harvard Business Review Analytic Services (HBR Analytic
Service, 2015). A large gap was found between what’s needed and the current state of corporations, with only 23% confident
they have the necessary knowledge and skills to succeed in digital transformation. Furthermore, the lack of digital leadership is
the number one issue holding corporations back with digital business (HBR Analytic Service, 2015). Digital transformation
however, is more than simply modernising IT skills; this is improving communication and working with both formal and
informal learning forums (HBR Analytic Service, 2015).
Digital transformation continually requires directive leadership; with the corporate leader aiming to improve performance with
new digital technologies (Kotter, 1990, 1995). Digital leadership in this context has new rules of competition, to build
cooperation between generations, close the gap between strategy and operations, attract the best talent, and solidify
transformation in the corporation (Khan, 2016). Digital transformation occurs as members of corporate groups bring the
structural potential of new technologies into interaction appropriating available structures during the course of group decision
activities (Desanctis & Scott, 1994).
In this digital age, a combination of transformational, transactional, and authentic leadership is what engages the digital
generation (Khan, 2016). Within these three leadership styles we establish a trichotomous model that provides the skills drivers
for a future digital leadership model that identifies the shortcomings of existing leadership and to them provides a pathway to
lead corporations into the future (Khan, 2016).
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
Authentic leaders are committed to the need to belong; and inclusive belonging in the real world (Walumbwa et al., 2008). The
digital generation trust in these leaders because they are real, genuine, transparent, and balanced with good moral standing and
self-awareness (Walumbwa et al., 2008).
In simple terms, authentic leadership creates patterns of transparency, and openness building trust and healthy corporations
(Walumbwa et al., 2008). The authentic leader builds trust, meaning and healthier corporations through transparency
(Walumbwa et al., 2008). Transparent leaders who are authentic influence others to be authentic also, and role model high
ethical standards (Walumbwa et al., 2008).
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Avolio and colleagues have studied Authentic Leaders and authenticity for some time, graduating from Charismatic
Leadership, Transformational Leadership, E-Leadership and Authentic Leadership (Avolio et al., 2014; Avolio, Kahai &
Dodge, 2001; Walumbwa et al., 2008). Their definition is four-fold; self- awareness, self-regulation, transparency, balanced
decisions; however Avolio et al. (2014) “back to the future” premonition for leadership development has hardly considered the
present need for digitalization and influence of the digital generation (Avolio et al., 2014).
The digital generation want to follow authenticity, because it bellows ‘care for others’ (Khan, 2016). This is because the digital
generation have developed a ‘care for others’ core value from having used social media for all their lives or the life of social
media (Avolio et al., 2014). Social media, like face to face socialising has a transformational effect on people (Avolio et al.,
2014). Leaders who hold social media in high esteem are few and far between (Khan, 2016). However, followers using social
media, list the millions (Facebook, LinkedIn). Social media develops qualities unique to this type of communication alone.
Social media and time for decisions is real time in flatter corporate structures (Walumbwa et al., 2008). Whereas traditionally,
managers managing other managers across multiple levels slows down decision making processes (Hamilton & Lynch, 2012).
The behavioural competencies a leader may require in the future of behaviourally astute generations, such as the digital
generation needs simplification, rather than complex models (Avolio et al., 2014). The authentic digital corporate leader is a
self-aware and enduring organisation builder (Copeland, 2014) who balances scenario solutions against analysis (Rogers,
2016); and who builds transparent, genuine decision making solutions (Westerman et al., 2011).
Over 90% of interviewed corporations lacked the necessary social media, mobile, internal social networks, performance
analysis skills (Spitzer et al., 2013). Further research revealed that 87% of corporations feel competitive opportunities are
available through digital transformation; but corporations are not investing in digital skills development with only 46%
investing in digital skills development (Spitzer et al., 2013).
TRANSFORMATIONAL AND TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP
Transformational leadership was first explored by (Burns, 1978) and developed further by (Bass, 1985) and is a
transformational paradigm. Four distinct features that transformational leaders have are idealised influence, inspirational
motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualised consideration (Sarros & Santora, 2001). Transformational leadership
creates relationships that raise motivation and morality in both leader and their follower (Northouse, 2013); while transactional
leaders do not individualise the needs of followers nor care about their development (Northouse, 2013).
Transactional leadership traditionally focuses on the reward exchanges that occur between leaders and their followers and has
two distinct features; contingent reward, and management by exception (Northouse, 2013). Contingent reward leadership
appeals to the needs and wants of individuals, achieves results, and rewards people tangibly for their efforts (Sarros & Santora,
2001). Management by exception leaders have implicit trust in their workers to finish to a satisfactory standard, avoid rocking
the boat, and the business exists day to day with little sense of new horizons (Sarros & Santora, 2001).
The manifestation of transformational leadership has taken new forms because of digitalization; and characteristics of digital
transformational leadership help empower a leader’s motivation through technology, and clarifys the higher purpose of work to
others (Khan, 2016). The digital transactional leader displays a behaviourally-focused and human capital motivation
perspective (Xavier Lhuer, Tunde Olanrewaju, 2015). A study of 181 executives from Australian top 500 corporations, suggest
there remains ambiguity about the leadership role of business executives (Sarros & Santora, 2001). It was found that these
executives feel comfortable coaching their people to results but see the need for direction (Sarros & Santora, 2001).
Balancing opposite ends of a continuum transformational transactional leadership presents ongoing challenges for these
executives (Sarros & Santora, 2001). While leaders who care for and nurture their workers set high standards for their
corporation to enhance interpersonal skills of compassion, consistently high ethical behaviour, and communication (Sarros &
Santora, 2001). Consequently leaders need to focus on the meaning behind the message, not simply the message content
(Sarros & Santora, 2001).
Sarros and Santora (2001) argue that leaders are being driven into unfamiliar territory with change the only constant; and how
the change is handled has direct bearing on business success (Sarros & Santora, 2001). The successful business has a
successful leader, the successful leader deals with the future vision and transformation (Sarros & Santora, 2001). While
transactional leadership is more focused on achieving results through corporate processes such as policies, procedures, and
rewards; transformational leadership is more focused on the needs of individuals (Sarros & Santora, 2001)
.
CONCLUSION
Technology today enables a new economy in Corporate Leadership for e-business, e-commerce, m-commerce,
technopreneurialism, ambiguity, disorder and the ability to adapt to rapid business change (Dasgupta, 2011). Building
successful corporations today requires rapid business change and transformation (Khan, 2016). This rapid change is at the heart
of transformational states of mind (Avolio & Kahai, 2003a). The Digital Corporate Leader not only manages these
transformational states of mind, the Digital Corporate Leader identifies inter-generational cooperation; and forms visions of
potentiality, closing the gap with reality (Avolio & Kahai, 2003a).
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The digital corporate leader needs a new attitude; capability and knowledge (competency set) (Spencer & Spencer, 1993).
These leaders need to make a difference; to the corporate, business, stakeholders, and society (Dasgupta, 2011). However, the
communication and technology revolution has shifted to real-time competitive knowledge-based and innovation economies
(Dasgupta, 2011); consequently this rapid technology growth in corporations and extended global reach is normal today; and
gives rise to the digital corporate leader.
Today’s digital corporate leader delivers a competitiveness position and this often delivers disruptive change and digital
transformation (Avolio et al., 2014; Kotter, 1995. The rapid technology growth increasingly flattens the corporate (Kotter,
1995; Walumbwa et al., 2008). In this context digital corporate leaders have new rules of competition, to build cooperation
between generations, close the gap between strategy and operations, solidify change in the corporate, and attract the best talent
(Northouse, 2013).
Today researchers typically view Corporate Leaders as managing complex, digitally changing corporates (Avolio et al., 2014).
The three leadership styles we covered above: transactional values-based; transformation business-reinvention; and authentic
self-aware enduring corporate builds, show preference (Khan, 2016). These leadership styles each make different contributions
and they do not have to be mutually exclusive. Hence, future leading edge Digital Corporate Leaders can develop their
strategies separately (as pure transaction, pure transformation or pure authentic) or by incorporating aspects of all three
leadership styles together in a digital matrix model (Khan, 2016). To help understand the complexities facing today’s Digital
Corporate Leaders and their ongoing corporate digitalizing considerations this research develops a theoretical model to look at
these three leadership theories and apply them to a Digital Corporate Leadership model.

Figure 1: Digital Age Leadership Transitioning Model
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Figure 2: Corporate Leader digital age 3D positioning horizons matrix
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ABSTRACT
In this research, we evaluate the applicability of using facial recognition of social media account profile pictures to infer the
demographic attributes of gender, race, and age of the account owners leveraging a commercial and well-known image service,
specifically Face++. Our goal is to determine the feasibility of this approach for actual system implementation. Using a dataset of
approximately 10,000 Twitter profile pictures, we use Face++ to classify this set of images for gender, race, and age. We
determine that about 30% of these profile pictures contain identifiable images of people using the current state-of-the-art
automated means. We then employ human evaluations to manually tag both the set of images that were determined to contain
faces and the set that was determined not to contain faces, comparing the results to Face++. Of the thirty percent that Face++
identified as containing a face, about 80% are more likely than not the account holder based on our manual classification, with a
variety of issues in the remaining 20%. Of the images that Face++ was unable to detect a face, we isolate a variety of likely issues
preventing this detection, when a face actually appeared in the image. Overall, we find the applicability of automatic facial
recognition to infer demographics for system development to be problematic, despite the reported high accuracy achieved for
image test collections.
Keywords: Face++, Twitter, demographic inference, social media, demographics, user attributes, personas.
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INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms have become a major resource for population or customer segmentation analysis in many fields,
including sociology, marketing, and public policy (Zagheni, Garimella & Weber, 2014). Often, these analyses require the use of
users’ demographic information, many times gathered from data available from social media platforms. Major social media
platforms, such as YouTube and Facebook, share aggregated demographic data, in a privacy-preserving manner. Access to this
data is provided via application program interfaces (APIs) to account holders. The APIs enable one to retrieve and utilize
demographic information related to user interactions with posts in these accounts. However, not all social media platforms
provide such post-level information. For example, Twitter does not provide such demographic data at a tweet level. While
Twitter does provide information about followers as an overall audience statistic, more granular, tweet-level information is
necessary for many purposes, such as analyzing the performance of content among different target groups, or for automatic
persona generation that associates demographic groups with content-level interaction (An et al, 2016).
Because accurately gathering demographic information from these platforms, particularly Twitter, has numerous obstacles
(Salminen et al, 2017), researchers have proposed methods for automatically inferring demographic attributes (e.g., by
leveraging users’ behavioral or profile information) (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013a; 2013b; Asoh & Ono, 2012). One of the most
promising methods is the analysis of profile pictures. In particular, Face++ provides technologies for facial analysis within
images and it is currently used by many researchers and industry practitioners for automating the analysis of facial images (Asoh
& Ono, 2012).
In the research reported here, we evaluate the applicability of using profile pictures combined with facial recognition of these
images to infer the demographic attributes of gender, race, and age of the account owners. We use Twitter
(https://www.twitter.com), a popular social media platform, to retrieve users’ profile pictures, due to three reasons: 1) our system
leverages tweets as a part of the automatic persona generation methodology, 2) the profile pictures on Twitter can be readily
accessed via an API, and 3) Twitter is a highly popular social media platform and therefore impactful research context. We aim
to first evaluate whether or not profile pictures are a reliable source for determining demographics automatically. For this, we
leverage a commercial and well-known facial recognition service in images, specifically Face++
(https://www.faceplusplus.com/). Face++ is chosen because it represents a state-of-the-art facial recognition technology and is
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widely cited in academic works (An & Weber, 2016; Azzopardi, Greco & Vento, 2016; Vikatos et al, 2017). However, as far as
we are aware, its performance has not been validated in the context of social media profile pictures. While Face++ has been
found to perform well with clear portrait images (Fan et al, 2014; Messias, Vikatos & Benevenuto, 2017), social media profile
pictures may be noisier than test collections, involving attributes that may hinder automatic retrieval of demographic
information.
Yet, accurately determining user demographics automatically has applicability in several areas, such as audience segmentation.
We are specifically interested in determining user demographics for automatic persona generation in which we are utilizing
major social media platforms’ demographic data to generate personas representing the core customer segments of various
organizations (An et al, 2016; Jung et al, 2017; An, kwak & Jansen, 2017). As part of an on-going research project, we have
developed and are continuously improving a methodology for persona generation that uses behavioral and demographic social
media data (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013b; Asoh & Ono, 2012; An & Weber, 2016). The methodology so far has shown that
personas can be automatically generated using real user data aggregated from major online social media platforms, such as
YouTube and Facebook. Even though the approach is flexible and resilient for application in a variety of contexts, it requires
aggregated demographic information of the users’ interaction with individual content, which is only provided by some social
media channels (e.g., YouTube). Some social media channels, particularly Twitter, do not provide the aggregated users
demographics at the individual content level, which are required to automatically generate personas. Therefore, although we can
gather behavioral data from Twitter, there is a limitation in deriving demographical data. To overcome this restriction, we are
exploring alternative ways to get users demographics from these channels. While some of the prior studies dealing with inferring
demographic information from Twitter profiles have used profile images and facial recognition technologies, such as Face++,
determining the reliability and accuracy of these techniques remains challenging because of the unavailability of ground-truth for
demographic classification (Dhifli & Diallo, 2016) Yet, prior to using methods for determining user demographics, we must
assess the reliability and accuracy of such methods.
In this study, we focus on evaluating the effectiveness of facial recognition for reliably inferring three demographic attributes;
gender, age, and race, from profile pictures of users’ social media profiles. We use images from Twitter accounts in order to
determine if profiles images are a reliable source of actual people pictures. Included in this inquiry, we evaluate the ability of the
well-known facial recognition technology, Face++, to analyze profile pictures to identify faces within the images and to generate
accurate predictions of demographic attributes from those photos that we know do contain images of people. Using the Twitter
profile pictures, we determine what percentage of these actually contains pictures of people. We use both Face++ and human
annotators in our analysis, comparing the results of each.
PRIOR WORKS
Given the need for gathering demographic information, researchers have investigated methods for automatic demographic
determination, with efforts focused on different social media platforms, especially Twitter (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013a; 2013b;
An & Weber, 2016). Prior work in this area of automatic demographic recognition has utilized user posts (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu,
2013a; 2013b; Asoh & Ono, 2012), profile names (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013a; 2013b), user locations (Beretta et al, 2015),
social networks (Bi et al, 2013), and preferences (Huang, Weber & Vieweg, 2014). In this research, we are specifically interested
in those focusing on gender, age, and racial identification.
Concerning gender, prior studies concerning users’ posts/tweets proposed gender recognition methods reflecting linguistic
patterns (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013b). Some studies utilized users’ names and proposed gender inference methods in linking
names to ground truth data (Longley, Adnan & Lansley, 2015). Some studies used several attributes of users in combination to
infer gender, such as profile image, user description and so on (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu, 2013b). Age inference has shown to be
more challenging compared to gender inference (Azzopardi, Greco & Vento, 2016). Some authors recommend human annotation
as a reliable method (Zhong et al, 2015), while others have utilized Face++ in their research (An & Weber, 2016). More simple
approaches used mentions of age or birthday from users’ tweets or profile information (Asoh & Ono, 2012). Moreover, there are
studies to infer race or ethnicity using several approaches. Some studies used supervised learning approaches (McCormick et al,
2015). Similarly, some of the studies used facial recognition using profile images (An & Weber, 2016). Some of the studies
utilized username, posts/tweets, and description separately or in combination (Zhong et al, 2015).
The traditional definition of race and ethnicity is related to physical and cultural factors respectively (Alowibdi, Buy & Yu,
2013b). There are some face inference studies that use a vague definition of race or ethnicity (Dhifli & Diallo, 2016). One study,
for instance, included both racial and ethnic classification to refer to ethnicity (Messias, Vikatos & Benevenuto, 2017). There is
obviously some confusion in the literature with the use of terms. In our study, we use race, defined as the three major groupings
of human (White, Black, Asian).
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
There are times that one wants to know demographics and other attributes of users or customers. Social media platforms are one
avenue to get such data. However, many social media do not provide such demographic and related information on an individual
post or user level. Additionally, there is the need to infer demographics of social media users when one cannot access to the
in-house data from the social media platforms. Twitter is one of the social media platforms that does not provide aggregate
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demographic information at the individual content level via the APIs. Therefore, we need to leverage other methods to
automatically infer the demographic data, specifically from profile images of Twitter users. Among other methods, we use
profile images because this single method can infer all three demographic traits (age, gender, and race) at once.
In support of this a broader effort, this research examines:
•
Research Question 1: What is the effectiveness of user’s social media account profile pictures as a source to infer user
demographic attributes of gender, age, and race?
•
Research Question 2: What is the effectiveness of using facial recognition of user’s social media account profile pictures to
infer user demographic attributes of gender, age, and race?
For research question 1, we investigate if users’ social media profile images are a reliable source to determine demographic
information. To address this question, we take a large sample of Twitter account profile pictures and determine which images
contain the picture of a person. Obviously, if a sizable portion of profile images does not at least contain a picture of a person, use
of social media profile pictures is not an effective method to achieve our goal. For research question 2, we investigate if the
profile pictures containing an image of a person actually represent the user. To address this question, we manually review
thousands of user profile images, annotating those that are obvious fakes, drawings, images of celebrities, etc. For both
investigations of research questions 1 and 2, we employ the facial recognition service, Face++.
BACKGROUND – FACIAL RECOGNITION WITH FACE++
Face++ is a platform offering computer vision technologies. It made great achievements in facial recognition research field (Fan
et al, 2014; Messias, Vikatos & Benevenuto, 2017), with accuracy reportedly in the high ninety percent. Moreover, there are
some studies to infer demographic of social media users by utilizing Face++ (Asoh & Ono, 2012; An & Weber, 2016), with this
prior work showing that Face++ is useful in inferring demographic of users with user related images.

Figure 1: An example of the data Face++ returns.
Face++ provides several facial recognition APIs, such as face detection, face search, face landmark, face mask. In this study, we
utilize the face detection API provided by Face++. The face detection API detects and analyzes human faces within a provided
image file or URL to an image file and returns a result set in JSON format. The results include a list of faces detected within the
image. Each face object consists of several objects, such as gender, age, and race. Each object within the result set has its relevant
value/name pairs. The example in Figure 1 shows the data returns from the Face++ face detection API. The JSON results show
age, gender, and ethnicity, although a correct term would be race. Therefore, we use the term race from this point onward. Face++
has three classification values for race, which are White, Black, and Asian. The labels and the values are those used by Face++.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
To address our research questions, we use a dataset of profile images of Twitter users who follow a major media corporation. We
selected this group for two reasons. One, the media corporation has a worldwide audience, so the profile images are likely to be
varied. Two, we wanted to demonstrate the applicability of this method for actual deployment of a system used by an
organization. We then get demographic results from a Face++ analysis of these photos. For the dataset, we compare the results of
Face++ to those of human annotators.
Using the Twitter REST APIs, we first retrieve tweets published in a given period by the major media channel, also collecting
retweets and replies associated with these tweets. From this collection of tweets, we identify distinct users. Resulting from these
steps, 12,917 interactions were collected, which consist of 7,901 retweets and 5,016 replies. We obtained 10,309 distinct users
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who are involved in the interaction with the media corporation account and collected their profile images. Figure 2 shows some
sample profile images to show the variety of profile images used and illustrating that profile images are not always the expected
headshot. As shown in Figure 1, some users use cartoon images like (a), or celebrities’ images like (f). Even if some users use
their own photo, the photo might not include their face. Figure 2e, for instance, shows user’s legs, and Figure 2g includes two
faces repeated multiple times.
In evaluating demographic recognition, we use 6 categorized age bins, like most of the social media analysis tools provide. Those
with an age inferred or from ground-truth between 13 to 17 (denoted as 13-17), 18 to 24 (18-24), 25 to 34 (25-34), 35 to 44
(35-44), 45 to 54 (45-54), 55 to 64 (54-64), and 65 or older (65+). Gender is labeled as male or female. For race, Asian, Black,
and White comprise the label set, which are three racial labels that Face++ provides.

Figure 2: Sample profile pictures of Twitter users. Note: Black bars added for privacy preservation.

RESULTS
Using the 10,309 profile pictures of Twitter users, we submitted the URLs to the Face++ face detection API. Of these 10,309
images, the Face++ API detected one or more faces in 3,566 (34.6%) pictures, with the remaining 6,743 (65.4%) containing no
face detectable by the Face++ service. Already, focus back on our research question one, it is questionable whether profile
images are a reliable source for determining user demographics, with only 34.6% of the profile pictures have a detectable facial
image. As we shown in Figure 2 above, there are many profile pictures that do not contain an image of the user or even a person.
So, it makes us question whether social media profile pictures are useful as a source of demographic data or not for the actual
application development. However, we explore the images more to get more detailed results. Specifically, we manually check the
two sub-datasets, the profile pictures in which Face++ detected a face and the profiles pictures where Face++ reported no face.
Profiles Pictures With Faces Detected by Face++
In the manual coding of the 3,566 pictures where Face++ had detected, 3,177 (30.8% of the original dataset) had only one face.
From our review, determining the demographics of the user from 389 images with multiple faces was problematic, as nearly all of
these images contained multiple people making a determination of the actual account holder impossible from just the profile
picture. During the process of the manually coding, we determined that 775 (24.4%) of the account holders had changed their
profile image, so profiles images are a fairly unstable source of demographic information.
However, we then manually checked 2,402 (75.6%) of the 3,177 pictures having only one recognized face by Face++ to gauge
the reliability of facial recognition technology for social media images. From our manual analysis, 80% (2,039) of the pictures
had an image of a single person that could reasonably be the account holder (i.e., a real person, not a celebrity, etc.). So, this set
would be utilizable for inferring user’s demographic. Interestingly, even though Face++ identifies only one face in this set of
profile pictures, there were still pictures with multiple people (180 images, 7.4%). Plus, there is a lot of non-user face pictures,
especially memes and celebrities (62 images, 2.5%). Also, there were pictures which are not real human being (i.e. Superman,
Wonder Woman, etc.) (121 images, 5.0%). These results indicate a problem utilizing automatic face recognition services because
the image may not be the actual Twitter user. However, the overall accuracy of at least detecting a face was about 80%.
Profiles Pictures With No Faces Detected by Face++
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We also manually examined 2,488 (36.8%) images among the 6,743 images that had no recognized face result from Face++.
Among these 2,488 user images, 1,800 (72.4%) did not contain a face. However, there were 688 users (27.6%) who were most
likely using their own images, even though the faces were not detected by Face++. We examined these images in more detail by
conducting a failure analysis, in which we tagged the images with various attributes, such as glasses, sunglasses, half face,
blurred, back, recognizable and so on, that may have caused Face++ to not recognize the images as that of a person. Figure 3
shows some example images. Thirty-six (36) users (1.4%) showed their backside on their pictures. Eighty-five (85) users (3.4%)
were wearing sunglasses. One hundred and twenty-one (121) users (4.8%) were wearing glasses. Two hundred and fifty (250)
(10.0%) were showing their half face. Fifty (50) users (2.0%) took their pictures with a very small face. Twenty-four (24) users
(0.9%) were laying down. Only 59 users (2.3%) had a recognizable complete facial image of the person, but these faces were not
recognized by Face++ for some non-obvious reason.
As shown in Figure 3, we see the difficulties in inferring accurate demographics. In many cases, even a human cannot accurately
judge the user demographics. For example, the image tagged with ’back’, in which we can possibly conclude the person’s gender
might be female judging by the person’s hairstyle. The image tagged by ’half’ seems difficult for Face++ to recognized, although
we can make a reasonable guess it is a male from human evaluation. Figure 3 provides other examples of difficult to classify
profile images.

Figure 3: Some unrecognizable profile images of Twitter users with manual tags.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
In this work, we examined the potential of Face++, a popular facial recognition technology, for inferring demographic
information with four datasets. Returning to our first research question, (Are user social media profile images a reliable source to
determine demographic information?), we have to conclude that profile images are by themselves not enough to be a reliable
source of inferring demographic information, with only about thirty percent of users have an image with a face. Concerning our
second research question (If the profile picture does contain an image of person, does the picture actual represent the user?), of
the images that did contain a face, the automatic facial recognition technology was about eighty percent accurate it actually
detects a face and these images were, generally, that of the account user. Overall, only using facial recognition technology would
not be a good approach for inferring users’ demographics. To effectively utilize overall demographics of the social media users,
we need to employ various features like first name, color theme of the user profile, social media posts (e.g. tweets), user’s
preferences and so on what we introduced studies in the literature section.
CONCLUSION
Our research investigates the effectiveness of facial recognition technology and the accuracy of Face++ in a real-world system
development setting. Results show that only a minority of users use their own image as their profile pictures, dropping reliability
of this method to about thirty percent. However, when there is an image with a face, Face++ has strong accuracy in determining
a face and that image generally appears to be that of the account holder. In future work, we are exploring other methods of
determining user demographics, which we will combine with image facial recognition to increase demographical identification.
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Perceived Colorfulness
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H1: The perceived colorfulness will be positively related with the visual preference.

Perceived Visual Complexity
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H2: The perceived visual complexity will be negatively related to the visual preference.
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Consumer Behavior according to the Visual Preference
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H3: The visual preference will be positively related to the consumer’s bookmarking
H4: The visual preference will be positively related to the consumer’s purchase intention

Bookmarking as a Mediator
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H5: Consumers’ bookmarking will be positively related to their purchase intention and has a
mediating effect on the relation between the visual preference and the purchase intention

Age as a Moderator
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H6: Age will moderate the effect of perceived colorfulness on visual preference. Specifically, the effect of perceived colorfulness
on visual preference will be stronger for young people than for old people.
H7: Age will moderate the effect of perceived visual complexity on visual preference. Specifically, the effect of perceived visual
complexity on visual preference will be stronger for old people than for young people.

Gender as a Moderator
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H8: Gender will moderate the effect of perceived colorfulness on visual preference. Specifically, the effect of perceived
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colorfulness on visual preference will be stronger for females than for males.
H9: Gender will moderate the effect of perceived visual complexity on visual preference. Specifically, the effect of perceived
visual complexity on visual preference will be stronger for males than for females.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile applications (APPs) are adopted and downloaded widely around the world. Those APPs are those for examples linking to
enterprise applications, management information systems, education systems, and healthcare systems. Thus, the importance of
potential development APPs is hung. The objective of this study is to elicit design principles for ensuring the interactivity of
smart parking APPs to be used especially in the city. This study conducted a systematic review on the past literature of interface
design and case studies on seven smart parking APPs on the market in order to develop a design framework for smart parking
APPs, which include a list of design principles. Then, four experts of APP design were involved in a series of interviews to
improve the readability and usability of the framework. Finally, this study identified 11 principles for improving the interactivity
of smart parking APPs, which are useful to the situation when users need to interact with a smart phone urgently in a
small-touch-screen environment.
Keywords: mobile applications, interactivity, smart parking, design principles and case studies.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The advancement of information technology infrastructure, hardware, and software has caused the smart phone becoming a
ubiquitous computing platform for our daily life (Ballagas et al., 2006). In addition, the number of smartphone users is growing
quickly. Mobile applications (APPs) are adopted and downloaded widely around the world for the use not only in personal
occasions, but also business purposes. Those APPs are those for examples linking to enterprise applications, management
information systems, education systems, and healthcare systems. Thus, the importance of APPs is growing, and the potential
development of them is hung.
At the same time, smartphones include a range of functions of traditional mobile phone, digital camera, Internet, global position
system, near field communication, Bluetooth, infrared ray, and many other functions. Thus, the applications for downloading are
increasing as well. Another advantage of smartphones is the touch screen. Different from traditional computers, the touch screen
enables users to interact with the software instantly by figures or pens rather than large a keyboard and mouse. Thus, they are
more portable than normal computers or even notebooks in various kinds of situations. Traditionally, the development of web
pages tended to integrate a range of functions and items in a single page. Yet, this principle may not be applicable to mobile
applications (APPs) since the screen of the smart phone is small and it has a touch screen for interacting with applications. Thus,
there is a need to study what design principles are suitable to APPs development in terms of interaction concern.
Nowadays, the increase and growth of transportation tools is growing fatly. Thus, it is relatively harder to find parking space
especially in the city (Monzon, 2015). In a crowded city, people drive their cars slowly, and finally arrive the car park. However,
the car park may provide no space. Therefore, parking problem needs APPs to deal with. Although there are various kinds of
smart parking APPs available in the market, very few of them are with good design. Most of them are hard to use because of the
poor interaction between APPs and the users.
The objective of the study is to elicit design principles for ensuring the interactivity of smart parking APPs to be used especially
in the city. For the smart parking APP, it particularly can be used in the situation when drivers need to interact with it for finding
a parking space urgently through a small touch screen. Thus, the elicited principles can help the driver to quickly find the parking
spaces through the use of smartphones. It is also hoped that the principles can increase the download number of smart parking
APPs.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Smart Phone Applications
Smart phones have become the electronic products used by most people in the world. Smart phones can help users to make phone
call, have contact with others, process information, access to multimedia and Internet access, etc. In addition to more and more
powerful processor cores and more advanced operating systems, the peripheral technologies of smart phones such as the
development of wireless networks and the advancement of telecommunications technology all allow the very fast growth of the
smart phones in terms of quantity and in speed (Balasubramanian et al., 2002; Hsu,2014).
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When defining smart phones, Zheng and Ni (2006) believe that in addition to the traditional phone call and Short Message
Service (SMS) features, smart phones also have the abilities to connect wireless networks and personal information management.
In addition to that, because of the development of the Internet, users can get information from the Internet faster, which allows the
users to access to the latest information as well as to solve their needs more quickly and easily (Sarker & Wells, 2003). As more
and more people are having smart phones, developers are also aware of the importance of mobile applications and are actively
develop a variety of applications as well (Hwang, Shiau, & Jan, 2007).
User Interface Design
The interface is the device that can allow interactions between the machine system and the users. It is through the interface that
the machine system and the users are able to communicate and interact with their messages. The interface also let the users,
through decision-making operation, to achieve the intended intention. It is also the interaction between human and the machine
equipment that allow the users to have more efficient interaction with the information devices (Preece, 1993).
Norman (2013) believes that the key interactive interface design should be the system’s ability to response immediately, which
means it cannot make the users to wait for too long. Interface communication is just like the usual conversation between two
people, which must have the characteristics of interactive dialogue, and the corresponding tips of feedback when implement of
the action can be the use of the sound, the changes of button or animation, etc., so as to make the system more interactive and
user-friendly.
Shneiderman and Plaisant (2010) made several recommendations, and the excerpts are summarized as follows: Firstly, the
system must strive for consistency (Strive for Consistency): let the user have a consistent operation mode, the same picture, terms,
tips, instructions or the same operating procedures, etc., which will allow users to spend less time when using the mobile
applications. Secondly, offer informative feedback (Offer Informative Feedback): If the user makes a very important operation,
the system should give him a clear notice. The design dialog should produce the yield closure (Design Dialog to Yield Closure).
The system should design dialog to yield closure that clearly inform the user’s status whether he is at the starting point, in the
progress stage or at the end of operation. Thirdly, offer simple error handling (Offer Simple Error Handling): let the user know
what kind of error he has made and to provide a simple solution that allows the user to leave the wrong operation. The system
must also provide the opportunity for the user to correct his wrong actions. Fourthly, to support the user’s internal locus control
(Support Internal Locus of Control): let the user feel that they can take the initiative to control the system. Through their own
control, they hope they can get the desired results, rather than simply respond to the system. Fifthly, to reduce the user’s
short-term memory load (Reduce Short-term Memory Load): According to the study, human memory can only remember 5 to 9
things for a short period of time. In order to let the users avoid receive too much information at the same time, a concise and
simple interface should be provided.
Apple (2013) has put forward the principles of the iOS interface design, some of the key excerpts are: Focus on the Primary Task,
Elevate the Content People Care About, Think Top Down, Give People a Logical Path to Follow, Make Usage Easy and Obvious,
Use User-Centric Terminology, De-emphasize Settings, Brand Appropriately, Make Search Quick and Rewarding, Be Succinct,
in the development of Apple iOS, use the UI provided by Apple to design (Use UI Elements Consistently, Consider Adding
Physicality and Realism, Delight People with Stunning Graphics, Handle Orientation Changes, Make Targets Fingertip-Size,
Use Subtle Animation to Communicate, and Ask People to Save Only When Necessary).
Interactivity of the Smart Phone
The so-called interaction refers to the feedback that a receiver generates for the message content as well as for the source of the
message. Through constant feedback from the user, the source of the message and the receiver can continually correct the
contents of the message in order to achieve a more effective two-way communication (Wiener, 1948). Wobbrock, Myers, and
Aung (2008) pointed out that it is important to be able to use mobile devices and interact with them anywhere. People will not
want to use their mobile devices at a fixed location. Liu (2003) proposed to use active control, two-way communication and
synchronicity to measure the interaction of the site. McMillan and Hwang (2002) used mobility on practical operational services,
and applied "Measurement of Perceptual Interaction: the discussion of role of control, time and communication in perceptual
interaction" to explore the theme of: User Control, Time, and Direction of Communication.
METHODOLOGY
This study explores the design criteria for "smart parking APP", which firstly through the literature analysis of the smart phone
applications, user interface design, and smart phones interactions, and then we pinpoint the relevant literature for sorting out.
The literature review is a comprehensive analysis of a large number of studies collected on a certain topic. The literature review
requires a comprehensive analysis of the literature, summarizing and analyzing the materials so that the materials are more
concise and logical. It is necessary for us to carry out a more specialized, comprehensive, in-depth and systematic discussion of
the consolidated literature. The study should have the ability to synthesize, analyze and criticize the literature, as well as to
integrate and develop the advantages and disadvantages of the literature that correspond the research theory direction and
hypothesis based on the discussion and research results (Burton & Steane, 2004).
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This study conducted a systematic review on the past literature of interface design and case studies on seven smart parking APPs
on the market in order to develop a draft design framework for smart parking APPs, which include a list of design principles.
Then, four experts of APP design were involved in a series of interviews to improve the readability and usability of the
framework.
Research process!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

set the research purpose and problems!

Stage 1, the development of the
preliminary concept

collection and discussion of relevant
literature

Stage 2, research implementation

expert interviews and case observations

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

consolidation and analysis

Stage 3, making conclusions and
recommendations

making conclusions and recommendations

Figure1: Research process. The study organizes.
First of all, through the collection of literature analysis of the smart phone applications, user interface design, and smart phones
interactions etc. then we pinpoint the relevant literature for sorting out and developing the preliminary concept of design
principles. Secondly, based on the preliminary concept mentioned above, through the interview with experts in the field and case
studies, we have suggested a comprehensive analysis of a set of design principles. Finally, making the conclusion and
recommendations as the results of this study to sum up design principles and propose the design method for the designers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the past 20 years, government agencies in various cities have been actively building and designing Parking Guidance and
Information (Cheung & Varaiya, 2007). The monitoring of the parking lots and the monitoring of the parking spaces (Cheung &
Varaiya, 2007; Mimbela & Klein, 2000) allow the parking guidance and information system to save the driver's time effectively
(Waterson, Hounsell, & Chatterjee, 2001).
Parking lots in Taiwan are divided into two categories: public or private parking lots. Public car parks are either managed by local
governmental departments, or outsourced the tender operation to others (Lee & Hoh, 2010). Based on the concept of public
services, almost all public car parks provide the parking guidance and information system as well as smart phone APPs. As to
private parking lots, Taiwan-Parking and Dodohome are the mainstream, but they do not provide relevant parking information.
As to mobile APPs, public institutions have launched “iTaipei Parking” from Taipei City, "Taoyuan Easy GO" from Taoyuan City,
"Hsinchu City Easy Parking" from Hsinchu City, "Taichung e Parking" from Taichung City, "Tainan Easy Parking" from Tainan
City, and "Kaohsiung Easy Parking" from Kaohsiung City. The above applications are mainly for providing information of the
site locations and parking spaces remained at the public parking lots. As to the private sectors, the relative information on public
and private car parks is consolidated by "parkinglotapp.tw" and shown in the following table.
Table 1-1 Taiwan's Smart Parking APPsġ
Layouts

Number
of
parking
spaces

Update
the
remaining
parking
spaces
instantly

Parking
guide

Image
Button

V

V

V

APPs

iTaipei Parking

Parking Space for the
types of Vehicles

Car/motorcycle/
electric car

Other functions

Show some of the
administrative area’s roadside
parking spaces
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Taoyuan Easy GO

Image
Button

V

V

V

Car/motorcycle
electric
charging
station

Roadside parking fee reminder
/ Ubike

Hsinchu City Easy
Parking

Image
Button

V

V

V

Car

Roadside parking section /
roadside parking fee inquiries

Taichung e
Parking

Image
Button

V

V

V

Car

Roadside parking fee inquiry /
pay roadside parking fee

Tainan Easy
Parking

Image
Button

V

X

V

Car/motorcycle

Check roadside parking fee is
due

Kaohsiung Easy
Parking

Map

V

V

V

Car

Parking fee Search / tow query

parkinglotapp.tw

Map

V

V

V

Car

Able to report parking spaces
are full / mobile phone can pay
for parking fees (limited to
cooperative parking lots)

From the above, we learn that all the metropolitan areas in Taiwan have built relevant smart parking APPs. As the Taipei City
Government is currently working hardly in connecting the open data, the parking lots in Taipei City’s are also the most in the
Taiwan Metropolitan Areas, as well as Taipei City has the heaviest traffic load, therefore we have chosen the Taipei City area as
an example to be the main reference for this study.
This study elicited a series of interactive design guidelines through reviewing on the past literature, interviewing experts, and
studying APPs cases that include three categories: (a) user experience; (B) visual interface design; (C) interactive mechanism and
the response of the system. In total, this study identified 11 principles for improving the interactivity of smart parking APPs
including (1) easy to use, (2) help to learn, (3) to reduce the memory load, (4) easy to see, (5) consistency, (6) efficiency, (7)
feedback, (8) avoid mistakes, (9) end the dialogue, (10) validity, and (11) fast display. Details are summarized as follows:
A.

B.

User experience

Enhancing designs and plans from a “user experience” point of view to understand user
requirements to provide ease-of-use application to attain the objectives of users.

1.

Easy to use:

Image button can clearly express the meaning of the function by icon. The design of image
button can provide clear information to the users, so that the users know how to operate or know
the meaning of the button at a glance, which can allow the users to quickly understand the
function of the button and then operate correctly.

2.

Help to learn:

Provide navigation assistance for the initial users, as well as having simple instructions to help
the users when they turn on the APPs. The system should be able to meet the needs of both the
generic users and the experienced user, as well as to achieve the desired goal by methods that
suitable for each user.

3.

Reduce the
memory load:

The overall presentation of the message structure is logical and consistent so that users do not
have to spend a lot of time or brain power to remember the details of the operation process.

Visual interface
design

Unequivocal visual information and the recognition easier enhance the efficiency of the user
interaction and communication; good visual interface ensures the consistency and the fluency to
reduce user’s adaptive and helping out promoting user’s interactive experience with smart
phone applications.

4.

Easy to see:

The appropriateness of interface font size as well as the properness of the word spacing and line
spacing of the interface are also very important.

5.

Consistency:

The overall visual style, color and layout style should be consistent. Try to maintain the space
consistency of the applications, so as to let the users keep the habits. The similar or the same
functions should have the same design. In this way, it not only can avoid causing the user’s
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confusion, but also allow the users spend less time in adapting or learning it.
6.

C.

Efficiency:

The users feel fluency when sliding the page interface so as to promote a satisfactory operating
experience. System response and the speed of the display must be also considered.

Interactive
mechanism and the
response of the
system

Emphasizing fully integrated systems development on hardware and software application
program, helping user getting a response quickly, handling the working order and procedures,
supplying information accuracy, and being effectively stabilize to obtain the latest information
to meet the needs of the users.

7.

Feedback:

The system should be able to provide a meaningful and understandable feedback to the user's
operation so that users can understand that they have successfully achieved a certain setting or
target. If the user makes a very important operation, the system should give a clear response. A
graphical representation of the system loading page or response latency should also be
provided.

8.

Avoid
mistakes:

When the user has a wrong operation, the system should not only let the user know what kind of
error he has made, but must also provide a simple solution to allow the user to leave the wrong
operation. The interface system operation should be stable, and the interface operation should
have a function to return back to the previous page. The APP design should avoid as much as
possible having error condition without prior warning.

9.

End the
dialogue:

A series of actions should be organized into three parts: the beginning, the mean, and the end.
When the action is over, the APP should provide a feedback to let the users know that the action
has been completed, that is, when the user clicks on any function or parking lot, the
corresponding result will be bounced in order to let the user know that the action has been
completed.

10.

The Validity:

The link function is valid and can be accurately linked to the correct page. Place the most
important functions on the top (Think Top Down). When the users want to use some certain
important features, they can spend less time in operating it so as to quickly meet the needs of the
users. Do not place the low functional keys or useless functions on the interface in order not to
cause the confusion of the users.

11.

Fast Display:

The pages can be quickly presented when the users click on them. For the users, the user
satisfaction for the mobile application can be increased if the waiting time for response can be
reduced.

CONCLUSION
The objective of this study was to elicit the design principles of an excellent interactive smart phone APP, and to solve the
demand for public parking in the urban traffic infrastructure. This study was aimed at eliciting design guidelines for the
intelligent parking APP for high interaction, real-time, portable, car-driven, small-screen environment that requires high
interactivity. Through the literature review, interview with four experts in the field, urban intelligent parking APP case study
(seven Taiwan Metropolitan area intelligent parking APP cases), we have concluded a comprehensive analysis of a set of
interactive design guidelines framework. Such set of design guidelines has 11 main points: 1. easy to use, 2. help to learn, 3. to
reduce the memory load, 4. easy to see, 5. consistency, 6. efficiency, 7. feedback, 8. avoid mistakes, 9. end the dialogue, 10.
validity, and 11. fast display. This study found that the proposed interactive design criteria can be used in the actual design, to
enhance the interaction between APP and the user, and can provide references for follow-up developers.
As in the past literature, most of the main features of the field of research are: computer screen display, computer operation,
e-commerce or database system development ... and so on as the main direction. However, this study is mainly aimed at real-time,
portable, car-driven, small-screen mechanisms as our main research focus, especially in the field of highly interactive smart
phone APP field to explore its design principles. Therefore, the application of the field is relatively different from the
environment of computers. Under such circumstances, the study of the interactive design principles can be extended to the scope
of application, such as: in case of emergency, it can also be applied to develop the real-time intelligent APP used by police and
fire system, or applied on the rescue intelligent APP used in the disaster rescue ... and so on. As for the industry, the design
principles can also be provided for the developers to be used in their development, so that they can design the smart phone APP
that is actually more interactive to the users, as well as having more mobility and real-time functions.
There are several limitations in this study. When applying the APP design principles in different systems, different needs of the
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usage scenarios, or different culture or operating habits in other country, the developed principles may needs revision. Our
suggestions for future research are to study how the principles are applied in different types of APP, and compare the different
designs principles in different types of APP. Future research can also explore whether there will be any significant impacts from
different sizes of smart device for the users when they use the APP.
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Knowledge and Skills
\%     %   ' $ %    !  % #   #   #  $   $ # # 
  ^% ! # 

They should have software development skills but just high level. Why? Bcz, they should conceptualise the implementation
part, while using their algorithms and functions. Some data scientists methods are just theoretical. Its implementation
becomes impossible or poor outcome than expected. '

*$   !!`%' #% '' #$  " ^  $ !  #$$!
    $]   ^  ##$ % ! #!% "%  '$ 
#  #! # 

Multidisciplinarity
$#'   #' ^$%   $  $ % !" # !%    

I think another issue here is that machine learning and data science at a startup is multi-disciplinary. I would call it “Full
Stack”, and there is often a need to produce results by going up and down the full problem. Unfortunately, this is a
brutally tough problem at a startup because almost no one has the skills to understand the entire problem. Almost reminds
of the 1990’s internet days when you had to: 1. compile linux, 2. setup DNS, Configure Apache, etc AND write the code.
'

=^ !''% # %#%  !#'^# ^$ #$%#% # 

Market Trends
' % ! ^ '  # ## % # "#% #'## ^ '
%    %# `'  # !"# #!%   %# # #
$#   " ^ #' # # '' % " '  %  ' #$ 

Data Science is part science and part art. ….organizations are trying to tackle this new trend of AI/ML like they tackled
other disruptions before. Make your current BI Manager as your Analytics Manager and voila! the problem is solved.
'
Turning to Programming
% $ %#  "%! %!%  ^ '' % "$# ^ %  
! `'  # % ^ ' ! $ \%%'' #$ "$'!  ##  
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One of the challenges I face is that the DS want to be a developer until their stuff breaks and they get called at 2am to fix
it. I think a DS should build prototypes but production is better left to developers/engineers. '[

Software Development
_ %  ' "# " !" # ^ ' #'  # ##  #
% %  ''$ #% '$' ##$ !!" # ^ ' # '$% #!!   
"%  " $   #  #!" # ^ '  

Lines and quality of code are not the only parameters to judge software development. If these lines and quality do not
align to business objective it is a failure and to add to your statement if the software products that are gathering and
providing you with the data on which data scientist do number crunching, are not build in the right way I am sure neither
will be any data data science nor will be any software product. It all has to happen in harmony and as a unified system
not fragmented and unstructured.'~

Seasonal Job
 !$#%''%!#   ! ] ! %  # #  
 ^ ##!!  '%$# '## ^ '  _' %'  '!# 
"' !$' ' % !  #'!"%%% #%^ %   $! 

Just playing devils advocate here... So, what happens when a “data scientist” has revealed no useful (or additional)
insights? Are the businesses obligated to still hold on to them when no value is being demonstrated? I can’t see that a
team is let go whilst they are adding value... My personal view is that many “data scientists” have skipped the general
data analytics phase, which is why they are let go once the job is done. Your seasoned data analysts are adept at finding
general problems and coming up with solutions. Machine learning and AI sounds great but most companies don’t need it!
Most value from an analytics perspective is still generated through “supervised” and deterministic methods. There is big
gap between ”General Data Analysts” and ”Data Scientists”. '

Suggesting the Sector of Implementation
  '$!$ #''#  #% ' !#$ ]$$  ^  

Our annual reviews for schools are built in our shop, for presentation to client systems that lack capacity and can’t afford
in-house expertise. That's a kind of niche that needs to be served more often, even in the private sector. '~

Job Title
   % %   %  '' `'  # %  $  %   ]$ %    #    %  # % 
% "% ]# '"% #$'% !# ^ '#^#$#  

They [data scientists] need to be a resource, like engineers, rather than a project hire. Perhaps the name is the problem,
most companies don’t see themselves in the “science” business. So maybe Data Engineer would be a better name.
'
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JD Issues
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“One of the key issues is that managers treat data scientists as developers”. Indeed, I have seen recently many positions
requiring data scientists be capable to make iOs apps! I also think some corporations and startups are losing the compass
of what data scientist is! '@~

Data Science is part science and part art. The issue here is two fold. One, the IT recruiters are used to coders. I got sent
the usual skill assessment form asking for advanced level SQL expertise. No problem with that. Problem was there was
none on data science. Second, organizations are trying to tackle this new trend of AI/ML like they tackled other
disruptions before. Make your current BI Manager as your Analytics Manager and voila! the problem is solved. Just
browse here on Linkedin for Analytics Managers profiles in large IT/Consulting organizations. The usual skill set like
SQL, OLAP, SSRS, SSIS, Power BI, and point & click data visualization tools. How would they engage a Data Scientist?
'

 $# %' ' ! ! %^" # ! #]# '% '%  !% $#  
    '  $   # %  %$#   $'  %  ] # '   % #   % '  
   %   

I think if we had less names and definitions for roles in a single business world, we’d do a better job as a team. I bet there
is no way to define all those existing roles; data architect, data analytics, data intelligence, data scientist,... same goes to
process, system,etc. And by the way, your definition of a sw developer is very interesting too. I believe a true sw developer
would start with business need on data side and ends her/his work when the right data is out.'~@

Leadership
_     `'  %^  $  # %   #   #    `'   %  ! # %       #
  *  % %  #%^ $# ##''$ " # # `'  < #% 
" !#%% ' $# #!#  #'%  ' #%
'' $# #! ^#%^   "%  # `' !% 
#    

Ironically, the terms Data Analytics, Data Science, Business Intelligence et al tend to be misnomers in the way these are
practiced in the industry, and especially in the way a lot of consulting companies offer these services. Most of them seem
to be oriented towards ”technology implementation” of the above. Could be because they are led by technologists, or
because that is the service that clients want out of these companies. In a typical Problem -> Data -> Insights -> Actions
The 17th International Conference on Electronic Business, Dubai, UAE, December 4-8, 2017
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journey, consulting organizations that offer Data Analytics tend to focus on the 2nd leg of this journey i.e. Data to
Insights where the focus is on data structures, sources, integrations, implementation etc. All these things make it a
technical story. And therefore, a sense that data scientists/analysts are coders. However, the 1st leg of identifying the
Business Problem, and decomposing it into a Data Problem seems to be out of scope. Maybe organizations need to focus
on building Data Science/Analytics practices that has a healthy mix of 2 types of roles: 1) Business Analysts with relevant
industry expertise and background/understanding of Statistics, and 2) Technology developers.'[

Economical Aspects
*$ #  # ^  `'    %% '!% %  %  !
#!!#  ##   %  #!!$!$#   " #
   ! %  $    #   "%%  % #   ! '   ' "%   %  " $ # #
 '#%  ^ #% ' 

When data science teams are set up just as a checkbox to prove stakeholders that we are also doing something with data...
disillusionment generally happens. Once backed by strong business use cases and clearly defined expected outcomes - it
can do wonders. However, very few clearly understand the truth behind the hoopla of data science!! '

Bang on.. Most commonly faced problems by data sciences organizations.. Clients end up creating a 90 day analytics
plan sometimes.. I mean come on!! Everyone needs to understand that data sciences or rather decision sciences is a slow
medicine.. You just can't expect very short term outcomes.. And even worst part is that today I see a lot of software
companies masquerading as data sciences companies not solving business problems rather developing black box
solutions.. These put more pressure on genuine data scientist companies to deliver quick outcomes.'

   $#  % #    #      '^#  $  $ $ %    ^$     # # '
  ^ $'   % !%#' 

Team of People
\%    !  "#   %         $' ! #   $    ! ' '  "% #!!     %
%#^ "% " % ^'    

Tom Ordonez shared with me that Data Science is not a role but a team. You have to have a data scientist, a business
leader, a UI/UX specialist, and a programmer. A lot of organizations are under the mistaken belief that hiring a Ph.D. is
all that is required. Data science requires a dedicated team to deliver actionable insights. '@

Clarity about Data Use and Goals
^^#  #% ''$%^  ^ # ^ ! !! #
'#$^# %  $ % '  " !% "% # # !% 
' ^$ ' 

I would agree with the sentiments of this post. Aligning on the business goal, quick prototypes, and failing fast is very
important in this space. I would also point out that, data-scientists treated as a developer analogy is not that bizarre
though. We have to keep in mind that, in industry research without results may or may not be affordable all the time. As a
developer has to make sure his/her basic idea works before architecting a software, so do we in making sure the research
cycles are short, followed by quick validations and alignment on the business problem. Data Scientists = Hackers +
Developer + Statistician + Machine Learning Experts + Business savvy + Researcher (in my opinion). '[
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x How could the organizational readiness for data science be improved?< #% ^ !% ''" 
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ABSTRACT
Significant real money is traded into and out of virtual world currencies. Virtual world participating users buy and sell virtual
products, virtual goods, virtual properties, virtual services, and other virtual items of interest. As gamers, some trade real money
to: buy assets including characters, currencies and other auctioned items. Others buy at virtual auctions, purchase virtual
currencies, purchase virtual land, build virtual properties and use virtual facilities. The Theory of Planned Behavior maps a
structural equation modelling approach for real money trading (RMT) - suggesting RMT can be behaviorally promoted to
participant users in virtual worlds.
Keywords: Real money trading virtual world, planned behavior, attitude, intention, perceived behavioral control, structural
model, second life
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
Virtual worlds (VWs), virtual communities (VCs) and social networking sites (SNSs) have experienced substantive
technological developments, and continual growth, in end-user engagement across the globe (Chung, Nam, & Koo, 2016; Guo
& Gong, 2011). This has altered the boundaries, the limits and the scope of virtual social communications (Chung et al., 2016;
Wang, Yeh, Chen & Tsydypov, 2016). VWs, VCs and SNSs each provide different, yet dynamic platforms. Each platform
supports different social interactions between their communities of online global end-users, and each does so without restrictions
of boundaries, borders, time or space (Bell, 2008; Novak, Mladenow & Strauss, 2014).
Different virtual worlds have their own virtual currencies, which they use inside their own virtual world. These in-game real
money trades allow the purchase and sale of virtual items or structures. The virtual currency within these games has an actual real
money trading (RMT) value (Aichner & Jacob, 2015)
The virtual world economy is now a multibillion-dollar industry. Virtual world currency is used in virtual worlds to buy and sell
virtual products, goods, properties, services and other items of interest. This is first enabled when real money is initially traded
for virtual currency. Real money trading (RMT) in virtual worlds continues to grow as gaming environments like
World-of-Warcraft see gamers buy assets including characters, currencies and items, and as others such as in Second-Life or
Entropia-Universe also attend virtual auctions, buy virtual land, build virtual properties and use virtual facilities (Anderson,
1971; Guo & Barnes, 2007).
RMT is also a real world trading activity. Hence RMT has both real and virtual world applications. This creates a dual money
trading economy where real money flows from the real world into the virtual world and vice-versa. Such exchanges depend upon
how each trading market is configured for its participant users as they chose to interact within their chosen virtual world and its
allowed activities. Data from 2011 showed US RMT being in-excess of US$B2.1 per year in 2011(Nazir & Man Lui, 2017). By
2014 projected data showed Second-Life economy alone reaching US$3B per year (Nazir & Lui, 2014). In 2016 Reuters.com
reports that the company Super Data Research estimates the market for in-game items (virtual goods) could reach a value
exceeding US$46B and to grow compounding at 6% per annum. In 2017 NewZoo.com reported the entire 2016 gaming market
as valuing US$99.6B.
Virtual world money transactions can be (1) developer-to-business (where virtual places are bought and sold to corporations or
individuals), (2) developer-to-consumer (where items are exchanged for currency or for game interactions), business-to-business
(where companies trade virtually), business-to-consumer (where virtual items are sold for profit), consumer-to-consumer (where
Business-to-Business (B2B); Business-to-Customer (B2C); or Customer-to-Customer (C2C) where virtual objects are traded
between users) Figure 1 (Cagnina & Poian, 2007; Hendaoui, Limayem & Thompson, 2008; Nazir & Lui, 2014, 2016).
Although the monetary systems in differing virtual worlds are different, virtual currencies include PED (used in
Entropia-Universe), linden dollars (used in Second-Life) and gold (used in World-of-Warcraft and EverQuest) are common, and
these can be exchanged in various ways for real money.
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Transactions &
Marketplaces
Transaction
Types
D2B
D2C
B2B
B2C
C2C

Marketplaces

Inside virtual
world
Outside virtual
world, but
under developer
control
Outside virtual
world, but not
under developer
control

Figure 1: Virtual world economy transactions and market environment classification (Nazir & Lui, 2016)
MOTIVATION FOR RMT STUDY
This study is motivated by the desire to understand if RMT can be predicted by the behavior of its virtual world participant users.
Hence a theoretical approach is adopted.
RMT brings currency into and from a virtual world. This suggests a clear awareness of the transaction and its implications is
understood by the participant user, and that a coherent behavior occurs through their visible sharing of identity, contributions,
and ongoing activities (Nazir & Man Lui, 2017). These behavioral actions fit the ‘Theory of Social Translucence’. The Theory of
Social Translucence suggests a clear awareness of RMT and its planned strategies, is likely advanced where a coherent behavior
occurs across a virtual world user’s behavioral identity, contributions and ongoing activities.
Understanding RMT participant users’ behavior occurs across a virtual world helps organization to: 1) develop their vision and
strategy, 2) knowledge infrastructure, 3) learning process, and 4) building the organizational culture and design. These are four
categories out of the suggested six categories of organization strategic (Figure 2) focus areas, used in formulating its knowledge
strategy and accompanying policies (Sharma & Bhattacharya, 2013). Therefore, understanding participant RMT users’ behavior
is important for business and developer future strategic planning. Finding relevant, and up-to-date information, regarding RMT
users’ behavior is beneficial to companies and developers – in order to be maximize effective strategic planning and to make
timely effective decisions (Sharma, Foo & Morales-Arroyo, 2008).

Figure 2: Prescriptive organizational knowledge policy framework (Sharma & Bhattacharya, 2013)
However RMT ties participant users into a monetary exchange between a virtual world action and a real world result. Hence a
better theoretical fit for RMT lies within ‘Information Integration Theory’ (Anderson, 1971). Information Integration Theory
suggests attitudes form and change as further persuasive information is integrated, mixed, and/or combined by the user, and then
weight-scored (or averaged) against its perceived value and as contributors towards affecting user attitude. Information
Integration theory – also links with the ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’ (Ajzen, 1991; Zhang & Shrestha, 2010). The Theory of
Planned Behavior posits that individual behavior is driven by behavioral intentions. Behavioral intention is a function of: (1)
individual attitudes towards the behavior, (2) subjective norm surrounding the behavior, and (3) each individual’s perceptions of
the behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Zhang & Shrestha, 2010).
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This theory links the participant user attitudes and their subjective norms (Zhang & Shrestha, 2010) through their common
beliefs and behaviors. These intentionally drive their overall behavioral (strength-of-belief) within their behaviorally-controlled
RMT activities domain. Hence, this study considers whether the Theory of Planned Behavior can predict the participant user’s
RMT activities in virtual worlds.
Study Considerations
This study recognizes that RMT survey contributors from differing virtual worlds may hold differing views on their RMT. Hence
this study’s findings are to be treated with a degree of caution. Nevertheless, the English speaking open source community (the
only respondent group used in this study) is well versed in using virtual worlds, and also has a solid understanding of different
virtual worlds, and of their different RMT requirements.
Study Approach
This Dec 2015-Feb 2016 3-month data capture followed social media requests for global, open-source community virtual world
users to complete this RMT study’s 5 point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree) survey. A final usable survey data
set of 216 cases was obtained.
After SPSS 24.0 factor reduction (ML, oblim), the construct table (Table 1) is delivered, and data is transferred into AMOS24.0
for structural equation modeling. All constructs offer solid average variance, all item loads bar one remain strong and above 0.7.
Construct Means and SD’s indicate suitable measurement spreads. Cronbach alpha’s (above 0.7) indicate all constructs are
suitable. Construct loads and small construct errors are also suitable for structural equation modelling (Ding, Velicer & Harlow,
1995; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1977; Kline, 2011).
Table 1: Measurement constructs for behavioral modelling against RMT
Construct Measures

ATTITUDE (-ve coded)
RMT in Virtual Worlds is of no benefit to me.
Buying virtual items would make me feel like I am cheating my
friends.
Buying virtual items with real money affects the atmospherics in
Virtual Worlds.
The sellers of virtual items in Virtual Worlds tend to 'scam' the
buyer.
SUBJECTIVE NORM
I like to be admired for my Virtual Worlds skills.
I like to be admired for my knowledge in Virtual Worlds
I like to be admired for having a good Virtual Worlds reputation.
I enjoy being admired in Virtual Worlds.
PERCIEVED BEHAVIORAL CONTROL (-ve coded)
Buying virtual items gives me a guilty conscience.
I think that I would regret buying virtual items.
RMT gives some players an unfair advantage.
My friends would not play with me if I bought virtual items with real
money.
INTENTION
Conducting RMT in Virtual Worlds is natural/habitual for me.
Buying virtual items and services is habitual for me.
Selling virtual items and services is habitual for me.
RMT ACTIVITY
I have sold vi rtual items in Virtual Worlds during the last 12 month
period.
Last month, I did spend real money buying virtual items from Virtual
Worlds participants.
Last month, I did earn real money selling virtual items to Virtual
Worlds participants.

Item Mean Standard Construct Construct Construct Average
loads
deviation Cronbach
load
error
variance
alpha
extracted
2.74

1.08

0.88

1.01

0.14

0.65

2.87

0.86

0.84

0.79

0.12

0.59

3.79

0.99

0.88

0.93

0.12

0.65

2.22

0.81

0.79

0.72

0.14

0.57

3.15

1.28

0.80

1.14

0.34

0.57

0.70
0.86
0.83
0.83

0.66
0.83
0.83
0.74

0.84
0.83
0.75
0.79

0.75
0.83
0.67

0.81
0.74
0.71

Composite single indicator structural equation modelling provides the Figure 3 RMT activity level structural model. This shows
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excellent ILW ȤGI  S7/, &), *), $*),  (Cunningham, 2008;
Ding, Velicer & Harlow, 1995; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1977). Although the RMSEA (0.074) is above 0.05 it remains under 0.8 and so
is acceptable. In this small data set study, the RMR (0.045) offers a more precise measure than the RMSEA, and the RMR, being
under 0.05, indicates an excellent model exists (Ding, Velicer & Harlow, 1995; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1977; Kline, 2011).

Figure 3 : Structural equation model of behavioral predictors to RMT activity level.
This study model assesses the Theory of Planned Behavior in a virtual world RMT environment. Its structural equation model
approach enlists the relative independent and intermediate construct measurement effects as drivers of the dependent RMT
activity construct. All paths are very highly significant. The Table 2 standardized total effects offer the respective contributions
to RMT activity. This table shows virtual world buying and selling attitudes, the subjective norms around the admiration of
virtual world user’s skills, and the perceived behavior control gauged through considered thoughtful reasoning all strongly affect
the virtual world user’s intention to be involved in RMT. Further, these independent and intermediate constructs each
significantly affect the real money trading activities of the virtual world user – with perceived behavioral control being the
strongest contributor. It also highlights that the perceived behavior control to RMT pathway exists and that it is a significant
contributor to RMT activity.
Table 2: Standardized Total Effects for Figure 1
ATTITUDE

SUBJECTIVE PERCEIVED
INTENTION
NORM
BEHAVIOR

INTENTION

0.695

0.805

0.762

0

RMT ACTIVITY

0.334

0.387

0.843

0.48

DISCUSSION
Table 2 lists Figure 1’s RMT activity level and intention standardized total effects. All three independent variables are key
contributors towards the intermediate construct of intention - indicating all provide substantive effects in driving the virtual
world participant user’s intentions. Perceived behavior (with both a direct, and indirect pathway to RMT) is by far the strongest
influence on RMT activities, followed by intention, and then attitude and subjective norm. Thus, those operating in virtual
worlds, and seeking to generate transactions, should focus on driving the behavioral perceptions (such as: virtual purchasing
being a feel-good experience; enjoying virtual world purchasing, and friendship-bonding through legitimate virtual world
purchasing) as these approaches can likely further an increase an RMT activity within a virtual world.
This regression path model approach engages only a few constructs and elucidates the relative importance of each construct.
Data collection was global and random. Hence survey data collection is assumed without random measurement error, and not
disguising multi-collinearity effects (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2011). This study’s research design controls for multi-collinearity
effects by grouping its open source software community contributors against their virtual worlds engagement preferences, and
by retaining only the survey case data from experienced open source community participant users.
IMPLICATIONS
Theoretical Implications
This RMT study follows virtual world user behavioral patterns, in particular Information Integration Theory, the Theory of
Social Translucence, and the Theory of Planned Behavior. This theoretical framework allows the gauging of behavioral activities
against the resultant RMT activities of each virtual world user. This presents a pathway to compare RMT activities through an
understanding of the behavioral patterns of the virtual world user.
Practical Implications
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The study findings demonstrate the strength of Theory of Planned Behavior in predicting RMT participant users’ behavior in
virtual world platforms. Other studies have successful utilize Theory of Planned Behavior as a theoretical framework to
determine users’ behavior toward Internet purchasing, internet banking, and other economic online behaviors (George, 2004;
Lin, 2006; Shih & Fang, 2004).
With the increasing number of studies investigating virtual purchasing behavior and RMT activities using Theory of Planned
Behavior framework, researchers may now discover the most important antecedents, helping virtual world industry to
understand the RMT behavior virtual platforms (George, 2004; Lin, 2006; Shih & Fang, 2004).
Understanding RMT participant user behavior, as confirm in this study, should help business and developers to identify the
critical factors to improve and implement successful strategies. These strategies should be able to increase their sales and boost
the number of RMT transactions taking place in this dynamic virtual world platform.
FUTURE RESEARCH
The sample used in this study targets three of the most popular virtual worlds (Second Life, World of Warcraft, and Entropia
Universe). Analytical results present may therefore have limited generalization. Future research may considered more virtual
worlds such as Quest, There, IMVU, etc.
The sample size used in this study (216) representing the three virtual worlds is small. Hence, it is unclear whether these
analytical results can be generalized to represent other virtual worlds such as Quest, There, IMVU, etc. Further research may
collect more responses to validate this study finding.
Future research could consider other factors in the Theory of Planned Behavior, such as trust, loyalty, and privacy. Including
these factors may provide a bigger picture predicting RMT participant user behavior in virtual worlds more accurately. Valid and
reliable scales for the proposed constructs need to be developed and adapted in future research.
As intention focuses more on future behavior, while actual participating in RMT activities measures the past behavior, including
measurements for both intention to participate in RMT activities and actually participating in RMT activities may further
strengthen this study’s findings.
CONCLUSION
The theories of Planned Behavior and Social Translucence both map this study’s structural equation modelling approach. Real
money trading (RMT) is shown to have behavioral connotations. The study suggests RMT can likely be promoted to participant
users in virtual worlds using a Theory of Planned Behavior approach - particularly by emphasizing items to a participant user
that bring their related behavioral perceptions and intention aspects into strong consideration.
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ABSTRACT
Because the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) nodes are low-cost devices, attackers may capture some nodes in this network and
then duplicate these nodes to eavesdrop the transmitted messages or even control the network gradually without difficulty. This
is the so-called node replication attack. This type of attacks could cause the huge threat to information security of WSNs.
Therefore, in this paper, we would like to suggest a detection approach which can offer good performance but with higher energy
consumption. Hence, it can provide an alternative solution for some specific applications that need better precision but do not
care energy or lifespan too much.
Keywords: Mobile Wireless Sensor Network, Network Security, Node Replication Attack Detection, LEACH-ME Routing
Protocol, Performance Evaluation.
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
The WSN is composed of many wireless sensor nodes. This kind of network is often used in various scenarios such as battlefield,
animal detection, sea water temperature collection, etc. Wireless sensor nodes could be self-configuring and self-maintaining
with mobility or not. Furthermore, WSN nodes are often made with low-cost and less-security consideration because the
deployment of WSN may need thousands of sensor nodes or more most of the time. For some particular applications, sensor
nodes are also deployed in the huge open space so it may be very difficult in general to guarantee the safety of each node. These
situations results in various kinds of threats to the secure operation of WSN.
Due to the characteristics of WSN, it may suffer from many kinds of attacks such as sinkhole attack, Sybil attack, wormhole
attack, node replication attack and so on (Padmavathi & Shanmugapriya, 2009; Wang et al., 2006). Even though most of threats
and attacks can be effectively prevented by using cryptographic algorithms; however, they are not suitable for WSNs due to the
lightweight design of sensor nodes. In this paper, we would like to focus on node replication attack and provide a solution. As for
node replication attack, the malicious attackers can capture one sensor node and then duplicate this node with many copies easily.
These nodes can be deployed within the huge WSN and finally eavesdrop important messages transmitted in the network.
Therefore, how to detect the node replication attack becomes one of the most important issues for information security of WSNs.
Considering the potential damage caused by node replication attack, the suitable detection methods are really necessary for the
future development of applications of WSN. There are lots of replication node detection approaches that had been proposed in
the past. However they may only function well in different environments. Some methods work better for static nodes and some
others can just be used for centralized infrastructure with superior performance. Nevertheless, we believe there is still room for
improvement.
Because the transmission route of each node is different, the uneven energy dissipation may cause the lifetime decrease of WSN
node. Therefore the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) routing protocol was proposed to reduce the energy
dissipation for longer use of nodes (Heinzelman et al., 2000). LEACH is a cluster-based routing protocol with the major
consideration of saving energy; therefore, nodes are not always in the active state. Furthermore, LEACH protocol was initially
designed for static nodes. In general, static nodes are easier to handle but mobile nodes play well than static nodes for many new
applications. Hence, in this paper, we propose the node replication detection method based on LEACH-Mobile-Enhanced
(LEACH-ME) protocol introduced in Kumar et al. (2008). The main purpose is to balance the energy consumption and detection
rate. We believe quite a few particular applications are tolerant of some sacrifices of power consumption in return for higher
detection rates.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous Solutions for Replication Attack
In the beginning, most of node replication detection methods relied on the Base Station (BS) to execute the centralized detection
algorithms. Each node sends identification information, mainly the location claim or a list of neighboring members, to the BS for
investigation. Then BS checks the received information and decides if there is a replication node. If the attacking situation
happens, then BS floods the warning message all over the network to revoke that node. However, this mechanism may have the
following disadvantages:
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1. If the BS can’t work properly, then this type of methods totally fails
2. The communication cost of centralized detection is really heavy
3. BS may become the bottleneck of whole infrastructure
To overcome the shortcomings of centralized detection, some scholars proposed local detection. They used voting mechanism to
verify if a node is duplicated within a neighborhood (Chan et al., 2003; Eschenauer & Gligor, 2002; Newsome et al., 2004). This
mechanism does not need BS but fails to detect clones that are far away from each other. And the communication cost of this
mechanism is also very high, since n floodings happen in the network in each iteration where n is the number of nodes in the
WSN.
The Detection of Node Replication Attack for Static Nodes
In Parno et al. (2005), they proposed two protocol that could use symmetric-key cryptography to recognize clone nodes
effectively rather than asymmetric-key cryptography. First one is the Randomized Multicast (RM) protocol. This protocol
chooses witness randomly. Due to the large number of nodes in WSNs, it is difficult for malicious one to guess which node is the
witness. When a node announces its location, its neighbor will forward the location claim to the witness. If a witness receives an
ID with different location claims, this witness will flood warning message all over the network to revoke that ID. Parno et al.
(2005) also proposed another protocol named as Line-Selected Multicast (LSM) that further lowers the communication cost.
After a node announces its location claim, its neighbor forwards the location claim to the randomly chosen witness. However, the
location claim will be stored in each node’s buffer along the forwarding path. And the replication node should be found at the
intersection of two lines as demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Replication node is detected in the intersection of two lines for LSM algorithm (Parno et al., 2005)
Znaidi et al. (2009) proposed an algorithm for detecting node replication attack in hierarchical structure WSN. Bloom filter is
used in this mechanism for reducing the communication cost. This algorithm has an advantage that the length of the filter is
steady but it may increase the false positive rate (FPR).
Naruephiphat et al. (2012) provided Area-Based Clustering Detection (ABCD) method which combines the advantages of
centralized approach and clustering protocol. At the beginning, center node is chosen based on the maximum number of
neighboring nodes. Then the area around the center node is separated to several sub-areas. Nodes are evenly allocated in these
sub-areas and one node should be selected as witness. Each node ID and location claim must be forwarded to neighbors and then
a witness but this information must pass the center node. Therefore the center node can detect replication node with two different
location claim but the same ID.
Cheng et al. (2015) proposed a node replication detection algorithm with an improved LEACH (NI-LEACH) protocol to reduce
the energy dissipation of nodes. They used a set of monitor nodes to observe the processes of data transmission in the cluster to
check whether the data packet is tampered. The judgment algorithm is based on energy and covered range and NI-LEACH
protocol calculates an optimal number of clusters and provides a new equation to calculate the threshold value for cluster head
probability.
The Detection of Node Replication Attack for Mobile Nodes
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Yu et al. (2013) proposed two algorithms, Extremely Efficient Detection (XED) and Efficient Distributed Detection (EDD), for
detecting clone nodes in mobile WSN. The strength of these two methods is due to the localized detection, network-wide
synchronization avoidance and network-wide revocation avoidance. For XED, two mobile nodes exchange a random number
when they encounter each other first time. Then these two node can verify each other when they meet again. However, XED
cannot protect collusion of two nodes. EDD can be used for avoiding collusion by having counters in each node to count how
many times they meet each other. A threshold for these counters will be set for replication attack warning.
Another solution for mobile replication nodes detection in WSNs was proposed by Lee (2009). In this algorithm, any selected
node can initiate the review round by broadcasting R (t ) . R (t ) is a random number generated at time t . Any QRGHĮUHFHLYHs
this number at time T (D ) and this receiving time should be different for different node with very huge probability. This
information with ID will be forwarded to the randomly chosen witness with probability PO by neighbors and the witness is
responsible for replication node revocation.
PROPOSED DESIGN
To deal with the issues emphasized before, we design a node replication detection approach for mobile MSN operating on the
LEACH-ME routing protocol and it is partially similar to the one proposed in Lee (2009). However, our proposed method
delivers different authentication information and is working on different routing protocol. We also divide detection phase into
four steps. The notations used in the detection algorithm are listed in the following Table 1.
Table 1: The notations used in the detection algorithm
Notations

Cl
CH l

IDs
R (t )
T (CH l )
ll

Meanings
Cluster l
Cluster head of cluster l
ID of node s
Random number generated by sink at time t
Timestamp of CH l receiving detection request packet from sink

ml

Member list of cluster l
Mapping list for cluster head of cluster l recording ID-timestamp pair  IDx , T (CH y ) !

fi
H ( IDs )

A fixed interval for next detection cycle
A hash-function-based algorithm

The first step: the random number is broadcasted by sink
Detection phase is initiated by sink node in the beginning of one detection interval at time t . In general, it is often deployed
around the center of WSN and is also easy to reach all of the nodes. At first, a random number R (t ) is generated by sink node
at time t and then it uses broadcasting method to send detection request packet with R (t ) to all other cluster heads in the WSN
as shown in Figure 2.
C lu ster H ead
M em b er N o d e
S in k
C lu ster
R ep licatio n
N ode
B ro ad cast R (t)

G atew ay

Figure 2: Broadcast of R (t ) from sink node to cluster nodes
The second step: is broadcasting member list.
As a cluster head CH i receives the detection request packet, then CH i must decide which other cluster head CH j should be
multi-casted with the verification packet that includes its member list li , attached T (CH i ) and IDs of cluster head CH i .
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The destination cluster head CH j is decided by each node in the member list li using a well-designed hash-function-based
algorithm H ( IDs ) which is similar to the one proposed in Lee (2009). Each node should only map into one destination cluster
head. However, for the purpose of reducing communication cost, we should design the mapping algorithm with rather narrow
range which only selects several destination cluster heads (two or three are better). This is another major different consideration
between ours and the algorithm proposed in Lee (2009).
The third step: destination cluster head verifies all IDs in the list and timestamp in the received packet
When the cluster head CH j receives the verification packet from CH i , CH j should check if the IDs in the member list li
conflict with any ID in the ID-timestamp pair m j :  IDx , T (CH y ) ! as shown in Figure 3. If any confliction occurs, then
jump to step four. If no confliction occurs, then CH j inserts li and T (CH i ) into m j . After verification is done, CH j
continues to wait for new verification packets.
C lu ster H ead
M em b er N o d e
S in k
C lu ster
R ep licatio n
N ode
G atew ay

CHi

C H i tra n sm it ID i , l i a n d T (C H i ) to
o th er c lu ste r h e ad th ro u g h g ate w a y .

Figure 3 CH j receives the verification packet and checks
The fourth step: cluster head broadcasts the replication node
When CH j finds any duplicate ID, then CH j broadcasts to other cluster heads to insert this malicious ID in the ban list and
also notify all the member nodes as shown in Figure 4. This node will not be included within the information interchange
network any more. After this revocation job is done, return to step 3 to continue.
CHj

C lu ste r H e a d
M em ber N ode
S in k
C lu ste r
R e p lic atio n
N ode
G a te w a y

C H j notices
rep licatio n n o d e
and broadcast
o th e r c lu s te r h e a d s
to b a n its ID .

Figure 4: CH j broadcasts to other cluster heads after detecting replication node
Sink node will start a new round of replication node detection again after a period of time fi passes, that is, will broadcast
R (t  fi ) to initiate next round.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation Setup
We used Castalia framework as our simulation environment to evaluate energy dissipation, communication overhead and
detection rates for this proposed method. Castalia is known as a famous framework for simulating WSNs and used in Boulis
(2007). It is based on the popular simulator Omnet++. Omnet++ is coded in C++. Castalia has the complete radio modules of
WSN and is equipped with the convenient functions for data analysis and data collection such as CastalieResult and CastaliaPlot.
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Actually Castalia version 3.3 and Omnet++ version 4.6 were adopted and all the simulation parameters were set as the values
demonstrated in Table 2.
Table 2: The module used and the simulation parameters
Simulation Parameters
Values
Number of nodes
400 - 1000
Simulation Time
50 sec
Field
500m * 500m
Speed
2m / sec
Detection Interval
15 seconds
Eelec
50 Nano Joule / bit

H elec
Repeat times
Probability of being selected as Cluster Head
Cluster Head Rotation Interval
TDMA slot length
Radio Module
Mobility Module

100 Pico Joule / bit / m 2
Each simulation repeats 100 times
5%
4 sec
0.2 sec
CC2420
Random Waypoint

All WSN nodes except the sink were deployed randomly and uniformly in the 500 m * 500 m square field. We set all nodes
except the sink node with mobility speed 2m/sec. Totally 27 replication nodes with 3 different IDs were inserted in the field for
each simulation.
Results and Discussion
The following figures demonstrate the simulation results of our approach and the detection algorithm proposed in Znaidi et al.
(2009) which is somewhat revised by us based on LEACH-ME protocol for the purpose of comparison. Our detection approach
is denoted as method 1 and method 2 represents the other compared approach.
Communication Overhead

Figure 5: Comparison of communication overhead
From Figure 5, we can observe that the communication overhead of method 1 is a little bit better than method 2. However, the
difference is not that significant. Furthermore, the communication cost of both methods increase exponentially with the number
of nodes.
Energy Dissipation
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Figure 6: Comparison of energy dissipation
From Figure 6, we notice that the energy dissipation of method 2 increases smoothly; however, method 1 increases quickly. We
think the better performance of method 2 is due to the adoption of Bloom filter for detection but takes the correction rate of
detection as sacrifice. Bloom filter is of fixed size, so the number of necessary bits for detection does not grow with the number
of nodes.
True Positive Rate (TPR)
The detection approaches of method 1 and method 2 are all based on the exchange of the member list. Hence, we cannot observe
the significant difference between these two as expected according to the results in Figure 7. We also find that the TPR grows as
the number of nodes. We believe that the increase of total nodes is beneficial for transmitting packets across the field even though
the larger number of nodes may cause the detection more difficult.

Figure 7: Comparison of true positive rates for two detection approaches
False Positive Rate (FPR)

Figure 8: Comparison of false positive rate for two detection approaches
It is noticed that there is a clear gap for FPR between method 1 and method 2 as demonstrated in Figure 8. We believe it is due to
the difference between detection processes. For our method, the ID of replication node is put into ban list directly but, for method
2, a cluster head needs to confirm the owner of received member list when it finds replication node ID in the Bloom filter.
Because of the mobility of nodes, the confirming process of method 2 may increase the false positive rate. Moreover, these two
methods have implicit but same trend as the number of nodes increases. It may be because two methods use the same original
positions for each simulation even though these nodes were randomly deployed.
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CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is that we provide an alternative detection approach for node replication attack on
LEACH-ME routing protocol. The primary consideration of the proposed approach is to use timestamp suggested in Lee (2009)
and the member list as well but only their cluster heads are involved in the replication node detection process. Actually we
believe this method can be revised slightly in the future to avoid misjudging a legal node as replication node while a node leaves
one cluster but returns after just a while. Furthermore, the simulation results are provided to compare our approach with the one
proposed in Znaidi et al. (2009) and demonstrate the useful scenarios of the proposed method. From these results, they enhance
the original speculation that this approach is especially good for some particular applications which are tolerant of some
sacrifices of power consumption in return for higher detection rates.
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ABSTRACT
Throughout the development of China’s Internet industry for more than 20 years, we can tease out three stages that can
represent the trend of the times: the first stage can be called "the Portal Era" with the entire Internet industry dominated by
portal websites. However, with several major portals ’transitions after being unable to maintain effective operation of their
profit model, the Portal Era came to an end. The second stage we call "Social Network Era", represented by Sina Mircroblog
and WeChat. The former had successful transitions after several ups and downs and the latter is trending and promising. Also
vigorously developing are various social websites and mobile apps. In the midst of the laughter of those entrepreneurs, the
industry came to a third stage of development: The Era of E-business. These three stages did not appear one after another in
chronological order. Social networks and e-business platforms in fact exist simultaneously with two groups of people hitting on
different roads that lead to the same destination. Social networks and business platforms are now already inescapably
intertwined with each other: social networks attract traffic for e-business platforms while e-business platforms provide profit in
return. What is more, big Internet giants aim to create a "theme park" magnificently situated in the internet world to provide
one-stop services like portal browsing, e-business, third party payment, social networking and entertainment. At the same time,
social network leaders also gradually provided e-commerce .and the third party payment service without willing to pave way
for others. Longer ago, with the smart phones sweeping the world, the mobile internet era approached quietly while online and
offline businesses increasingly converged. Therefore, we have reasons to believe that the next important stage of Internet
development will be named as the era of multi-functional integrated Internet platforms.

Keywords: Internet platforms; portal; social network; e-commerce platform; third party payment
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The Birth and Rise of Web Portal
The specific concept of web portal began with ICP in the Internet industry (Internet content provider), which generally refers to
the comprehensive website which can classify network information resources of all kinds, and provide a powerful search
engine service, allow different groups of people to quickly and easily find needed information. That is to say, web portal looks
like a gate for people to enter the Internet world, which collects right access to wonderful content in the Internet world for
users while providing basic services itself. Today in 2017, open the browser, enter the homepage of Sohu.com through search
engines, we can see clearly that this is a very classic web portal page interface: all the products and services provided by
Sohu.com are listed on the navigation bar at the top of the homepage, which has taken three full lines. The main body of a web
page is a hyperlink that leads to content that is distributed across segments.
We believe that 18 years ago when Sohu.com was founded, there were a small number of products and services for its users.
However, sohu.com went public in NASDAQ securities market after two years since its founding and left its name in Chinese
Internet history which was barely no advantages in primary from today’s view. At that time, in the period of era background,
the development tendency of Internet industry is surging forward. In the wake of the Internet start-ups that have just swept
across the Pacific Ocean to the mainland of China—that is the beginning of all the prosperity and glitz of the Internet. The
so-called Internet business is so simple and easy: As long as you make a website that is attractive enough, you can say it's a
successful business. Because at that time, the number of Chinese web pages can be said to be zero from the beginning, no
website is insipid to the limited number of Internet users. Thus, in the virtual world of the Internet, a large number of content of
similar, uneven quality sites sprang up like mushrooms spread rapidly.
These profitable corporate websites and personal websites that satisfy users’ interests are now simply crude and laughable.
Enormously enriched the infertile Internet world at that time, it also poses a major problem for the very limited number of
Internet users: what kind of website is worth visiting and browsing at a huge expenditure that's already been spent (computers
and networks aren't cheap), and how to find a better site and web contents continuously? People who linger in the Internet
world need a signpost to guide the direction accurately. It is better to provide more and better content at the same time. Web
portal was born at this moment, aiming at directly providing competitively contents and high quality services for all Internet
users. It is not difficult to understand the necessity of the great maturity development of information technology. Even now,
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there are too many handy, accessible, fast, unimpeded Internet accesses (costs that are relatively cheap) to get everything you
need: news, music, games, goods… Without even opening the search engine or inputting keywords, Internet content providers
will fall over each other to bring relevant information they want us to see through as many ways to push to our eyes, which
makes people dizzying.
The Development Process of the Three Major Portals
In 1993, Wang Zhidong began his entrepreneurial journey as a software engineer. Five years later, Sina.com was founded. In
August 1996, Zhang Zhaoyang returned from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to China with venture capital to
establish the Sohu.com. In May 1997, after several times of job hunting, Ding Lei, Ningbo Telecommunications Engineer,
funded his own career, NetEase was born. So far, the quite legendary "three major portals" have official completed assembly in
China's Internet history, like isolated islands, but also connected boats, heading to the unknown future. At the end of the
twentieth Century, the development of Internet economic grew rapidly, same as the domestic portal. In April 2000, Sina.com
became China's first portal going public in the United States. The NetEase and Sohu.com went public in the United States
respectively in June and July of the same year. These three domestic web portals, at the beginning of the establishment of the
company, imitated the business model of the famous American Internet portal YAHOO (Yahoo), that is, based on search
engines, to attract advertisers and investors and provide charging online platform content services for the vast number of users.
Sohu is a relatively large asset in the Chinese Internet world, possessed souhu.com which is leading position in domestic, the
Chinese youth community (chinaren.com), online community (17173.com), real estate website (focus.cn), mobile phone
website WAP goodfeel.com.cn, Sogou search engine, map service website go2map.com, totaling hundreds of millions of daily
visits. As an Internet service provider, Sina provides advanced online media and value-added information services to
communities around the world. NetEase takes the technological advantages in the Internet application development to be in the
leading position in China.
NetEase, Sohu and Sina have been in the dominant position in China for a long time, and more and more similar products have
been involved in the process of competition. Although there are many products and services provided by the portal, the mode
of profit is very limited. At that time, the website's main business was to provide information, and due to the extremely
alarming amount of visits, information publishers naturally come with money. As a result, almost all the portal's main source of
revenue was advertising revenue. This feature has remained a major and even sole source of profit for many single function
websites. But for the three major portals, it is difficult to maintain the operation of the whole enterprise only by advertising
revenue. Products and services are increasing, bringing more traffic, aiming also for more profitable means. So today, in 2017,
what's the present situation of three major portals?
NetEase marches into the game industry to fight for survival. Sohu farms in the digital multimedia entertainment field. Sina
makes full efforts to build Sina micro-blog. Part of the operations of these three Internet companies still coincides, including
games, social networking and e-businesses and other emerging elements. These three legendary Internet companies still do not
give up the supreme goal of building a multi-functional integrated Internet platform. Unlike twenty years ago, they had more
strength and preparation. But it's far from enough.
Portal centric Internet platform
From the above we can see a key phenomenon: even in the early development of the Internet, those ambitious entrepreneurs
were not satisfied with a well-operated website with limited services and single function. The three portals were different from
the news websites, game websites, music websites and so on, although the three big portals were not so ambitious at that time.
But in comparison, it sounds much easier for portals to offer news, games, and music services than vice versa. That is to say,
the website is not strictly a website type, but it has the potential of encompassing all. In fact, the importance of the Internet
platform was beginning to emerge, but not many people were aware of it. Trully visionary entrepreneurs are still waiting to
head for the future which gradually becomes more unpredictable.
We are based on the present and review the past, and we can draw a conclusion, at that time, the Internet industry needed a
portal based multi-functional integrated Internet platform. The three major portals are also moving in this direction.
Let's go through Table 1 below to see what the product portfolio of the three portals look like.
Table 1: Products and services of three major portals
NetEase
Sohu
Sina
Mail box
Mail box
Mail box
Network Information
Network Information
Network Information
Software Download
Software Download
Software Download
Community Forum
Community Forum
Community Forum
SMS Service
SMS Service
SMS Service
Search Engines
Search Engines
Search Engines
Electronic Commerce
Electronic Commerce
Electronic Commerce
Personal Homepage
Schoolmate Album
Online Service
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Digital Assistant
Animation
-* Source: Wikipedia

Virtual Host
Domain Name Registration
Enterprise Promotion

Local Site
Solution
--

The above table provides NetEase, Sohu and Sina’ products and services for market target customers, many of which overlap, a
few are different, and in general, rich and varied. So, how much profit are these products and services have brought about?
Obviously it is nothing.
For a long time, the three portals were profitable by attracting advertisers and venture capitalists [4]. The site has obtained great
amount of visits to the market by expanding its product lines to keep advertisers and investors interested. Such a so-called
profit model, although guaranteed a steady income of a certain number of three portals, far from enough to maintain the
long-term operation of the site. New business models need to be developed urgently. With the bursting of the Internet
economic bubble and the emergence of Web2.0, the absolute superiority of the portal has been completely lost, and the
operation mode with portal as the center is no longer of concern. As a result, the three major portals have begun to transform.
Facts have proved that portal is just a periodic product of a special era, the multifunctional integrated Internet platform
centered on portal websites is doomed to be unable to last long. This is determined by the very limited business model of the
portal.
Nevertheless, in our opinion, the importance of the multi-functional integrated Internet platform has been revealed at that time.
At the same time, we must make it clear that such platforms must have a representative center, or the focus of enterprise
resource delivery. Combination of products and services provided by the Internet platform should radiate from the point to the
surface, the target market will gradually spread, in order to achieve maximum benefits. The three major portals have always
wanted to do something that has not been done, and a company of the same period has completed its grand layout in the midst
of a controversy.
SOCIAL NETWORKING INCLUDING PORTAL AND E-COMMERCE
From Instant Messenger to Social Platform
As the new concept of portal is attracting eyes of immature domestic Internet industry in the vast majority of practitioners, one
software called OICQ was developed by a little-known Internet Co Tencent and launched on the market in 1999. The software,
which was targeted as an instant messaging network tool at the time, was similar to a portal site, but was modeled on ICQ, an
international chat tool. With the continuous development and optimization of the Tencent over the past ten years, it has evolved
into the QQ we all know today. We found that the original purpose of QQ (OICQ) is to provide online chat for users, and this
service needs segmentation market, and a special dating site have already involved. At the same time, the three major portals
have similar products, but it is only one of the general directions of many attempts to make profits, and has not received much
strategic attention.
Tencent has its vision, made QQ as its main business and polished QQ into the most popular online chat tool step by step.
Similarly, in its early stage, Tencent QQ encountered the same vital problem, hard to gain profit, as the three major portals did.
Different from the three major portals, Tencent QQ has always focused on resources instant messaging in this market and the
QQ instant messaging software, finally made outstanding achievements. No one could have imagined that many people were
not initially optimistic about the QQ, however, in a few years later, it defeated many opponents represented by Microsoft MSN,
and became the largest personal instant messaging software in China in terms of usage amount. In the process of Tencent's
growing, it gradually derived many lifestyle and entertainment features, including Tencent portal, QQ show, QQ games, QQ
mail, PaiPai.com etc. That is to say, Tencent has become a platform for integration of the rich and colorful products and
services.
Here, we can confirm exactly that, Tencent portal had achieved what the portals wanted to do but ultimately failed to. That is
simply to make chat QQ as the center platform and guide a huge group of users flow into various products and services. Today,
we no longer call QQ an instant messenger, but would rather call it an Internet social platform. In addition to its basic social
functions, QQ is also open to all of Tencent's products. QQ users can easily use all of Tencent's product services. Tencent is
fully aware of the strategic position of the social platform, and has developed epoch-making mobile phone communication
social software - WeChat based on the solid market laid by QQ. Made a more exciting success.
Today, WeChat has replaced QQ as the most successful social platform Tencent has opened up, with more excuses for opening
up and more far-reaching impact on the Internet industry as a whole. Another Internet Corporation, Sina, had been well-known
for a time with portal, caught up with the opportunity of social networking. Frustrated on the portal, Sina turned to the social
network and made a big effort to build Sina micro-blog, which eventually reshaped its brilliance. It can be said that the success
of Sina, micro-blog and WeChat marks the pinnacle of China's Internet social networking era.
The Functionality of Internet Socializing
The same with the portal, in the later stage of development, Internet socializing has naturally changed from the theme of a
website into an additional function. More and more enterprises begin to integrate social function in their product line, even
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there is no need to develop this function, it is easy for the ever-changing network information technology to do. Portals can
open social product services to a wide range of users, such as online chat products offered by three major portals. At the same
time, other types of Web sites can also integrate portal functionality, such as the home page of the Tencent, which started with
instant messenger QQ (www.qq.com).
With the popularity of smart phones, all Internet Co pay more and more attention to the product layout of the mobile terminal.
As early as Jobs redefined the phone with iPhone, the phone QQ has taken an important position in users’ mind. The web
server, computer and mobile phone have become the three largest Internet Co battlefields, among which the intelligent mobile
phone terminal replaced the former two to take the main position in each big enterprise. In addition to these Internet products
which have been struggling in the networking market, such as WeChat, Sina, micro-blog, Baidu Post Bar, more and more other
types of mobile phone APP considerably step closer to the social function and become neither fish nor fowl. One of the most
representatively is Alipay as the third party payment software. In stark contrast, WeChat's mobile payment market is like a
duck to water. That's due to the advantage of social networking. Social networking can easily be condensed into a functional
product service, as well as more compatible Internet services such as portals and e- commerce.
Profit models for Social Networks
Based on product characteristics, we analyze the differences between the portal and social networks, as well as the pros and
cons. But the real reason for making social networks mainstream is that social networks have a stable and effective profit
model. Portal profit model mentioned earlier, namely advertising + venture capital. Once the flow of Web sites no longer keeps
advertisers satisfied, advertising revenue falls sharply, and it is hard for investors to appeal to them. So, how do social
networks ensure profitability?
Today, the domestic social network products are broadly divided into three categories: the first category is WeChat (including
QQ), Sina, micro-blog and Baidu stick, etc. This category is often the main product or strategic layout of large companies,
regardless of resources, located in the upper reaches of the food chain. The second category is located in the middle reaches,
facing the market segments, such as douban.com, NetEase, Lofter (Le Hu), Renren.com and so on. The third category is the
ever-emerging products of start-ups, such as MOMO and so on.
Due to various reasons, these three types of social network shave sharp differences in various products and services, but act the
same in terms of gaining profit. Domestic social networking profit mainly include advertising, membership, games, electricity
providers and continue to be tapped out of profit methods. Today's online advertising marketing and Web1.0 portal era are
quite different. On the basis of retaining popular display ads, the marketing approach has been greatly enriched by creative
practitioners who can say that only surprisingly they can't do it. At present, WeChat and Sina micro-blog are the two largest
Internet marketing platforms. Plus, social networking is the UGC web site, where users create content. Huge user groups share
information and communicate content in social networks, and the traffic is huge and stable. This makes the web more attractive
to users and allows them to remain loyal and continue to produce content rather than run out of it.
This big feature of social networking ensures its strong user stickiness and makes it profitable, stable and sustainable.
We can draw a conclusion that the most important problem is how to make the right profit for the multi-functional integrated
Internet platform. That is to say, it is impossible for each platform to make a hundred percent money, but there must be one
such product that maintains platform operations and radiates other product services. In terms of this, Tencent is acting perfectly
with the starting point being QQ, aka social networking. Therefore, the entire Internet market will pay so much attention to
social networking, many industry giants do social networking at any cost. Among them, Ali is a top-ranking player.
INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRONIC BUSINESS PLATFORMS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
Ridge Road of Alipay Social Networking
At the end of last chapter, Ali made all costs to break into the market of social networking which is already saturated; the most
representative is Alipay app mobile phone on the integration of social function of resilience. Alipay, a third party online
payment platform founded by Alibaba group in December 2004, is now a Alibaba affiliated company group. Alipay can pay
online, the official application support credit card free repayment, Q coins recharge, water gas fee payment. You can also pay
for air travel, education fees, book payments and tickets for major events. Alipay was originally a function in order to solve the
network transaction security set by Taobao. The function first uses "the third party secured transaction model". In December
2004 Alipay become an independent Zhejiang Alipay Network Technology Co Ltd, renamed in January 2008 on Alipay
Network Technology Co. Ltd. As of December 2012, the number of registered users of Alipay exceeded 80 million, the peak
daily turnover of more than 20 billion RMB, the peak number of transactions reached 105.8 million.
Alipay (hereinafter refers to mobile phone app) is an important product of Ali to layout the mobile communication. Mentioned
in the previous chapter, social networking is easy to be integrated into a small but complete function. Alipay spent a lot to do
social networking, but with little success.
Table 2: Mobile phone monthly active ranking
Ranking Mobile APP
Field
Developers
Monthly active population (10,000)
1
WeChat
social intercourse tencent
78,696.20
2
QQ
social intercourse tencent
57,944.80
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3
Alipay
payment
4
Taobao
e-commerce
5
Iqiyi
video
6
QQ browser
browser
7
Tencent videos video
* Source: Analysys think tank

Ali
Ali
Iqiyi
tencent
tencent

33,712.70
29,740.20
24,561.10
24,128.90
23,919.60

From Table 2, we can see that in the mobile phone mobile communications market, Tencent and Ali are two major competition
giants, Tencent can be said to fully suppressed ali. Of the top seven in the rankings, 4 came from the Tencent and 2 from ali.
The first two are social software, the third or fourth are leading payment and e-commerce providers. Here you can fully see the
importance of multi-functional integrated Internet platform, if not in Tencent's banner, it is difficult to believe that QQ browser
and Tencent video will have a place on the list.
As Ali's biggest rival, it’s easy for Tencent to do e-business, payment and the Internet finance, in fact Tencent has done so.
However, Ali hasn’t done so well in social networking so they take heavy defensive measures in its original business areas.
This is the magic of social networking, which can be a mainstay of a multi-functional integrated Internet platform, and can also
be compatible with multiple products in all directions. The portals and e-businesses can reluctantly do the former, but not the
latter.
Portal, Social and E-commerce- Pulling in the Same Direction
Because of its advantages of openness, expansibility, low cost and high income, e-commerce has gained more than twenty-two
years of development since it was formally born in 1995.The explosive development of an emerging industry, of course, will
give birth to one or more "Big Mac" industry giants. Today, Alibaba group is undoubtedly the leader in the field of e-commerce,
but also the biggest and most direct beneficiaries and participants in sharing the huge development bonus of e-commerce
industry.
After the birth of Alibaba in 1999, meet at Alibaba strategy was formulated. With China having gradually become the "factory
of the world", Ali launched import and export trade credit information products and services such as homeopathy integrity and
Chinese Suppliers and China, the implementation of the development strategy of the third party B2B business platform always
online exhibition ", for domestic small and medium-sized enterprises to expand domestic and foreign markets, making great
contribution. Ali, after years of steady development, the competitors far behind, a banner incarnation of B2B business platform;
step into the capital market and used to be the highest domestic market capitalization of Internet Co; The world's largest sales
of electronic business platform; with the world's largest amount of registered users of electronic business platform… All these
proved Ali’s successes. Today’s Ali wants to do more, but the difficulties are also more. Ali obviously does not want to be
limited to an e-commerce platform, but to become the top of the Internet industry giant, that is, multi-functional integrated
Internet platform, all inclusive. Ali, however, had a rival target of equal magnitude, which was the Tencent, and the annoying
adversary was much closer to that end than Ali.
Ali created so many achievements today, relying on the e-commerce platform; Tencent can now have such a huge body mass,
because of never abandoning the social network; At the same time, NetEase, Sohu and Sina, which had the same ambitions,
chose the web portal. Interesting thing is that the portal, social and e-commerce in China's history of the birth of the internet
almost appeared at the same time. Different people take different roads, and they reach different destinations naturally. Now it
seems that the social network and e-commerce providers made what the portals cannot make. Or what NetEase, Sohu and Sina
did not do, Tencent and Ali did. More than 20 years ago, the two Internet Co. were in the opposite direction. In fact, the portal
is still there, and the NetEase, Sina and Sohu are still having the same aim, but the possibility is not much. In our view, the
NetEase is still moving in that direction, which can be seen from its social and e-commerce of the action. As for Sina and Sohu,
their original aspiration should have died long ago.
Internet Platform Needs People's Sense of Participation
Whether it is portal platform, or social network and e-commerce platform, or is the so-called multi-functional integrated
Internet platform, we believe that the most indispensable is the sense of participation. The world of the Internet, the real world,
and the people who are full of personality and participating in the whole operation of the system are the source of the
connection between man and the world. If the virtual cyberspace does not get existence and participation of real people, the
Internet will have no meaning. Similarly, a commercial Internet platform, if it does not allow its users to have an impact on the
sense of participation and satisfaction, there will be no long-term development of vitality.
Portal is more like a simple information display and content portal integrated platform, visitors actively seek information and
passively receive information. Once they find a better information center platform, they will be easily fond of the new and get
tired of the old. Social networks and business platforms are based on the participation and input of countless users: Social
networking requires users to exchange information and distribute content, and the electronic business platform requires buyers
and sellers to trade in it. People need social networking to meet the needs of society and the e-business platform for easy
shopping. Accordingly, these two Internet platforms need more people to participate in the operation of the entire web site
system.
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We believe that the construction of multi-functional integrated Internet platform must pay attention to the user's sense of
participation. Social networks are born with such genes, so for now, it is the most likely to be the key to the success of a
multi-functional integrated Internet platform. As a matter of fact, we have every reason to think that the Tencent has completed
its preliminary layout. And this is what Ali cannot do, because once you have decided on the initial self-image, it was like you
have scattered the seeds and different fruits will come out of different breeds.
THE PROSPECT OF MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATED INTERNET PLATFORM
Common Features of Portals, Social Networking and E-Commerce
From the text above, a portal centered multifunctional integrated Internet platform (three portals) failed but social networking
centered multifunctional integrated Internet platform (Tencent) is successful, and why is that? When the portal market is
emerging, the country is in the embryonic stage of the Internet industry. The functional characteristics of the large-scale
integration of the portal website conform to the market demand at that time, and have been favored by the market. But with the
rapid development of the Internet industry, Internet users are surging, they got many methods to get access to information, the
portal market gradually saturated, and eventually withdraw from the stage of history Web1.0, followed by Web2.0's, ended
with the decline of the portal and made a choice of social networking. Or it could be said that the social network embraces
Web2.0.
Like portal websites, domestic social networks are relatively late and developing fast. The first craze took place in 2008, when
the "steal farming" game became popular and swept the web. After this, "social + game" business model continues so far.
After the heat of "stealing farming" dissipated, "forwarding" became one of the basic components of social networks without
taking any extra trouble. People begin to assemble, discuss, and share information on a specific topic in the online community.
Baidu post bar, douban.com, Renren.com and a large number of thematic communities become flourish. Communication is one
of the basic needs of human beings. Whether in reality or in the virtual Internet world, social networking has always been a
timeless theme. The emergence of social networks has made the world of the Internet more virtual and subtler than the real
world. It's hard to say whether the real world dominates the Internet or contrary, which is the real world.
There is no doubt that the world is revolutionary. From the foregoing point of view, the so-called multi-functional integrated
Internet platform seems to have to provide at least three services: portal, social networking and e-commerce platform. The
reason, we believe is that these three Internet products and services are very complex, systematic and consistent. And the
characteristics of these three kinds of unification are also the essential qualities of the multi-functional comprehensive Internet
platform. Compared to other single functional and confirmed target market of the Internet products, portals, social and
e-commerce are facing undefined and broad customer groups.
For example, people go to restaurants for having foods, cinema for watching movies. But in Disneyland, there are restaurants
and cinemas, and there are more recreational facilities than ordinary amusement parks. Portals, social networks and
e-commerce platforms are like playgrounds, and the ultimate dream is to become Disneyland of the Internet world. Well, is
there such an Internet company can do this? At present, it seems that Tencent is approaching the ultimate goal held by of its
fellow Internet Companies.
Platform Competition Status and Analysis of the Advantages of All Parties
If we selected several Internet Co from the portal, social and commercial fields to compete for the title of a multifunctional
integrated Internet platform, we will focus on the NetEase, Tencent, Ali and Baidu. The three Internet Co products line overlap,
so that competition can’t be avoided. NetEase started with a portal, and now the product line across the portal, games, social
networking, e-commerce and other fields has made many achievements. Its NetEase portal, mailbox, computer game agent,
mobile game development, overseas purchasing, NetEase cloud music, NetEase public class, pictures social community LOFT
and other brand services have hit scale
.
Compared to NetEase, Tencent and Baidu have done so much better. Its products and services almost cover all areas that can
be subdivided into the Internet industry. QQ, QQ mailbox, QQ music, QQ browser, QQ video, QQ game, QQ typewriting,
Tencent video, Tencent map, Tencent news, Tencent cloud and so on. And it’s the same case by changing the prefix of these
products into "Baidu": Baidu music, Baidu audio and video, Baidu browser, Baidu typewriting, Baidu maps, Baidu news,
Baidu cloud, and so on. Ali is naturally unwilling to fall behind, in addition to its own business, it is involved in the same fields
with Tencent, Baidu. For Internet giants with strong capital, it is easy to move into an emerging market segment. The four
Internet giants listed in the previous chapter have different strengths, and the following is a brief analysis.
Compared with competitors, the NetEase does not have specific advantages and the portal it relied on at an early stage has
already lost the historical position. NetEase is successful, and we think it is because NetEase operates in the target market
intensively and meticulously. After all, it’s a technology oriented company. The advantage of Tencent in above has been
discussed; the social network is the trump card. Ali's trump card is the electronic supplier platform which was already noted
above. As for Baidu, it mastered the search engine and resorted to every means in order to gain traffic for its products. We
believe that Tencent is most likely to win this competition. In fact, Tencent is already in the upper hand. This is the magic of
relying on social networks. Tencent doesn’t always enter the niche markets at the first opportunity, but it makes more profit
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than its competitors who move earlier.
Prospect
We believe that the Tencent model can’t be copied. That is to say, even after the emergence of social applications beyond
WeChat, it will not drive an Internet Co beyond Tencent. Only Tencent can surpass itself. Of course, it can't be Ali. That is to
say, the Internet industry entrepreneurs will never parachute in a so-called multifunctional Internet platform, in fact, no one
will do such a thing to tell some fantastic tales. As for the multi-functional integrated Internet platform, it is better to do the
addition and subtraction than to start from scratch. It could only bring challenges to the Internet giants who were developed to
a certain degree of maturity rather than endless stream of Internet parvenus ripened by capitals. Ali wants to make a
breakthrough in networking and O2O services, however, the self-defeating efforts brought a lot of discomfort to users. Tencent
is not able to duck in all market segments. E-commerce related Paipai.com failed and turned to cooperate with Jingdong,
Revealing an old saying, “the enemy's enemy is a friend.”
As can be seen, such platforms are "multi" functioning, rather than "all-round" functioning. Its comprehensive features allow
integration capabilities, but can’t be compatible with everything in the Internet world. After all, the Internet is too big for a
company. Dispute between Tencent and Ali, by imitating each other's way, will see a fight in each potential market competition.
They had better return to their profound field to achieve perfection. Ultimately, the choice of users will prove everything.
CONCLUSION
Through the four chapters, we have sorted out three very representative stages of Internet development. We need to make it
clear once again, the portal, social network and e-business almost simultaneously appeared, but in different time periods
occupied the central position of the Internet industry. They did not appear a single linear chronological order.
Since China officially joined the Internet, it has been more than 20 years. In the wild growth of the industry, the number of
Internet users is increasing day by day, the market is growing steadily, and all kinds of companies and enterprises emerge one
after another. Generations of ambitious entrepreneurs made endless struggle, dying the promising “blue sea” of internet
industry with cruel bloody red. Every Internet practitioner needs to face the problem, how to come out on top in the tide of
the Internet. As for the Internet giants that have been developing so far, it is the most important thing to strengthen the status
while continuing to increase. NetEase, Sohu and Sina are the three major domestic portals, the three almost simultaneously
created Internet Co today are totally different from their beginning, no one will use the "portal" to describe them. Speaking of
NetEase, we first think of NetEase games, domestic online agent and production benchmark. Sohu turned to multimedia digital
entertainment, trying to build an entertainment community with video, news, games and other media information. Sina seize
the social networking as its life-saving straw, pushing micro-blog into Chinese top 1 social network.
Meanwhile, Internet giants, led by Tencent, Ali and Baidu, have joined new markets that have been opened by creative
practitioners, with one just finished and another come on the scene, turning the treacherous industry into a capital battlefield
with no bullet. It is worth to notice that, at the beginning, the portal, social network and e-commerce are fragmented, but in the
process of continuous progress, the three have a subtle and complex relationship. Till today, this connection still exists. The
portal is no longer in its prime, but it has not completely disappeared. Social networking seems to embrace everything,
becoming the dominant factor of “Internet plus". E-commerce is still hot, which was cited as a direct and effective way of
gaining profit by many start-up companies. The Internet has been moving forward, with countless new things being discovered
grabbing people's attention showing an endless play. In such complex market environment, who would be the next to cause the
uproar, we can only wait and see.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the strictly scale development program and the sorting of existing literature, we used the methods of interview and
open questionnaire to collect measurement items for the synergy of college technological and creative team. Next we
preliminarily revised measurement items through expert interview, then explored and verified the presurvey scale by using
exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. The results show that the measurement scale, consisted of 17
items with good reliability and validity, is constituted of member's identification of team goals, information communication
among members, commitment of cooperation, inter-behavior between members.
Keywords: College technological and creative team; synergy; the development of scale
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
In the era of knowledge economy, the global competition is more and more fiercely. As a new form of
Industry-University-Research(IUR) organization and a prominent platform for creative talents training, the college
technological creative team has become an influential component of the state's scientific and technological innovation systems,
as well as plays an important role in the overall development of Chinese scientific research level and the improvement of the
national comprehensive strength. Many studies have observed that individual development is a short-term benefit, only through
cooperation, information sharing and resources sharing can the team realize the long-term effect of "1+1>2", so as to improve
the performance of innovation (Buraj, 2007; C. Annique & Alvaro, 2010; Wu & Su, 2012; Xie et al., 2014).
The concept of synergy is a relationship based upon the resources sharing, in which, enterprises are able to realize symbiosis
and mutual growth (Ansoff, 1957). Subsequently, Haken established synergetics in 1970’s, which mainly reveals the evolution
law of system from disorder to order. Soon afterwards, synergetics has been received extensive attention and application. The
focus of these studies is the synergistic connotation (Chen & Yang, 2012; Yang et al., 2013), coordination mechanism (Li &
Liang, 2012; Liang et al., 2014), synergistic effect (Sirower,1997; Yun et al., 2006) and collaborative optimization
management (Wang et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2013). In recent years, some researchers try to measure the synergy from different
methods. Firstly, in 2004, researchers constructed the evaluation of three synergy stages, which contains three dimensions of
ideological synergy, behaviour synergy and contingency coordination, with 18 measurement items (Wu et al., 2012). Secondly,
the synergy ability model was constructed with 23 indexes, which includes six aspects: thinking synergy, knowledge
application ability, management ability, interpersonal relationship ability, emergency response ability and innovation ability
(Wang & Miao, 2007). Thirdly, a synergy evaluation index was constructed system from three aspects: market capability,
scientific and technological innovation ability and team management ability, with 10 secondary indicators and 26 third-class
indicators (Lu & Bu, 2010). Fourthly, collaborative evaluation system was constructed, containing 14 indicators from
individual, team, organization and inter-organization four levels (Xu, 2010). Lastly, based on the aspects of information,
resources, capabilities and Strategies, a synergistic effect evaluation model which contains 9 indicators was constructed (Wang
& Zhao, 2013). From overview of the existing research on synergetic measure, it is found that no consensus has yet been
formed on the synergy measure. The existing research focus on the industrial level, moreover, in which it mainly focuses on
Man and machine, man and system, as well as man and tool. However, it is rarely that researchers pay attention to systematic
study of synergy between people, especially to the synergy of college technological and creative team. Hence, this research
mainly makes efforts on the exploration of synergy of college technological and creative team, through which, the authors
develop a measurement scale to meet the requirement of synergy of college technological and creative team.
Kevin Forsberg pointed out that effective teamwork has four basic principles, which are clearly defining common goals,
recognition of mutual dependence on the basis of mutual respect, accepting the shared code of conduct, and sharing rewards
and spirit of teamwork and energy. Based on the above principles and the actual situation of college technological creative
team, the authors take the synergy of college technological and creative team as a process, and give its definition is that the
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team members can communicate fully with each other, trust each other, rely on and agree with each other, promise to abide by
academic and team rules, work together and improve team performance, to achieve personal and team success together, on the
precondition of recognizing team goals and strategic vision the team members. The synergy of college technological and
creative team contains four dimensions: member's identification of team goals, information communication among members,
committment of cooperation, inter-behavior between members.
INITIAL MEASUREMENT ITEMS
Based on the analysis of relevant theories, the definition of the main concepts and the support of relevant theories, using the
method of literature research, in-depth interviews, open-ended questionnaires and expert interviews, this research developed
the initial measurement items for the synergy of college technological and creative team.
Development Approach of Initial Measurement Items
There are four approaches for the development of the initial measurement items. (1) Literature research. In this study, the
authors adopted the exhaustive method, listing all the 113extensive literature which contain the concept of synergy, and
analysed and summarized these papers, then obtained the key words and research contents. (2) In-depth interviews. In order to
ensure the representativeness of interviewees, we balanced and controlled the interviewee's educational background, age, role
in the team, work unit, discipline, and working hours. In addition, according to the respondent's working experience and keenly
awareness, wel summarized the work motivations which can improve and promote team synergy. Meanwhile, 15 interviewees
were conducted by the method of interview and telephone surveys. (3) Open-ended questionnaires. A survey using a
questionnaire was conducted among 68 team members in Hohai University, Beijing Institute of Technology and Donghua
University of science and technology. Some members among college technological and creative team members were chosen as
the survey objects to conduct an open-ended questionnaire survey involved the synergy measure. Finally, the questionnaire
recovery rate was 92.65 percent. (4) Expert interviews. In order to analyse the applicability and pertinence of the measurement
items more deeply and carefully, this paper adopted Delphi method and forward method, in which 30 experts were invited to
participate in the screening of the initial project (The experts include 5 management professors, 8 associate professor of human
resources management, 10 PHD students in management, 3 university team managers, 2 university innovation team research
backbone and 2 general researchers).
Collation and Classification of The Initial Measurement Items
Through the above approaches, this paper collected the descriptive statements which measured the synergistic of college
technological and creative team, and then the items which are overlaps in content and meaning were merged and deleted.
Finally, 54 factors were formed. Team synergy indicators mainly involve occupations, societies, schools, individuals, groups,
etc., which have greater complementarity, intersectionality and wide coverage. Afterwards, through expert interviews and
according to the appropriateness and pertinence of the content, as well as the readability and clarity of the items, we deleted 19
items with controversially, indiscrimination and low universality, merged 15 similar or repeated items. Lastly, 27 project
statements were left and converged into 4 categories, Member's identification of team goals(CT), information communication
among members(CC), commitment of cooperation(CP) and inter-behaviour between team members(CM), measuring by
12,4,4,7 items respectively (showing as Table 1).
Table 1: Description of measurement items for the synergy of college technological and creative team
Dimension
Measurement indexes
Measurement items
Goal congruence
Objective expectation
Innovation Consciousness of leader
Personnel training

Member's
identification
of team goals

Market prospect
Innovation discernment
Feasibility of the goals
Stability of goals
Rules and regulations
Integrate resources
Talent introduction
supporting
Awareness of communication

Information
communication
among
members

Pre-training
Atmosphere of communication
Frequency of communication

Commitment
of cooperation

Affective commitment
Normative commitment

Team goals coincide with my individual goals
Team members understand and accept team goals and clearly know their own
responsibility in team goals achievement
The team leader who is young, promising and innovative
The team can adjust the direction of personnel training according to team’s
research direction
There is promising for the market prospect of team research
Our team can find innovative projects and start research faster than competitors
Our team and members' goals are moderate, feasible and measurable
Team goals are relatively stable
There are perfect and sound regulation and strong execution ability
Our team is able to integrate internal and external available resources
Our team with strong vitality often absorbs talented personnel
State and University’s policies support creative teams strongly
Our team members are able to communicate their own innovative experiences
and achievements
Before the team starts new items, members can get targeted training at the
moment
It is harmony between team member who can communicate frankly, and the
team have strong research atmosphere
Our team often provide opportunities for academic exchange in order to supply
knowledge updating and integration
I approve team culture and values, willing to do my best and honour for the team
Team members can consciously abide by academic ethics and norms, there is
lower cooperation risk
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CT1
CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5
CT6
CT7
CT8
CT9
CT10
CT11
CT12
CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CP1
CP2
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Opportunity commitment
Team admittance
Mutual promotion consciousness
Knowledge sharing

Inter-behaviour
between
members

Active exchange
Work efficiency
Task coordination
Conflict handling
Tolerating and respecting with each
other

I treasure the opportunity and platforms that the team provides
There is strict access system for being the member of creative team
Our team members are able to be aware that cooperation and mutual learning can
promote "win-win"
Team members will share expertise and professional skills with each other
Team members are willing to provide to others their expertise and skills which
are difficult to learn usually
When working together, members work well and high-efficiency
The task configuration between our team members is well coordinated
We see academic arguments as opportunities for knowledge collision, coupling,
and learning

CP3
CP4
CM1
CM2
CM3
CM4
CM5
CM6
CM7

Team members can tolerate and respect with each other


PRELIMINARY TEST AND ANALIYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENT SCALE FOR THE SYNERGY OF COLLEGE
TECHNOLOGICAL AND CREATIVE TEAM
Participants
According to the scale composed by the above 27 statements, the Likert 7 orders categorical variable was used, from strongly
agree to strongly disagree. The participants are the leader of the college creative team and some members of those teams, they
are from Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, Nanchang University, Donghua Polytechnic University and other 6
Universities, and to whom a total of 260 questionnaires were distributed. Afterwards, 225 questionnaires recovered, which
includes 36 ineffective questionnaires. Accordingly, the recovery rate was 86.54 percent, and the effective rate was 72.69
percent. Among the effective questionnaires answers, 64 percent are male, 36 percent female; 30 years of age accounted for
16.4 percent, 31-40 years old 48.7 percent, 41-50 years old 23.8 percent, more than 50 years 11.1 percent; Bachelor degree or
below accounted for 1 percent, the master 39.2 percent, PhD 59.8 percent; lecturer and level below accounted for 40.7 percent,
associate professor 40.7 percent, professor 18.5 percent; graduate students accounted for 15.3 percent, mainstay of researchers
58.7 percent, team leader 25.9 percent; on the platform side, the national provincial level accounted for 20.6 percent, provincial
and ministerial level 79.4 percent.
Reliability Test
To test the reliability and the effectiveness of the questionnaire, we analysed the data by SPSS 17. Since the acquired
coefficient of internal consistency was 0.917, greater than 0.9, it indicated that the overall reliability of the questionnaire is
well, and that the questionnaire is suitable for the statistical analysis.
Exploratory Factor Analysis
The SPSS output of data presents that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic is 0.883, greater than 0.8, and the possibility of
the Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is 0.000. Accordingly, it illustrates that the items have greater correlation which is considered
to be adequate for the factor analysis. Then we adopted the methods of dispersive measures, discrimination analysis and factor
analysis to select the measurement items for the synergy of college technological and creative team.
To select the measurement items, we used the methods of dispersive measures by the perspectives of sensitive, judged by the
skewness and kurtosis. we deleted the items skewness more than 2 and the kurtosis more then 5: CT3, CT6. Then items were
selected through the aspect of discrimination and importance. In discrimination analysis method, if the t-test of one of the
measurement items is significant (the value of the sig. less than 0.05), it testifies that this item is able to identify the different
samples’ reactive degree; if not, delete it. Measurement items CP4 was deleted according to this principle.
Factor analysis uses principal component analysis to extract the component and choose the items that the value of
Characteristic root more than 1. Generally speaking, when the cumulative percent of variance more than 60 percent, it testifies
that this questionnaire have great constructive validity. From the analysis of Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings, the
cumulative percent of variance of the first 4 factors have reached 74.791 percent, and the variance contribute rate of the first
factor is 45.103 percent. As a result, it is rational that this paper exacted 4 factors cumulative percent of variance. Referring to
the principle of Hair et al. (1998), when the simple size is equal to or greater than 50, it can be taken as significant if the factor
loading is more than 0.3, it is important if the factor loading was more than 0.4, and it is very important if the factor loading
was more than 0.5. In this paper, we regarded 0.5 as the critical point of the factor loading. So, we deleted the measurement
items-- CT2, CT4, CT11, CC2, CM4, CM5, CM7--which don’t meet the condition. As is shown in the following table 2, we
recorded the measurement items based on the score of factor loading.
Table 2: The result of exploratory factor analysis
Factor loading
Code
Dimension
Measurement items
1
2
3
4
Member's
identification of team
goals
Information

Team goals are relatively stable(CT8)
Team goals coincide with my individual goals(CT1)
There is promising for the market prospect of team research (CT5)
There are perfect and sound regulation and strong execution ability(CT9)
Our team and members' goals are moderate, realizable and measurable(CT7)
State and University’s policies support creative teams strongly(CT12)
Our team is able to integrate internal and external available resources(CT10)
Our team members are able to communicate their own innovative experiences

0.848
0.844
0.809
0.803
0.704
0.691
0.674
ġ

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
0.877

ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
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ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

ct1
ct2
ct3
ct4
ct5
ct6
ct7
cc1
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Dimension

Measurement items

communication
among members

and achievements(CC1)
Our team often provide opportunities for academic exchange in order to supply
knowledge updating and collision (CC4)
It is harmony between team member who can communicate frankly, and the team
have strong research atmosphere(CC3)
I treasure the opportunity and platforms that the team provides(CP3)
I approve team culture and values, willing to do my best and honour for the
team(CP1)
Team members can consciously abide by academic ethics and norms, there is
lower cooperation risk(CP2)
Team members will share expertise and professional skills with each other(CM2)
Our team members are able to be aware that cooperation and mutual learning can
promote "win-win"(CM1)
More team members are willing to provide to others their expertise and skills that
is usually difficult to learn(CM3)
We see academic arguments as opportunities for knowledge collision, coupling,
and learning(CM6)

Commitment of
cooperation
among members

Inter-behaviour
among members

1

Factor loading
2
3

ġ
ġ

0.832

ġ

0.665

ġ

4
ġ

Code
cc2

ġ

cc3

ġ

ġ

0.778

ġ

cp1

ġ

ġ

0.725

ġ

cp2

0.701

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

0.783

cm1

ġ

ġ

ġ

0.717

cm2

ġ

ġ

ġ

0.629

cm3

ġ

ġ

ġ

0.616

cm4

cp3

STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION OF SYNERGY OF COLLEGE TECHNOLOGICAL AND CREATIVE TEAM
Participants
In the process of pre-test, the sample was concentrated in Nanchang, Jiangxi Province, and the size was small, however, the
process of Confirmatory factor analysis can improve the representative of simple. Using the measurement scale modified
through the Exploratory Factor Analysis, a total of 400 questionnaires were distributed to Nanchang University, Donghua
Polytechnic University, Hohai University, Southeast University, Wuhan University and other ten colleges and universities
nationwide, 377 questionnaires recovered including 351 effective questionnaires.
Among the effective questionnaires answers, 63 percent are male, 37 percent female; 30 years of age accounted for 13.4
percent, 31-40 years old 49.7 percent, 41-50 years old 25.6 percent, more than 50 years 11.3 percent; Bachelor degree or below
accounted for 1.3 percent, the master 37.2 percent, PhD 61.5 percent; lecturer and level below accounted for 37.7 percent,
associate professor 42.8 percent, professor 19.5 percent; graduate students accounted for 17.3 percent, mainstay of researchers
52.7 percent, team leader 30 percent; on the platform side, the national provincial level accounted for 27.7 percent, provincial
and ministerial level 72.3 percent.
Result of Model Testing
Since the model for the synergy of college technological and creative team is an intricate system model, it is difficult to
achieve the ideal result through one or two model fitting. Following the principle of from the shallower to the deeper, using the
software of Lisre18.8, the author fit the model from single factor index gradually.
Firstly, the two-dimensional simulation fitting verification indicate that the C.R. values of each measurement index are greater
than 1.96, passing the significant test, and that the load coefficients are greater than 0.5, all the fitting indexes,

F 2 ᧨ df

᧨

2

x / df ᧨RMSEA᧨NFI᧨TLI and CFI have reached the acceptable range.
Secondly, the three-dimensional simulation fitting verification indicate that C.R. values of each measurement index are greater
than 1.96, passing the significant test, and that the load coefficients are greater than 0.5, all the fitting indexes,

F 2 , df , x 2 / df

, RMSEA, NFI, TLI and CFI have reached the acceptable range.

Lastly the four-dimensional simulation fitting verification was conducted. Subsequently we establish four-dimensional
hypothesis model consists of member's identification of team goals, information communication among members, commitment
of cooperation among members and Inter-behaviour among members
Table 3: Fitting index table of four-dimensional hypothesis model
Absolute Fit indexes
Relative fit indexes
Fit indexes
2
2
df
F
x / df
RMSEA
NFI
TLI
CFI
Fit result
412.103
113
3.647
0.087
0.9
0.909
0.925
As is shown in Figure 1, the C.R. value of all the measure indexes are more than 1.96, passing the significant test, and that load
coefficients are more than 0.5. Between the measurement index of information communication among members and
inter-behaviour among members, the covariance is 0.361, the correlation is 0.284 and the value of C.R. is 4.623, passing the
significant test; between the commitment of cooperation among members and the inter-behaviour among members, the
covariance is 0.608, the correlation is 0.772, and the value of C.R. is 9.501, passing the significant test; between the
information communication among members and the commitment of cooperation among members, the covariance is 0.421, the
correlation is 0.326, and the value of C.R. is 5.197, passing the significant test; between the member's identification of team
goals and the inter-behaviour among members, the covariance is 0.44, the correlation is 0.64, and the value of C.R. is 8.609,
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passing the significant test; between the member's identification of team goals and the information communication among
members, the covariance is 0.076, the correlation is 0.071, and the value of C.R. is 1.219, passing the significant test, as well as
between the member's identification of team goals and the Commitment of cooperation among members, the covariance is
0.427, the correlation is 0.621, and the value of C.R. is 8.393, passing the significant test.

Figure 1: Four-dimensional hypothesis model
CONCLUSION AND DRAWBACK
Conclusion
Firstly, through the literature research, questionnaire survey, interviews and other methods, the components were listed that are
relevant to team synergy as more as possible. Secondly, based on the discussion of research and team members, consultant of
concerned experts, we analysed and screened the completeness of all original measurement items, the definition of meaning
and the accuracy of key words. Lastly, we took repeated preliminary investigation, cleaned up the initial scale, screened the
items by the methods of items analysis and obtained the final scale by confirmatory factor analysis. The research shows that
synergy of college technological and creative team consists of member's identification of team goals, information
communication among members, commitment of cooperation among members and inter-behaviour among members, which
belongs to multidimensional construction. In the measurement indexes, firstly, the member's identification of team goals,
composed of 7 measurement items, reflects the coincidence degree between the individual research interest and the team goals,
feasibility of implementation, and the identification of team management capabilities, market integration skills and school
support. Secondly, information communication among members is an important channel for knowledge transfer and diffusion
measured by 3 items. Thirdly, commitment of cooperation includes affective commitment, normative commitment and
opportunity commitment three measurement items. Lastly, inter-behaviour among members includes mutual promotion
consciousness, knowledge sharing, active exchange and conflict handling, four measurement items. Moreover, the
measurement scale for the synergy of college technological and creative team have great reliability and validity, which indicate
that it is scientific and rational to take the synergy of team as a multidimensional construction.
The college technological and creative team, different from the others, is a vital platform for the people with diverse discipline
and major to communicate. In the college platform, it is a vital channel for team members to diffuse knowledge and thinking.
However, team trust is the precondition of mutual communication. Only maintaining a harmonious and active research
atmosphere, adopting organic communication, cohesion and coordination can the members coordinate well. Accordingly, the
result focus more on inter-behaviours between team members, conforming to the reality and trends of modern science and
technology developing which need more people to cooperate. Correspondingly, the reality and trends stress more members
cooperation, which manifests the significance of the team and necessity of exploring the synergy of team so as to improving
the ability of team synergy. All in all, in this research, the dimension of synergy is divided, the connotation is riched and
perfected further, and a solid foundation has been laid for the follow-up research of team synergy

Drawback
ૼIn the study process, the author used scientific and normative interviews method and acquired some findings, however,
limited by time, experience, and financial resources, this study still has some drawback. Firstly, the reliability and validity of
the scale need further examination. Due to that the research of the synergy of college technological and creative team is at the
exploratory stage, there is no mature scale to use. So that, in this paper, we drew on the latest scale and combined the
characteristics of the synergy of college technological and creative team to improve the former scale. Meanwhile, limited by
sample selection, we just chose the sample from some university in Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Anhui, Beijing, Hubei and other
provinces. Nevertheless, the representativeness of samples may be affected, and probably cause bias to the results of the study,
even affect the scientific nature of the results. Providing to expand the sample selection range and increase the sample
universities in different regions, we could do revalidation analysis of the results of this study. Secondly, the limitation of the
research object might affect the result. The subjects of this study are mainly the members of college technological and creative
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team, no or less management department participated, especially the participation of the state departments, which may lead to
bias in the result of the study. In the future, researchers can add the managers of school science and technology management
departments and government related departments as the object of study, so as to make a comparison and repairing of the
research conclusions furtherly.
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ABSTRACT
As the world becomes more digitally connected and most countries have longer life expectancy and an ageing population, it is
critical to understand the factors affecting ICT adoption among the senior citizens. Previous researchers examined how various
factors influence ICT adoption among senior citizens, including age, degree of functional impairment, financial resources,
education level etc. In addition to the demographic factors, psychological factors such as computer self-efficacy (CSE) is also
crucial in understanding ICT adoption among seniors. Building upon the classic psychological theory of self-efficacy, we proposed
that CSE is an important mediating factor between social influence, social support and usage. We further posit that gender
moderates the effect on social support and CSE among senior citizens. Specifically, the effects on women are augmented. To test
the developed hypotheses, we conducted a person-administered survey comprising 503 Singaporeans aged between 55 and 75
years of age. Collected data were analysed using partial least squares. The results confirmed the proposed hypotheses and
demonstrated that gender, social influence, social support and CSE are crucial in understanding ICT usage amongst seniors.
Specific insights on the use of ICT among senior citizens are revealed.
Keywords: ICT use, self-efficacy, senior citizens, social influence, social support.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
As the world becomes more connected, more information and services are delivered digitally to people, tremendously improving
the quality of individuals’ daily life and even increasing social welfare (Hansen, Lundberg, & Syltevik, 2018; Choi & Dinitto,
2013). However, a digital inequality problem emerges as the socio-economically less privileged group has limited access to the
digital world due to their incapability to navigate with electronic device (Hsieh, Rai, & Keil, 2011). Some researchers also called
this phenomenon as the digital divide (Al-Jaghoub & Westrup, 2009). As Warschauer (2003) pointed out about the digital divide,
the ultimate goal for reducing the digital divide is not about access to the internet, but about the benefits from such new social
practices, e.g. better communication with the family and friends. Specifically, in the domain of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) use, senior citizens are often identified as a lagged-behind social group that has failed to keep pace with the
technological advancements (Friemel, 2016). As most countries in the world have longer life expectancy and an ageing population,
it is critical to understand the factors affecting ICT adoption among the senior citizens. “Active aging” requires a senior citizen to
participate in the society with social, physical, and mental well-being, which also implies the importance of ICT adoption in the
digital era (Moulaert & Biggs, 2013).
The previous literature on ICT adoption focused on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) with the support of Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA), which has been tested by a large number of studies in the context of ICT adoption (Rauniar et al., 2014;
Kim & Shin, 2015; Marangunic & Granic, 2015). Two important factors identified by TAM studies include perceived usefulness
(PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU), as well as individuals’ attitude and behavioral intention towards ICT adoption. However,
research testing actual ICT use remains sparse, especially in the context of senior citizens’ ICT use. This research measures the
actual ICT use by senior citizens (including both frequency and ICT device variety) rather than the behavioral intention.
Moreover, previous researchers examined how various factors influence ICT adoption among senior citizens, including age, degree
of functional impairment, financial resources, education level etc. (Choi & Dinitto, 2013). In addition to the demographic factors,
psychological factors such as computer self-efficacy (CSE) is also crucial in understanding ICT adoption. CSE originated from the
classic psychological concept of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986), and is defined as an individual judgment of one’s capability to use a
computer. It is closely related to individuals’ decision to use computers and the perceived ease to effectively operate computer
systems (Bao, Xiong, & Hu, 2013; Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Individuals with higher CSE have higher confidence in evaluating
their own ability to finish computer-based tasks. CSE has been found to be a significant variable to predict the behavioral intention
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to adopt ICT (Hsia, Chang, & Tseng, 2014; Hayashi et al., 2004). Therefore, this research includes CSE in the model and verifies
how CSE influences ICT use by senior citizens. We hypothesize the following pertaining to CSE:
H1: CSE has a positive effect on ICT use among senior citizens.
As senior citizens have a higher degree of fragility in terms of both physical and mental conditions (Culo, 2011), they usually need
caregivers and are susceptible to social influence. Social influence refers to the needs of belonging and being connected with others,
including family, friends, and larger social circles (Hamari & Koivisto, 2015). In other words, the fulfilment of being closely
related to others is important to intrinsic motivation. A supportive environment is also required, where individuals are likely to be
recognized and accepted. Moreover, the recognition by the social group emerges from acceptance, continuously motivating people
to conform to the group norms. Prior research examined the effect of social influence in different scenarios, including social
networking services (Cheung & Lee, 2010) and e-commerce (Hamari, 2013) etc. In the senior citizen ICT use context, perceived
relatedness by the means of information systems potentially makes individuals have increased perceived readiness to use ICT
(Zhang, 2008). Therefore, we argue that social influence to senior citizens may be enhanced because they depend more on others
compared to individuals of younger age groups. It may potentially increase their CSE and ICT use, when the social norm to use
ICT is established. We hypothesize the following pertaining to social influence:
H2: Social influence has a positive effect on CSE among senior citizens.
Another related construct is social support, which refers to comfort, assistance, or information from others ((Hsieh, Rai, & Keil,
2011). There are various types of social support, including emotional support (understanding and acceptance), informational
support (advice and suggestions), and instrumental support (tangible help) (Mossakowski & Zhang, 2014). These social supports
are usually offered by family, friends and the community. Social support not only benefits senior citizens’ CSE through
encouragement and emotional support, but also through direct assistance and instrumental support. However, it may be difficult to
determine whether emotional social support is more or less effective than instrumental social support for enhancing the CSE of
senior citizens in ICT use. Social support may have a positive effect on CSE among senior citizens.
Due to the fast changing pace in advancement of the digital world, senior citizens may have technology anxiety. More specifically,
such anxiety and depression may pose a more serious challenge for females (Hodes et al., 2015). Previous research showed
women have twice the possibility of suffering from anxiety disorders (Kessler et al., 1996). Social support could serve as an
effective buffer to significantly reduce the anxious feelings (Mossakowski & Zhang, 2014). Therefore, women may be more in
need of the social support compared to men in ICT use. We further hypothesize the following pertaining to social support and
gender:
H3: Gender moderates the effect on social support and CSE among senior citizens. Specifically, the effects on women are
augmented.
Figure 1 summarizes the conceptual framework.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A survey methodology was used to quantitatively test the developed hypotheses. All operational definitions of construct were
adapted from related literature. Table 1 shows a summary of the measurement items and sources. The measurement items were
slightly modified to suit the context of ICT usage for seniors. 503 Singaporeans between 55 and 75 years-of-age without mental
conditions (e.g. dementia) participated in the person-administered survey with a trained administrator. To maximize
representativeness of the Singapore population, a quota sampling approach was adopted. Quotas were determined by the proportion
of Singaporeans according to their age range, gender, and ethnicity, as per the 2010 Singapore Population Census (Singstats, 2011).
As a survey participation incentive, each participant was offered SG$10 (US$7.43) worth of supermarket vouchers for completing
the survey. The questionnaire was also translated into Mandarin and Malay for standardized administration to non-English
speaking participants.

Construct
Computer
SelfEfficacy (CSE)

Social Influence

Social Support

Usage

Table 1: Measurement items and sources
Measurement items
1.
you feel comfortable using e-services on your own?
2.
you can easily operate e-services on your own?
3.
comfortable using e-services even if there is no one
around you to tell you how to use it?
1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Slightly disagree; 4Neutral; 5- Slightly agree; 6- Agree; 7- Strongly agree
1.
your family thinks that you should use e-services?
2.
your relatives think that you should use e-services?
3.
your friends think that you should use e-services?
1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Slightly disagree; 4Neutral; 5- Slightly agree; 6- Agree; 7- Strongly agree
1.
you have someone to help solve e-service related
problems?
2.
you have friends or family to provide necessary help
to use e-services?
3.
you have friends and family to help with e-service
related problems?
4.
supported by those around you when you have
difficulty using e-services?
1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Slightly disagree; 4–
Neutral; 5- Slightly agree; 6- Agree; 7 -Strongly agree
1.
Which option describes how frequently you use ICTDevices?
2.
Which option describes how frequently you use eServices?
1- Never; 2- Once every few months; 3-1 to 3 times
per month; 4-1 to 3 times per week; 5- 4 to 6 times
per week; 6- Once a day; 7- All the time (More than once a
day)

Adapted from
Taylor & Todd 1995;
Hsieh et al., 2011

Taylor & Todd 1995;
Hsieh et al., 2011

Wu & Rudkin, 2000;
Hsieh et al., 2011

Park & Jun, 2003; Hartke
et al., 1998

3.
Which of the following ICT-devices do you use?
(Options: Desktop computer, Laptop, Tablet computer,
Smartphone, None)
4.
Which of the following e-services do you use?
(Options: Informational, Transactional, Communication
services, None)
Aside from the latent constructs, demographic data such as age, gender, ethnicity, and highest education level were also collected.
Table 2 shows the details of respondent characteristics.
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Table 2: Demographic distribution of participants by ethnicity, age group, and gender
Ethnicity
Age 55 - 64
Male
Female
Age 65 - 75
Male
Female
Total

Chinese

Malay

Indian

Others

Total

136
140

17
19

10
12

1
3

164
174

64
71
411

7
8
51

7
4
33

1
3
8

79
86
503

Data Analysis
The data in this study were examined using partial least squares (PLS). PLS is recommended for use when: the sample size
referring to the number of latent variables is small; the model is complex and has numerous latent and manifest variables; the
model has less strict assumptions on the distribution of variables and error terms; and the model has both reflective and formative
variables (Henseler, Ringle, & Sinkovics, 2009). PLS has become increasingly more popular because of less restrictions on
measurement scales, sample size, and residual distribution (Chin, 1998), and because it analyses both a measurement model and a
structural model. A measurement model was used to evaluate reliability, convergent validity, and discriminate validity. A structural
model was used to determine the significance and association of each hypothesized path, and the explained variance (R² value).
Measurement Model
The measurement model was evaluated by the criteria of reliability, convergent validity, and discriminate validity. Reliability was
examined by composite reliability values above the 0.70 benchmark. Table 3 shows all values above 0.70, indicating satisfactory
reliability. Convergent validity was examined by all indicator loadings that were significant and exceeding 0.7 and average
variance extracted (AVE) by each construct exceeding 0.50 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Table 3 shows all indicator loadings above
0.70 and all AVEs exceeding 0.50, indicating satisfactory convergent validity. Discriminant validity is demonstrated by the square
root of the AVE for each construct exceeding the correlations between the constructs (Chin, 1998). The results displayed in Table 4
show that all the criteria are met. These results indicate that the proposed models have good reliability and validity.

Construct

Table 3: Scale properties and assessment of reliability
Standardized
Composite
Average
Variance
Item Loading
Reliability (CR)
Extracted (AVE)
0.86
0.93
0.81
0.94
0.90

CSE

Effi1
Effi2
Effi3

Social Influence

SInflu1
SInflu2
SInflu3

0.89
0.93
0.92

0.94

0.84

Social Support

Ssupt1
Ssupt2
Ssupt3
Ssupt4

0.78
0.90
0.89
0.90

0.92

0.75

Usage Freq

USEFreq1
USEFreq2
USEVar1
USEVar2

0.94
0.95
0.93
0.95

0.95

0.90

0.93

0.88

Usage Var
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Table 4: Correlations among constructs
CSE

Social influence

Social support

Usage frequency

CSE

0.90

Social
influence
Social
support
Usage
frequency
Usage
variety

0.47

0.91

0.24

0.42

0.87

0.62

0.41

0.16

0.95

0.63

0.37

0.11

0.84

Usage variety

0.94

Structure Model
In path model analysis, determining the significance and association of each hypothesized path and the R² value is important.
Figure 2 shows the standardized path coefficient and the significance of each path reported by PLS. H1 investigates the positive
effect of CSE on ICT use among senior citizens. Results show that CSE is positively related to ICT usage frequency (ȕ=.619, tvalue=21.35, p<.001, R²=0.383) and variety (ȕ=.634, t-value=22.98, p<.001, R²=0.402) and explains a significant percentage of the
variance in usage (R²=0.383). These results support H1. H2 and H3 investigate the effects on CSE. Social influence is positively
related to CSE (ȕ=.450, t-value=10.07, p<.001, R²=0.222), supporting H2. Social support does not have a significant effect on CSE
(ȕ=.047, t-value=.97, p>.05). A multi-group analysis (PLS-MGA) shows that the positive effect of social support is only significant
for female users (ȕ=.180, t-value=2.62, p<.01) but not male users (ȕ=-.040, t-value=.50, p>.05), supporting H3. Figure 2
summarises the results of the SEM analyses.

Note: * Group Female
Figure 2: Results of PLS-MGA Analyses
DISCUSSION
As shown in the results, senior citizens’ CSE is positively related to their ICT usage. In turn, their CSE is positively affected by
social influence and social support. However, social support only improves CSE for female senior citizens but not for male senior
citizens. Although traditionally, in the promotion of ICT use among seniors, the emphasis has been to compensate for their eroding
bodily capital due to natural ageing (Becker, 2005; Charness & Boot, 2009). This study suggests that social influence appears to be
a strong factor in determining ICT usage among senior citizens. The results indicate that seniors are more keen to use ICT if their
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family and friends think that they should use these devices and services. For female senior citizens, they are more likely to use ICT
when their family and friends provide encouragement and technical assistance. This is in line with recent research suggesting the
significance of social capital in seniors use of ICT (Friemel, 2014). Therefore, to minimize the exclusion of seniors as cities
become smarter and the world becomes more technology-enabled, some degree of social engineering intervention may be required.
Based on this finding, such interventions may be more effective if it is not only targeted at the seniors, but also at their family and
friends to be more encouraging and supportive of seniors in using ICT.
CONCLUSION
This research demonstrated that psychological factors such as computer self-efficacy (CSE) is crucial in understanding ICT usage
among senior citizens. In ICT usage amongst seniors, we found that CSE is an important mediating factor between social influence,
social support and usage. From these insights, implications to policy and practice are also articulated with the aspiration towards
social inclusion of senior citizens in this increasingly technologically-enabled world. To conclude, in attempting to promote ICT
usage amongst seniors, we suggest that scholars and implementers of intervention programs may find it effective to focus more on
social dimensions. It is believed that such an approach can also lead to the emancipation and reduction of inequalities among
differently advantaged groups even as cities become smarter and the world becomes more technology-enabled.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate: 1. How well the senior population in China accept the wearable medical devices; 2.
What kind of products the senior population in China would like to choose; 3. At what price the senior population are willing
to pay. Collected information from secondary data resources to understand the wearable medical devices market in China and
conducted online survey through professional survey software WenJuanXing to collect primary data from 217 elderlies (above
50 years old) in China. Based on the data collected by the online survey, half of the respondents are interested in using wearing
medical devices. Top three concerns about the wearable medical devices are safety, veracity and reliability. About 56% of
respondents are willing to pay no more than 600 RMB (about 90 USD) for the device itself. About 54% of respondents are
willing to pay no more than 60 RMB / Month for the service (about 110 USD per year).
Keywords: Wearable medical devices, senior population, technology acceptance, e-health
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
The Chinese population is ageing fast. In 2010, there were 12.4% of the population in China over 60. However, forecasted by
Statista (2016) the share of population aged 60 and above will reach 17.5% in 2020, 25.3% in 2030, 30.9% in 2040 and 36.5%
in 2050. According to WHO: China Country Assessment Report on Ageing and Health (2015), there were about 168 million
people over 60-year-old in 2010, however in 2040 the number will roll up to 402 million. This demographic trend is the result
of falling mortality at younger ages, followed by decreasing fertility. Between 1950 and 2015, the total fertility rate per woman
declined from 6.11 to 1.66. Over the same time, the overall mortality rate declined (from 22.2 to 7.2 per 10 000 population)
resulting in a steady increase in life expectancy.
In term of demographic characteristics and their geographical distribution, in 2010, regions with higher oldest old proportion
expanded largely in the East coastal area in China. In the meanwhile, provinces including Sichuan, Guangxi, Guizhou, Hunan,
Hubei and the Northeast also emerged much higher proportion of oldest old compared with 2000 (Wang et al., 2016).
Globally, older persons already constitute a large share of the population in the more developed regions. According to United
Nation’s World Population Ageing Report (2015), in 2015, close to one in four people living in developed regions was aged 60
years or over, and it is projected to continue to rise such that, in 2050, older persons will account for one in three people in the
developed region. In 2050, there will be 24.6% of Asian population over 60 years old, 34.2% in Europe which is the highest
ratio among all the regions.
However, insufficient resources are available for the care of the elderly. Too few geriatric hospitals and nursing homes are
available, which could lead to suboptimum geriatric medicine, rehabilitation, psychiatric, and palliative care services (Wang &
Chen, 2014). At the end of 2014, there were 212 million people over the age of 60 in China. Over 40 million of them were
disabled. For every thousand people over the age of 60, there were 26 nursing home beds available in China. That is compared
to the 50 to 70 beds available for every thousand people over the age of 65 in developed countries, reported by China Research
Center on Ageing (2015).
Wearable Medical Devices
Definition of wearable medical devices
Wearable technology was not newly born, one early piece of widely adopted wearable technology was the calculator watch,
introduced in the 1980s. Wearable technology was early used in health field was the hearing aid. The first wearable hearing aid
using vacuum tube technology went on sale in England in 1936, and a year later in America. Wearable devices are rapidly
advancing in terms of technology, functionality, and size, with more real-time applications (Crawford, 2016) Currently in US
the FDA draft guidance for low risk devices advises that personal health wearables are general wellness products if they collect
data on weight management, physical fitness, relaxation or stress management, mental acuity, self-esteem, sleep management,
or sexual function. There are hundreds of wearable devices in the world fall into different categories (see Figure 8).
A wearable medical device may be defined as a biosensor that collects physiological data, such as heart rate, temperature,
blood pressure, blood oxygen level, glucose level, etc. Most of the time a device is with remote/wireless communication, as
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part of any wearable item that attaches to the body. Wearable medical devices may also be developed to predict diseases attack.
Predictive wearable tech is also coming to health care in an effort to foresee oncoming sickness and medical emergencies
before they happen. Developers hope that successful harnessing of wearable tech’s forecasting powers will lead not just to
fewer trips to the doctor, but, more broadly, to significant improvements in public health and safety (Lavendusk, 2016).
Market of wearable medical devices across the world and major companies
The demand for wearable medical devices and remote patient monitoring systems is increasing, and the global market is expected
to reach $612 billion in the next eight years, according to a new report from San Francisco-based Grand View Research on
Connected Health And Wellness Devices Market (2016). Smart watches will dominate initial sales within the wearable device
category according to many sources, with the Apple Watch accounting for perhaps 40 percent of units shipped (Moar2017)
In many developed countries, healthcare expenditures are reduced by using telemedicine or telehealth in alliance with wearable
devices, such analytics enable health systems to identify potential health issues in real time. The Affordable Care Act or
Obamacare is pushing the value-based care model and technology provides the support needed for the program to succeed and
the US government to save money. Telehealth is one such healthcare distribution method within the Population Health
Programs model using wearable technologies to help bring down US healthcare costs. The healthcare data can be continuously
collected and transformed since users generally wear the device 24 hours a day. However, a great deal research and development
is required to ensure that the data generated is managed correctly (Donovan et al., 2009) and is of a high quality (O'donoghue &
Herbert 2012) And to build up users’ confidents and to help them to use the devices comfortably is essential for any products
in this particular market.
There are two main kinds of healthcare wearable devices in the current market. The first is fitness wearable devices, which help
users to track and monitor their daily fitness conditions such as steps, distance, calories burned, sleep, and diet. These fitness
wearable devices such as Fitbit, Mi Band from Xiao Mi, are more suitable for the young and the healthy users. On the contrary,
medical wearable devices are more likely to be adopted by the elder and patients who have chronic diseases. Wearable medical
devices are generally designed for certain chronic disease such as diabetes, high blood pressure, cardiac disease. Various firms,
including Google, Apple, Samsung, and some medical wearable devises start-ups are making efforts on researching various
kinds of medical wearable devices.
Wearable Medical Devices for Senior population
wearable medical devices could help older people remain at home and stay independent by enabling elderly to manage their
chronic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases. More importantly, by using the wearable
medical devices older people would be able to predict adverse events and call for help during emergency.
Up to date there are only handful successful products for elderly in the market, with more and more start-ups coming. One of
the promising products is CarePredict Tempo (Figure 9), which is currently slated for global release to care facilities later this
year, and should be directly available to U.S. consumers in early 2017. CarePredict Tempo learns the normal daily activity
patterns of seniors. It monitors and records these daily patterns over time. If these patterns begin to change in ways that could
indicate a health issue may be developing, an alert is sent.
Another start up, Lively, has designed a safety watch as well (also called Lively Figure 10) that interacts with sensors located
around the home and a central base station. There are two ways to wear Lively, wear the neck or either on the wrist. The Lively
safety watch, which is available now for US $49.99 with monthly service charge at $ 14.99.
However, even there is such promising product, the elderly might not adopt the technology and accept the wearable medical
devices. A study carried out in the UK in early 2015 among 1000 people reported that almost half (56%) said that wearable
tech was "just a fad". Considering most of the seniors are afraid to access these high technologies, companies need to tailor the
medical wearable devices and match the physical and mental needs of the senior population, to help them to overcome the fear of
using devices and let the devices serve them better.
METHODOLOGY
Overview of design
In this study, the author had conducted an online survey to collect first-hand information from senior population in China about
their opinions towards wearable medical devices (Table 1). Original survey was in Chinese.
Sample
There were 217 respondents completed the survey during two-weeks period (16/08/16 -02/09/16).
Among the 217 respondents, there are 95 males and 122 females from 11 different provinces cross China.
Sampling Technique
Through snowball sampling and convenience sampling. The on-line survey was published through a Chinese professional
survey platform WenJuanXing. Respondents filled in the questionnaire through smart-phone or computer on-line with/without
their children’s help.
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Restrictions/Limiting Conditions
Although the research has reached the aim, there are still some limitations. Firstly, the time was constrained, this research was
only conducted on a small group of population. Secondly, this research could not reach the elderly who has no access to
internet.
Table 1: English version of Survey

RESULTS
Basic information
Age and Income (Table 2 & Figure 1)
More than 70% of the respondents are 51-60 years old. This age group is not considered as elderly. However, this group of
mid-aged people are retiring in 5 or 10 years-time and facing their elderly life. The wearable medical devices also need to 5-10
years to be accepted by the seniors. Thus, the 51-60 group are the most potential customers in the near future. In 2014 the
average yearly income of elderly was ¥23930 (RMB) in urban area, whilst only ¥7621 (RMB) for elderly in rural area. In this
research, there are 59 out of 217 respondents have very high monthly income, which is more than ¥6000 per month/ ¥72000
per year. On one hand, most of the respondents are from Guangdong province and certain cities with higher GDP per capital
than the rest of China; on the other hand, 51-60 this group belongs to working group with stable monthly income, which will
bring up the average income as a whole survey group.
Table 2: Age
51-60
61-70
71-80
Over 80

157
39
13
8

72.35%
17.97%
5.99%
3.69%
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Figure 1: Respondents monthly income in RMB
Health Status
In the survey, all the respondents self-rated their own health status. 1Æ5, 1 stands for very unhealthy, 5 stands for very healthy.
The mean of the whole is 3.32. 43.78% of the respondents are rated themselves at score 3--- Neither unhealthy nor healthy.

Figure 2: Health Status
Acceptance of wearable medical devices
More than half of the respondents had never heard of the wearable medical devices.

Figure 3
g the wearable medical wearable devices. (Mean 3.28 /5)
The interests level in using

Figure 4
Expectance of Wearable medical devices
Expected functions
Major functions of wearable medical devices are listed in the survey, respondents rated the functions according to their own
needs and expectation (Table 3). More than 80% of respondents would like to choose multiple functions devices.
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Table 3

Call for help during emergency

Mean
(1-10)
7.57

Monitor heart rate, temperature, blood pressure, glucose level

7.51

Enable medical supervision by family members

6.84

Promote healthy lifestyle and record the process of exercise

6.77

Anti-lost through GPS tracking

6.38

Function

The ways that the respondents prefer to wear the devices (Table 4).
Most of the respondents prefer to wear the wearables like watch.
Table 4
Wear on your wrist like watch
Wear on your neck like necklace
Wear as clothes
Attach on your skin like small tattoo
Wear on your ankle or leg
Wear on your chest
Wear on your head

7.83
4.94
4.85
4.09
3.69
3.48
3.07

Important factors in term of design to the respondents. (Figure 5)
In the survey, the author had listed 7 factors which may be important when seniors are choosing the devices. The most
important factor is Stable performance to the respondents.

Figure 5
Willingness to pay
Willingness to pay for the device itself (RMB/set)
76 out of 217 respondents are willing to pay ¥200-¥400 for the device set. The other two larger groups are willing to pay less
than ¥200 and ¥401-¥600
Table 5
Below 200
47
21.66%
200-400
76
35.02%
401-600
41
18.89%
601-800
26
11.98%
801-1000
19
8.76%
Over 1000
8
3.69%
Willingness to pay for service. (RMB/month)
In this study, we assume that there is after sell service team to help customers analyse the data collected by the devices and
alert family members during emergency situation. Thus, there is a fee for sustainable service.
Table 6
Less than 30
65
29.95%
30-60
52
23.96%
61-90
32
14.75%
91-120
32
14.75%
121-150
18
8.29%
Over 150
12
5.53%
Not willing to pay for
6
2.76%
this service
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Concerns and feedbacks (see Figure 6)
More than half of the respondents answered the last open ended question Q14. The top 3 concerns for the wearable medical
devices here are safety, veracity and reliability. Figure 6 describes the frequency of major concerns are mentioned by the
respondents.

Figure 6
DISCUSSION
High Technology companies should not avoid senior population market in China. There is considerable demand for
wearable medical devices from senior population in China. Providing proper information about the devices and introducing
the products to the senior people through right channels is crucial.
People tend to have this sterile thought about seniors: they should stay away from high technologies in case they get confused
and they will give up eventually even they try to get in touch with the high tech. This kind of thoughts may go seriously wrong.
High Technology companies should not avoid the senior population market.
Speaking of high technology and newly born items, there are two different group of elderlies in general. The first group (which
leans toward younger, more highly educated, or more affluent seniors) has relatively substantial technology assets, and also has
a positive view toward the benefits of online platforms. The other (which tends to be older and less affluent, often with
significant challenges with health or disability) is largely disconnected from the world of digital tools and services, both
physically and psychologically (Smith 2014). According to CNNIC’s 37th Statistical Report on Internet Development in China
(2016), there were about 123 million netizens in 2006, 0.98 million were over 60-year old; in 2011, there were 480 million
netizens and 10 million were 60-year old above; by 2016, there are 710 million netizens, 26 million were 60-year old above.
The senior netizen increased by 26 times within ten years. In US, by 2014 59% of seniors report they go online—a
six-percentage point increase in the course of a year—and 47% say they have a high-speed broadband connection at home. In
addition, 77% of older adults have a cell phone, up from 69% in April 2012.

Figure 7: Senior netizen in China increase by ten times over the last ten years
In this perticular pilot study, data shows that 17.05% of the respondents are extramly interested and 20.74% are somewhat
interested in using the wearable medical devices. 44.24% of them chose to ‘waiting and see’. Compare the Group 1 who have
heard of the wearable medical devices with the Group 2 who have never heard of the wearable medical devices, we can tell
that Group1 are more likely interested to try out the devices: fistly, roughly about 15% of Group 1 were not interested, whilst
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20% in Group 2; secondly, aound 43% of Group 1 are interested in using the devices, however, there are 34% in Group 2,
which almost 10% less.
Therefore, YES, there is a demand for wearable medical devices in senior population in China. Providing proper information
about the devices and introducing the products to the senior people through right channels will increase the interest level of the
new high tech devices.

Figure 8: Compare Group1 vs Group2
About the relationship between acceptance and age, in this study one of the conclusions is: ‘younger’ senior people are more
interested in the wearable medical devices. Two age groups are compared (Age group 1: over 60-year old; Age group 2: aged
51-60) in Figure 9 on the interest level of the wearable medical devices through T-test and one tail P value < 0.05, two groups
have significant difference on wearable medical devices (Figure 10). Thus, Age group 2 are more willing to use the devices.

Figure 9
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Figure 10
Another conclusion is revealed from analyzing the data by comparing different income groups on the interest level--- higher
income senior people are more likely willing use the device. From the graph below (right part of Figure 11), the higher the
income, the higher ratio in the group are interested in the devices. And in this study, male participants are more interested
compared to female participants (Figure 12).

Figure 11

Figure 12
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Seniors see high technology as both friends and foes, it depends on how the products are designed. Companies need to
understand the senior population needs and design well-tailored products for them.
The two most needed functions are “Call for help during emergency” and “Monitor vital signs such as heart rate, temperature,
blood pressure, glucose level”, rated at 7.57/10 and 7.51/10 respectively. And multiple-function products are more expected
than single-function products.
‘Call for help’ function is more valued by elderlies when they are alone at home or outside. Most of the products in the market
are focusing on this function. However, the product will not be sustainable by having single function, which will be easily
substituted by a smart phone. ‘Monitoring’ function will attract more seniors with chronic diseases by helping them
self-managing disease and providing factual, dynamic data for physicians during consultation.

Figure 13
Figure 14 shows that the most popular way of wearing the devices is “wearing like a watch”. The underlying reasons could be:
1. Major wearable products in the market now are mainly watch-like, such as Fitbit, Xiaomi Band, Gudong band, Jawbone, etc.
Senior people tend to choose the products they are familiar with.
2. Wearing on the wrist is a most comfortable way especially for the elderlies who are used to wear watches.

Figure 14
Except from the above factors, other important factors will also contribute on the decisions the seniors will make on choosing
the products. The top four factors chosen by the respondents are: ‘stable performance’, ‘easy to carry around’, ‘sturdy and
durable’ and ‘easy to use’. The appearance of the product is less important here.
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Figure 15
Willingness to Pay
About 56% of respondents are willing to pay no more than 600 RMB (about 90 USD) for the device itself. About 54% of
respondents are willing to pay no more than 60 RMB/Month for the service (about 110 USD per year).
The conservative estimation of the wearable medical devices market for senior population in China by the author might reach
$200 million USD/ year in 5-years-time if 5% of the senior population are using the wearable medical devices, device sold at
$90 USD/set and $110 USD for monthly service.

Figure 16

Figure 17
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Advice for companies to enter the market
Without feasible business model, no product would stay in the market. One of the contributions of this study is to help
companies to build a feasible business model to penetrate the senior population market. However, constrained by limited
information provided by this study, more market studies are needed to be done for a sound business model. They are some key
player in this particular market:
Key players in the market
Government: playing a role in regulatory and potential payer here.
x Healthcare institutes and healthcare professionals: Data collected by the devices is needed to be interpreted, otherwise
data will make no sense to customer most of time
x Smart Senior-friendly Properties: potential payers.
x Pharma Companies: pharma companies will be interested in the data generated by the devices.
x Medical Devices Companies: producers/ competitors
x Insurance Companies: potential payers
CONCLUSION
This study shows that senior population in China are willing to accept the wearable medical devices and there is demand in the
market. Younger/ Richer elderlies are more interested in the wearable medical devices. Male are willing to pay more for the
devices. However, the challenges to create successful products / to build feasible business models can be tremendous. The
senior population in China are expecting the devices to be safe to health, easy to master, reliable and convenient to wear
around. Functions like “Call for help during emergency” and “Monitor vital signs such as heart rate, temperature, blood
pressure, glucose level” are more expected. Multiple-function products will be more popular.
To ally with professional medical teams or hospitals to monitor or interpret the data collected by the devices is a crucial key to
keep the elderly using the devices. Otherwise data will become useless and the business will not be sustainable. The senior
market in China is a mess market, wearable medical devices companies will generate considerable revenue and change the
landscape of the health industries.
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ABSTRACT
Blockchain technology is an optional new technologies to manage the supply chain process. This technology helps to improve
and solve the issue of transparency as well as monitor operations in the supply chain. The study found that the perceived benefits
of Blockchain technology in the automotive industry, inter-organizational trust are the important factors that affect the
acceptance of Blockchain in the supply chain process. Inter-organizational relationship has negative impact on Blockchain
technology acceptance. The non-mediated power is a key factor that builds inter-organizational trust and leads to success in the
technology application in this industry. The results can be used as a guideline for the automotive industry to apply Blockchain
technologies to the operations.
Keywords: Blockchain, Supply Chain, Automotive Industry
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
The Thai automotive industry is the country's dominant industry from the past to the present, in particular the auto-parts
manufacturing industry that has grown steadily. This makes automakers and car-related business, such as auto-parts
manufacturers and car dealers need to adjust their marketing strategies to accommodate the needs of the auto market in each
category and build trust in the quality of their cars to consumers. Therefore, the effective supply chain management of the
automotive industry is very important for creating competitive opportunities. The effective management requires good
cooperation from organizations involved from raw material supply to product delivery to consumers. Each process requires an
exchange of information among stakeholders, for example the underlying data of the parts used in the production process
(Drawing), the requirements for the automotive parts manufacture (Part Specification), and the documents regarding the
standard of how to test a prototype before entering the production line (Standard Engineering). Generally, the process of an
exchange of information relating to the production is done by automakers and the first tier supplier of automotive parts only. If
the second tier supplier of automotive parts wants the information from the automaker for reference, the second tier supplier has
to ask the automaker for the information or documents on the standards through the first tier supplier only. As abovementioned,
it can be seen that an exchange of information among organizations still lacks equality in terms of acquiring the benefits from the
process. It is also found that the first tier supplier benefits the most because it obtains the information from both the automaker
and the second tier supplier of automotive parts. Therefore, trust building between automotive parts manufacturers and
automakers will result in an exchange of mutually useful information (Corsten & Felde, 2005). In case of personal data or
sensitive information, organizations should not trust and give the information to the third party because it is at risk to be attacked
and could be misused. Consequently, organizations owning those data need to control their information for the safety or should
limit the ability of the third party and staff to access those critical data (Zyskind & Nathan, 2015).
Nowadays, Blockchain technology is being discussed significantly with respect to the integration of systems among
organizations to create transparency and build trust in their transactions. Blockchain is actually adopted for the first time in the
financial industry as the basis for digital currencies (Cryptocurrency) such as Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008), which is a Peer-to-Peer
transaction and changes a business model of industries having the distributed database. Blockchain is the technology that makes
the various information can be systematically linked to each other without an intermediary. This technology is also beneficial in
the matter of trust, information sharing and privacy (Zhao et al, 2016), even if transaction partners are never known. These are
the highlights of Blockchain. At present, Blockchain is likely to be widely applied in various industries, the manufacturing
industry included, so all parts of the supply chain are reliable and can be monitored. As a result, the use of Blockchain in the
supply chain process will help all stakeholders can share information and monitor the accuracy of the occurring transactions
including the manufacturing process, the shipment, and the delivery of the products to consumers. Moreover, it helps to
accelerate the process and make recording transactions in the supply chain process become more effective and reliable (Apte &
Petrovsky, 2016). For the automotive industry, automotive parts manufacturers have invested in research and development about
the organization's innovation. Due to the increasing current innovations and pressures on production costs, they have to find
means to avoid unnecessary expenses (Ili et al, 2010). In addition to helping to build trust, the application of Blockchain
technology in the supply chain process can help to reduce the costs of corporate transactions and to prevent fraud as well.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The research in the past suggests that cooperative relationships in the supply chain among stakeholders will allow organizations
to use resources effectively and help to improve the performance of organizations. Therefore, many organizations manage the
relationship in the supply chain by using the Internet and modern and more complex information technologies that make the
creation of linkage of electronic information for an exchange between organizations and business partners become better (Daft,
2006). Thus, the organizations must consider the needs of our business partners in terms of the acceptance of this technology.
This not only helps to create success in doing business but also helps to build relationships of the technology application among
organizations in order to increase the effectiveness of the supply chain process (Lin & Lin, 2014). Good cooperation among
business partners in the supply chain will increase effectiveness in operations (Salam & Salam, 2017), and the information
technology is also critical and has a role in increasing the effectiveness of the supply chain process (Singh & Teng, 2016).
Accordingly, when designing a system for the supply chain process having the integration of organizations in the digital age, it is
necessary to take the various needs of business stakeholders and functions that support the operation of the related systems.
Accepting the technology of business partners not only helps to build success in doing business but also helps to build
relationship of the integrated technology application among organizations in order to increase the effectiveness of the supply
chain, and Blockchain technology is a new technological option for the supply chain management (Korpela et al, 2017).
Blockchain can help to reduce costs and control all operations done under the same rules and standards, and all transactions can
be made in real-time and transparent. It can lead to an increase in competitiveness of the organizations. Therefore, with the
property of transparency, Blockchain technology can work well in a business that has many transactions, for instance financial
services, supply chain management, services of government agencies, etc. (Siba & Prakash, 2017)
Moreover, the research in the past also shows that, in the matter of the application of new technologies for the supply chain
process, the power among organizations is a factor that influences the collaboration. The power can be divided into two types:
mediated power and non-mediated power (Zhao et al, 2008). The study also found that non-mediated power can make
organizations accept new technologies and realize opportunities to make benefits to organizations (Liu et al, 2015). The
relationship of the power among the business partners will build trust among organizations (Ke et al, 2009) and receive the
support from the senior management, which is one of key factors for the acceptance of innovative application in organizations.
The strategy from the executives will increase awareness of the potential benefits to staff concerned in organizations. The use of
electronic data exchange system among organizations will mostly affect factories or organizations. The awareness of benefits is
an important push factor for accepting the integration of information technology among organizations (Narayanan et al, 2009).
Consequently, it is imperative that organizations need to improve the methods to utilize technological tools to benefit them. The
technological acceptance is a key factor in adding value to their organizations. It also results in the integration of the supply chain
process (De Mattos & Laurindo, 2017). Understanding the characteristics of the relationship among organizations can lead to the
better acceptance of business cooperation in the supply chain. Hence, business partners can focus on improving the
inter-organization relationship, such as creating a long-term relationship, willingness to share information with business partners,
and improving mutual communications and working together (Chong et al, 2013).
In Thailand, Blockchain technology might has not been widely applied, so the objective of this study is to develop and test
hypotheses related to factors affecting the acceptance of technology application in the supply chain process of the automotive
industry in the country. This study also aims to predict a tendency of adoption of Blockchain in the supply chain process in terms
of automakers and automotive parts manufacturers. The reason why the Thai automotive industry is chosen to study is because
the automotive industry is considered as an indicator of economic prosperity, and the studies in the past regarding the supply
chain in the automotive industry are reliable and well recognized. Furthermore, the automotive industry is a leading industry in
the matter of strategic implementation on the supply chain management in the country (Boon-itt & Paul, 2008).
Conceptual Framework
The research in the past found that mediated power and non-mediated power affect the inter-organizational trust (Liu et al, 2015;
Ke et al, 2009; Chae et al, 2017). Moreover the inter-organizational trust has an effect on inter-organizational relationship (Singh
& Teng, 2016). The IT assimilation consisted of three components: relational mechanism, organization pressure and organization
inertia would affect the inter-organizational relationship (Bala & Venkatesh, 2007). Factors influencing intention to adopt
Blockchain in supply chain process include inter-organizational trust, inter-organizational relationship and perceived benefit of
Blockchain technology. Furthermore, perceived benefit of Blockchain technology also affected inter-organizational relationship
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework
METHODOLOGY
Research Instrument
The questionnaire is used as a tool for collecting data. The data collection is done by the questionnaire distribution directly to the
samples and the electronic questionnaire. The questionnaire is divided into two sections including factors for the acceptance of
the Blockchain technology in the supply chain process of the automotive industry. The questionnaire is measured by a 5-point
Likert scale (5 - Strongly Agree, 1 - Strongly Disagree). The other part is the personal information of respondents, such as gender,
age, education, type of organization, position, and information technology using behavior among organizations. Questionnaire
was pretested to analyze the reliability.
Selection of Respondents
Purposive sampling was applied to select and interview the targeted respondents who are in the automotive supply chain. The
target samples are executives and practical staff from the first tier suppliers of automotive parts and automotive assembly
companies. The samples have to work in the departments that require interaction among organizations and have experience in
utilizing information technology among organizations, for example sales, procurement, information technology, and engineering.
About 385 survey questionnaires were distributed and 261 samples responded the questionnaire, which represents 67.79%.
DATA ANALYSIS
The measurement items of the constructs were examined by factor analysis, using Varimax rotation. The analysis results are
presented in Table 1. The factors and their composition were identical to the literature review. Thus, the measurement
instruments show adequate construct and discriminant validity.
The reliability of the measurement items was high. The Cronbach’s alpha for all factors in this study exceeded 0.7. Table 2
presents the Cronbach’s Alpha of the factors.
Table 1: Factor Analysis
Item Description
P2Q1PCB1
P2Q1PCB2
P2Q1PCB3
Perceived Benefits of Blockchain
P2Q1PCB4
Technology
P2Q1PCB5
P2Q1PCB6
P2Q1PCB7
P2Q2RLM1
Relational Mechanism
P2Q2RLM2
P2Q2RLM3
Construct

Factor Loading
0.851
0.815
0.804
0.736
0.798
0.821
0.813
0.768
0.867
0.877
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Organizational Pressure

Organizational Inertia

Inter-Organizational Trust

Inter-Organizational Relationship
ntention to Adopt Blockchain
n Supply Chain Process

Mediated Power

Non-Mediated Power

P2Q2OGP1
P2Q2OGP2
P2Q2OGP3

0.896
0.875
0.821

P2Q2OGI1
P2Q2OGI2
P2Q2OGI3
P2Q3IOT1
P2Q3IOT2
P2Q3IOT3
P2Q4IOR1
P2Q4IOR2
P2Q4IOR3
P2Q5IAB1
P2Q5IAB2
P2Q5IAB3
P2Q6MDP1
P2Q6MDP2
P2Q6MDP3
P2Q7NMP1
P2Q7NMP2
P2Q7NMP3

0.804
0.821
0.763
0.893
0.926
0.840
0.775
0.911
0.905
0.936
0.965
0.959
0.849
0.908
0.879
0.713
0.869
0.904

Table 2: Reliability Test Result
Cronbach’s Alpha
Coefficient
0.909
0.788
0.830
0.710
0.864
0.831
0.950
0.888
0.835

Construct
Perceived Benefits of Blockchain Technology
Relational Mechanism
Organizational Pressure
Organizational Inertia
Inter-Organizational Trust
Inter-Organizational Relationship
Intention to Adopt Blockchain in Supply Chain Process
Mediated Power
Non-Mediated Power

Multiple Regression was used to analyze the relationship of the Blockchain technology acceptance model. The results showed
that non-mediated power has major impact on building inter-organization trust. Mediated power has no impact on
inter-organization trust (Table 3).
Table 3: Regression analysis result testing the effect of inter-organization trust
Variable
Mediated Power
Non-Mediated Power
*p-value < 0.05

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

0.104
0.518

1.749
8.683

0.082
0.000*

The study found that the inter-organizational trust and organization inertia have major impact on enhancing inter-organizational
relationship (Table 4). Finally, factors that have highest impact on acceptance of the Blockchain technology application in the
supply chain process of the Thai automotive industry are perceived benefits of Blockchain technology of the personnel in the
industry (Table 5). Inter-Organizational Trust also has impact on acceptance. However, Inter-Organizational Relationship has
negative impact on acceptance (Table 5).
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Table 4: Regression analysis result testing the effect of inter-organization relationship
Variable

Standardized Coefficients

t

Sig.

0.065

0.774

0.440

-0.031
-0.116
0.358
0.419

-0.400
-1.498
5.189
6.363

0.689
0.138
0.000*
0.000*

Beta
Perceived Benefits of
Blockchain Technology
Relational Mechanism
Organizational Pressure
Organizational Inertia
Inter-Organizational Trust
*p-value < 0.05

Table 5: Regression analysis result testing the effect of intention to adopt Blockchain in supply chain process
Factor
Perceived Benefits of Blockchain Technology
Inter-Organizational Trust
Inter-Organizational Relationship

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

0.501
0.184
-0.183

7.443
2.441
-2.550

0.000*
0.016*
0.012*

*p-value < 0.05
CONCLUSION
The study showed that perceived benefit and inter-organizational trust are critical factors that significantly affect the acceptance
of Blockchain technology application in the supply chain process of Thai automotive industry. The non-mediated power is an
important factor that makes the application of Blockchain technology in the automotive industry successful through the trust
among organizations. Inter-organizational trust and organization inertia play the major roles on enhancing inter-organizational
relationship. Surprisingly, inter-organizational relationship has negative impact on Blockchain technology acceptance. The
effective supply chain process management of Blockchain adoption in the automotive industry requires good cooperation
between organizations that are involved in processes from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of products to
consumers. Therefore, in the design of the Blockchain technology system for the supply chain process in the digital age
integrating among organizations, automotive parts manufacturers and automakers must take the needs of different stakeholders
and the nature of operating systems involved into consideration. This research studied the tendency to accept the application of
Blockchain technology of the organizations only, so it should be a study on the perspective of consumers who are directly related
to the products from the supply chain process in the future. It is particularly important to consumers to perceive the information
on the products from the raw materials supplying process to the product delivery to customers. The results of this study can be a
guideline for organizations involved with the automotive industry to apply Blockchain technologies to the organization
operations and make them acquire the influential factors that affect the acceptance of the Blockchain technology application of
the Thai automotive industry.
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ABSTRACT
User generated content is a fundamental aspect of an online brand community (OBC), therefore facilitating the continuance
of knowledge sharing and social interaction is imperative to the success of the community. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the influence of perceived identifiability on the factors that encourage ongoing participation in OBCs. Results
indicate that perceived identifiability has a significant positive influence on an OBC members’ participative behaviour and
sense of belonging. Whilst network ties have a significant positive influence on perceived identifiability and a sense of
belonging all of which are factors shown to be critical to the ongoing success and sustainability of OBCs.
Keywords: Online brand community, identifiability, participative behaviour, sense of belonging, network ties.
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
Online brand communities (OBCs) are open environments where membership is predominantly free of charge. This means
that members can choose to share their knowledge and socialise, therefore by the same token they can choose to leave the
community at any given time (Abouzahra & Tan, 2014). User generated content facilitates the continuance of knowledge
sharing and social interaction of online communities. Particularly, a review of the literature regarding OBCs highlights
several factors as critical to their ongoing success. These are a) having active members who participate regularly in the
community (Koh & Kim, 2004; Liaw, 2011; Lu et al., 2011; Meek, 2016), b) having members who have developed a sense of
belonging (SOB) to the community (Casalo et al., 2007; Meek, 2016; Sicilia & Palazon, 2008; Woisetschläger et al., 2008),
and c) having members who have developed strong network ties with other members in the community (Meek, 2016; Sutanto,
2013).
To encourage participation and attract members, many communities allow people to join without having to provide any
personal details, so they remain anonymous to the extent that they use a pseudonym and their true identity remains hidden.
Anonymity traditionally refers to the inability of others to identify an individual or for others to identify one’s self
(Christopherson 2007) and is a factor that produces a wide range of effects such as participative behaviour (Meek, 2016),
autonomy (Yoon & Rolland, 2012), intention to reciprocate (Feng & Ye, 2016) and a sense of belonging in online
communities (Lee, 2004; Meek, 2016).
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Social Identity of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) model suggests in a community environment, where anonymity is the
norm and individuals know little about each other, they immerse themselves in the group (Blanchard & Markus, 2004;
Blanchard, 2008; Haines, Hough, Cao, & Haines, 2012; Lee, 2004; McCloud, 2000; McKenna, Green, & Gleason, 2002).
This increases the relevance of their identity with the group and produces favourable outcomes, such as cohesion with the
group or increased sense of community (Blanchard, 2008; Lea, Spears & Watt, 2007; Lea, Spears & de Groot, 2001; Talò,
Mannarini & Rochira, 2014; Walther, 1992). SIDE also proposes that when names are made available in a group setting the
group’s social identity becomes less important, since the emphasis has shifted to the individual developing a personal identity
within the community (Blanchard, 2008; Haines et al, 2012). Based on this premise, members in an OBC start off by
identifying closely with the community due to their affinity with the brand; however, by contributing regularly they form
network ties with other members and over time and through active participation, members become recognisable. Their
identity then becomes related to their individual contributions to the community which in turn increases their sense of
belonging (Blanchard, 2008).
Social Information Processing theory (SIP) is another interpersonal communication theory used to explain how people in
anonymous online environments effectively relate to each other (Mathwick et al., 2008; Walther, 1992). SIP proposes
relationships in an online environment have the same basic structure as traditional face-to-face relationships even though they
take longer to develop initially, therefore although it takes longer to establish close friendships in an online community, the
more their network ties increase the less anonymous members become (Blanchard, 2008). Previous studies also suggest
network ties are established between people from diverse backgrounds in online communities due to the lack of physical or
verbal cues, which is less likely to occur in face-to-face settings (Mathwick et al., 2008; Walther, 1992).
The Hyperpersonal Model of Relationship Development, builds on the SIDE and SIP models and presupposes people develop
more network ties in online communities than in face-to-face situations because computer-mediated communication allows
them to portray themselves any way they like (Blanchard, 2008; Walther, 1992). Members of OBCs can choose what
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information they share and edit what they write before posting (Blanchard, 2008; Walther, 1992). Therefore, although
network ties take longer to establish, they result in stronger, more lasting relationships (Tidwell & Walther, 2002; Walther,
1992). Alternately, self-disclosure and posts of a personal nature have been linked to the development of close friendships in
online communities, based on the theory that perceived anonymity and the absence of non-verbal social cues encourages
members to share experiences of a more personal nature (Tidwell & Walther, 2002).
This study investigates the association between network ties, perceived identifiability, participative behaviour, and a sense of
belonging, across a range of OBCs. The findings give marketing practitioners, organisations and OBC creators an indication
of whether the anonymity factor in OBCs impedes or enhances the success of the community.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Methodology
To enrich theorisation qualitative data was collected from a range of online brand communities. The qualitative method of
research was designed to clarify and expand on the findings from the literature review, and provide primary data to
substantiate the research framework and hypotheses. A series of focus groups was conducted to build on the information
derived from the literature as they provided the opportunity to have a more intimate dialogue with participants of online brand
communities (OBCs). This face-to-face communication, through open discussion with members from a range of OBCs, was
important to clarify the researcher’s interpretation of the concepts outlined in the literature. Focus groups were also an
opportunity for the researcher to meet members of different OBCs in an environment encouraging of group-based interaction
and guided by a moderator; and were aimed at gaining a greater cognitive and emotional understanding of the influences of
identification on participative behaviour and sense of belonging in OBCs.
The three focus groups conducted for this study included 20 members from a diverse range of OBCs (presented in Table 1).
The structure of the focus groups encouraged participants to openly discuss issues of interest and relevance, with other
members of the group able to interject and contribute their opinions to the topic under discussion. This free-flowing style of
conversation replicates the interactive dialogue used by members in OBCs, an added advantage of using a focus group setting
for this research. Participants in the focus group sessions were members of different OBCs from a diverse range of
demographic and psychographic backgrounds. This allowed for a good representation of the population. A semi-structured
group interview approach, using open-ended questions, was employed to draw out rich, informative responses while
maintaining a focus on the topics under discussion. Open-ended questions were purposefully chosen to stimulate both
individual responses and group discussion, and related to the influence of identifiability on participative behaviour and sense
of belonging in OBCs.
Table 1. Focus group sample characteristics
Respondent

Age

Gender

Occupation

Community type

R#1
R#2
R#3

25-40
25-40
25-40

Male
Male
Female

Student
Lecturer
Administrator

R#4

25-40

Male

Lecturer

R#5
R#6

25-40
40+

Female
Male

Student
Administrator

Cameras (Canon)
Automobiles (Ford)
Medical (Mennings Disease)
Football (Richmond Football
Club)
Cooking (Jamie Oliver)
Gaming (Castle Age)

18-24
25-40
18-24
25-40
40+

Female
Male
Male
Male
Male

Lecturer
Scientist
Student
Student
Manager

Books (Linda)
Gaming (Minecraft)
Gaming (Battlefield)
4 wheel drive vehicles (Hilux)
Gaming (PlayStation)

18-24
18-24
18-24

Female
Female
Male

Student
Student
Student

Medical (Beyond Blue)
Gaming (World of Warcraft)
Gaming (Magic the Gathering)

Focus Group 1

Focus group 2
R#7
R#8
R#9
R#10
R#11
Focus group 3
R#12
R#13
R#14
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R#15
R#16
R#17
R#18
R#19
R#20

18-24
18-24
18-24
18-24
18-24
18-24

Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Entertainment (Sony)
Gaming (Grand Theft Auto)
Books (Amazon)
Gaming (PlayStation)
Fashion (LookBook)
Gaming (PlayStation)

Focus Group Findings
When asked how identifiable members felt they were, and how their level of anonymity affected their behaviour, several
participants in the focus groups commented that although they were anonymous they had become recognisable over time, not
only from their pseudonyms but as part of a small network of close friends. This corresponds with the Social Identity Model
of Deindividuation (SIDE), and suggests in a group environment, anonymity increases members’ identity with the group and
produces favourable outcomes, such as cohesion with the group or an increased sense of community (Spears & Lea, 1992;
Walther, 1992). The following quotes illustrate how anonymity was no longer relevant for several respondents. Their
observations imply, they had become well known within the community through active participation and considered
themselves part of the group. This supports the idea that the more identifiable members are, the more they participate and the
stronger their sense of belonging.
I’ve been in the Magic (Magic the Gathering) forum for years, I play with the same group I chat with, they know me. I’m
going to a tournament next year with some of them (R#14).
It doesn’t mean anything. We all know each other, we’re in a team, it’s just a stupid name, like a…nickname it’s what you
talk about and how you play the game they know you by (R#13).
I was in a community of people who had mods that had been going on for years; people knew the characters that made those
mods, so they were well known by everyone in the community (R#8).
Yeah! You have people who are constantly on the forum and constantly asking questions, they end up with tens of thousands
of posts and become forum personalities that everyone knows (R#9).
It was also apparent from respondents’ comments that anonymity reduces social or cultural cues, allowing friendships to
develop based on people’s contributions to the community, rather than their background or status outside the community.
This is akin to Social Information Processing theory (SIP), where the lack of physical or verbal cues helps to bridge the
cultural divide, resulting in the development of close network ties and increased participative behaviour (Mathwick et al.,
2008; Walther, 1992), and is reflected in the following quotes from respondents:
I know people from all over, it doesn’t matter where they come from the community is a good place to meet up. Yeah! Now
we’re friends. (R#9).
I didn’t know anyone to start but made friends over time, in fact the people I’m friends with now I probably would never have
talked to if I hadn’t joined this community (R#15).
Other participants suggested using a pseudonym gave them a sense of anonymity, and subsequently the freedom to express
themselves without worrying about being recognised outside the forum. For example, one participant in the first focus group
offered this explanation when asked how using a pseudonym had affected his participative behaviour:
I don’t feel confident to speak face to face all the time, anonymity allows for more open discussion, in front of someone it’s
harder to say things, but online I can write it (R#1).
We are being judged but there is a disconnection (R#11).
Both observations by R#1 and R#11 correspond with Best and Kreuger (2006) and Lea et al., (2001, p. 528) who argued that
being anonymous “decreases attention to others, reduces concerns about being positively evaluated by others, and creates an
impersonal, task-oriented focus for group interaction”.
The qualitative research demonstrates that members of OBCs become known to each other through the network ties they
develop and their contributions to the community. In the focus groups several participants suggested they were not considered
anonymous anymore because they all knew each other well based on the history of their interactions and ongoing
participation in the community. This suggests that anonymity gives individuals the freedom to participate in an OBC and the
more identifiable members of OBCs are, the more they will participate which enhances their sense of belonging.
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HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH MODEL
Network ties are the social relationships that develop between individual members of OBCs, the strength of which depends
on how frequently they interact and how emotionally involved the members are with each other (Dholakia et al., 2004;
Granovetter, 1973; Wirtz et al., 2012). Sutanto et al. (2011, p. 143) argued “each member of a virtual community creates an
identity for himself through his postings, and in the meantime, starts to develop an understanding of other members’ identities,
which enables them to anticipate others’ responses to a particular issue or post”. This assumption is supported by the focus
group participants’ comments. For example, when questioned about network ties respondents had developed and how their
relationships affected their membership, R#4 stated “it’s the people that make me stay; they make me feel part of a special
group”; while R#19 pointed out “it becomes less about the subject and more about the community of people who all know
each other. Once you have a group of friends you want to go on more to see what they’re doing”. Consequently, if members
can relate to a number of friends within a community, they will tend to participate more in order to maintain those
relationships (Li et al., 2015). Network ties or the friendships individuals make in OBCs therefore increase one’s level of
identifiability as the more they interact with each other the more well-known they become to each other and to the
community as a whole.
Hypothesis 1: Network ties have a positive effect on members’ perceived identifiability in online brand communities.
The relevance of developing close relationships in an online environment has also been linked to the concept that over time
members exhibit a sense of belonging to the community (Blanchard, 2007). This is reflected in the following observation
from the focus group research “we all go on at different times but I can always find a thread from someone I know, it’s our
community, we made it what it is” (R#15). In this study, sense of belonging (SOB) is an established term representing
attachment, identification with and membership to a community (Tonteri et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012). The SOB construct
is extremely relevant to OBCs, as members have a strong connection to the brand and an attachment to the brand community
(Brogi, 2013). Members of OBCs share feelings of belonging that creates a bond with other members of the community based
on their shared association with a specific brand (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2006; Fournier & Avery, 2011; Zhao et al., 2012).
Hypothesis 2: Network ties have a positive effect on members’ sense of belonging in online brand communities.
Omernick and Sood (2013) found that individuals who are less anonymous and therefore more identifiable contribute longer
threads and participate over a longer duration in virtual communities as opposed to offline interaction. Anonymous
individuals will also find ways to identify each other over time and through regular online posts, indicating that the more
members feel they are recognisable within the community the more they will participate.
Hypothesis 3: Perceived identifiability has a positive effect on members’ participative behaviour in online brand
communities.
Another perspective in OBC research indicates feelings of belonging and membership to the community is fostered by regular
interaction between members (Amine & Sitz, 2004). Developing a sense of belonging in an OBC is through the accumulation
of interactions with other members and becoming identifiable as a valid community member. Therefore, the more members
contribute to the community and the stronger network ties they develop the more well-known they become and subsequently
the more they will feel they belong.
Hypothesis 4: Perceived identifiability has a positive effect on members’ sense of belonging in online brand communities.
Tonteri, Kosonen, Ellonen, and Tarkiainen (2011) also found a sense of virtual community (SOVC), which encompasses
SOB, was enhanced through the reading and posting of messages in an online community. Therefore, although SOB is
considered to be a critical success factor in OBCs, it also appears to be an antecedent to participative behaviour and an
outcome of participation. These findings highlight the need for clarity with regard to the influences on participation and sense
of belonging, as well as the direction of the relationship between the two constructs.
Hypothesis 5: Sense of belonging has a positive effect on members’ participative behaviour in online brand communities.
Based on the findings from the focus groups and the literature, the research model postulates that network ties have a
significant influence on perceived identifiability and a sense of belonging, and that perceived identifiability has a significant
influence on the level of participation, and the sense of belonging members have to the community. Furthermore, the
relationship between a members’ sense of belonging and their participative behaviour is also investigated. Figure 1 represents
the conceptual model for this study.
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H1
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Perceived
Identifiability

H4

H2

H3

Sense of
belonging

H5

Participative
behaviour

Figure 1. Conceptual research model

DISCUSSION
There has been a rapid increase in the number of OBCs over the last decade, prompting an interest from marketers and
scholars in the field of online consumer behaviour, yet little empirical research has been undertaken specifically related to
OBCs (Li eta l, 2013; Lhotáková, 2011). To date studies have mainly focused on virtual communities in general. However,
OBCs encompass a consumer-brand-consumer triad (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001) and uniqueness that differentiates them from
other types of online communities. Studies show the more members communicate with each other online the more they feel
connected to the community and the brand around which the community revolves (Liaw, 2011; Koh & Kim, 2004). Because
members of OBCs participate voluntarily in a community, they choose their level of participation depending on their
objectives and the influences that shape their online experience (Bateman et al., 2011; Tsai, Huang & Chiu, 2012). Therefore,
if members develop network ties with other members there is a higher chance that they will continue to involve themselves in
the community over the long term.
Findings from the qualitative research in this study indicate that the more identifiable members are in the community the
more they participate, and develop a sense of belonging. This is consistent with Doolittle and MacDonald (1978) who suggest
that when people in a community interact with each other they develop a feeling of safety and belonging that reduces their
perceived anonymity. In this way the feeling of being recognised in the group encourages continued participation in the
community. Furthermore, as members became better known in the community and have developed mutual associations or
network ties with others, regardless of their initial motive for participating, their sense of belonging increases as they develop
attachments to more people. Although anonymity may be of benefit to new members by giving them the confidence to join
into conversations or browse without making any contributions, as they become more committed to the community they like
to be recognised by other members. Therefore, being less anonymous or more identifiable through contributions to the
community will increase their sense of belonging.
FURTHER RESEARCH
Future research into the influence of identifiability in OBCs could explore comparisons between company-initiated OBCs and
consumer-initiated OBCs, and the level of anonymity required for membership to the community. The role of moderators in
OBCs would also be an interesting theme for research as there are differences between successful and unsuccessful OBCs
that may have some relevance to the way they are managed and the administrative teams’ objectives.
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ABSTRACT
This research identifies the multi-channel electronic service quality of Thai e-tourism including various online channels such as
websites, social networks, smartphones, and Internet of Things, and their impact on cognitive image. The analysis of the factors of
electronic tourism based on the survey from Thai and foreign tourists, the service quality of multichannel E-tourism consists of 8
factors: tangibility, responsiveness, reliability, trust, accessibility, ease of use, real time IoT, and security. The results of the study
showed that the tourists considered the service quality via the Internet of Things technology important because of immediate
responsiveness through devices and applications which can create cognitive and affective image.
Keywords: E-service quality, multi-channel e-service quality, e-tourism, cognitive image
INTRODUCTION
Electronic tourism (E-Tourism) provides faster service to customers, generates more income, and reduces costs. E-tourism provides
tourist information and services, makes contacts, shares information, and publishes video clips and pictures anytime and anywhere.
These advantages of E-Tourism are considerably important to the tourism industry relating to services that can be provided directly
to tourists in a digital format (Buhalis & Law, 2008). Tourists prefer E-Tourism to search for information and services from websites,
exchange viewpoints via social networks, and use other tourist services. Tourists are able to search for information, make contacts
for choosing places to go through various channels. The Internet of Things is a technology that allows the connection of devices
and to intelligently manage a service process automatically with minimum human intervention. The Internet of Things also
connects E-Tourism applications to communicate with destinations and services, for example tourist attractions, restaurants,
geography, and weather. This technology is very beneficial to tourists and related businesses by adding value and optimizing
business operations (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014). The IoT is very crucial to support a “Smart Tourism Destination”. It requires
infrastructure that supports the connection of information technology and communications with digital tools and the devices of
tourists in order to facilitate the search for information, improve resource management, and create an impressive travel experience
for tourists (Chui et al. 2010).
The government plays an important role to formulate a policy and plans to change a tourist city into a “Smart Tourism Destination”.
The Thai government has proposed investment to stimulate a continuous growth of the tourism industry in the future. This goal is a
challenge for the government and agencies concerned because many countries are developing their tourist attractions and
implementing smart cities as well. Tourism is one of the major sectors for Thailand and requires a continuous growth. The
government needs to constantly promote tourism as one of the five main strategies of the tourism development plan, in particular
increasing the quality of Thai E-Tourism to create the positive image of tourism to Thai and foreign tourists.
The objective of this research is to identify the feature of the electronic service quality of Thai e-tourism including various online
channels such as websites, social networks, and smartphones. It includes the service quality via the Internet of Things. The impact
of multi-channel service quality factors on cognitive image was investigated.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Electronic Service Quality (E-Service Quality)
The concept of service quality has been studied for a long time, particularly the SERVQUAL Model by Parasuraman et al. (1985)
that assessed the attitude of consumers or users toward the service quality of human service providers. There are 10 factors
determining service quality including reliability, responsiveness, competence, access, courtesy, communication, credibility,
security, tangibles, and customer understanding. Grönroos (1994) adopted two main factors to evaluate a service quality, functional
and technical quality.
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The Internet has been used to provide customers with services ranging from the creation of an organization’s website to give
information and services to customers to the website and further formation of an organization’s social networks to communicate
with customers and members of the network (Beldona & Cai, 2006; Bevanda et al. 2008; Chow & Sheung, 2008; Ho & Lee, 2007;
Shchiglik & Barnes, 2004). Service quality has been applied to services via the Internet or the electronic service delivery such as
the E-S-QUAL (Parasuraman et al. 2005), the SITEQUAL Model (Yoo & Donthu, 2001) and the e-SQ Modelet al. (Zeithaml et al.
2002). However, the results of this research somewhat vary. Some researches studied only some aspects of service quality such as a
quality of information (Barnes & Vidgen, 2003; Lee & Lin, 2005; Lu et al. 2012; Parasuraman et al. 2005). Others focused only the
quality of information and technology (Ranganathan and Ganapathy, 2002). Rotchanakitumnuai (2008) studied features of the
whole process of electronic service including integrated website design, service design, technology, and customer service quality.
In terms of e-tourism, Babu and Subramoniam (2015) analyzed the quality of E-tourism through websites using SERVQUAL
including reliability, access, responsiveness, ease of use, security, tangibles, trust, personalization, credibility, and empathy. In past
studies, the quality of multichannel electronic service in the tourism industry has not been studied yet.
Multichannel e-service quality
Multichannel e-service quality is assessed by tourists or users of online channels including websites, social networks, mobile
phones, email, etc. (Chatterjee, 2010; Sousa. & Voss, 2011; Vesa & Heck, 2005). Currently, the Internet of Things Technology has
become a fast and convenient channel of communication and information search for tourists via mobile devices. However, the
management of multichannel electronic service quality becomes essential to the country’s image and benefits for the tourism
industry (Choi & Kimes, 2002; Lai, 2010; Pearce, 2009; Pearce & Taniguchi, 2008). Multichannel e-service quality is an overall
quality evaluated by the tourists through online channels such as websites, social networks, mobile phones, and email. This
research will identify the service quality of multichannel electronic service delivery. The importance of the Internet of Things in
providing quality online information and service delivery to tourists is considered.
The Internet of Things
Information technology and the Internet have been employed in the service industry, particularly in the tourism industry, especially
wireless communication system and mobile devices which are widely used. The link between tourists and the cyber world has
moved forward to a connection without human beings which is called “Cyber-Physical System (CPS)”. This means communications
can be done through information technology and communications. The Internet of Things is one of the CPS technologies. The
Internet of Things Technology helps the connection of operations of devices able to work autonomously and more intelligently
with less human intervention. The IoT also creates a connection of the Internet to communicate with the external systems and
activities that are processed and calculated automatically. For example, the Internet of Things consisting of RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) and Sensors embedded in devices connected to the Internet to exchange information. The Internet of Things brings
about considerable benefits to the logistics business, production control, environment control, climate forecast and healthcare
because the IoT can communicate from device to device or from device to human beings. For the tourism industry, the IoT can
improve the process of services to be more productive, for instance, an application that provides real-time tourist information and
location-based services to identify attractive destinations or restaurants nearby (Buhalis & Amaranggana, 2014; Buhalis & Law,
2008).
Cognitive and Affective Image
Cognitive evaluation refers to beliefs and knowledge about an object whereas affective evaluation refers to feelings about the
object (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Lee & Lijia, 2011). Cognitive destination image can be measured based upon images of natural
environment, built environment and technology, socially responsible environment (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997). In the tourism
literature, cognitive and affective destination image is the antecedent of destination behavior, which in turn affects tourist’
behavioral intentions towards the destination.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research project collected data from a sample of Thai and foreign tourists. Judgment sampling was used by selecting the
behavior of tourists who searched for travel information from the Internet or used travel services through the Internet. The questions
were developed from the literature review. The items were reviewed and tested by e-commerce experts. The edited questionnaire
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was translated from Thai to English with a back translation to Thai to ensure that the Thai and English questionnaires were
consistent. The details of respondents are presented in Table 1.

Detail
Gender
Male
Female
Age
< 20
20 – 30
> 30 – 40
> 40 – 50
> 50 – 60
> 60
Education
Lower than Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Master
Doctoral

Table 1: Respondent Profile
Foreigner
No.
%

Thai
No.

%

59
64

48.0
52.0

60
84

41.7
58.3

9
61
31
12
7
3

7.3
49.6
25.2
9.8
5.7
2.4

0
54
41
30
19
0

0.0
37.5
28.5
20.8
13.2
0.0

16
59
39
7

13%
49%
32%
6%

5
84
54
1

3%
58%
38%
1%

DATA ANALYSIS
Confirmatory factor analysis indicated that the weight of factor loading of each variable passed the requirement specified, more
than 0.5. Tangibility had the highest weight of factor loading at 0.917 followed by responsibility (0.912), reliability (0.906), trust
(0.868), accessibility (0.863), ease of use (0.849), real time IoT (0.757), and security (0.675). The composite reliability showed high
reliability. All components have an average variance extracted demonstrating that the measurement has discriminant validity
(Table 2)
The descriptive statistics of e-service quality of a multichannel e-service show that security was the highest at 4.45 (Table 2). A
majority of tourists agreed that the most important variable of security was that users’ personal data are kept confidentially, with a
sore 4.58 (Table 2). Next, a channel for online tourism services should have a reliable security technology (4.49), and no risk of
fraud when making a travel itinerary via online channels (4.25).
The results of the analysis of variance of the Thai and foreign tourists indicated that the mean scores of security were significant at
the 95% level of confidence, except maintenance of personal data of travel service users (Table 2).
All variables of reliability had an average score of 4.22 (Table 2). The most important variable was the information on reliable
websites of travel service providers (4.30). This was followed by the technologies on reliable websites providing travel services
(4.22). The ANOVA found that there is no significant difference in the reliability of information between Thai and foreign tourists
(Table 2).
The ease of use for multichannel service quality was the next priority with a mean of 4.17 (Table 2). Well-designed websites with
multichannel had an average score of 4.21. Websites that are designed to be simple with a variety of digital devices such as
notebook and smartphone were rated at 4.18. The ANOVA showed that the ease of use with multichannel is significantly different
between Thai and foreign tourists (Table 2).
The tourists mostly agreed that the trust in the electronic tourism providers was important. Trust in electronic tourism providers
had an overall mean score of 4.14 (Table 2). The average scores of 3 items of trust. These were the problem-solving ability of
customers employing tourism services through online channels (4.16), reliable travel services through online multichannel (4.14),
and the problem-solving ability of customers employing tourism services through online channels (4.11). Based on the ANOVA,
there are some significant differences in trust in the electronic travel service providers between Thai and foreign tourists (Table 2).
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Responsiveness had an average of all variables at 4.01 (Table 2). Overall, the tourists considered the importance of providing a
quick assistance (3.97) and an immediate enquiry service to users of various online service providers (3.98). The ANOVA showed
that the average of responsiveness and its three items were significantly different between Thai and foreign tourists (Table 2).
Tangibility factor had an overall mean score of 3.99. The tourists found that providing clear information on services and products
via multichannel (4.15) and providing package tour information meeting customers’ need were important (4.05). Having pictures,
videos and 3D images to demonstrate products and services through online channels was rated at 3.77. The ANOVA indicated
significant difference of all items except providing package tour information meeting customers’ need (Table 2).
The accessibility factor had an average score of 3.98. The tourists agreed that providing a contact information on a website, for
example email, Facebook and telephone, were very important at an average 4.29. Providing a service system via mobile phone that
the tourists can use at any time was rated at 3.88. Having online channels for public relations and communication with customers
such as Facebook and Twitter scored 3.76. The average of accessibility and variables were significantly different between Thai and
foreign tourists (Table 2).
The quality of real time IoT had an average of 3.80. The three items had an average lower than 4.00. The infrastructure of the
Internet of Things of the public or private sector is already available to connect tourists’ digital devices to provide more convenient
tourist and travel information or assistance had a score of 3.92. The average score of the real time IoT was significantly different
between Thai and foreign tourists (Table 2).
Table 2: Confirmatory factor analysis, descriptive and ANOVA analysis
Thai Tourists
Foreign Tourists
All Tourists
Factor
Factor / Item
Loading
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
0.906
4.26
.637
4.16
.680
4.22
.659
Reliability (CR = 0.777, AVE = 0.525)
Tourism service providers have websites
0.690
4.29
.754
4.31
.850
4.30
.800
to provide correct information.
Tourism service providers have websites
to provide complete information and
0.680
4.24
.774
4.13
.876
4.19
.824
pictures.
Tourism service providers have web
channels to make reservation or other
0.639
4.22
.805
4.07
.856
4.15
.832
tourism services.
Tourism service providers use reliable
technology on website to provide
0.712
4.31
.729
4.13
.876
4.22
.805
tourism services.
Accessibility (CR = 0.792, AVE =
0.863
4.29
.676
3.65
.861
3.98
.833
0.562)
Tourism service providers provide
contact information on website e.g.
0.680
4.44
.702
4.12
.965
4.29
.851
email, Facebook, telephone number.
Tourism service providers have mobile
applications to provide online services at
0.850
4.26
.903
3.46
1.157
3.88
1.105
any time.
Tourism service providers use other
online channels to contact their
0.707
4.16
.792
3.31
1.103
3.76
1.042
customers e.g. Facebook Twitter.
**
Sig < .05
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.314

.140
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Table 2: Confirmatory factor analysis, descriptive and ANOVA analysis
Thai Tourists
Foreign Tourists
All Tourists
Factor
Factor / Item
Loading Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
Responsiveness (CR = 0.815, AVE =
0.912
4.22
.816
3.78
.779
4.01
.827
0.596)
Tourism service providers reply user
question via online channels
0.714
4.21
.912
3.87
.937
4.05
.939
responsively.
Tourism service providers assist users
0.751
4.21
.925
3.71
1.015
3.97
.998
via online channels immediately.
Tourism service providers use a variety
of online channels to provide service to
0.844
4.24
.812
3.69
1.004
3.98
.948
solve user problems faster e.g. website,
Facebook.
Ease of Use With Multichannel (CR =
0.849
4.33
.708
3.99
.848
4.17
.794
0.853, AVE = 0.659)
Website of tourism service providers
was designed for users to search
information easily with a variety of
0.804
4.34
.766
3.99
.980
4.18
.890
digital equipment e.g. Notebook,
Smartphone.
Website structure of tourism service
providers was designed for users to
make transaction easily with variety of
0.823
4.31
.787
3.88
.989
4.11
.913
digital equipment e.g. Notebook,
Smartphone.
Website of tourism service providers
uses a well-organized structure for users
0.807
4.34
.764
4.06
.944
4.21
.864
to enact a transaction easily with the
least amount of effort.
0.675
4.59
.588
4.30
.645
4.45
.632
Security (CR = 0.714, AVE = 0.515)
E-tourism is low risk of transaction
embezzlement via a variety of online
0.729
4.57
.769
3.89
.835
4.25
.869
channels.
Online tourist service channels must use
0.655
4.58
.635
4.39
.756
4.49
.701
reliable secure technology.
Tourist service providers must keep
0.627
4.63
.650
4.54
.785
4.58
.717
users privacy.
0.868
4.30
.709
3.97
.656
4.14
.702
Trust (CR = 0.823, AVE = 0.608)
Tourist service providers can solve
customer problems via a variety of
0.769
4.28
.787
4.02
.890
4.16
.845
online channels.
Tourist service providers can provide
reliable tourism service via a variety of
0.783
4.31
.795
3.96
.811
4.14
.819
online channels.
Tourist service providers are willing to
assist online users via a variety of online
0.783
4.31
.830
3.89
.758
4.11
.822
channels.
**
Sig < .05
Table 2: Confirmatory factor analysis, descriptive and ANOVA analysis
Factors / Items
Tangibility (CR = 0.745, AVE =
0.533)
Websites of tourist service providers
demonstrate information of services
and products via a variety of online

Factor
Loading

Thai Tourist
Mean
S.D.

Foreign Tourist
Mean
S.D.

All Tourist
Mean
S.D.

Sig.
.000**
.002**
.000**

.000**

.000**

.001**

.000**

.010**
.000**
.000**
.025**
.290
.000**
.014**

.001**

.000**

Sig.

0.917

4.11

.745

3.86

.734

3.99

.750

.004**

0.716

4.31

.786

3.97

.799

4.15

.809

.001**
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channels clearly.
Websites of tourist service providers
have pictures, video, and 3D pictures
to demonstrate services and products
via a variety of online channels clearly.
Websites of tourist service providers
provide information about traveling
packages which respond to customers’
needs.
Real Time IoT (CR = 0.806, AVE =
0.580)
Tourist service providers use Internet
of things technology to link with
digital devices of tourists for providing
travel and transportation information or
assistance e.g. putting a sensor in
tourist’s luggage that can be tracked
where it is via an application on a
smartphone.
Tourist service providers use Internet
of things technology to link with
digital devices of tourists for making
transactions or services more
convenient e.g. tourist can open a hotel
room with his/her smartphone in which
an interactive key has been
downloaded.
Internet of things technology
infrastructure of Thai government /
private sectors is available to link with
digital devices of tourists for providing
information, making service
transactions, and requesting for
assistance more conveniently e.g. A
tourist is reminded if he/she is late for
boarding and a map guides him/her to
the gate from his/her smartphone.
**
Sig < .05

0.698

3.91

.941

3.61

1.070

3.77

1.014

.013**

0.688

4.14

.858

3.95

.884

4.05

.874

.088

0.757

4.03

.872

3.55

.944

3.80

.937

.000**

0.747

3.96

1.007

3.54

1.160

3.76

1.101

.001**

0.788

4.04

.936

3.38

1.154

3.73

1.095

.000**

0.744

4.09

.971

3.74

1.128

3.92

1.061

.008**

Path analysis was conducted to determine the impact of multichannel factors on cognitive image. Table 3 showed that reliability
and real-time IoT have the greatest impact on cognitive and affective image. Ease of use of multichannel has positive impact on
affective image. Accessibility has negative impact on cognitive and affective image. Security has negative impact on enhancing
affective image.
Table 3: Impact of Multichannel Service Quality on Cognitive and Affective Image
Cognitive Image
Affective Image
Factor
Coefficient
Sig.
Coefficient
Sig.
Reliability
.613
.010**
.437
.000**
Accessibility
-.117
.002**
-.548
.000**
Responsiveness
.928
.354
.066
.468
Ease of Use With Multichannel
.538
.591
.361
.005**
Security
-1.183
.238
-.443
.001**
Trust
1.300
.195
.068
.713
Tangibility
-.796
.427
.054
.780
Real Time IoT
.526
.000**
.269
.002**
**
Sig < .01
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This study has expanded the research on the quality of electronic tourism of Thailand using multiple channels including websites,
Facebook, Twitter, smartphones, and the Internet of Things. According to the analysis of the factors of electronic tourism based on
the survey from Thai and foreign tourists, the service quality of multichannel E-tourism comprises 8 factors: tangibility,
responsiveness, reliability, trust, accessibility, ease of use, real time IoT, and security. The results of the study showed that the
tourists considered the service quality via the Internet of Things technology important because of immediate responsiveness
through devices and applications. The Internet of Things is a key factor in the quality of electronic tourism that Thai tourism
entrepreneurs need to focus on.
For the quality of the electronic tourism service, security is the top priority. This means that channels of online travel service need
to have a reliable security technology. The personal data of the users and travel transactions through online channels must have no
risk of fraud. The study also confirmed the similar results of past studies that security quality plays an important role in the
creation of e-service quality.
Tourists concentrate on the importance of reliability of information, which is the next priority including websites of service
providers and technologies. Thai and foreign tourists’ emphasis this factor is important, particularly the reliability of the information
on the websites of tourist service providers.Ease of use with all channels is another important factor including access to websites
and travel transactions via digital channels. Thai and foreign tourists rated the reliability of the information on the websites of
tourist service providers as critical. This factor is important as it has major impact on cognitive image creation.
The score for trust supports previous studies for both the reliability of electronic service providers and the problem-solving ability
for customers to use the services through online channels. The tourists highly rated the importance of accessibility to information
that enables the users to contact the travel service providers on the websites including emails or Facebook. They did not give much
priority to other online channels for public relations and contact to customers through social media. Foreign tourists gave the lowest
scores on this factor.
Similarly, the tourists viewed the quality of service tangibility including giving the clear information through channels and
information on travel packages responding to the need of customers as very necessary. Having pictures, videos and 3D images to
show the services and products relevant to tourism via online channels was less important.
Relating to the IoT technology connecting devices to receive information immediately, foreign tourists considered the quality of
this aspect in Thailand relatively very low compared to the other quality factors. This can be because the country has just initially
employed IoT. The creation of smart destination probably will take a very long time to develop IoT to improve the quality of Thai
electronic tourism in the future as this factor have impact on cognitive creation.
Future research may expand the scope of electronic service quality through multiple electronic service channels related to specific
tourist destinations such as Phuket. It may include research on the service quality of each electronic channel in order to improve the
channels for further quality development.
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ABSTRACT
IT firms have grown in economic importance in the last few decades. It is the interest of both practitioners and researchers
across a range of business management and information system disciplines. Having conducted a systemic literature review, we
proposed a new conceptual definition and conceptual frameworks which together provides a deeper understanding of the
essence of “IT firms”. The definition we proposed of IT firm offers a way forward for identification of IT firms with increased
understanding and a clear boundary. The conceptual framework synthesized the characteristic dimensions of IT firms. It not
only improves current understanding of IT firms but also provides a solid foundation for further studies of IT firms. The types
of IT firms developed in this paper offers a means of classifying different IT firms. The IT firm development framework in
relation to innovation focus and improvisational capabilities not only advances understanding about IT firms, but also provides
further research opportunities towards empirical testing and knowledge building. The insights discovered in the paper are also
useful for business practitioners in strategy and consulting. The frameworks provide useful knowledge and advice for IT firms
within the industry.
Keywords: IT firm innovation, types of IT firms, IT firm definition, conceptualisation of IT firm, improvisational capabilities
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
In the recent decades, information technology (IT) firms have taken center stage in our modern economies. IT firms have
become the driver of economic growth, created innovative products and changed the way we live our lives (Paul and Gupta,
2014). IT firms also have a direct and/or indirect influence on other firms due to their nature and integration into other
industries’ environments (Breznik & Lahovnik, 2012). The importance of IT firms is evident in the wide coverage they receive
in the mass media as well as academic and business publications. However, despite the importance of IT firms in our economy,
we still lack a deep and up-to-date understanding of what an IT firm is in our fast-changing world.
The aim of this paper is to examine the nature of IT firms and provide a deeper understanding that capture the essence of IT
firms. There are a number of grounds for believing that this systemic literature review is both necessary and timely. Currently,
there is no widely accepted comprehensive definition of what an IT firm is both in literature and in practice. The very few
definitions appeared in the literature are based on vague undefined constructs or on a single perspective that actually include
some non IT firms and left out other IT firms (Lee et al., 2015; Pollach, 2011). There is also a lack of agreement in the
literature about specific criteria to be used in deciding which firms should be categorized as an IT firm. In addition, there is
inadequacy in cohesive understanding about the nature of IT firms. Due to the digital disruption in the recent years, the nature
of IT firms has evolved as well. The previous identification of IT firms using industry product classification is no longer
adequate to capture the full essence and different types of IT firms. For example, Uber would be classified under the taxi
industry, but very few would disagree that Uber is also an IT firm. (Canace, 2014; Findikoglu & Watson䇲㻹 㼍㼚㼔㼑㼕㼙㻘㻌㻞㻜㻝㻡㻕.
The lack of a deeper understanding of IT firms hinders research advancements (Locke & Golden-Biddle, 1997). Confusion
about the nature of IT firms and lack of an up-to-date, commonly accepted definition interferes with the appearance of a
common research language, thus making it difficult for researchers to build upon the work of others (Grinstein & Goldman,
2006). Also, better understanding of the different types of IT firms and factors influencing them would allow researchers to
better scope their studies. In addition, the lack of a clear concept and deeper understanding hinders government efforts to
support IT firms, and impede the attempt of consulting and investment firms to properly benchmark and assess the risks of
different types of IT firms.
Given the importance of IT firms and the problems with lack of deeper understanding, this paper is motivated by the need for a
comprehensive and integrated definition of IT firms, and a conceptual framework that captures the essence of IT firms. Our
research question is “What is the nature of IT firms?”. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
the methodology employed. Section 3 presents the synthesized conceptual frameworks showing and discussing the key
characteristics of IT firms and the insights about different types of IT firms, as well as presenting the new definition of IT
firms. Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses the contributions and limitations.
METHODOLOGY
In order to identify the recurring attributes and reveal the underlying characteristics of IT firms, we conducted a systemic
literature review and analysis. The main aim of the systemic literature review is to define “IT firm” and to propose a
conceptual framework to provide insights about the nature of IT firms. We followed a three phase process of systemic
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literature review approach, which is widely used in the IS field (Cumbie et al., 2005; Palvia et al., 2015). Phase 1 involves the
accumulation of a representative pool of IT firm articles. Phase 2 involves the classification of articles, and Phase 3 involves a
thorough review and synthesis of the data into an appropriate framework. In the following, we will introduce the detailed
approach on each stage of the process.
Phase 1 Article Selection
We conducted literature search from business and information technology databases. The databases used include Web of
Science, Scopus, Business Source Complete and Emerald Insight. We used key words such as "IT firm", “IT company”,
"information technology firm”, "information technology company”, “high tech firm”, “high tech company”, “IT startup” and
“Information Technology startup” individually. Initially, 1248 articles were retrieved from the database searches. We then
compared the retrieved articles from different databases and removed the duplication. Around 600 articles were left after the
duplicates were removed. After that, we analyzed the article titles, abstracts, and introductions of the remaining papers to
determine whether it should be included in our data analysis. Our inclusion criteria constitute all articles where the studies are
about or closely related to IT firms. We also included articles that used IT firms as their sample even though the actual study is
not about IT firms.
After satisfying the inclusion criteria, we then applied the exclusion criteria to the remaining papers, to remove papers that
only mentioned IT firms in less than a couple of sentences without any further explanation as these papers are of little
analytical value. In addition, we have removed papers that we do not have full text English access. Less than 200 papers were
left at this stage, to which we then removed articles that focused on information technology but not at firm level, such as IT
technology itself or IT personnel at individual levels. Only articles regarding IT at firm levels are the focus of our research. To
ensure reliability, we have employed an independent person to follow the same selection process which resulted 2%
differences. The differences were then reconciled by discussion. Finally, 119 journal articles were selected from various
research fields to be relevant for our study.
Phase 2 Classification
The articles have been initially classified into 2 categories due the nature of the articles. For the first category of articles, the
topics of research are about IT firms or closely related to IT firms. While the IT firms are not the focus of the study for the
second category of articles, these studies have used IT firms as their sample for the research. Furthermore, we extracted and
analyzed all existing definitions of IT firms that appeared in the literature.
Phase 3 Review and Synthesis
In order to develop a comprehensive and integrated definition of IT firms and reveal the underlying characteristics of IT firms,
we used content analysis of relevant literature. Content analysis allows the researchers to includes large amounts of textural
data and then systematically mines, make inferences and identifies common shared properties regarding the phenomenon of
interests (Holsti, 1969; Krippendorff, 2004; Al-Debei & Avison, 2010). The use of content analysis is appropriate in this
research given that the data source is the existing body of literature on IT firms. In this study, we used a qualitative approach to
content analysis (Altheide, 1996; , Bryman, 2015) by allowing themes to emerge by reviewing the text. We examined the
written text carefully to seek themes that emerged from the literature. From this analytical course of action, we identified five
common characteristics of IT firms as well as three distinct type of IT firms. To infer a general definition of IT firms, we used
the collected information as guidelines to synthesize the knowledge of IT firms into a comprehensive and integrated definition.
This approach we have followed is commonly used for systemic literature reviews (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Baregheh et al.,
2009).
SYNTHESIZED FRAMEWORK OF IT FIRMS
In this section we present the synthesized conceptual framework showing and discussing in detail the key dimensions of IT
firms as well as suggesting the new definition of an IT firm. In addition, we provide insights about different types of IT firms
and the IT Firm Development Framework.
Common Characteristics of IT firms
The use of content analysis of the relevant literature facilitates the construction of a conceptual framework that classified the
common characteristics of IT firms into external and internal dimensions with five sub clusters briefly described in the figure
below (See Figure 1). Competitiveness and a turbulent business environment are the key characteristics that distinguishes IT
firms from other traditional firms in terms of external business operating environment. The internal dimension of IT firm’s
characteristics is concerned with the innovation, intellectual property and knowledge intensive IT human capital. The details
are discussed below.
Turbulent Business
Environment

Innovation

Knowledge Intensive
IT Human Capital

Competitiveness

Intellectual Property

External

Internal

Figure 1: Common Characteristics of IT Firms
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Turbulent Business Environment
A distinctive characteristic of IT firms revealed from the literature analysis is the turbulent business operating environment. IT
firms operate in much more turbulent business environments compared to other traditional firms. IT firms belong to the
knowledge-based economy in which unpredictable and rapidly changing environment is the norm, and knowledge, creativity,
and innovation play an ever-increasing role in generating and sustaining growth (Ramayah, 2010; Cisco & LIW, 2015).
“One of the most predictable things about today’s business world is its unpredictability. ... To achieve that position in such a
competitive and rapidly changing market such as technology is perhaps even more remarkable . . .” C1-25 (Cisco & LIW,
2015).
This is quite different to firms that operate in a traditional business environment. The traditional businesses operate in much
more predictable environments in which the focus is on prediction and optimization-based efficiencies (Singh, 2010).
Information systems are used in the traditional businesses for achieving the strategic alignment with organizational goals using
pre-defined ‘best practices’. The assumption is that these ‘best practices’ retain their effectiveness over time due to the more
stable environment and certainty regarding future markets (Singh, 2010; Chen, 2010; Tak & Lim, 2008).
In contrast to the traditional firms, the increasing turbulent operation environment of IT firms is characterized by high levels of
uncertainty and an inability to predict the future (Almeida, 2008). The use of best practices in the information and control
systems with pre-defined goals may not necessarily achieve long-term organizational success (Singh, 2010). The increasing
turbulent environment of IT firms challenges the assumptions underlying the ‘accepted way of doing things’. IT firms need the
capability to understand the problems afresh given the changing environmental conditions. The focus is not only on finding the
right answers but on finding the right questions. This turbulent environment is contrasted from the traditional stable
environment by its emphasis on ‘doing the right thing’ rather than ‘doing things right’ (Singh, 2010; Andriole, 2010; Huang,
2009).
“Couple this with a marketplace that continues to evolve rapidly as technology changes and advances, an ever-expanding
menu of IT offerings, options and services, and increased customer demand for superior quality products and services in
shorter time frames, and it becomes clear that matters are not getting any easier for the small IT provider.” C2-31 (Swinarski et
al., 2012)
“IT are characterized by technical and market-based uncertainty. Technical uncertainty arises due to concerns about the
feasibility of the new technology, and market uncertainty arises from the lack of knowledge about whether customers will
ultimately prefer the product . . .” C1-05 (Banker et al., 2011)
A few existing literatures investigated the persistence and change in the industry leading IT firms as well as how and why
certain IT firms thrive in the dynamic environments of rapid technological change while other firms do not (Gemser et al.,
2006; Chen, 2010; Cisco & LIW, 2015; Swinarski et al., 2012; Almeida, 2008). To keep pace with the pathway to success in
the rapidly-changing and competitive environment, IT firms must build or acquire new capabilities and then leverage these to
ensure long-term survival (Almeida, 2008).
Competitiveness
Competitiveness is another characteristic that comes to light from our literature review. IT firms are facing higher competition
compared to other firms. There are major international players as well as local players. Globalization has accelerated
competition among IT firms, which has caused them to compete not only with local rivals but also with global competitors
(Kang et al., 2014).
“No longer shielded from the global marketplace, small IT providers must contend with competition from overseas companies.
Further, this competition is not limited to contract programming. Global players are now involved in higher IT functions and
consulting opportunities, including system design, systems integration, and contract management.” C2-31 (Swinarski et al.,
2012)
The fast pace of technological change can lead to the development of new products that pose a threat to existing products
(Banker et al., 2011). How to respond appropriately to the potential threat posed by new entrants is a common dilemma facing
incumbent IT firms. While this threat exists for all incumbent firms, it is more pronounced in the IT firms due to faster
technological change, shorter product life cycles, low cost of entry, as well as both technical and market uncertainty
surrounding new innovation (Banker et al., 2011; Sang-Yong Tom, 2006; Ackroyd, 1995; Huang, 2009).
“While existing capabilities provide the basis for a firm’s current competitive position, without renewal, these same
capabilities will soon become rigidities that will constrain a firm’s future ability to compete. Therefore, firms need to revitalize
their operations by changing the scope of their business, their competitive approaches, or both.” C1-384 (Huang, 2009)
“IT industries portray characteristics of intense rivalries, constantly evolving strategies, instant imitators and few barriers to
entry . . .” C2-02 (Almeida, 2008)
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The low cost of entry in IT industries makes it easier for start-ups with intellectual capital to emerge as industry leaders in a
short time (Banker et al., 2011; Zhu & Qian, 2015). The rapid technological changes coupled with low start-up costs facilitate
the flourish of start-up IT firms that try to build business models around new technologies. All IT firms needs to be constantly
aware of the emerging technology landscape as well as the shifting consumer preferences to stay competitive (Banker et al.,
2011; Globerman et al., 2005; Canace, 2014; Zhu & Qian, 2015). With the increasing competitive landscape, no firms are safe.
The leading IT firms of the yesterdays can quickly get overtaken by the star firms of today. The leading IT firms of today can
quickly get overtaken by the rising stars of tomorrow (Kang et al., 2014; Findikoglu & Watson䇲㻹 㼍㼚㼔㼑㼕㼙㻘㻌㻞㻜㻝㻡; Ovidiu-Iliuta,
2014).
“Firms today need to be fast growing, efficient, flexible, adaptable and future-ready to secure and maintain a dominant market
position. Without these qualities, it is virtually impossible to be competitive . . .” C1-13 (Canace, 2014)
“Rapidly changing technological trends intensified the competition among technology firms, and the ability to fulfill complex
and innovative technology requirements of the customers became increasingly important . . .” C1-29 (Findikoglu &
Watson䇲㻹 㼍㼚㼔㼑㼕㼙㻘㻌㻞㻜㻝㻡㻕
Innovation
It is evident from our literature pool that innovation has been increasingly seen as the most critical competitive advantage of IT
firms (Wang et al., 2012). In the IT industry, there is a clear difference in relation to firm performance between firms that
innovate and those that do not. Developing a sound innovation strategy is an important part of strategic management in any
firm, but especially for IT firms, since IT product life cycles are shorter and the industry competitive environment is more
dynamic compared to the more stable traditional industries (Ramayah, 2010, Chen, 2004). Knowledge-intensive businesses
such as IT firms are seen as the enablers of innovation, and the innovative efforts in these firms are different than those in
traditional firms due to the knowledge-intensive nature of these firms (Jha & Bose, 2015).
“There is a clear difference in terms of organizational performance between firms that innovate and those that do not. The
advantages of product innovation are numerous and have been well acknowledged empirically by numerous studies . . .” C162 (Ramayah, 2010)
Porter (1996) defines innovation as an attempt to create competitive advantage by perceiving or discovering new and better
ways of competing in an industry and bringing them to the market. Innovation leads to the creation of new markets, as well as
new and improved products in order to achieve growth, better performance and sustainable competitive positions (Ramayah,
2010).
Innovation process has been tackled by some studies within the IT firm literature. Both Research and Development (R&D) and
acquisition strategies are commonly pursued by firms in the IT industry (Banker et al., 2011). Empirical studies have found
that more diversified IT firms are more likely to innovate through acquisitions than from R&D (Banker et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, the importance of an IT firm’s R&D has also been well documented. R&D helps IT firms to develop the
absorptive capacity to generate new knowledge and in turn identifies the potential opportunities to fill the gaps in the industry
positioning map, such as new customer segments, new customer needs, or new production methods (Hwang et al., 2013; Chen,
2004). In addition, the nature of innovation in IT firms are systemically shifting from hardware to software. (Arora et al.,
2013). Given the importance of innovation to IT firms, more research is needed to develop deeper understanding of IT firm’s
innovation process.
Intellectual Property
Intellectual property is a crucial strategic asset in the rapid technological development of IT firms. The world of intellectual
property organization defines intellectual property as the creations of the mind; inventions; literary and artistic works; and
symbols, names and images used in commerce. Patent, trade mark, copyright and design rights are all part of intellectual
property (Halpern and Johnson, 2014). For IT firms, patent is the most important type of intellectual property. Patents owned
by a firm represent the output of its research efforts and the codified knowledge that it has created during the inventive process.
Strategic patenting is particularly important in cumulative technologies like semiconductors, software, and business methods
(Dibiaggio et al., 2014).
“Most new software and Internet services companies pay little or no dividends, do not place much emphasis on profits, and
invest mainly in intellectual capital rather than physical assets . . .” C1-23 (Cusumano, 2012)
“Patent data are commonly used to elucidate inventive capabilities, especially in the semiconductor industry … Although
certain firms do not protect their inventions through patents, in the semiconductor industry, patenting is a vital part of
maintaining technological competitiveness. Semiconductor firms sell products embedded with hundreds, if not thousands, of
patented inventions. . .” C1-24 (Dibiaggio et al., 2014)
A number of researchers used patent statistics to analyze IT firms’ technological competencies and to analyze their knowledge
base characteristics (Dibiaggio et al., 2014; Cho, 2009b; Silvola, 2006; Lee et al., 2015). Studies that examined the differential
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effects of patents from various sources found that patents by internal R&D boosted sales, profits, and corporate value (Lee et
al., 2015). Also, the host country’s property rights protection is an influencing factor on IT firm’s international acquisition
performance (Zhu & Qian, 2015).
Knowledge Intensive IT Human Capital
Another characteristic of IT firm that arose from our literature review is the knowledge intensive IT human capital. Human
capital represents the combined knowledge, skill, innovativeness and capabilities of the firm’s individual employees. Human
capital is the critical asset in the knowledge era of IT firms (Kamath, 2008; Cooke & Huang, 2011). IT firms are composed of
a mix of IT, methodology, and personnel to bring valuable solutions to customers by “high-knowledge people” (Cho, 2009a).
People are key success factors in IT firms because the experience, motivation, and knowledge of employees define the quality
of solutions (Cho, 2009a; Ramayah, 2010; Singh, 2010).
“IT firms rely on tacit knowledge-based resources such as employee talents, ideas and expertise rather than on physical
assets…” C2-02 (Almeida, 2008)
“Decades ago, businesses generated value through tangible assets, such as building and equipment. In our more knowledgebased economy, businesses are likely to generate much of their value through differentiating themselves by using intangible
assets. Human capital constitutes a key intangible asset.” C2-01 (Abraham, 2015)
According to resource based view (Barney, 2001), firm resources include all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm
attributes, information, knowledge, etc., controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that
improve the firm’s efficiency and effectiveness (Barney, 2001; Rugman & Verbeke, 2002). Besides tangible resources,
intangible resources such as skill, competency and expertise are also important. It is widely accepted that intangible assets are
the major drivers of corporate value and growth for IT firms (Kamath, 2008; Zhu & Qian, 2015; Dibiaggio et al., 2014).
Bharadwaj (2000) adopted resource based view in the IS domain and considered human IT resources as one of the IS assets. IT
human capital include people with both technical IT skills, such as programming, systems analysis and design, and people with
managerial IT skills, such as the effective management of IS functions, and project management skills (Bharadwaj, 2000;
Wade & Hulland, 2004).
In the existing literature, many have researched into how IT firms can attract employee talents. Early studies investigated the
best human resource management practices for retaining IT experts and showed that satisfaction with a respectful and
stimulating work environment; satisfaction with training and development; satisfaction with innovative benefits and
satisfaction with incentive compensation significantly increase functional retention of employees in firms (Abraham, 2015).
Others found ‘employer brand’ has become one of the most popular ways to manage highly qualified IT employees in the
conditions of ‘war for talent’ (Kucherov & Zamulin, 2016).
Types of IT Firms
In this section, we discuss the three types of IT firms identified from the literature analysis, their characteristics and differences.
Also, we will discuss the movements between different types of firms and recommendations on improvements in terms of
innovation and improvisational capabilities. The 119 articles of IT firms are classified into two broad categories (See Appendix
1). The first category covers the majority of the journal articles analyzed. This includes articles such as “Innovation in IT firms:
An investigation of intramural and extramural R&D activities and their impact” (Jha & Bose, 2015), where topics and/or
problems of the research papers are about or closely related to IT firms. The first category of articles are very useful in
identifying the recurring attributes and reveal the underlying characteristics of IT firms.
The second category includes articles where the topic of research is not about IT firms, but IT firms are used as their sample.
For example, “Chinese Employees Negotiating Differing Conflict Management Expectations in a U.S.-Based Multinational
Corporation Subsidiary in Southwest China” (Deng, 2014). The second category of articles also provided good sources of
different types of IT firms as well as explicit and implied definitions of IT firms. Three broad types of IT firms emerged from
the literature analysis based on the nature of the firm’s main products or services (See Table 1).

Type I
IT hardware product producer
Example: Dell, Nokia, Acer, Intel,
Sony, Samsung and Taiwan
Semiconductor
C1 - 23 *
C2 - 5 *

Table 1: Types of IT Firm
Type II
IT software and professional
service provider
Example: Microsoft, CGI, Oracle,
SAP and Symantec
C1- 39 *
C2 - 25 *

Type III
IT enabled service provider
Example: Uber, Airbnb, Amazon,
Facebook and Twitter
C1 - 11 *
C2 - 6 *

*C1 refers to the number of articles where the studies are about or closely related to IT firms. C2 refers to the number of
articles that are not about IT firms but used IT firm as their sample
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Type I IT Hardware Product Producer
The first type of IT firm that emerged from our analysis is the IT hardware product producer. Type I IT firms are mainly
concerned with the production and/or manufacture of IT hardware products such as desktop and laptop PCs, tablet computers,
servers, storage devices, smartphones, component of IT devices, etc. (Lee et al., 2015; Dibiaggio et al., 2014; Guo, 2014; Park
& Lee, 2014).
“Some of these firms are computer manufacturers like IBM, Compaq and Hewlett- Packard . . .” C1-74 (Viardot, 2000)
“That Japanese hardware manufacturers will face increasing challenges due to the rising importance of embedded software in
IT hardware products . . .” C1-04 (Arora et al., 2013)
Examples of Type I IT firms include Dell, Nokia, Sharp, Acer, Intel, Sony, Samsung Electronics and Taiwan Semiconductor
(Lee et al., 2015; Findikoglu & Watson䇲㻹 㼍㼚㼔㼑㼕㼙㻘㻌㻞㻜㻝㻡㻕. Although a number of researches recognize IT hardware product
producer as a distinct type of IT firm (Viardot, 2000; Arora et al., 2013), very few research has actually investigated Type I IT
firms. The existing studies on Type I IT firms are interested in technology assimilation and inventive performances. It was
found from empirical research that effectiveness of technology assimilation is significantly higher when multidisciplinary and
multifunctional teams are involved (Wong, 1998). In addition, organizational structure that encourages communication,
networking and flexibility brought about by modern information technologies are shown to be important in achieving the right
conditions for effective technology assimilation of Type I IT firms (Wong, 1998). Studies of Type I IT firms have also shown
that complementarity and substitutability of knowledge elements are key determinants of the firm's inventive performance. The
overall level of complementarity (substitutability) between knowledge components positively (negatively) contributes to firms’
inventive performance. A relatively high level of substitutability (complementarity) positively (negatively) contributes to
explorative inventions (Dibiaggio et al., 2014)
Type II IT Software and Professional Service Provider
The second type of IT firms that appeared from our data analysis is IT software and professional services providers. Type II IT
firms provide their clients with a diverse range of IT services, ranging from simple support and maintenance projects to more
complex custom software development (Feuerstein, 2013; Biancolino et al., 2013). IT firms of this type tend to be both
knowledge-based and labor intensive (Huber, 2013; Feuerstein, 2013). Examples of the Type II IT firms include Microsoft,
CGI, Oracle, SAP and Symantec.
“Although the largest global providers remain Western companies such as IBM or Accenture, Indian service providers (e.g.
Wipro, TCS and Infosys) have grown significantly and are able to compete in terms of cost. Accordingly, the ‘global delivery
model’ of Indian service providers constitutes an exemplar for successful offshore outsourcing of IT services for many Western
companies.” C1-28 (Feuerstein, 2013).
“The IT consultants were employed as programmers, systems developers, systems architects and application architects. They
worked on a consultant basis, charging customers per hour for providing them with IT-related services.” C1-61 (Peterson,
2007).
“The market for IT services depends very much on outsourcing and the transfer of IT workers from the client to the IT firm.
This has theoretical and empirical implications for how IT firms manage recruitment, skill development and job security.” C209 (Grimshaw, 2009).
IT software and professional services providers can be further refined by the type of services they provide. However, it is
common for large IT software and professional services firms to provide multiple if not all of the services. Types of IT software
and professional services are shown below (Viardot, 2000; Findikoglu & Watson 䇲㻹 㼍㼚㼔㼑㼕㼙㻘㻌㻞㻜㻝㻡; Kato, 2014) :
Software Development Services: These firms develop software products and solutions for businesses and consumers.
IT Consulting Services: They help client firms to adapt to changes in their operating environments with the use of IT. They
involve business process design, marketing advice, change management, training and re-skilling.
Systems Engineering Services: They assist clients in the design and running of information systems and include capacity
planning, systems management and help desk.
Systems Integration Services: These help client firms to make various information technologies work together to achieve
business solutions and performance. Information technologies encompass very different elements like computer and
communication hardware, operating and applications software, and multimedia technologies.
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Support Services: These are designed to keep technological solutions running. They include hardware and software
maintenance, repair, relocation and replacement. Back-up and business recovery services are also included allowing clients to
carry on working even after a major disaster.
Outsourcing Services: They help client firms to concentrate on their core business. Outsourcing allows clients to hand over all
or part of their information systems under long-term contracts.
Network Services: These enable the clients to enjoy the benefits of network computing and cover services like data network
management, electronic transactions, workgroup applications, hosting and internet connections.
Unlike Type I firms, Type II firms have been studied extensively in the existing literature. Type II firms are most frequently
used as sample IT firms as well. IT outsourcing has been a research focus on existing literature of Type II firms. (Simon, 2011;
Feakins, 2009; Miozzo, 2008; Grimshaw & Miozzo, 2006). Study has shown that the decisions of client companies to
outsource is strongly influenced by both internal (i.e., asset-specificity, size, and internal organization of IT) and external (i.e.,
institutional environment) determinants (Barthélemy, 2005). Also, IT services firms move between countries not only in their
own operations, but also the execution of contracts with client firms. These practices relocate client firms’ outsourcing from
subsidiaries of IT firms within the same national economy to subsidiaries located outside it, in turn facilitating consolidation
and regionalization of business segments of multinational client firms (Miozzo, 2008).
Another area of focus in the literature is the internationalization of Type II IT firms (Paul & Gupta, 2014; Feuerstein, 2013;
Yang & Hsia, 2007). In traditional models such as product life cycle theory, firm internationalization is seen as a gradual
process of capability build-up by which firms slowly accumulate the resources necessary to face foreign market uncertainty
(Paul & Gupta, 2014). However, this is not the case for IT firms, empirical results indicate that IT firm age has no impact on
internationalization. IT firms are “born-global” firms that, apparently, had undergone faster processes of internationalization
than would have been expected for firms of similar size, age, and nature (Paul & Gupta, 2014; Yang & Hsia, 2007)
Other studies have investigated the human resources management of Type II IT firms (Goles et al., 2008; Mathiassen, 2008;
Zampieri, 2004; Blomquist, 2007). As technology advances and the business environment continues to change, a key challenge
facing IT software and service providers is identifying critical skill sets, both today and in the future. Studies have indicated
software and services providers place increasingly more emphasis on business domain and project management skills than on
technical skills (Goles et al., 2008).
Type III IT Enabled Service Provider
The third type of IT firms that surfaced from our analysis is IT enabled service providers. Type III IT firms differs from Type II
IT firms in the fact that the service provided by the third type are not IT professional services, but other services in a variety of
industry. Examples include taxi services in the case of Uber, accommodation services in the case of Airbnb and social media
services such as Facebook and Twitter. However, IT still forms the core competencies of this type of firms. The services Type
III IT firms offer are IT enabled services in which without the key resources of IT infrastructure, personnel and knowledge,
these types of firms would not exist.
“Twitter, along with Facebook and Youtube, represents the rapid growth of Web 2.0 ... has been the fastest growing social
media platform ... ” C1- 80 (Zhu & Qian, 2015).
“Alibaba International and Alibaba China were established in 1998 in Hong Kong and in Hangzhou ... It now has 300,000
visits daily. Alibaba China is a Chinese site for domestic trade . . .” C1-21 (Chung et al., 2013).
Type III IT firms arise from the digital economy. Digital networking and communications infrastructure provide a global
platform where people and organizations can cooperate, communicate, search for and obtain information as much as exchange
digital products and services (Grzunov, 2014). Many recent start-up IT firms fall into this type. Organizations with innovative
ideas of better or even completely new ways of doing business, offering services and sales of tangible and intangible assets
find their place in the sector of internet entrepreneurs (Chung et al., 2013).
“This rather new system mostly relies on information technology (P2P) to empower individuals and other profit and non-profit
organizations with ways of sharing excess capacity in goods, knowledge and services. ... Airbnb.com, as an outstanding
example of the new e-business model, enables individuals to rent their unoccupied living space and other short-term
accommodation to guests . . .” C1-36 (Grzunov, 2014)
Type III IT firms has been largely ignored in the existing literature. Some scholars have recently started to pay more attention
in Type III firms (Tiago et al., 2016; Chae, 2015; Andriole, 2010; Cusumano, 2012). A few articles investigated Type III firms
such as Facebook and Twitter (Cusumano, 2012; Tiago et al., 2016; Chae, 2015). The role of Twitter in supply chain
management has been investigated, and it was found that supply chain tweets are used by different groups of supply chain
professionals and organizations (e.g., news services, IT companies, logistic providers, manufacturers) for information sharing,
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hiring professionals, and communicating with stakeholders (Chae, 2015). Also, Facebook IPO has been studied and factors
that reflect a company’s worth have been explored (Cusumano, 2012).
Innovation and Improvisational Capabilities of Different Types of IT Firms
Even though all IT firms have a strong focus on innovation, different type of IT firms focuses on different types of innovation.
An innovation can be a new product or service, a new production process technology, a new structure or administrative system,
or a new plan or program pertaining to organizational members (Damanpour, 1991). For many years, researchers have
established the importance of demarcating between the types of innovation to better understand innovation strategies as well as
determinants of each innovation category (Downs Jr. & Mohr, 1976; Damanpour, 1991).
Innovation types can be categorized in several ways. Early studies of innovation types had a binary focus in pairs such as
product/process, administrative/technical and radical/incremental (Rowley et al., 2011). In recognition of the increasing
significance for firms managing across the range of different types of innovation, a number of integrative models of innovation
have been proposed (Damanpour, 1991; Trott, 2008; Rowley et al., 2011). A commonly used typology proposed by Trott (2008)
classified innovations into four types: product, process, marketing and organizational innovation.
Product innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or a service). Product innovation
aims to present a new or improved product or service for the customers and customers see the impact of such innovation in the
products or services they receive. Process innovation refers to the implementation of a new or significantly advanced method,
often aimed at improving efficiency or service delivery. Process innovations involve new elements introduced into an
organization's production or service operations-input materials, task specifications, work and information flow mechanisms,
and equipment used to produce a product or render a service. Product and process innovations are considered to be technical
innovations and are related to basic work activities (Damanpour, 1991; Trott, 2008).
Marketing innovation constitutes the introduction of new commercial methods in product design, product access, product
promotion or pricing strategies for new and existing services. Organizational innovation is concerned with new organizational
methods in the firm’s business practices and workplace organization. For example, new mechanisms to improve learning and
knowledge sharing among staff, the integration or disintegration of departments, the introduction of quality management
systems, as well as new education and training schemes would be considered as organizational innovations. Marketing and
organizational innovations are considered to be administrative innovation which involves changes to the social structures of
the firm. Marketing and organizational innovations are more directly related to the firm’s management and are indirectly
related to the basic work activities (Trott, 2008; Damanpour, 1991). In this paper we separate the types of innovation in IT
innovation and business model innovation. We define “IT innovation” to be product and process innovations that are technical
and IT related. We define “business model innovation” to be marketing and organizational innovations that are management
focused, such as a new way of doing business (See figure 2).
Apart from innovation, another key characteristic of IT firms identified earlier was that IT firms operate in a highly turbulent
business environment where an unpredictable, rapidly changing environment is the norm (Ramayah, 2010; Cisco & LIW,
2015). Competitive advantage in the turbulent environments can be based on undertaking reconfiguration better, faster, and
more efficiently than the competition (Ilinitch et al., 1996). As a result, the firm’s improvisational capabilities play an
important role in such business environments. We define improvisational capability as the ability to spontaneously reconfigure
existing resources to build new operational capabilities to address urgent, unpredictable, and novel environmental situations
(Pavlou & El Sawy, 2010).
The three types of IT firms appear to be different in the type of innovation they focus on initially and their level of
improvisational capability. Type I IT firms tend to be high in IT innovation but low in business model innovation. Given the
shorter product cycle and more dynamic industrial environment, IT hardware product manufactures have to constantly
innovate to keep their product up to date ( (Banker et al., 2011; Almeida, 2008). It is not surprising that the Type I IT firms
would be highly focused on technical innovation (Almeida, 2008; Dibiaggio et al., 2014; Banker et al., 2011). On the other
hand, the product manufacturing business model is very mature and therefore little focus is given to business model innovation
such as a new organizational method of business practice or a new way of doing business (Dibiaggio et al., 2014; Ramayah,
2010). Also, Type I IT firms tend to have lower improvisational capabilities compared to Type II and Type III firms. Higher
proportion of assets are invested in longer term fixed assets such as factory and machinery, and as a result it is harder for Type
I firms to reconfigure existing resources in a sudden change of business environment (Arora et al., 2013; Nidumolu et al.,
2009).
Type II IT firms are considered to be intermediate in both IT innovation and business model innovation. These type of firms
provide their clients with a diverse range of IT services, ranging from simple support and maintenance projects to more
complex custom software development (Feuerstein, 2013; Biancolino et al., 2013). Technical IT innovation is an important
part of the business in order to achieve competitive advantage (Swinarski et al., 2012; Biancolino et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2012; James et al., 2013). However, being service orientated firms, Type II firms also put in considerable effort in business
model innovation such as finding new ways to improve knowledge sharing among employees in the company. (Park & Lee,
2014; James et al., 2013; Pandey & Dutta, 2013). Type II firms have better improvisational capabilities than Type I firms,
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because greater portion of their assets are in the form of human capital. It is easier for Type II firms to reconfigure their
resources to respond to the market changes (Grimshaw, 2009; Singh, 2010).

Type of IT Firms
Type I
Type II
Type III

Table 2: Innovation Level and Improvisational Capability of IT Firms
Level of IT Innovation
Level of Business Model Improvisational
Innovation
Capability
High
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Type III firms are more celebrated for their business model innovation. Type III firms differs from Type II firms in terms of the
degree of business model innovation. Type II firms tend to have incremental improvement in their business model, whereas
Type III firms are revolutionary in their business model innovation such as introducing new way of doing business altogether.
(Tiago et al., 2016; Cusumano, 2012; Zhao, 2008). Type III firms such as Twitter, and Facebook tend to use existing IT
technology where the level of IT innovation is medium (Andriole, 2010). Type III IT firms can be considered as focusing more
on business model innovation initially to gain market share. However, Type III firms usually have higher improvisational
capabilities compared to with the other 2 types. Due to the flexible structure of Type III firms, they are better at reconfiguring
existing resources to address new market challenges and capture new market opportunities (Ribeiro Soriano et al., 2012;
Zervas et al., 2014).
The Changing Types and Development of IT Firms
With rapidly changing business environments due to the movements toward globalization and the emergence of new advanced
technologies at a very fast pace, many IT firms find themselves in need of increased flexibility and adaptability to change and
to reinvent themselves. Therefore, it is no surprise that some IT firms have overlapping product/services or change from one
type to another in order to stay competitive (Cisco & LIW, 2015; Arora et al., 2013; Almeida, 2008)
“It is presently undergoing a radical transformation that is somewhat unprecedented in the corporate world. After carving out
such an enviable reputation as a hardware provider, Cisco decided to meet emerging marketplace changes by evolving into a
software and services firm ... ” C1-25 (Cisco & LIW, 2015)
In light of the adaptation from one type of firms to another in order to survive, we propose the following IT firm development
framework that outlines the direction of improvement for the three types of IT firms emerged in the literature (See figure 2
below).
High

Ideal

Type III

Type II
Low

Business Model Innovation

High

Type I

High

Figure 2: IT Firms Development Framework
Ideally, in order to gain maximum competitive advantage in the turbulent external environment, IT firms should be strong in
all three dimensions. Therefore, an IT firm should aim to have high level of IT innovation, high level of business model
innovation, as well as high level of improvisational capabilities. Type I firms need to find ways to be more flexible and
increase their improvisational capabilities and experiment with business model innovation. Type II firms also have room for
improvement in all directions. Type III firms can look into improvement in IT innovation in order to develop core technologies
that is not easily imitated by competitors with similar business models.
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Also, as mentioned previously, the types of IT firms are not strictly clear cut and can sometimes overlap. It is not uncommon
to have firms changing form one type to another or become a hybrid firm encompassing more than one type to stay
competitive. For example, traditional Type III firm such as Amazon is also focusing on IT hardware innovation and develop
product such as Kindle (Striphas, 2010).
New Definition
We gathered existing IT firm definitions through the thorough literature review of the 119 selected journal articles. The text of
each article was examined and definitions extracted. Some articles referred to definitions of IT firms elsewhere rather than
offering their own definition. Ultimately 10 definitions were collected from the literature (See appendix 2). Some existing
definitions simply defines a firm to be an IT firm if they operate in the IT industry (Zhu & Qian, 2015; Canace, 2014; Sueyoshi,
2013; Arora et al., 2013), while many other articles used the term “IT firm” without providing a definition.

Table 3: Existing Definitions and Limitations
Authors
(Lee et al., 2015, Pollach,
2011)

(Zhu & Qian, 2015, Hwang et
al., 2013)

(Ovidiu-Iliuta, 2014)

(Sungsin, 2014, Yen & Lin,
2011, Huang, 2009, Paul &
Gupta, 2014, Kemme et al.,
2014)

(Canace, 2014, Sang-Yong Tom,
2006)

(Sueyoshi, 2013)

(Molla, 2013)

(Arora et al., 2013)

(Ramayah, 2010)

Definitions

Limitations

Companies that have been listed as IT companies on the
‘Forbes Global 2000’

Based on vague, undefined constructs

Companies in the following industry: communication
transmission lines, electronic computers, audio and video
equipment, communications equipment, electronic
components, electrical equipment, telecommunications,
computers and computer peripheral equipment and software,
computer and computer software service, computer
programming services, telecommunications equipment
repair, and computer repair training

Based on an single perspective (industry the firm is
operated in), associated also with firm that are not
IT firm and might exclude other IT firms that do
not belong to the listed industries

Companies identified by the Chamber of Commerce which
are competing in IT market.

Based on vague, undefined constructs

Firms listed on the stock market/stock exchange as IT Firms

Based on vague, undefined constructs

We classify firms in the following industries as IT firms:
computers and office equipment; communications
equipment; electronic components and accessories; scientific
and engineering instruments including laboratory apparatus,
analytical, optical, measuring and controlling instruments;
photographic equipment; computer programming, data
processing and other computer related including software.

Based on an single perspective (industry the firm is
operated in), associated also with firm that are not
IT firm and might exclude other IT firms that do
not belong to the listed industries

Firm in the IT industry, which includes computer,
telecommunications and electrical machinery and
apparatuses firms.

Based on an single perspective (industry the firm is
operated in), associated also with firm that are not
IT firm and might exclude other IT firms that do
not belong to the listed industries

Members of the Australian Information Industry Association
(AIIA). The AIIA is a national organization representing
Australia’s information technology and telecommunications
industry.

Based on vague, undefined constructs

Standard & Poor’s Global Industry Classification Standard
(GICS) classification so that only firms appearing in
‘‘electronics,’’ ‘‘semiconductors,’’ ‘‘IT hardware,’’
and ‘‘IT software and services’’ categories are considered IT
Firm

Based on an single perspective (industry the firm is
operated in), associated also with firm that are not
IT firm and might exclude other IT firms that do
not belong to the listed industries

This study focuses on ICT firms in the software sector in
Malaysia. The ICT industry in Malaysia consists of three
major sub-sectors, namely:
1. computer and computer peripherals and data storage
devices;
2. telecommunications equipment/devices; and
3. the software development sector (Malaysian Industrial
Development Authority, 2004).

Based on an single perspective (industry the firm is
operated in), associated also with firm that are not
IT firm and might exclude other IT firms that do
not belong to the listed industries
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(Silvola, 2006)

We define high-tech firms by their R&D intensity. In
addition, we define software industry as a special type of
R&D-intensive firm

non-exclusive, based on a single perspective of IT
firm (R & D activities)

We found the existing definitions to be limiting in nature and can create problems in defining IT firms. Most of the definitions
are based on a single perspective (industry the firm is operated in), and can be associated also with firms that are not IT firm
and exclude other IT firms that do not belong to the listed industries. Other definitions are based on vague undefined
constructs. Given the limitations of the existing definitions, we found none of the existing definition being a comprehensive
definition that completely captured the essence of IT firms, even though the existing literature provide fragmented aspects of
IT firms. A new comprehensive and integrated definition of IT firms was developed from the in-depth analysis of the text of
the relevant chosen IT articles.
According to the above analysis, we propose a comprehensive and integrated new definition of IT firm:
An IT firm is a firm where the production and/or the use of information technology form (s) the core competency of the
firm, and IT human capital is a major strategic resource of the firm.
Information technology is defined by the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) as office, computing and accounting
machinery (OCAM) which consists primarily of computers. Information processing equipment (IPE) is also considered part of
IT. IPE includes communication equipment, scientific and engineering instruments, photocopiers and related equipment. In
addition, software and related services are included (Brynjolfsson & Yang, 1996). In short, IT refers to technology, and
essentially hardware, software and telecommunication networks. It is thus both tangible (e.g., servers, personal computers,
routers and network cables) and intangible (e.g., software of all types). IT facilitates the acquisition, processing, storage,
delivery and sharing of information and other digital content (Brynjolfsson & Yang, 1996). Core competency can include
tangible assets as well as intangible skills and know-how possessed by an organization. Core competencies are defined as
“areas where an organization must excel in order to maintain leadership” (Drucker & Drucker, 1994).
Our definition has advantage over existing definitions in several ways. Firstly, existing definitions using a firm’s industry
membership are limiting and can be associated also with firms that are not IT firms and exclude other IT firms that do not
belong to the listed industries. Our definition overcomes the industry limitations since IT firms in any industry can be included.
Secondly, our definition is based on literature with clearly defined constructs compared to other definitions that are based on
vaguely undefined constructs such as stock exchange listings. Thirdly, existing definitions tend to be fragmented and only
describe a single perspective of IT firms, whereas our definition is comprehensive and integrated, capturing the full essence of
IT firms. The conceptual framework and textual definitions, which seek to subsume and supersede earlier definitions,
recognize that a comprehensive and integrated definition of IT firm needs to encompass a number of dimensions of the essence
of an IT firm.
CONCLUSIONS
IT firms have grown in economic importance in the last few decades (Canace, 2014). It is the interest of both practitioners and
researchers across a range of business management and information system disciplines. Having conducted a systemic literature
review, we proposed a new conceptual definition and conceptual frameworks which together summarizes the essence of “IT
firms”.
This study is of both theoretical and practical importance. We have provided a deep understanding of IT firms. The definition
we proposed of IT firm offers a way forward for identification of IT firms with increased understanding and a clear boundary.
The conceptual framework synthesized the characteristic dimensions of IT firms. It not only improves current understanding of
IT firms but also provides a solid foundation for further studies of IT firms. The types of IT firms developed in this paper
offers a means of classifying different IT firms. The IT firm development framework in relation to innovation focus and
improvisational capabilities not only advances understanding about IT firms, but also provide further research opportunities
towards empirical testing and knowledge building. The insights discovered in this paper is also useful for business
practitioners in strategy and consulting. The frameworks provide useful knowledge and advice for IT firms within the industry.
However, there are limitations with this paper. As a conceptual paper, we have developed the textual definitions and
conceptual frameworks from existing theoretical work in a range of disciplines. Further empirical work is needed to validate
the proposed definition and framework in terms of its suitability, usefulness and acceptability across different disciplines.
Although this research has provided some clarification of IT firms, there are many areas for future-related research. The IT
firm innovation process deserves deeper understanding. The relationship between the different characteristics of IT firms also
need further investigation.
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APPENDIX A
Type of Articles
Area of research

Number of articles

Category 1*

Category 2*

Information Systems

35

24

11

Accounting and Finance

4

3

1

Business and Management

50

35

15

Computer Science

6

5

1

Economics

10

7

3

Other

14

6

8

total
119
80
39
*Category 1 refers to articles where the studies are about or closely related to IT firms. Category 2 refers to studies
that are not about IT firms but used IT firm as their sample.
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ABSTRACT
Social media is widely used to build social network to promote product and service brands. It is very important to examine how
people’s online community activities and motivation influence their positive word-of-mouth behavior. In this study, we build a
framework on how music consumers’ consumption experience, consumer online engagement, and consumer online motivation
influence their advocacy behavior. With more than 1000 respondents in a nation-wide survey, we have validated our measures,
tested our model, and confirmed our hypotheses. Furthermore, we have discussed the theoretical and managerial implications.
Finally, the limit of the research and future research are indicated.
Keywords: Consumer online engagement, online motivation, experience, advocacy
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
Most people believe that music makes them feel happy and is an important part of their lives. Studies find that different people
might prefer different genre of music (Levitin, 2006) Researchers have examined many different factors that have related to music
preference, such as personality (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2007; Levitin, 2006; Delsing et al., 2008), emotion Wells &
Hakanen, 1991; Carstensen et al., 2003; Gross & John, 2003; Kreutz et al., 2008), identity and social identity Tekman & Hortacsu,
2002; Te’Neil, 2002; Ter Bogt et al., 2010), functions and uses of music (Schäfer & Sedlmeier, 2009; Ter Bogt et al., 2010), etc.
Recently, some researchers have studied the music congruity effects (North et al., 2016); others have studied consumers’ musical
engagement and the music co-creation impact on business performance (Hollebeek et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2016); still others
have studied the music streaming service with digital distribution (Wlomert & Papies, 2016) Today, internet and social media
plays an important role in people’s daily life, especially in music consumption and even influencing music preference. However,
how those factors under the digital environment (e.g., internet use, social media, and social network structure) are related to
consumers’ music consumption satisfaction, and consumer loyalty need further research attention (Zhang & Liu, 2017) Therefore,
this study explores how people’s music online community activities, music online community motivation, perceived consumption
experience influence their further online behavior such as positive word-of-mouth behavior or loyalty. More specifically, first, the
literature on music preference, the internet and social media impact, and functions/uses of music are reviewed. Second, based on
the socio-emotional selective theory, the theory of media power and media use, and the Bourdieu theory of taste, a research
framework is developed. The framework has two models. The first model is the music preference model which modifies existing
one with five dimensions. The second model is to describing the relationships between the business performance variables such as
consumer music preference, music consumption satisfaction, and consumer loyalty and their driving factors such as internet use,
social media network, personal factors, and social identity. Third, two survey research designs are conducted. Two samples of
music consumers from the US are collected. One sample is from the members who have a membership with a specialized music
radio station (900 respondents), and the other one is from a general public not a specialized music radio station (1066 respondents)
Then, multivariate statistic models have been used to test the hypotheses from the framework. Finally, the results and both
theoretical and business implications have been discussed.

N
Blues
1066/900
Jazz
1066/900
Classical
1066/900
Folk
1066/900
Rock
1066/900
Alternative
1066/900
Heavy Metal
1066/900
Country 1066/900
1-5
Soundtracks
1066/900

Table 1: Music Preference Descriptive Statistics
Min-MAx
Mean1
Mean2
Difference(sig.)
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

3.01
3.01
3.30
2.89
4.13
3.76
2.88
2.73

1-5

4.22
3.46
3.34
4.82
3.98
3.57
1.58
3.33

3.28

0.00
0.00
0.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.70

0.00
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Religious
Pop
Rap/Hip-Hop
Soul/Funk

1066/900
1-5
2.19
1.70
1066/900
1-5
3.64
2.41
1066/900
1-5
3.15
1.65
1066/900
1-5
3.01
3.00
Electronic/Dance
1066/900
1-5
3.18
1.71
Mean1=Mean from Random Population (Average Age=36)
Mean2=Mean Respondents with a music radio station membership (Average Age=62)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00

Table 2: Variable Description
Customer Experience – Customer’s attitude and emotion towards a brand after using it
Customer Online Engagement – Customer’s online community activities
Customer Online Motivation – Customer’s perceived benefits for engaging online community activities
Customer Advocacy (Loyalty) – Customer plays the marketing role (positive W-O-M) for a brand

Figure 1: Confirmatory Factor Analysis with LISREL

Table 3: Goodness of Fit Statistics
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Degrees of Freedom = 149
Minimum Fit Function Chi-Square = 520.20 (P = 0.0)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.049
Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.98
Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) = 0.99
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.99
Incremental Fit Index (IFI) = 0.99
Relative Fit Index (RFI) = 0.98
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.95
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = 0.93

Motivation
᮷ᆇ
᮷
ᆇᇩ

Activity

᮷ᆇᇩ

Advocacy

Satisfaction

Figure 2: Consumer Music Online Community Advocacy Model

Table 4: Empirical Results of Consumer Music Online Community Advocacy Model
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ABSTRACT
Cyberspace security has been one top issue for a society. The Bright Internet (BI) based on the five principles offers a viable
solution. The adoption of BI is important to the implementation of BI. A majority of the previous studies have mainly focused
on access-policy violations and compliance in the past decades, while the extra-role behaviors have obtained insufficient
attentions. Based on the theories of social control and accountability, this study examines the impacts of extra-role behaviors
on BI policy adoption. The research findings have implications for future research and practice.
Keywords: Bright internet policy adoption, Extra-role behaviors, Social control theory, Accountability theory
INTRODUCTION
Information security problem has always been one of the top concerns for a society. In order to solve this problem, a safer
network system, the Bright Internet (BI) that is based on the five principles of origin responsibility, deliverer responsibility,
identifiable anonymity, global collaborative search and privacy protection, was put forward by Lee (2015) . In addition to the
technology aspect, the conceptual framework mainly consists of components of policy and global collaboration (Lee, 2016) .
Therefore, in order to advance the implementation process of BI, it is imperative to improve the adoption of BI policy
mentioned above.
As for the academic research on information security policy (ISP), the extant researches primarily focus on in-role behaviors,
defined as a kind of behaviors specified in security policy lists (Lowry et al., 2014) . Extra-role behaviors, referring to the
security behaviors not specified in the policy lists and not dependent on the use of rewards or punishments to encourage
conduct, have been scarcely researched recently (Hsu et al., 2015) . However, organizational research shows that enhanced
organizational outcomes can be achieved when employees help each other perform their duties well, rather than just
performing their own duties myopically (Van et al., 1994) . And at the same time, Hsu et al. found that both of the in-role and
extra-role security behaviors could improve ISP adoption, which suggest that managers should encourage extra-role security
behaviors to improve security and enhance employees’ connections with their organizations (Hsu et al., 2015) . These
researches indicate the importance of extra-role behaviors for the development of the companies, especially in the context of
information security management. In addition, previous study has found that the social control is the main driver of the
extra-role behaviors (Hsu et al., 2015) . On the other hand, perceived accountability has also been found to significantly
decrease the intention to violate access-policy (Vance et al., 2015) . Behavioral security researchers therefore need to consider
the elements of perceived accountability when investigating the drivers of extra-role behavior.
Based on the analysis above, this study examines the impact of perceived accountability and social control on extra-role
behaviors that may impact BI policy adoption. A scenario-based survey method is used to collect data and validate our research
model. After data analysis using PLS, the research findings will be discussed with implications for future research and practice.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Social control theory (SCT), first proposed by Hirschi, is mainly used to research the extra-role behaviors. It identifies causes
of social behaviors that conform to generally accepted social norms, which has been widely applied in the field of criminology
research (Hirschi, 1950) . Hirschi classified the inhibitors of unwanted behaviors into four types: commitment, attachment,
belief, and involvement (Hirschi, 1950) . Commitment in SCT refers to one’s dedication to his/her role in society. Attachment
refers to employees’ associations with others around them. Belief refers to the extent to which individuals think that
performing certain behaviors is ethically correct. Involvement refers to the time and effort one spends on conventional societal
activities (Hsu et al., 2015) . In the context of BI, we define the involvement as the extent to which users engage in the process
of publicity and promotion of BI policy.
Accountability is a process in which a person has a potential obligation to explain his actions to another party, which has the
right to evaluate his performance according to the observed behaviors (Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994) . Accountability theory
also proposes several mechanisms that increase accountability perceptions, including identifiability, expectation of evaluation,
awareness of monitoring, and social presence (Vance et al., 2013) . Identifiability is a person’s “knowledge that his/her
behaviors could be linked to him/her” and thus reveals his/her true identity (Williams et al., 1981) . Expectation of evaluation
is the belief that one’s performance will be assessed by others according to some normative rules (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999) .
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Monitoring is the process of watching or tracking a user’s activities (Griffith, 1993) . Social presence is the awareness of other
users in the system (Walther, 1992) .
As for the academic research on ISP, previous researches widely investigated the security related in-role behaviors based on
deterrence theory, protection motivation theory and so on, concluding that managers should pay more attention to encourage
employees to comply with the security related policies (Lowry et al., 2014; Bovens, 2010) . Comparing to in-role behaviors,
extra-role behaviors initiatively refer to the positive or prosocial behaviors in a collaborative working environment. Especially,
Griffith (1993) emphasized the necessity of extra-role behaviors in the interdependent context, which has been scarcely
researched in the environment of emerging new technology. Given for the limitation of existing literatures, we would like to
investigate the impact of social control and perceived accountability on extra-role behaviors that may impact BI policy
adoption.
RESEARCH MODEL
In our research context, BI has not been put into effect so far due to the higher adherence to the current internet system,
difficult coordination among the global participants and so on. Therefore, uncertainty and interdependence are significant
features of BI. Correspondingly, extra-role behaviors in our context could include preferring to conducting the highly uncertain
tasks (i. e., initiative) and performing altruistic behaviors to aid others (i. e., helping).
We argue that social control could boost the extra-role behaviors from the perspective of commitment (Wiener, 1982; Scholl,
1981; Mowday et al., 1979) , attachment (Dyne et al., 1994) , internalized belief and involvement based on SCT (Irvin &
Stansbury, 2004; Allen & Meyer, 1990) . According to the same logic, we expect that accountability related to organizational
security is positively associated with extra-role security behaviors towards BI policy through identifiability, expectation of
evaluation (Hochwarter et al., 2007; Sedikides et al., 2002; Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Geen, 1991) , awareness of monitoring
(Vance et al., 2015; Bond & Titus, 1983) and social presence based on accountability theory (Robert et al., 1991; Guerin,
1986; Bond & Titus, 1983) .
According to SCT and accountability theory, we argue that the relationship between involvement and expectation of evaluation
could be interactive with each other (Hsu et al., 2015) ; We also propose that the user’s prosocial behaviors could be improved
due to the increasing level of social presence, especially with the existence of his intimate relatives (Vance et al., 2013; Walther,
1992) . Individuals who have strong beliefs are more likely to generate favorable attitudes toward extra-role behaviors,
especially when being monitored, because they want to present their internalized belief by means of being observed by the
others; Finally, when individuals sense that they are distinguishable within a group, their commitment to the organization
would be increased because some scholars argue that commitment drives employees to perform altruistic behaviors by
promoting their identification with the organization (Organ & Ryan, 1995; Wiener, 1982; Mowday et al., 1979) , which could
increase their extra-role behaviors towards BI policy.
In the process of BI policy adoption, the extra-role behavior of BI may be important. When employees perform initiative
behaviors as well as help some employees who don’t understand the content of BI policy, they may hold a positive attitude or
perceive a higher level of behavioral control, which would probably increase the adoption of BI policy (Chang et al., 2012;
Ajzen, 2002) .
Based on the analysis, we propose that the two mechanisms, the social control and accountability, may impact extra-role
behaviors positively, leading to a higher level of BI policy adoption. The research model is shown below.

Fig. 1. Modified Research Model
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METHODOLOGY
We would like to adopt the scenario method, which has more advantages than the traditional survey. As for the scenario
instruments, it will involve pre-scenario items, an instructional scenario and post-scenario items, all of which will be adjusted
from the existing instruments. In this study, we treat the social control as a second-order formative construct including four
reflective constructs. Commitment was measured with three items adapted from Meyer and Herscovitch (2001) . Involvement
was assessed with five items developed by Lee (2016) . Attachment was assessed with three items adapted from Chiu et al.
(2006) . Belief was measured with three items adapted from Ajzen (2002) . Identifiability, expectation of evaluation, awareness
of monitoring, and social presence, all of which are components of accountability, were measured by items adapted from Vance
(Vance et al., 2015; Vance et al., 2013) . The measures for adoption towards BI policy were adapted from Woon and
Kankanhalli (2007) . After refining the measurement scale, we will collect data through Questionnaire Star, which is a
well-established questionnaire collection platform in China to validate our proposed model.
DISCUSSIONS
Theoretical Contribution
There may be two main contributions of the current research. First, this study examines the effect of perceived accountability
and social control on employees’ extra-role behaviors, while most previous researches mainly focused on studying the
intention to violate or comply with ISP. Second, the proposal investigates the interaction effect of social control and perceived
accountability on employees’ extra-role behaviors, which has not been researched in the literature.
Practical Contribution
This study could improve the extra-role behavior of BI policy, and then probably promote the possibility of successful
application of BI.
CONCLUSIONS
This work significantly contributes to the information security field by identifying potential determinants of BI policy adoption
from a different perspective. By using social control theory and accountability theory, this study discusses that only combining
social control and accountability together, could the extra-role behavior be improved greatly, then resulting in the increased
level of perceived adoption towards BI policy.
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ABSTRACT
The W company is facing a problem that their demand is intermittent. Because intermittent demand is difficult to predict, there
are some models being created to deal with it. Using these models, such as Bootstrapping, Croston’s method, and Discreteauto-regressive-moving-average model, to predict and compare with the current one if any of them outperforms.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction of Industry and Company
Nowadays, the war is no longer between the companies but the supply chains. There are three kinds of companies from
upstream to downstream in the semiconductor industry: semiconductor components manufacturers, distributors, and users or
system manufacturers. Although the manufacturers can directly deal with users, the distributors have their roles. To the
manufacturers, the distributors are like the substituted warehouses and the product promoters. The manufacturers can focus on
their professions and progress even faster because of saving the money and the time in marketing and business management.
For the users, distributors allow them to buy all components as once and help the ones who are lack of bargaining power to get
quantity discount.
W company, the biggest semiconductor distributor in the Asia, has more than 15,000 staffs all around the world and has the
offices in more than 71 countries. they also act as an agency for more than 250 companies. Their turnover in 2016 are more
than 16 billion US dollars.
Besides the service mentioned in the previous paragraph, W company provides more. For the upstream, they collect
information from the market and aggregate them to give the manufacturers suggestions about development and the quantity of
demand. For the downstream, they specially provide product maintenance support as the same level of the manufacturers. Not
to mention the product design and development. Other services include the financial support and the inventory management.
Research Motivation
The life cycles of the semiconductor components are short. The semiconductor components often explode unexpectedly. W
company are facing to a problem that they have so many kinds of stocks, but they don’t know how to keep them in order to
make the total cost as low as possible. In fact, the total cost is a tradeoff between the cost of warehousing and the cost of out of
stock. Once the W company keeps the quantity of stocks more than what its downstream actually need, the turnover rate of the
common items will decrease and the customized item will probably become the dead stock which bringing in the recycle cost.
On the contrary, if W company is in the situation that it is out of stock, it will harm the relationship between itself and its
downstream. The better case is the retailers decrease the ordering quantities, and the worst case is breaking the partnership.
Furthermore, W company has to pay the fine. Nowadays, W company is still using a simple way to predict the demand, which
is based on the moving average. To find a more accurate way of making the total cost even lower is the most difficult dilemma
that the W company has to face to.
Research Question
Which replenishment solution has the lowest total cost.
Identify the features of each solution. What are the advantages of each solution?
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Forecasting Method W Company Use Currently
Although moving-average has neither a scientific approach nor a theoretical foundation, it still the best of all for now. The
current replenishment method used in the W company is to calculate the average of demands of the past eight weeks and times
the summation of lead time and the adjustment factor. (1) When the amount of the available stock, which is equal to the end of
week on hand stock plus the begin of week backlog and minus the order receivable, is less than amount of the safety stock, it
will start the replenishment. Sending out an order which has the quantity equal to the difference between the safety stock and
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the available stock. Contrarily, the quantity of the available stock is more than the quantity of the safety stock, nothing will
happen.
pp ((2)) It will repeat
p over and over until the data of the last week has been calculated.

(1)

Where

(2)
is the safety stock at time t, D is the demand from 8 to 1 weeks ago, LT is the lead time and r is the adjustment factor.

is he order quantity at time t and
Chuang, 2017)

is the available stock before ordering at time t. (Chou & Chuang, 2016) (Chou &

Model Specially Design for Intermittent Demand
The orders that W company received were intermittent, which means that most of the time the demands were zero. It is really
reasonable because we don’t have iPhone X presentation frequently, which means the demand of the semiconductor
components is not frequently being. Due to this special demand pattern, we can’t just take some recent demand to get an
average to predict. There are some methods focus on this kind of question and here are five of them.
Croston’s Method: separate
actual demand into two pparts, zero or not.
p

(3)

Where

is the actual demand at time t.

size between non-zero demand at time t.

is the estimate mean non-zero demand at time t.

(4)
is the estimate mean interval

is the estimate mean demand size at time t.

Discrete-Auto-Regressive-Moving-Average(DARMA) Model: The combination of Auto-regressive and moving-average.
. c is a constant,
is a parameter of model and
is the error.
The auto-regressive part
The moving-average part

.

Where
is the t-th values of the series,
{0,1,2,…}

is a constant and

is a parameter of model.

is a random binary variable and

(5)
is a random variable which value equals to

Bootstrapping: simultaneously consider demand before and stochastic variation.
(6)
(7)

If
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use the demand data from past to estimate the transition probabilities for the Markov chain.
Produce a sequence of events from the Markov chain.
Replace the non-zero parts with data from past, and jitter them.
Sum up forecast values horizontally to get the lead time demand. (Daniel Waller, 2015]
RESEARCH PLAN

Variables we use are beneath.

t
SL_t
LT
num
D
r
r_upp
r_low
r_incre
m
FR

Table 1: definition of variables
number of weeks within data
number of weeks that counts in calculating the service level
Lead time of ordering.
Numbers of different kinds of demand.
Demand
Adjustment factor of ordering quantity.
Upper limit of adjustment factor.
lower limit of adjustment factor.
amount that adjustment factor increase.
Denominator of moving average.
Fill rate, which is the lower limit of equal to (BOH+OR)/D.
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OC
AWU
S
EOH[t]
BOH[t]
AS[t]
BBL[t]
Q[t]
SL[r]
Out_Of_Stock[r]
Final_EOH[r]

Ordering cycle.
Average weekly usage.
Amount of safety stock.
End of week on hand stock at t week.
Begin of week on hand stock at t week.
Available stock before ordering at t week.
Begin of week backlog at week.
Order quantity at t week.
Service level in r Adjustment factor and demand, equal to number
of (BOH+OR)/D > FR divide by SL_t
The total quantity of Out Of Stock.
EOH on last week

We assume that the demand is known and we separate them into two parts; first part for building model and second for testing.
The orders before are all received so there is no beginning backlog at first.
The process of generating data:
1. Use the demand (Dt-1~t-8) before to create safety stock.
2. Once the safety stock (St) is less than available stock on hand before ordering (ASt), launch the replenishment. The order
quantity (Qt) is equal to St minus ASt.
3. Fulfill the demand with begin of the week stock on hand (BOHt) and the order receivable (ORt).
4. Update the begin of week stock on hand (BOHt), which equals to the end of week stock on hand last week(EOHt-1).
5. Update EOHt, which equals to the maximum value between (BBLt + ORt – Dt) and zero.
6. Update BBLt, which equals to (BBLt-1 - ORt-1 + Qt-1)
7. Update ASt, which equals to (EOHt + BBLt – ORt)
8. Once Dt more than(BOHt + ORt), save the difference in Out_Of_Stockt
9. When Dt > 0 and (BOHt + ORt)/Dt > FR, increases Fullfill by one unit. The situation Dt = 0 also increases Fullfill by one
unit because it still satisfying the demand.
After testing Croston’s method, Discrete-ARMA (DARMA) model and bootstrapping, we should compare them one by one. At
first, calculating the quantity of each Final_EOH times its own warehousing cost, we will get the total warehousing cost of all
components we have. Second, calculating each Out_Of_Stock times its own cost of out of stock, we will get the total cost of
out of stock of all components we have. Now we sum these two costs up and get the total cost. The one that has the lowest total
cost is the optimal solution of our question. The following figure indicates the aforementioned steps.

Figure 1: components of total cost
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION
We expect to find at least one model which produces lower total cost than the current one. Although the one that has the lowest
cost is the optimal solution, we classify the advantages of other models. If the customers of W company have emergency order
will change the constraints, we don’t have to try all these models again. Instead, we can just choose the one that has the lowest
total cost on that component(s). Eventually we will decrease the total cost and simultaneously maintain service level as good as
that in the past.
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ABSTRACT
Financial technology (FinTech) is the new business model and technology which aims to compete with traditional financial
services and blockchain is one of most famous technology use of FinTech. Blockchain is a type of distributed, electronic
database (ledger) which can hold any information (e.g. records, events, transactions) and can set rules on how this information
is updated. The most well-known application of blockchain is bitcoin, which is a kind of cryptocurrencies. But it can also be
used in many other financial and commercial applications. A prominent example is smart contracts, for instance as offered in
Ethereum. A contract can execute a transfer when certain events happen, such as payment of a security deposit, while the
correct execution is enforced by the consensus protocol. The purpose of this paper is to explore the research and application
landscape of blockchain technology acceptance by following a more comprehensive approach to address blockchain
technology adoption. This research is to propose a unified model integrating Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) model and
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to investigate continuance intention to adopt blockchain technology.
Keywords: Financial technology (FinTech), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT),
Blockchain technology,
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
The FinTech market is growing fast. But the FinTech mania is widely attributed to the 2008 worldwide financial crisis. The
crisis caused from high risk investment, leaving public trust in financial institutions at an all time low. So consumers start to
look for alternative methods for managing their assets, and financial institutions desperate to gain public favor, this left the
door open for FinTech companies and startups. Another reason FinTech is so popular is the growing millennial generation.
They are so familiar with internet and technology for their daily lives, they want their financial services to be as digital as any
of their other electronic commercial services and they do not like face-to-face interaction. In order to stay on top of the latest
technology trends, financial institutes have invested significant amount of time and resources in FinTech to maintain their
competitiveness and keep up with new technology trends.
One particular aspect of FinTech that can help make financial services more secure is blockchain technology. The blockchain
technology is the most famous business application of the FinTech. The well-known cryptocurrency bitcoin relies on
blockchain technology to execute its financial transactions, but it can do so much more than this. Blockchain technology is
highly secure more than ever before, so it is perfect for financial transactions and fraud prevention.
As mentioned previously, blockchain is a type of distributed, electronic ledger which can hold any information and can set
rules on how this information is updated (Condos, Sorrell & Donegan, 2016). The information of ledger continually grows as
blocks are appended and linked (chained) to the previous block using a hash. The hash is produced by running contents of the
block in question through a cryptographic hash function. An ideal cryptographic hash function can easily produce a hash for
any input, but it is very difficult to use the hash to derive the input. Additionally, any changes in the original data should result
in extensive and seemingly uncorrelated changes to the hash. Finally, it should be infeasible for two different inputs to result in
the same hash. Using the cryptographic hashes in this manner ensures that in order to alter an entry in a past block all
subsequent blocks also need to be altered. The ledger is validated and maintained by a network of participants (nodes)
according to a predefined consensus mechanism (a set of rules allowing the network to reach a global agreement) so no single
centralized authority is needed. Multiple (but not necessarily all) nodes hold a full copy of the entire database (Janusz, Joy &
Markus, 2017; Bitcoin developer guide, 2009).
Blockchain technology is relatively new technology of FinTech and it continues to evolves quickly. This paper intends to
investigate factors affecting managements’ intentions to use blockchain technology. Combining the innovation diffusion theory
(IDT) with the technology acceptance model (TAM), the present study proposes an unified technology acceptance model. The
proposed model was tested with data collected from business managers using the blockchain technology in Taiwan.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
TAM was treated as a good theoretical model to explain the acceptance of new technology, however it is questionable whether
the TAM model can be applied to all the cases of new technology adoption. So many empirical research recommend
integrating TAM with other theories or models to cope with radical technological change and improve the quality and
explanatory power (Carter & Be´langer, 2005; Legris, Ingham & Colerette, 2003). TAM and IDT are similar in some
constructs and complement each other to examine the adoption of new technology (Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011). Past researchers
indicate that the integration of these two theories could provide a better model than either standing alone (Wu & Wang, 2005;
Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell, 2002) and some prior studies prove good results of integrating the two models (Sigala, Airey,
Jones & Lockwood, 2000; Gefen, 2004).
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
This study employs two major theoretical models—the TAM and IDT. We will begin by considering the model of TAM.
Based on Ajzen and Fishbein's Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) model, Davis introduced TAM for predicting technology
usage and acceptance (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989). TAM suggests that perceived usefulness (PU)
and perceived ease of use (PEOU) are two primary determinants in explaining individual users’ adoption intention. While PU
is defined as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system will enhance his or her job performance,
PEOU refers to the degree to which the person believes that using the system will be free of effort. The TAM has been
validated repeatedly by many scholars in different settings since it was first published and so has been widely used in
technology adoption research in the past decades. However, TAM is also a relatively simple model which can be modified or
extended in different ways and, therefore, many extensions integrating other theories have appeared in the literature (Zhang,
Guo & Chen, 2008). The model hypothesizes that technology acceptance is decided by users behavioral intention (BI) to use,
Which is in turn influenced by users' attitudes (A) toward using. Finally, attitude is directly affected by beliefs about the
technology, which consists of PU and PEOU. TAM is among the most influential and discussed theories in predicting and
explaining end-user behavioral technology usage. It is one of the base theories for this study because of its solid theoretical
foundation (Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011).
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT)
The most well-known theory about technical innovation is IDT. Research on IDT has been widely applied in various fields
such as science, sociology, communication, agriculture, marketing, internet, and technology, etc (Rogers, 1995; Karahanna,
Straub & Chervany, 1999; Agarwal, Sambamurthy & Stair, 2000). An innovation is “an idea, practice, or object that is
perceived as new by an individual or another unit of adoption”. On the other hand, Diffusion is “the process by which an
innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 1995).
Therefore, the IDT theory argues that “potential users make decisions to adopt or reject an innovation based on beliefs that
they form about the innovation” (Karahanna, Straub & Chervany, 1999). IDT theory tries to explain innovation decision
process, determining factors of rate of adoption, and different categories of adopters. It helps in predicting the likelihood and
rate of adoption of an innovation (Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell, 2002). IDT includes five significant innovation characteristics:
compatibility(CPT), relative advantage(RAD), complexity(CPX), and trialability and observability. Relative advantage is
defined as the degree to which an innovation is considered as being better than the idea it replaced. This construct is found to
be one of the best predictors of the adoption of an innovation. Compatibility refers to the degree to which innovation is
regarded as being consistent with the potential end-users’ existing values, prior experiences, and needs. Complexity is the
end-users’ perceived level of difficulty in understanding innovations and their ease of use. Trialability refers to the degree to
which innovations can be tested on a limited basis. Observability is the degree to which the results of innovations can be
visible by other people. These characteristics are used to explain end-user adoption of new technologies and the
decision-making process(Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011). But according to prior researches of the meta-analysis of 75 diffusion
articles conducted by Tomatzky and Klein, found that only relative advantage, compatibility and complexity were consistently
related to adoption of technical innovations (Tornatzky & Klein, 1982).
RESEARCH MODEL
This research proposes an integrated model based on IDT and TAM models to take advantage of these two theoretical models.
The two basic TAM factors are PU and PEOU and three important factors for innovation are relative advantage, compatibility
and complexity (trialability and observability are omitted due to the previous analysis of Tomatzky and Klein), which are
included as the major determinants in our integrated framework of the new technology adoption (see Fig.1).
This model will better reveal how these different factors influence business managers’ acceptance intentions and usage
behavior of blockchain technology adoption process in FinTech industry. The validity and applicability of the proposed model
will be tested based on the following hypotheses.
TAM Model Hypotheses
The proposed research model adopts TAM belief—attitude— intention—behavior relationship. These relationships can stated
in the following hypotheses.
H1: users’ behavioral intention (BI) had a positive effect on his or her actual use the blockchain technology.
H2: users’ attitude toward using (A) had a positive effect on his or her BI to use the blockchain technology.
H3: users’ perceived usefulness (PU) had a positive effect on his or her BI to use the blockchain technology.
H4: users’ perceived usefulness (PU) had a positive effect on his or her attitude toward using (A) the blockchain technology.
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H5: users’ perceived ease of use (PEOU) had a positive effect on his or her attitude toward using (A) the blockchain
technology.
IDT Model Hypotheses – Compatibility(CPT)
Agarwal and Prasad asserted a positive relationship between user’s previous compatible experiences and the new technology
adoption (1999). They found that the extent of past experience with similar technologies was positively associated with an ease
of use belief about the new technology innovation. Moreover, Chau and Hu reported that the effect of compatibility was found
to be significant only in relation to PU (2001). Later, Wu and Wang (2005) and Chang and Tung (2008) confirmed that
compatibility had a significant positive and direct effect on PU and the behavioral intention. Likewise, previous studies have
investigated compatibility from different aspects, resulting in support for its impact on PU, PEOU and intention to use
(Hardgrave et al., 2003). Based upon the preceding research, the following hypotheses were proposed:
H6: Compatibility had a positive effect on PU of the blockchain technology.
H7: Compatibility had a positive effect on PEOU of the blockchain technology.
IDT Model Hypotheses - Relative advantages(RAD)
Research consistently found that the perceived relative advantages positively affected the users’ intention to use the system
across different participants (Shih, 2007; Lee, 2007). However, in TAM and IDT research, the relationships among relative
advantages, PU, and PEOU had seldom been studied with the only one study revealed that when the users perceived higher
relative advantages, they perceived a higher level of usefulness of the technology. Accordingly, we hypothesized:
H8: The relative advantages had a positive effect on PU of the blockchain technology.
H9: The relative advantages had a positive effect on PEOU of the blockchain technology.
IDT Model Hypotheses – Complexity(CPX)
The previous empirical studies provided evidence indicating that complexity had a significantly negative effect on the intention
to use technology (Shih, 2007; Lee, 2007). On top of that, a negative relationship between complexity and PU was also
revealed in a study conducted by Hardgrave, et al. (2003). Thus, based on the preceding researches, we proposed the
hypotheses as below:
H10: Complexity negatively affected PU of the blockchain technology.
H11: Complexity negatively affected PEU of the blockchain technology.
In conclusion, the proposed structure of the IDT-TAM integrated model is represented by H1-H11 as shown in Figure. 1.

!
Figure 1: Proposed research model.
FUTURE RESEASRCH
This research will send a survey via e-mail or social network that directed users to a web-based questionnaire to collect data for
quantitative testing of the proposed model and the survey regarding the recognition and adoption of blockchain technology
among business managers. Because it is difficult to execute a random sampling for all the users using blockchain technology in
Taiwan. Thus, in this research we will adopt a non-random sampling technique to collect the sample data. Additionally,
because the new blockchain technology is a data-scare domains and in order to generalize results, we will gather sample data
from any kinds of blockchain technology using industries, including all private companies and government agencies but not
limited to financial institutes in Taiwan. The questions utilized in the questionnaire to operationalize the TAM and IDT
constructs included in the proposed model will adapt from the previous research (Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Davis, 1989). All
the questions will be translated into Chinese and adjusted in wording in view of the characteristics of the blockchain
technology for easy understanding. Most of the items were measured using a five point Likert-type scale, ranging from
“strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). The questionnaire will be developed and divided into three parts. The first part
of the questionnaire will be to collect the users’ basic demographic data, such as age, gender, annual income, educational level,
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work experience, prior experience using new technology, etc. The second part of the questionnaire was based on the constructs
of PU, PEOU, BI , A, USE in the TAM model and was adapted from the measurement defined by Davis et al. and Venkatesh
& Davis (Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). The third part of the questionnaire was based on IDT
including compatibility (CPT), complexity (CPX), relative advantages (RAD), observability (OB), and trialability (TRI). The
above items were adapted from the previous studies (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany, 1999).
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ABSTRACT
Fintech (financial technology) is a term that broadly described the innovation of financial product and service using IT
technology. Fintech uses a lot of new business model such as FXP2P and supply chain finance, and new technology such as
blockchain and cryptocurrency. According to World Economic Forum report, fintech bring disruptive innovations that are
reshaping the way financial services. Also, in World Economic Forum report have structured research framework against six (6)
function of financial services and eleven (11) clusters of innovation. CrunchBase is a web 2.0 wiki-liked database for startup
company that includes the information for founders, key team members, basic financial information, and venture capital funding
and important events. This paper uses Python to web scrape CrunchBase website for studying the progress of Fintech industry
and find out the development of IT technology and innovation. The objectives of this paper are to study the CrunchBase database
to compare with World Economic Forum report research framework and find out the actual progress of Fintech industry.
Keywords: Fintech, Venture Capital, Innovation, Information Retrieval, Informetrics,
_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
Information science is a science field that study the collection, production, organization, classification, storage, retrieval,
dissemination and protect of information. Information science can be a pure or as an applied science. Research in information
science field can focus on the information user, the system that process information, the organization that adopt certain
technology, or any other related field. Information Within information science, information retrieval and informetrics had
developed from different areas, but share some common interest.
The informetrics traditionally can divided into six topics of: (1). Bibliometric theory, mathematical models and formalization of
bibliometric laws, (2). Case studies and empirical papers, (3). Methodological papers including application, (4). Indicators
engineering and data presentation, (5). Sociological approach to bibliometrics, sociology of science, and (6). Science policy,
science management and general or technical discussion (Scharnhorst & Woulters, 2001). It is essential for informetrics that
using mathematical or statistical model to analyze the information, and create indicators to present the usage of the information
(Borner, Chen & Boyack, 2003).
Financial technology (Fintech) is a term that describe the new technology and innovation that aims to compete with traditional
financial institutions to delivery better and more effective financial services. In today’s digital era, people are seeking for easy
access, convenience, efficiency, and speed. People want to use web or mobile to conduct transaction, and these transaction
activities including the financial payment. Therefore, Fintech companies, mostly IT companies, start to provide both individuals
and business with new financial tools or services. According to World Economic Forum report, fintech bring disruptive
innovations that are reshaping the way financial services. Also, in World Economic Forum report have structured research
framework against six (6) function of financial services and eleven (11) clusters of innovation (WEF, 2015; WEF, 2017).
As many new industries start to grow, the Venture Capital (VC) companies will start to invest in these start-up companies and
help transfer into an industry. According to SparkLabs study, funding for VC-backed Fintech companies reaches to $13.8 billion
in 2015 compared to $6.7 billion in 2014. The Fintech investment from VCs grows 106% from 2014 to 2015, just in one-year
period. CrunchBase is a web 2.0 wiki-liked database for startup company that includes the information for founders, key team
members, basic financial information, and venture capital funding and important events. This paper uses Python to web scrape
CrunchBase website for studying the progress of Fintech industry and find out the development of IT technology and innovation
(Srinaganya, 2015).
The objective of this paper is to design a model and indicator for Fintech using the concept and theory from Informetrics, then
study the CrunchBase database to compare with World Economic Forum report research framework and find out the actual
progress of Fintech industry.
The first section is the introduction. Then the paper is structured as the following: we will give brief background introduction in
next section. Section 2 will include terminology of information retrieval (IR), informetrics/webometrics, fintech, and explain the
investment progress of the venture capital industry. In Section 3, we will describe the World Economic Forum (WEF) research
framework and the data structure of CrunchBase, then mapping the relationship between the date items. Then, the model design
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and methodology are explained in section 4. Finally, discussion and implication are described in section 5.
TERMINOLOGY
Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) is a selective process in which the information is extracted from a store information. The information
can be structured, semi-structured, or non-structured. Traditionally, IR is used to locate the text-based information which can be
any full-text documents or content type document such as bibliographic records of database. In recent years, the document had
expanded to include websites HTML DOM-type documents and multimedia formats such as images, voices and videos (Ding, C,
Foo, 2001)
The process of interactive information retrieval involves the searcher querying the IR system for the right information to be
collected. The searcher initially submits a query or write a program to the IR system. The query search consists of one or more
search terms that will be searched within the retrieved documents. A list of record matching the search query will then be stored
into database for analysis. This process may repeat if necessary.
Recent years, IR system may also act as the search engines in World Wide Web (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997). In this case, the
search data will be stated in HTML file text. Ever more, for web exchanged data format JSON, the search terms may be the JSON
tag and search result will be the JSON data. Information retrieval remain a key research area within information science. Over
the past twenty years, the information has expanded from simple text search, to DBMS search, then to World Wide Web search
(Bennett & El-Arini, 2011).
Informetrics/Webometrics
Informetrics is quantitative study of information. Like information science, it includes the production, dissemination, and use of
all form of information. Informetrics research investigates the existing data and attempts to develop mathematical models to
better understand the information as whole. The informetrics encompasses several other fields: bibliometrics, scientometrics,
webometrics, and cybermetrics (Thelwall, 2009; Hood, 2001). Bibliometrics studies the quantitative of literature records
information. Scientometrics studies the statistical analysis of research pattern in sciences fields. Webometrics studies and
measures the websites to get structure of the world wide web and usage patterns (Scharnhorst & Woulters, 2006).
Major areas of informetrics are (Wolfram, 2000):
1. Class bibliometric laws:
z
Lotka’s Law – examines the author productivity in a frequency distribution
z
Bradfor’s Law – examines the journal productivity as the concentration of articles in a subject area within journals
z
Zipf’s Law – examines word usage frequency occurs within document
2. Citation and co-citation analysis – examines the citing patterns of authors and publications to determine the importance of
the paper
3. Indicators – examines the productivity of studies area output
4. Information growth and obsolescence – examines subject area grows or decline over the time
5. Information resource usage – examines the information resources are used over time
Venture Capital
Venture Capital is a type of private equity to provide the funding for the startup companies, possible in highly growth potential
industries. Investing in early-stage companies is risky. The venture capital investors are typically very large financial
institutions such as pension fund, insurance companies, and private bank. The VCs put small percentage of their investment into
high-risk start-up companies. The purpose of VCs investment is hoping to get sufficient returns at acceptable risk. According to
Harvard Business Review articles, the VCs in general expect a return of 25~35% per year over the lifetime of the investment
(Zider, 1998).
The answers for VCs to meet the expected return are controlling the investment profile and the deal structure. The priority for the
investment profile is to invest in good industry, not good people and good idea. So, it is essential for VCs to invest the companies
in accelerating growth period.
The is crucial to understand how venture capital performs the “funding rounds” progress. In general, the funding rounds will go
through the different periods in the following table. The funding grows rapidly when funding round progresses. In general, the
seed round is under US$500K, Series A then will move above US$ 1 million. The venture capitalist can exit during Mezzanine
round, IPO, or an acquisition (Zider, 1998).
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Funding Period
Seed Round
Series A (1st Round)
Series B (2nd Round)
Series C (3rd Round)
Mezzanine Round

Table 1: Venture capital funding process
Sources
Family and Friends, Angel investors, Accelerators, incubators
Venture capital (VC)
Venture capital (VC)
Venture capital (VC)
Venture capital (VC)

Fintech Innovation
According to Ireland National Digital Research Centre had defined Fintech as a “Financial Service Innovation”. Fintech can be
viewed as a new type of solution innovation. This innovation can be any form of financial service such as business model,
financial instrument, process, application development, or any other financial related services. These Fintech innovations
develop new attraction to the customers and disrupt the traditional financial companies (Li & Li, 2016). From Accenture’s
“Fintech Innovation labs eligibility criteria” report had stated the global investment in Fintech had grown from $9.3 billion in
2008 to $120 billion in 2015, 12 times of growth.
RESEARCH DESIGN
WEF Innovation Research Framework
Because Fintech industry had growing so fast, many studies had done to emphasize the innovation within the financial services
industry. The most popular Fintech Innovation framework is World Economic Forum’s 2015 report – “The Future of Financial
Services”. WEF report identified 11 key clusters of innovations based the impact to six core functions of financial services as the
following figure 1.

Figure 1: WEF Fintech innovation research framework (WEF, 2015)

CrunchBase
CrunchBase is a database of the startup companies that include the company profile, the founder, the management team, the
funding rounds and the investors. The CrunchBase data items is listing the following table 2.
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Date Section

Company Profile

Funding Rounds

Investors

Investor Profiles

Table 2: CrunchBase data items
Date Items
z
Company name
z
Company location
z
Industry category
z
Tag keyword
z
Founded date
z
Operating status
z
Competitor
z
Number of funding rounds
z
Total funding amount
z
Funding date – Funding amount
z
Funding investors
z
Number of lead investors
z
Number of investors
z
Investor name
z
Investor categories
z
Investor founded date
z
Investor type

Model Design
By categorized the Fintech innovation areas and categories from WEF report research framework, we can use CrunchBase
database to form our research model. The model design is shown in the following figure. The research design model is following
the informetrics research study model. In this paper, we use Python computer language as the research model process language.
First, the data is collected. In this stage, the data is collected by using information retrieval web crawling technique, with Python
crawling package such as Scrapy and BeautifulSoup. Second, after the data is loaded into Python. We will map the correlation
between informetrics data item to CrunchBase data items. In the data item mapping, the startup company is like the article, the
company industry categories are like journal name, and the company service category is like the keyword of the article. So, we
can easily use informetrics model to process and validate the data. Third, we will add the venture capital profile into the model.
Finally, we build the indicator for the startup companies against the venture capital. It is much like citation. We can easily to find
which companies got more funding, or as in informetrics term, more citation. Then, we can add the impact factor label for these
Fintech companies.

Design Steps

Data Collection

Informetrics Law
Validation

Fintech Company
Data Process

Venture Capital
Investment Model

Steps Instruction
z
z

Collecting data from CrunchBase
Mapping data into informetrics items

z

Validate CrunchBase database compare
to informetrics areas such as 3 laws and
information growth

z

Building investment model between
Fintech companies and venture capital
Create an indicator for Fintech company

z
z

Compute the Fintech company
investment indicator

Figure 2: Fintech company indicator research model
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CONCLUSION
At the beginning of the conclusion, the author has to say this paper is still a working paper. The model is under development and
current progress is presented as the following. First, the author had using Python to parse the company profile that label
“Fintech”. Total of 4,730 Fintech companies had founded from CrunchBase database and totally of 154 tag keywords were
indexed, and more than $200 billion was funded. Second, the data from Crunchbase basically followed the basic principle laws
of informetrics. Of course, still more research needs for developing the indicator and more computation needs for validate the
venture capital investment model.
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ABSTRACT
Integrity is a lifelong duty. Credit is not only given to natural persons but also to corporate citizens. In this work, we propose a
blockchain-based RegTech system which helps to track the credit of organizations. The creditability of tender entity,
participants and subcontractors altogether comprise the long-lasting undeniable TrustChain. The framework is scalable to all
elements deemed necessary to corporate score card and referral to the developing RegTech. We expect the consistency and
honesty of corporate citizens lay the foundation of a Trust society.
Keywords: RegTech, Blockchain, Smart Contract, Credit, Corporate Social Responsibility.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
Blockchain / distributed ledger or bitcoin-like technology has been regarded as an opportunity of many industries. The real
innovation is not the digital coins themselves, but the trust machine that mints them (Kõlvart et al., 2016). The autonomous,
decentralized property and comparative advantages of accountability, traceability, authenticity and non-repudiation challenge
current 3rd party intermediary function as centralized authentication, and also launch the new digitalization era of financial
industry, credit system, file sharing, investment tracking, and even the Internet of Things.
Accompanying the quick evolving technology, new term Regulatory technology (RegTech) appears in 2016 at governmental
level in UK FCA. It reminds us of the first few years of big data and its equivalent important topics - big security. Modern
regulation, like ‘General Data Protection Regulation’ by EU Parliament, focuses on unifying data protection for all individuals
and governs the data controller of personal data. However, it is widely perceived that counting only on limited legal resources
to rectification would be ineffective. We may instead expect people to behave well proactively and build a mechanism with
positive reinforcement and penalty impact that is naturally persuasive and if possible, encouraging to the cumulative credit
which could be regarded as an asset.
Society nowadays requires more and more corporate governance and transparency for resourceful enterprises. For the public
procurement stakeholders, besides the profession and contractual capacity, play by rule of the game and do what is right, just
and fair altogether help generate the solid accountability. For long, economist and computer scientists have strived to enhance
the credit system by designing various mechanisms. Now we have a worthy alternative to invest. With embedded smart
contracts evolving from blockchain, the gap between expectation and feasible methods gets closer. Smart contracts combine
protocols with user interfaces to formalize and secure relationships over computer networks (Szabo, 1997). By contrast to
traditional contract, parties in smart contracts have no choice but to implement completely(Kõlvart et al., 2016). After
instructions are given, the predefined transaction will be self-enforcing. It largely saves the cost of supervision and eliminates
the room to negotiation on payment. This confines all related parties to focus on content of agreements instead of
nonperformance discount.
E-Procurement
Blockchain based system is developing quickly, however, its application in corporate regulation is rare. We select a lucrative
zone to highlight the necessity of exploration. Moreover, from different perspective of the professional misconduct against
public interest, people observe a smattering knowledge of the grey side of the ecosystem. To get a glance at the status of
Taiwan, we conduct following analysis.
Data Preprocessing
For research purpose, we develop a web crawler to retrieve the web open data during Oct 2013 and Nov 2015 of National
Procurement System, compare interim tenders (totally 108,360 cases) with the profile in Department of Commerce, MOEA by
help of SheetHub.com.(Wang, 2015).
Data Analysis
After data preparation, we count the occurrences on same bidding cases. As in Figure 1, each company is a single node. If
intersections of bidding on same cases are more than 5 times, the parties involved will be given an edge. Here is the example of
procurement amount between NTD 20 million and NTD 100 million.
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Figure 1: Bidding on same cases > 5 times
Some enterprises are inclined to meet frequently, who might be competitors of each other. However, among such intersections,
there are instances that different companies bidding on same case are of the same directors. And one of them at last wins the
tender. We use the Jacaard index

to compare the similarity and diversity of the directors of board. Table 1 and

2 exemplify such occurrences.
Table 1: Product procured: Brown Rice

Table 2: Product procured: Gas CO2

The “Government Procurement Law” and “Enforcement Rules of the Government Procurement Act” regulate that at first
round of open tendering procedures, there must be three or more tenderers submit their tenders. With a stretching lens to the
connections of related business and their directors of board, we found that some participants indeed belong to the same owners.
Such situation might be patterns of accompanying-bidding or bid rigging. No matter what reasons behind, the phenomenon
may require a ledger to record for reference.
BLOCKCHAIN BASED TRUSTCHAIN
Original blockchain is a continuous ledger recorded on world distributed systems and is the Proof of Work process for bitcoin
verification. Current blockchain incorporates interdisciplinary application and evolves a synthesis of distributed system, data
compression, network protocol, cryptography, information theory, and game theory. To meet our requirement, in additional to
nature of blockchain, we need a tokenized system capable of chaining only key value. The key needs to be distinct to connect
external database of more detail requiring no computation. And the smart contract in a permissioned blockchain allows
distributed encryption, fork tolerance, serialized consistency is suitable. We adopt the Ethereum Virtual Machine based smart
contract, which is Turing complete to calculate everything computable we program inside.
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Figure 2 illustrates the value linkage in a smart contract. Entity (government owned agency) records the value of the
procurement and issue equivalent token. The token with corresponding subcontract value is given to the tender winner, and
then to its subcontractors. We can trace the portion of a contract and such division will be encrypted into blockchain as a
recognizer for future perusal.
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Selected entities are decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO), and are allowed to issue tokens when new tender is
opened. These entities are full nodes, keeping complete ledgers and maintaining the hash order according to consensus
algorithm. All participants in this collaborative system are known by each other. These DAOs are normally malicious-free
unless being hacked. The prevention of hacking has beyond the discussion of this research, or even in current bitcoin-like
systems. However, the decentralized architecture provides abundant redundancy to maintain the operation. Also, the backup
service is basically remotely kept with high availability.

Figure 2: Smart Contract of Tenders
Byzantine Agreement Problem
This design is not Data-Race-Free as the fork tree may exist given a probability. In fact, the sibling chain is encouraged to
develop to contribute the security of the main chain. The fork problem will be solved by the descendants adopting longer chain
priority principle. Hence, even confronting frequent concurrent computation, the consistency can be soon reached
autonomously if two thirds of members adopts (Lamport et al., 1982). In this agreement, new TrustBlock can be added to the
longest seeable chain arbitrarily, which means that similar types of transaction could happen at the same time by any members.
Figure 3 illustrates the Merkel tree of the TrustChain. Tender winner (c) has subcontractors (a) and (b). Blockchain of
execution is hashed along path of a-b-c to H(EC1). For Entity Case 1, a complete block contains also the other competitors (d)
and (e), though they did not get the contract. For entity (A), it keeps all blocks of historical tenders. For the entire TrustChain,
all registered entities (A, B, ..) eventually update to the root hash.
These entities are also permissioned full nodes in charge of POW. They are informative of all transactions for qualified
suppliers, the tender participants of every tender and contract implementation portion. When necessary, registered entities can
be the leaf node of TrustChain root to link the data in external database. All the other important data of a tender including Case
Ref no, Description, Estimated Cost, Tender Category, Tender Suppliers Detail, Supplier performance can be traced back
according to key value chained in block hash. The TrustChain would be a decentralized ledger extending to management
performance, legal compliance, public donations and management team personal credit, by following the implementation
above.
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Figure 3: Merkel tree of TrustChain
CONCLUSION
Accompanying blooming Fintech, the Regtech has come to the mind of all governments, practitioners and researchers. Among
the application of them, the blockchain or the distributed ledger technology have won great deal of attention. In the paper, we
represent a brand new idea of creating the corporate credit network on blockchain-based smart contract that could be stacked
up to higher roots to tax payment, charity donation, court sentences, dispute involvement, or owned patent, etc., and eventually
complete a united TrustChain of organizations.
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APPENDIX
Settings of Experiment Environment:
z
Geth https://geth.ethereum.org/

z
z
z
z

Blockchain language: JavaScript
Ethereum Wallet: Mist https://github.com/ethereum/mist
Smart Contract Standard: ERC 20
Smart Contract compiler: Solidity http://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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ABSTRACT
This study examines the influence mechanism of knowledge inertia on the adoption of innovative medical equipment. We
develop a conceptual model of the relationship of knowledge inertia, knowledge absorptive capability and the adoption of
innovative medical equipment. Our research findings show that knowledge absorptive capability has a significant positive
impact on the adoption of innovative medical equipment while knowledge inertia has a negative impact. In the mean time,
knowledge absorptive capability mediates the relationship between knowledge inertia and the adoption of innovative medical
equipment. Moreover, perceived organizational support and knowledge potential of doctor has a moderating effect on the
relationship between knowledge inertia and knowledge absorptive capability. The paper rounds off with a discussion of expected
contributions.
Keywords: knowledge inertia, knowledge absorptive capability, adoption of new equipment, perceived organizational support,
knowledge potential.
_____________________
*Corresponding author
INTRODUCTION
With the development of new medical technology, new medical devices and other equipment are continuously used for clinical
diagnosis and treatment. The range of medical innovation devices is very wide, including multi-row CT, PET- CT,
superconducting magnetic resonance, proton accelerator etc. However, while a large number of advanced medical equipment
has been introduced into a hospital, a lot of new equipment has been left unused. Some of them even have never used after been
purchased. This kind of phenomenon is very common in China, even in some big hospitals. For example, according to the
findings of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Audit, the value of idle equipment reached 661 million Yuan in 5 municipal public
hospitals and some equipment has not been put into use for nearly 3 years since has purchased (xinhuanet.com, 2016). This
caused serious waste of medical resources.
In the meantime, the research of the adoption of innovation pays more attention on the whole adoption model. For example, from
theory of reasoned action (Sheppard et al., 1988), theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985), technology acceptance model
(Davis, 1985) and innovation diffusion theory (Rogers, 2010), theses research try to explain the adoption of information system
in hospital. They all carry out research on organizational level. For example, from hospital level, some studies try to do the
research on the adoption of electronic medical records (Angst & Agarwal, et al., 2010; Berner, Detmer & Simborg, 2005), the
relationship between the new technology adoption of public health insurance and hospital (Freedman et al., 2015), the influence
mechanism of managed care on new technology (Mas & Seinfeld, 2008), which nursing homes adopted health information
technology (Zhang et, al., 2016), and also comparing hospital’s adoption of advanced technologies by patient's medical record
(Sugihara et al., 2016). Only a few studies focus on the individual level, for example, the influence of individual's education
level on the adoption of new drugs (Lleras-Muney & Lichtenberg, 2002). So, the current research still lacks much attention on
the individual level and ignores the influence of personal motivation and characters. However, in hospital context, doctors’
individual characteristic is very important. They can directly influence the adoption of new equipment.
In order to solve the research gap, the study focuses on the psychological perception of doctors and investigates the effects of
knowledge inertia on their adoption of medical equipment. Specifically, the paper examines the mediation effect of knowledge
absorptive capabilities and moderation effects of organizational support and knowledge potential on the relationship between
knowledge inertia and knowledge absorptive capability.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Knowledge inertia
Inertia originally is a concept in physics. It means a state that “objects continue in a state of rest or uniform motion unless acted
upon by forces” (Liao et al., 2008). The concept of inertia can be dated back to the year of 1985 (Sternberg, 1985). However, the
concept of knowledge inertia was brought by Liao et al. in the year of 2002. By applying the concept of inertia to human
behavior, Liao et al. (2002) points out that it means using of previous experience, knowledge or procedures to solve problems
and seek new knowledge. Although the concept was brought into research for more than 15 years, it did raise much attention of
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scholars. Only Liao et al. (2008) further divided it into three dimensions that are experience inertia, procedure experience and
learning inertia. The following researchers just use it or delete certain dimension to satisfy specific context (Xie et al., 2016).
Only a few research focuses on its role on innovation (Shalikar et al., 2011), entrepreneurial behavior (Cavus et al., 2014),
organizational learning (Sharifirad, 2010) and its moderating effect in some context (Fang et al., 2011). There is still lack studies
on adoption of innovation.
With knowledge inertia, doctors may react passively to the new knowledge and hard to utilize knowledge efficiently and
effectively. In this way, knowledge inertia may decrease doctors’ knowledge absorbing capability. As doctors may be quite
unfamiliar with new equipment knowledge and may find it is hard to learn, they may give up to adopt it. In the mean time,
knowledge potential may be act as a contingent factor that influence the relationship of knowledge inertia and knowledge
absorptive capability. The difference of knowledge potential determines knowledge transition direction. If the doctors’ initial
knowledge potential is high, they may satisfy with their current position and hard to absorb new knowledge. Otherwise, doctors
are willing to strengthen, enlarge and renew the current knowledge structure (Zhou & Li, 2012) and are likely to adopt new
medical equipment. However, perceived organizational support may be an efficient way to cultivate the use of new equipment. It
may make doctors care about hospitals’ objectives and form positive emotion. So they may realize that new equipment is
important for hospitals. They then will try their best accelerate the utility of new equipment to improve diagnosis efficiency to
realize the hospitals’ objectives.
In this study, we try to construct the influence mechanism of knowledge inertia on adoption intention of new product under
hospital context. For this context, the procedure of hospital may be fixed and can not easily change once been set. So, in this
study, we focus on the two dimension of knowledge inertia that are experience inertia and learning inertia. Then we will check
their influence mechanism on the doctors’ adoption intention of medical equipment. So, we build our concept model (See figure
1).

Perceived

Knowledge

Organizational

Potential

Support

Knowledge
Knowledge Inertia
z
Experience
inertia
z
Learning inertia

Absorptive
Capability
Adoption
Intention of
Innovative
Figure 1: The Concept Model

Propositions
Through analysis above, we know that knowledge inertia is an important personal factor in deterring adoption intention.
Combing Liao et al. (2008) research and hospital context, we divide knowledge inertia into two aspects-experience inertia and
learning inertia. Experience inertia refers to responding passively when facing a new problem or situation. That is still resorting
the existing knowledge, experience, sources to solve problem. Learning inertia means make no effort in learning new knowledge
to solve new problems. They both limit doctors’ vision and may result in lacking of creative thinking and adoption of innovative
equipment.
When hospitals adopt new equipment especially with high technology, experience inertia may break the adoption of new
equipment. As during past career life of doctors, they may form fluent experience of disease diagnosis. So when solving new
problem, they tend to use their former experience and don’t want to change and renew their current knowledge. Thus hard to
adopt new medical equipment. In the mean time, learning inertia may make doctors use former learning method to learn. When
new equipment is brought into hospital, the technology may different from the former one completely. Doctors may focus on the
cost of learning and reluctant to change especially in the situation that the former method can still useful. So, they may refuse to
adopt new equipment and continue use the former equipment and try to main the current situation. Hence, the study presents the
following propositions:
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P1a: Experience inertia negatively influences doctors' adoption intention of innovative equipment.
P1b: Leaning inertia negatively influences doctors' adoption intention of innovative equipment.
Absorptive capability was originally defined at an organizational level (Cohen and Levinthal 1989, 1990). Now days, many
scholars use it in different level (Van Wijk et al. 2008). For our study, we focus on individual level. It means that individual
within an organization exploits the knowledge to make new ideas or products by bringing external knowledge into the
organization (Lane, Koka, and Pathak 2006). It reflects the utility of outer knowledge. The outer knowledge can only be
transferred into inner knowledge of doctors that can bring high performance. When hospitals bringing new equipment into
hospital, doctors will face much new knowledge. Due to the influence of inertia, those are experience, resource and methods,
doctors will face difficulty in absorbing new knowledge. Also, new knowledge may even conflict with current knowledge and
doctors may need to sacrifice some benefit. Doctors may reject new knowledge’s absorbing. Thus, it very hard for doctors to
integrate new knowledge into knowledge systems. So, knowledge inertia may have negative effect on knowledge absorptive
capabilities. Hence, the study presents the following propositions:
P2a: Experience inertia negatively influences knowledge absorptive capabilities.
P2b: Leaning inertia negatively influences knowledge absorptive capabilities.
An individual with high absorptive capability can acquire and assimilate a large of new knowledge. So doctors who can absorb
new knowledge may be confident in handling new technology. They may tend to improve utilization of new technology.
Through their demonstration effect, many other doctors may begin to accelerate absorbing of new knowledge and adoption of
new equipment. In addition, through assimilating diverse external new knowledge, doctors can be accustomed to understanding
new knowledge and learns how to transfer new knowledge to other doctors in a way that they can easily understand (Reagans &
McEvily 2003). Thus reducing new knowledge absorbing cost of other doctors. Hence, the study presents the following
propositions:
P3: Knowledge absorptive capabilities positively influences doctors' adoption intention of innovative equipment.
Combining the previous proposition P1a, P1b, P2a, P2b, P3, knowledge absorptive capability mediated the relationship between
knowledge inertia and doctors’ adoption intention is suggested. Absorptive capability reflects doctors’ learning capability. If
doctors’ learning capability is strong, they can easily understand the intention of hospital as well as the complex knowledge of
new equipment. However, a doctor who has fluent experience may have high knowledge inertia and may hard to absorb new
knowledge, so this decrease doctors’ learning capability and they may reluctant to adopt new equipment. This decreases the
utility of new equipment. Hence, the study presents the following propositions:
P4: Knowledge absorptive capability mediates the relationship between knowledge inertia and doctors' adoption intention.
Perceived organizational support refers to an employee perceives the extent that how organizations value their contribution and
care about their happiness (Chiaburu et al., 2015). According to organizational support theory, employees tend to personify an
organization and believe that the intent of organization may either hostile or malicious to them (Bosset and Bourgeois, 2015). So
this may illustrate that individual may perceived differently to an organization. If doctors perceived high organizational support,
they will collect new knowledge actively and change new work method or process to improve their value. So they may tend to
accelerate knowledge absorbing and overcome the negative effect of knowledge inertia. In low organizational support, they may
feel upset, lacking of capability to carry out knowledge absorbing. Hence, the study presents the following propositions:
P5: Perceived organizational support negatively moderates the relationship between knowledge inertia and doctors' knowledge
absorptive capability
Knowledge potential reflects the degree of knowledge that doctors possess. The difference of knowledge potential forms a
natural pressure that represents a capability (Monteiro et al., 2008). It determines knowledge flowing direction often transfers
and diffuses knowledge from high to low. Doctors may have different potentials because of their different kinds of knowledge.
So, doctors with high knowledge potential are likely to have more knowledge and experience, and may be confident about their
knowledge. They tend to use current knowledge and ignore new situation. Thus this may lead to their rejection of new
knowledge. On the contrary, doctors with low knowledge potential want to change their knowledge potential by learning. Due to
their limited knowledge and experience, they may be more active with new method and technology. They usually try to access,
absorb and integrate new knowledge into their knowledge system. So, doctors with low potential tend to focus on learning and
experiencing more to enrich their knowledge structures. Thereby promoting knowledge absorption. Hence, the study presents
the following propositions:
P6: Knowledge potential positively moderates the relationship between knowledge inertia and doctors' knowledge absorptive
capability.
STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
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Our target populations are current Chinese public hospitals. Potential respondents comprise of doctors from different
departments. For the survey, we will develop a questionnaire with measurement items adapted from extant literature. The
questionnaire may be first developed in Chinese, translated into English, and then back-translated to Chinese to ensure construct
equivalence. A professional translator and two research assistants independently will conduct the translations, and will come to
an agreement on the final version for the questionnaire. The questionnaire will be pilot tested among 20 doctors who work in our
target hospitals. Their responses provided preliminary evidence about the face validity of the measurement items and will be
dropped from the dataset.
Our proposed model and propositioned relationships among constructs will be evaluated by using SEM-PLS modeling in Smart
PLS 3.0M. PLS-PM has become popular in modern quantitative research, particularly because it has notable advantages, such as
minimal demands on measurement scales, sample distribution, and sample size. It excels at causal-predictive analysis in which
hypothesized relationships are complex and few bases have been established.
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
This study focuses on knowledge inertia and tries to build a theoretical framework of its relationships with knowledge absorptive
capability and doctors’ adoption intention of new equipment. Our study expects to make contributions in three aspects. First, this
study may contribute to the adoption of innovation. Prior studies have been considering factors of organizational that influence
adoption of innovation but neglect individual’s characteristics. Even few studies pay attention to individual level. There is no
research focuses on negative part of knowledge. This study brings knowledge inertia that belongs to individual level into
hospital context. This may help uncover the influence mechanisms of knowledge inertia on adoption of innovation to some
extent. Second, we divide knowledge inertia into two dimensions (i.e. experience inertia and learning inertia) and test their
influence respectively on knowledge absorptive capability. This may enrich knowledge absorptive capability literature. Third,
we view knowledge absorptive capability as a direct antecedent of doctors’ adoption intention of innovative medical equipment.
This may contribute to our understanding of knowledge absorptive mechanisms through which knowledge inertia dimensions
influence adoption intention of innovative medical equipment. Moreover, the process of knowledge absorptive capability
requires some contingency factors (Chen, 2004). Two moderating variables, knowledge potential and perceived organizational
support will be examined. Organizational support is indispensable in the process of adoption of innovative product. In addition,
doctors in hospital who have high knowledge potential should try to change their mind to accept new knowledge. Only this way
can help improve their knowledge structures. Then this can accelerate the adoption of new equipment in hospitals.
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ABSTRACT
We have been working with W company, one of the largest electronic component distributors in Asia, to improve their
warehouse management. Our research examines how product variety, the number of items demanded by customer plants through
time i in month t, and product diversification, the proportion of total orders each item carried by customer plants i in month t
through time, influence inventory levels. We argue that product variety and product diversification are positively related with
inventory cost. We also argue that the impacts of product variety and product diversification on inventory cost are negatively
moderated by IT integration. W company’s inventory records come from many customers’ orders at plant level across months.
We thus aim to use panel data analysis to examine W company’s product strategies and resulting inventory performance at each
customer-plant level over 6 months.
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INTRODUCTION
We have been working with W company, one of the largest electronic component distributors in Asia, to improve their
warehouse management. W company is an intermediate trader between electronic components manufacturers and electronic
devices manufacturers. As an electronic component distributor, W company mainly profits from serving its customers distinct
categories of electronic items they need. To meet customers’ demand, W company has to maintain high service level, and make
sure that the number of electronic components in the customer hub is sufficient for customers to call off whenever they demand.
Fully fulfilling customers’ demands and avoiding stock-out are critical for their competitiveness against competitors.
W company has two ways of serving customers products, distributing items to customer hubs or delivering products directly to
customers. The former way is an implementation of vendor-management inventory (VMI), which is a tool used to improve
customer service, multi-firm supply chain efficiency and reduce inventory cost (Achabal et al., 2000; Kuk, 2004; Waller et al.,
1999). Although VMI can reduce inventory cost, the uncertainty of actual demands makes it difficult to manage the warehouse,
and results in tremendous storage costs. In most situations, customers place orders approximately once a month to W company,
and the order quantities are usually unchanged. Even though the customers have placed orders, it does not mean that they will
call off the exact quantity of items they ordered. They always call off less than the demand they gave to W company, with the
remain items stored in the customer hub, causing considerable inventory costs. With the replenishment decision of W company,
which is simply based on their experience and simple rules, the difference between the quantities supplied by W company and
those called off by customers becomes even more larger. With high inventory levels, the management of warehouse becomes
more important.
Ballou (Ballou, 1992) estimates that having inventories can cost between 20% and 40% of their value per year. Inventory cost is
a severe problem for W company since inventory cost has a considerable effect on firm profitability. Moreover, product variety
makes the inventory levels higher and the management of warehouse more complicated. Product variety has been proved to
impact holding costs, service levels and delivery reliability (Closs, Nyaga & Voss, 2010). Prior research finds out that an increase
in product variety increases inventory costs and decreases service levels (Closs, Nyaga & Voss, 2010). Furthermore, Graman and
Magazine posit high levels of product variety require correspondingly higher levels of inventory (Graman & Magazine, 2002;
Closs, Nyaga & Voss, 2010). According to previous research, product variety results in higher levels of inventory and inventory
costs. However, product variety is essential to firm competitiveness and sales. To resolve the tradeoff, we are interested in
examining the impact of product variety on inventory levels. In addition to product variety, we assume that product
diversification, the proportion of total orders by a customer plant each item accounts for may influence inventory level and
inventory cost. Prior research (Berg & Zijm, 1999) posits that reduced inventory levels not only reduce inventory costs, but also
improve the efficiency of the order-picking operation within the warehouse. This paper examines how the product variety,
product diversification influences the inventory level which is critical to warehouse management. We also simultaneously
examine whether IT integration level moderates the relationship between product variety, diversification and the inventory level.
This research examines the simultaneous effects of product variety and product diversification on inventory level in customer
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plant. We clarify the effects of product variety and product diversification on inventory level into four categories: high product
variety and high diversification, low product variety and low diversification, low product variety and high diversification, and
low product variety and low diversification. We also consider the moderated effect of IT integration level on the relationship
mentioned above. The above of classifications are further explored on two types of inventory management: customer direct and
vendor-managed hub. Prior research mentions that if the computer manufacturer’s channel is customer direct, then its strategy is
differentiation, focusing on relatively small number of profitable or customized SKU’s (Closs, Nyaga & Voss, 2010). If the
computer manufacturer’s channel is distributor, then its strategy focuses on cost leadership, focusing on relatively low margin
profit but relatively high volumes. We aim to compare the two types of inventory management, and see any significant
differences on product strategies, i.e., the four classifications above, applied and associated performances.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the marketing literature, high product variety has been found to be essential for satisfying customer needs, and in turn increase
the probability of completing a sale (Wan, Evers & Dresner, 2012). Companies routinely increase product variety in order to
enhance competitiveness and grow sales. However, increasing product variety is known to have negative effects on operations,
such as an increase in inventory levels (Wan, 2017). Higher product variety results in higher inventory levels due to large
numbers of SKUs, which have their own lot sizes, safety stock, and order quantity levels (Zipkin, 2000). Product variety also
increases the complexity and uncertainty in the operating environment. Graman and Magazine (2002) posit that greater product
complexity requires correspondingly higher inventory levels. Thus, we argue that product variety might also increase the
complexity and uncertainty in warehouse management, and in turn increase the inventory cost. Prior research (Wan, Evers &
Dresner, 2012) finds out that increasing product variety may have positive impacts on sales, while increasing “too much” may
have negative effects. Therefore, we suggest that product variety can satisfy customer demands and maintain competitiveness,
but it might also increase complexity of warehouse management and increase inventory cost.
Prior research has mentioned the concept of international diversification, reflecting the number of different markets in which the
firm operates and their importance to the firm. The level of international diversification is measured by the percentage of total
sales represented by each market (Hitt, Hoskisson & Kim, 1997). Inspired by the concept of diversification indicator, which can
show the importance of each market to the firm, we extend the concept to customer orders, called product diversification, which
show the proportion of total orders each item carried by customer plant. Product diversification can reflect the importance of
each item in total orders. The research (Hitt, Hoskisson & Kim, 1997) also suggests that unrelated product diversification spreads
the risk across product markets, thereby reducing the probability of severe losses and increasing the probability of achieving a
positive return. Hitt and colleagues (1995) argued that an integrated low-cost and differentiation strategy is often necessary to
compete in international market. Firms focusing on specific market niches can provide both low-cost and differentiated product,
thereby avoiding the competition. The entropy measure of product diversification(PDT) is defined as PDT = Sigma i [Pi x
ln(l/Pi)], where Pi is the sales attributed to segment i and ln(l/Pi) is the weight given to each segment, or the natural logarithm of
the inverse of its sales (Hitt, Hoskisson & Kim, 1997).
Prior research (Rai et al. 2006) indicated that a firm's information technology (IT)-based platform capabilities have a substantial
effect on supply chain process integration. This capability is deeply embedded into the structure of interfirm operational
processes, such as order management, inventory management, logistics, and distribution; and information processes, such as
demand planning and forecasting. IT integration is an essential element in supply chain management (SCM), and have positive
effects on firm performance. IT integration improves information sharing between customer and firm in supply chain; therefore,
we suggest that IT integration level as a moderator in our research model.
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
Our research examines how product variety, the number of items demanded by customer plants through time i in month t, and
product diversification, the proportion of total orders each item carried by customer plants i in month t through time, influence
inventory levels. Our research model is shown in figure 1. Low product variety means that the order demand in the customer hub
is composed of small number of items; low product diversification presents that only small number of items account for most of
total order quantities in customer hub. On the contrary, high product variety means that there are many kinds of items demanded
in customer hub, and high product diversification means that the proportion each item accounts for in the total order in the
customer hub is with slight difference.
According to prior research (Wan, 2017), increase in product variety has negative impacts on operations, increase the complexity
and uncertainty in the operating environment. Higher product variety results in higher inventory levels due to large numbers of
SKUs (Zipkin, 2000). Graman and Magazine (2002) posit that greater product complexity requires correspondingly higher
inventory levels. They all suggest that increasing in product variety results in higher inventory level. Therefore, we argue that
product variety is positively related with inventory cost.
H1 Product variety is positively related with inventory cost.
Product diversification, the proportion of total orders each item carried by customer plants i in month t through time, can show
the importance of each item to the orders by customer plant. We suggest that with higher product diversification, most items in
the orders are important to the customer plant, in turn making it more difficult and complicated to manage inventory, resulting in
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higher inventory cost. Therefore, we argue that Product diversification is positively related with inventory cost.
H2 Product diversification is positively related with inventory cost.
Prior research (Rai, Patnayakuni & Seth, 2006) suggests that IT integration for SCM enables supply chain process integration,
which yields sustained gains in firm performance. IT integration is an essential element in SCM, and have positive effects on firm
performance. Therefore, we argue that IT integration level negatively moderates the impact of product variety and product
diversification on inventory costs.
H3 The impact of product variety on inventory cost is negatively moderated by IT integration.
H4 The impact of product diversification on inventory cost is negatively moderated by IT integration.

Figure 1: model for product variety, product diversification, inventory level, and IT integration level
RESEARCH PLAN
The data that we collect from the W company includes item list, stock report, customer hub, item call off, IT integration level, and
item available data.
Item List
The item short name, item number, item brand, category and item attribute, single or common.
Stock Report
The data contains data of items’ stock status and the actual average week usage of every customer by week. We collect 24 weeks
of stock report from W company.
Item Call Off
The data contains item number, item short name, transaction date, hub call off or customer direct, which customer plant, and the
quantity.
IT Integration Level
IT integration level data describes how each customer transmit information with W company. There are three ways to inform
forecasting information: email, web crawling, AP-AP. With regard to PO, there are web crawling and AP-AP
Item Available Data
It includes the item number, of the item, item category, average usage, item number on hand, item number on order, and available
stock.
W company’s inventory records come from many customers’ orders at plant level across months. We thus aim to use panel data
analysis to examine W company’s product strategies and resulting inventory performance at each customer-plant level over 6
months.
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION
By analyzing data collected from W company, an electronic component distributor, we hope our results can give W company
some management implications, like whether they should increase or decrease product variety or diversification to improve its
inventory efficiency and warehouse management. There are few studies including the concept of product diversification when
discussing warehouse management and inventory management; thereby, our research can give electronic component distributor
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new management approaches. Also, theoretically, one of key influence/role of IT is to improve information sharing. Given the
industry context where electronic manufacturers can reschedule or cancel orders from W company, it is interesting to empirically
examine the effect of IT integration on the relationship between product variety, product diversification, and inventory costs.
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ABSTRACT
According to the World Economic Forum, by 2025 10% of the world’s GDP (currently about $100 trillion) may be on
blockchain. Blockchain technology is described as a distributed ledger technology (DLT) underpinned by five fundamental
principles: decentralization, peer-to-peer transmission; transparency with pseudonymity; irreversibility of records; and
computational logic. Despite blockchain’s transformative potential, it is unclear how Blockchain applications are implemented
across industries and product/service categories. The purpose of the paper is to discuss the general challenges, risks, and
implications related to blockchain implementation and adoption by the private and public sectors. We discuss how blockchain
should overcome multiple barriers–technological, governance, organizational and social–for its widespread adoption. Mainly,
the regulatory uncertainty, scalability and performance, interoperability, data privacy, security, legacy systems and the skills
gap barriers to adoption are examined. Moreover, the socioeconomic implications of blockchain are discussed mainly the
financial, economic, social and institutional impacts.
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INTRODUCTION
After two decades of dazzling proliferation of digital markets, it is widely recognized that such growth is drastically slowing
down in the coming years, especially in those developed economies (BCG 2016). On the other hand, however, online sellers are
continuously damaged from the tremendous loss caused by shopping cart abandonment (SCA). SCA is the phenomenon that a
customer puts items into her virtual shopping cart in the online buying website, but somehow choose not to proceed with
payment eventually (Egeln & Joseph 2012). Statistics by eMarketer revealed a shocking SCA rate as around 70% on average,
causing a loss of over $18 billion a year (eMarketer 2016).
SCA has drawn extensive intention from marketers (Koufaris 2002; Reichheld & Schefter 2000). In contract, it is surprising to
find that there is little empirical research studying the underlying mechanisms of SCA phenomenon (with only a few notable
exceptions, see (Fenech 2002; Fernandes 2012; Kukar-Kinney & Close 2010; Rajamma et al. 2009)). The myriad of
e-commerce and marketing studies examine the antecedents of consumers’ “intention to buy” in general, they face challenge to
adapt to understanding SCA behavior. Curiously, empirical research about the buyer’s driving/curbing force of “crossing the
finish line” is nascent. Against this backdrop, we herein conceptualize Intention to Checkout as the subjective probability that a
customer will proceed with payment under the circumstance that products have already been chosen but not yet payed (termed
the “post-cart” stage hereafter). In the current research, we contend that risk concerns caused by various uncertain situations
become the dominating heuristics for payment decision making (Kahneman & Tversky 1979). Whilst a buyer having decided the
choice of seller and products, her primary interest about the goods, and her initial attitude towards the website and the vendor, are
largely shaped. The click of “pay” button hence leads directly to the outcome of the transaction, either positive or negative,
triggering the buyer’s vigilance against potential losses.
Therefore, this research anchors on one specific theoretical perspective, buyer perceived uncertainty, to investigate SCA
phenomenon. In order to understand how uncertainty influences SCA, our first objective is to address this gap by studying the
effects of different types of uncertainty perception on intention to checkout during post-cart stage. Drawing on uncertainty
reduction theory (URT) from communication literature, we posit that buyers can employ three strategies (i.e., passive, active,
and interactive strategies) to acquire information in order to mitigate uncertainty encountered during the post-cart stage. we want
to address a prominent question for researchers and marketers, viz.: what CMC facilities are most effective in reducing which
type of uncertainty perception during the post-cart stage?
In line with URT, we propose that three core characteristics of C2C sellers enable the aforementioned communication strategies:
(1) effective product descriptions, (2) interactivity, and (3) effective feedback systems, respectively. We conceptualize
effectiveness of product descriptions as the capability of the buyer to describe product details and help buyers familiarize with the
product. Following the conceptualization of interactivity in literature (Liu 2003; Teo et al. 2003), interactivity is defined as the
quality of buyer-seller interaction. Finally, we define “effectiveness of feedback systems” as the extent to which the feedback
systems of can provide a large volume of unselective feedback opinions towards past transactions. Notably, because the
perception of how effective these communication facilitators can vary across different individuals, we consider perceptual rather
than objective effects herein. Thus, we consider the following three constructs as the direct predictor of uncertainty, i.e.,
perceived effectiveness of product descriptions (PEPD), perceived interactivity (PI), and perceived effectiveness of feedback
systems (PEFS). Collectively, we conceptualize Communication Strategy Facilitators (CSFs) as a consumer’s general perception
of a buyer’s capability of facilitating three core communication strategies in her pre-purchase information acquisition process. In
general, we postulate that strong CSFs can potentially contribute to buyer uncertainty reduction, thereby amplify intention to
checkout. Our conceptual framework is presented in Figure 1.
(Remark: detailes of hypothesis development and methodlogy are omitted in this extended abstract.)
INTENDED IMPLICATIONS
Implications to Theory
This research contributes to the literature in three ways. First, taking a communication view, this research regards transaction
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makers in an e-market as interactants who strive to reduce uncertainty. This perspective is rarely recognized in e-commerce
literature. Our research sheds new light on why these capabilities help attenuate buyers’ perception of product uncertainty, which
in turn amplify their intention to settle payment during the post cart stage. Second, the current study proposes an integrative
understanding of the relative influence of these capabilities on several major types of uncertainty perception from a novel
theoretical perspective and provides empirical validations. Third, this research theorizes the relative influence of passive,
interactive, and active facilitators on different types of uncertainty and provides empirical evidences.
Implications to Practice
our results reveal an unexpected weak effect of interactive communication on performance uncertainty perception. Thus, the
findings suggest directions for the optimal customization of e-market services or design features when only limited resources are
available. On the other hand, dyadic communication and effective feedback systems are found critical in alleviating seller
uncertainty. It suggests that for the businesses in which seller uncertainty is the main hindrance, such as the auction of used item
(Dimoka et al. 2012), providing interactive communication channels and effective feedback systems might be most beneficial.
Limitations
the cross-sectional design may limit the study’s ability to make causal inferences, because the temporal sequence of
relationships cannot be established. This also raises the concern with common method variance. Although our diagnostic test
results and the differential relationships found help reduce this concern to some extent, longitudinal designs or experimental
designs are encouraged for future research.

Figure 1: Research Framework: Facilitation of Uncertainty Reduction
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ABSTRACT
Multiple variables inside and outside of an organization can influence the quality of service delivery to
customers. Even though some of these factors can potentially be controlled through organized efforts by the
firm, there will still remain instances at which companies fail to provide their services at the expected level.
Service failure encounters are important moments of truth for both firms and customers because negative
emotions created throughout the process may lead to the disconnection of relationship between firms and their
customers (Smith & Bolton, 2002). Thus, service recovery attempts are critical in re-building and, possibly,
enhancing customer-firm relationships (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). If not done right, a failed recovery may result
in negative outcomes such as customer switching behavior and negative word of mouth (Keaveney, 1995).
Industry reports indicate that service failures possibly influence 70% of all repurchase or switching decisions
(Balter, 2008). Therefore, strategic planning is critical for service-oriented firms in order to successfully
identify and manage the service recovery processes.
Services literature defines service recovery (SR) as a process through which a firm responds to and rectifies
its failures in service delivery (Kelley & Davis, 1994). Previous studies have shown that customers are
emotionally involved during SR and their affective states play critical roles in their evaluation of a firm’s SR
efforts (Smith & Bolton, 2002). In addition, when a company fails to provide its services at the expected level,
customers might perceive an imbalance between their spent resources (money, time, etc.) to receive the
service and the firm’s efforts in providing the service. Thus, due to customers’ affective involvement during
SR, customers are more sensitive to inequity and injustice issues that they observe in a firm’s handling of the
SR process (Maxham, 2001). As a result, previous scholars have introduced perceived justice as an important
driver of customer emotions and satisfaction with SR (Chebat & Slusarczk, 2005).
Despite significant advances in SR research, there are still important gaps in our understanding of how this
process works from the perspective of customers’ perceived justice, emotions, and satisfaction. First, although
the role of emotions during SR has been highlighted, previous scholars have mainly focused on negative
emotions and ignored the possible influence of positive emotions on customer satisfaction with SR. This is
surprising because successful recovery from service failures can actually lead to senses of satisfaction, trust
and loyalty to the firm (Tax, Brown & Chandrashekaran, 1998). Therefore, it is important to understand the
role that positive emotions with service recovery play during SR. Second, previous studies have either focused
on the antecedents or consequences of customer satisfaction with SR. There is a lack of a comprehensive
model that takes into both drivers and outcomes of SR. A comprehensive model can provide an appropriate
managerial framework for SR handling situations. Third, there is limited amount of research on how cognitive
evaluations of perceived justice during SR combine with emotional responses to SR in order to form customer
satisfaction (Chebat & Slusarczyk, 2005). It is important to study this phenomenon in SR research because
customer satisfaction is driven by both affective and cognitive states of customers. Fourth, there is a lack of
research on how customers react to service recovery in the context of e-services where face-to-face interaction
with customers is minimal or non-existent during SR and most of the recovery process happens through online
channels.
This study explores how customer’s perceived justice with SR leads to both positive and negative customer
emotions, which finally influence customer’s satisfaction with SR. We collect data from an online travel
booking company in US which mainly handles customer service recovery through the online chat medium.
We address the mentioned gaps in services literature by showing that dimensions of perceived justice (i.e.
distributive, procedural, interactional) have varying effects on both positive and negative customer emotions.
We also demonstrate that customer emotions mediate the relationship between perceived justice and customer
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satisfaction with SR and, thus, need to be carefully considered in SR situations. Therefore, our findings
provide a useful and practical framework for managers to understand how the SR process should be managed
to maximize customer satisfaction.
Keywords: E-service recovery, customer emotions, customer perceived justice, customer satisfaction
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ABSTRACT
Online security has been an important topic in electronic business. However, even the best IT security infrastructures cannot
assure that cyber-attacks and malicious intrusions can be prevented. Therefore, it is important to know what is to be done when
a security breach occurs, and how it influences consumers’ perceptions and behaviors. Via a survey of 258 respondents, this
paper makes a first attempt to identify the relationships among security breach announcements, consumers’ perceived risks
(including performance risk, financial risk, time risk and privacy risk), company reputation and a consumer’s intention to
transact. Our key findings and implications are discussed.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to examine how factors influence perceived deceptiveness and repurchase intention in social commerce. A novel
research model comprises five research hypotheses with four constructs, including conflict, uncertainty, perceived deceptiveness
and repurchase intention. The structure is measured by good support in the literature. Structural equation modeling is used to
analyze survey data collected from 351 usable responses. The results show that perceived deception is the key factor affecting the
repurchase intention. The findings of the study provide useful insights into how online merchants should manage conflict
behaviors and reduce uncertainty so as to mitigate perceived deceptiveness and in turn enhance the repurchase intention for the
social commerce as a whole.
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ABSTRACT
Global e-commerce sales have reached over $1 trillion and e-commerce has experienced unprecedented prosper for the past
years. Along with this remarkable growth is the emergence of giant online retailers such as Amazon.com in the U.S. and JD.com
in China. Traditionally these retailers adopt merchant revenue model under which they buy products from suppliers and resell to
consumers. Over years, the leading online retailers have developed a considerable consumer base. With the options of reaping
their dominance via their merchant revenue model, interestingly, these retailers open their platforms and allow third-party sellers
to sell on their platforms, thus inviting competition. Small merchants might use the platforms to reach customers who otherwise
would not know the existence of the merchants, and are attracted to the retailers' platforms by the promise of tapping into their
huge user base. Third-party sellers report an average of 50% increase in sales when they join Amazon's platform. In turn,
Amazon takes a commission for every sale (e.g., 6% for personal computers and 15% for mobile phones). Intuitively, both the
retailer and the third-party sellers benefit from the partnership if the third-party sellers sell products different from those offered
by the retailer. However, one puzzling phenomenon is that these retailers allow third-party sellers to sell identical products as
those offered by the retailers, and we often observe both a retailer and a third-party seller offering the same product on the
retailer's platform.
More interestingly, many third-party sellers have their own websites and carry more products than retailers in some specific
category, and when they join a retailer's platform they sell some of their products on the retailer's platform. Sometimes these
third-party sellers may even choose to sell the same product as the retailer, instead of different products, on the retailer's platform.
For example, www.HANDU.com sells clothing for women, men, and kids on its own website, but only sells women dress on
JD.com. Conceivably, the sellers do so because the presence of sellers on a retailer's platform can increase the traffic to the
sellers' websites: When a product by a third-party seller is listed on a retailer's platform and is exposed to its consumers, some of
the consumers may also become aware of the other products offered by the seller, with the help of different online tools such as
search engines. We call this cross-product awareness increase spillover effect of consumer awareness.
This paper aims to answer the following questions. With an open platform and a given commission rate, how does the spillover
effect affect a third-party seller’s incentive to join a retailer’s platform and how does the spillover effect affect its product
offering on the platform? We develop a game-theoretic model in which the platform is open and the commission rate is given,
and the third-party seller carries identical products as the retailer as well as exclusive products that the retailer does not carry. The
third party chooses whether to join the platform; If so, the third party chooses which product(s), the identical product, the
exclusive product, or both products, is/are sold on the retailer’s platform.
We find that the third party's optimal selling strategies vary with its initial awareness, the extent of spillover effect, and the
commission rate. Specifically, for a low commission rate, when its initial awareness and spillover effect are mild, the third party
sells both identical and exclusive products on the retailer's platform; when its initial awareness is high or spillover effect is salient,
the third party sells exclusive products only. For a high commission rate, the third party only sells identical products if the
spillover effect relative to initial awareness is significant; otherwise, the third party does not offer any product.
In particular, even when the commission rate is very high, the third party may still have incentive to sell the identical product on
the retailer's platform. For instance, when the spillover effect relative to the initial awareness level is significant, even the retailer
asks for the whole revenue of third party's sales on the retailer's platform, the third party still optimally chooses to sell the
identical product on the retailer's platform. This surprising result is because in this case the spillover effect is more important than
the initial awareness, the benefit of increased demand for exclusive product resulting from spillover effect outweighs the cost of
contributing the revenue from the identical product to the retailer.
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ABSTRACT
With the quick development of E-commerce development, Cross Border business activity via the Internet which was as the
complicated business model now has the new development situation and strategies in China. In this paper, we divided the
business process of Cross Border E-commerce into five parts. They are marketing capability part, logistics part, payments part,
tariff policy part and transaction rules part. We analyze each part development situation, advantage aspects, and problems in
nowadays. Based on this analysis and case study, we try to find more effective development strategies for Cross Border
E-commerce of China in the worldwide competition. Therefore, five kinds of strategies which most of them from the government
perspectives we have found in the following parts. For the government, we advise them to create favorable environment for
Cross-Border E-Commerce, to vigorously promote the development of electronic payment industry, to optimize logistics and
distribution services of electronic commerce, to make the e-commerce credit service system perfectly and to improve the
information infrastructure and security system.
Marketing Capability in Cross Border Ecommerce
It refers to enterprises’ market activities such as supply and demand analysis, parity ability, customer recognition and quick
judgment, international sales and other capabilities. Many cross-border companies believe that the current international
e-commerce platforms can’t fully meet the needs of cross-border e-commerce enterprises, and can’t significantly enhance the
import and export capacity through the platforms online. Now it’s urgent to cultivate the local cross-border service platforms to
guide more and more small and medium enterprises to settle in these platforms, to expand the scale and enhance the efficiency of
the import and export through the Internet.
Logistics in Cross Border Ecommerce
In the cross-border logistics, the electronic logistics, the transfer speed and the transaction cost are all far from expectation,
which seriously affect the development of cross-border e-commerce in China. Therefore, if we could integrate domestic and
international logistics resources and take their advantages, these measures will enhance the speed of development of the
cross-border e-commerce and lead to larger scale of cross-border transactions.
Payment in Cross Border Ecommerce
As the development of the electronic settlement, third party payment, transaction security, electronic credit development, in
particular, Paypal, Alipay and other online financial instruments, cross-border payments are no longer bottlenecks that restrict
the development of cross-border e-commerce.
Tariff Policy in Cross Border Ecommerce
At present, most of the cross-border e-commerce platforms export through express parcels. Thus export enterprises can only
obtain the transport bills, but they cannot provide Customs Export Declaration and other legal documents. Under the guidance
and support of the government, the tax exemption policy for small bills not only provides a policy support for the export of these
products in a standardized and orderly environment, but also attracted a large number of small and medium enterprises to involve
in and thus promote the development of cross-border e-commerce in China.
Transaction Rules in Cross Border E-commerce
Business rules of cross-border e-commerce transactions is imminent, which includes the rights and obligations of both parties,
the standard level of cross-border trading platform services, the information security of cross-border e-commerce transactions,
online contract mechanism and disputes, the legal and regulatory services in cross-border transactions, the trade body, the
specification of credit rating and evaluation behavior, the laws and regulations supervision of the third party payment platform,
the punishment of the transaction order destruction, the standardization of cross-border e-commerce poundage and the needs for
cross-border e-commerce disputes processing.
The Strategies of Cross Border E-commerce in China
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To create favorable environment for cross-border e-commerce
We should create a favorable environment is important to the development of cross-border e-commerce. We can expand China’s
discourse right in the cross-border e-commerce through organizing cross-border e-commerce professional meetings that have
international influence, we can organize professional training for the transformation from traditional foreign trade enterprises
and e-commerce enterprises to cross-border e-commerce, create good environment for innovation and entrepreneurship and
encourage college students to enter the field of cross-border e-commerce venture, in order to form the good development
environment of cross-border e-commerce in the whole society.
To vigorously promote the development of electronic payment industry
We can cultivate a group of leading third-party payment companies in China, innovate the mode of products and services and
build electronic payment platform for the application of e-commerce in the various fields. We can also study on the formulation
of electronic payment management of cross-border trade and promote the construction of electronic payment interoperability and
security system.
To optimize logistics and distribution services of electronic commerce
We can deepen the construction of logistics distribution system, strengthen the guidance of the various distribution subjects,
improve circulation efficiency of city distribution logistics, and enhance the service quality of e-commerce logistics. We can also
support the development of professional services of logistics information platform, promote the outsourcing of logistics
information service and promote the logistics information system to be widely used.
To perfect e-commerce credit service system
We can study the establishment of network operators’ credit index system, promote the collection and management services of
network operators’ credit information, encourage social intermediary institutions to carry out network operators’ credit
evaluation activities.
To improve the information infrastructure and security system
We can improve the online service quality and access speed, speed up the construction and coverage of a new generation of
mobile communication network and urban wireless broadband network, accelerate the construction of Internet data center and
the optimization of price structure and promote e-commerce enterprises to reduce network operating costs. We can also establish
and improve the information security system of e-commerce enterprises, promote the storage system construction of the third
party electronic data and strengthen the construction of security authentication infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT
The internet has been enhanced the roads of global commercials. Companies use the internet platforms to sell their products
and make the profits for the companies. Cross Border E-Commerce is an important opportunity in this time point but it will be
challenged at the same time. This application will use multiple research methodologies: Field observations method on the
cross border e-commerce platforms - Alibaba, Amazon, Aliexpress, Lazada and eBay for one year; Focus group methos and
then in-depth Interview method for studying and providing the suggestions about the critical factors to have Cross Border
E-Commerce Startup. Luckily, the study got the results and applications: Firstly, about the products requiring, the StarUp
must require or produce the products with uniqueness. Secondly, for expanding the international markets for surviving, the
StarUp must enter cross border e-Commerce internet world. Thirdly, for reducing the cost, the StarUp must use cross border
e-Commerce to reach the global customers in different countries. Fourthly, the oversea warehouses will be one trend of
cross-border e-Commerce. Fifthly, it is very important for StarUp to learn and get professionals on, for example, the
optimization of Keywords of their products and the analyzing the Big Data for marketing and selling. Finally, the StarUp
must group and train their own professional cross border e-Commerce team.
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